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PREFACE 
Heat transfer when distilled water and Dowtherm G flow through a 
helically coiled tube was studied. A Reynolds number range from 6 to 
46,000 was investigated for two helical coils 9.99 and 20.64 inches in 
diameter. The tubes were 0.625 inches o.d. x 0.495 inches i.d. Type 
304 seamless stainless steel. For both helically coiled tubes, an 
axial length of 10 feet was heated electrically by passing DC current 
through the tube wall~ 
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heat transfer surface area, ft2 
cross-sectional area of the tube based on the tube 
insiffe·diameter, ft2 
average absolute deviation 
average absq]ute percent deviation 
average percent difference 
specific heat of the fluid, BTU/lb-°F 
helical coil diameter, measured from tube center-to-
tube center, inches or feet 
Deah number, Re/di/Dc 
in5ide diameter of the tube, inches or feet 
helical coil curvature ratio 
straight tube outside diameter, inches 
electromotive force, mi 11 i volts 
Fanning friction factor, dimensionless 
gravitational acceleration, ft/hr2 or ft/sec 2 
mass velocity of the fluid; lb/hr-ft2 
conversion factor, lbm-ft/lbf-sec2 
3 2 2 Grashof number, dip gs~t/µ 
Graetz number, WCP/kl 
local heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2-°F 
height of the pressure tap above a reference plane, ft 
average heat transfer coefficient based on the tube. 





thermal conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-°F 
1 ength of conduit between the pres_sure taps, ft 









measured fluid pressure, psig or lb/ft2 
total fluid pressure, P+PLH, lbtfft2 gc 
Prandtl number, CPµ/k 
heat fl ow rate, BTU/hr 
heat flux, BTU/hr-ft2 
(r', e', z') cylindrical coordinates with the origin at the center 








Rayleigh number, Gr·Pr 
Reynolds number, d.-Gfµ 1 . 
fluid temperature, °F or °C 
bulk fluid temperature, °F 
inside wall temperature, °F 
di_mensionless inside wall temperature 
fluid velocity, ft/sec 
mass flow rate of fluid) lb/hr 
dimensionless axial distance from the inlet electrode 
coefficient of volume expansion of the fluid, l/°F 
fluid heat loss for flow in pipes, ft 
difference _between the imput rate of thermal energy 
and the rate of increase of the thermal energy of 
the fluid in passing through the helical coil, ,BJU/hr 
temperature drop between the wall and tbe: fluid, °F 
fluid viscosity, centipoise _or lbm/ft"'.'hr 
xii 
p fluid density~ gm/ml or lb/ft3 
Subscripts 
avg. average 
b bulk fluid 
c helical coil 
er critical 
f film conditions 
he helical coil 
i inside of tube 
in coil inlet 
L point located at a distance L from the initial measuring 
point 
o outside of tube 
out coil exit 








When a fluid flows through a straight tube, the fluid velocity is 
maximum at the tube center, zero at the tube wall and symmetrically 
distributed about the axis. However, when a fluid flows through a 
curved tube, the primary velocity profile indicated above is distorted 
by the addition of a secondary flow pattern. The secondary flow is 
generated by centrifugal action and acts in a plane perpendicular to the 
primary fl ow. 
Since the velocity is maximum at the tube center the fluid at the 
center is subjected to the maximum centrifugal action which pushes the 
fluid towards the outer wall. The fluid at the outer wall moves inward 
along the tube wall to replace the fluid ejected outwards. This results 
in the formation of two vortices symmetrical about a horizontal plane 
through the tube center. Figure 1 is a sketch of the secondary flow 
pattern. 
Due to the existence of the superimposed secondary flow, the heat 
and mass transfer rates (and the fluid pressure drop) are higher in a 
curved tube than in an equivalent straight tube at the same flow rate 
and the transfer mechanisms are more complicated. 
The objective of the research program was to obtain a better and 
more quantitative insight into the heat transfer process that occurs 
























Figure l. Sketch of the Secondary Flow 
Pattern in a Curved Tube 
2 
Sensible heat transfer to liquids flowing in helically coiled 
tubes (hereafter also referred to as helical coils) was experimentally 
evaluated. The study covered the fluid flow range extending from 
laminar flow (Re= 6) through transition to hi~ turbulent flow 
I 
(Re= 46,000). Experimental data were gathered for two liquids: dis-
3 
tilled water and Dowtherm G. Dowtherm G is Dow Chemical Company's trade-
name for an organic heat transfer fluid intended for use in low pressure 
heating systems. Both fluids were studied in two different diameter 
(9.99 and 20.64 inches) helical cols. The inside diameter and the wall 
thickness of the initially straight tube were 0.495 and 0.065 inches, 
I 
· respectively. Both coils were fabricated of Type 304 seamless stainless 
steel tube. 
Helical coils are extensively employed for heat transfer applica-
tions in the process and power industries. Some of their applications 
are: 
1. Helical coils are used for transferring heat in chemical 
reactors and agitated vessels because heat transfer coefficients are 
higher in helical coils. This is especially important when chemical 
reactions having high heats of reaction are carried out and the heat 
generated (or consumed) has to be trinsferred rapidly to maintain the 
temperature of the reaction. Also, because helical coils have a comp~ct 
configuration, more heat transfer surface can be provided per unit of 
space than by the use of straight tubes. 
2. Because of the compact configuration of the helical coils, they 
can be very readily used in heat transfer applications with space limita-
tions as, for example, in steam generators for marine and industrial 
applications. 
3. The helically-coiled tube is eminently suited for studyinq 
the characteristics ~fa. plug flow reactor in reaction kinetics studies, 
because the secondary motion present in a helical coil destroys the 
radial concentration gradients. 
4. The existence of the self-induced radial acceleration field in 
helical coils makes helical coils most desirable for heat transfer and 
fluid flow applications in the absence of a gravity field, such as for 
spaceships in outer space. 
5. Helically-coiled tubes have recently been studied for possible 
applications in bio-engineering. Weissman and Mockros (42) recently 
studied the use of helical coils to augment mass transfer in membrane 
blood-oxygenators. Their study demonstrated, both theoretically and 
experimentally, that by coiling a membrane tube into a helical coil, 
they could substantially increase the mass transfer rate of oxyqen and 
carbon dioxide to and from the blood flowing inside the tube. 
4 
6. Helically-coiled tubes have been and are used extensively in the 
cryogenic industry for the liquefaction of gases. The Sinqle Pressure 
Mixed Refrigerant (SPMR) Process for the liquefaction of natural gas is 
a current example of the application of helically-coiled tubes in the 
cryogenic industry. Coiled tube heat exchangers can economically satisfy 
the severe size and operating conditions required by the SPMR Process. 
Recent emphasis on the increased production of liquefied natural gas 
will call for an increased use of coiled tube heat exchangers. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Fluid flow in curved channels has been studied since 1876. The 
first paper on heat transfer in helical coils was published in 1919. 
Koutsky and Adler (22) ,compiled a chronological list of important papers 
on fluid flow in helical coils and curved channels dating from 1876 to 
1964. More recently Srinivasan et aL (39) critically examined the 
various published correlations for determining the pressure drop and 
heat transfer in helical and spiral coils. 
Fluid Flow Literature 
White (43) reported the results of experiments performed using 
helical coi1s of curvature ratios~ d1/Dc, of 1/15, 1/50 and 1/2050. The 
experiments were performed usinQ water, lubricating oil and mixtures of 
lubricating oil and lamp oil. Based on the experimental data he had 
gathered, White proposed the following empirical correlation for calcu-
lating the friction head loss for the laminar flow of fluids in helical 
coils: 
2 
AH = (C) ~~~.) (~t ) 
1 1 
(2. l) 
where c-l = l-[l-(ll.6/De) 0·4511/0. 45 for 11.6 <De~ 2,000 
and C = 1 for De < 11 . 6 . 
6 
In a later paper, White (44) proposed anoth~r empirical correlation 
for determining th~ Fanning friction factor for liquids flowing in 
helical coils i.n the fully d~~fope'fturbulent flow regime. The carrel.a-
ti on is: 
(2.2) 
for 15 ,000 ~ Re ~ 100 ,000, 
Adler (1) theoretically calful.ated the velocity profile and th~ 
pressure drop for flow in curved pipes based on the Prandtl boundary 
layer model. Ad.ler derived the fo,llowing equation to det~rmine the 
friction fac~or in curved pipes: 
f 
f c = 0.1064(De)o. 5 
s 
(2.3) 
He also experimentally measured the pressure drop and velocity pro-
files for flow in curved tubes with d;fDc of 1/50, 1/100 and 1/200~ His 
equation asymptotically approaches the experimental results for high 
Dean numbers in the laminar flow regime. 
Barua (4.) theoreti-cally derived a power series solution for the 
resistance coefficient for high. Qean number flow in stationary curved 
pipes. His correlation, expressed as ~he first two terms of the power 
sefies, is: 
f 
fc = 0.509 + 0.09l8(De) 0 •5 
s 
Barua in his paper did not indicate the effective range for his 
correlation. However, he siated th.at his correlation is similar to 
Hasson's (16) correlation which Barua indicated is in good agreement 
with. experimentally observed results .for 30 < De < 2,000. Hence, it may 
be concluded that Barua 1 s correlation is also valid over·t~e same Dean 
number range. 
Prandtl (30) suggested the following. equation for determinin~ the 
Fanning friction factor for fl ow in curved tubes: 
f 
7 
fc = 0.37(De/2)0.36 (2.5) 
s . 
The above equation is valid in the range 40 < De < 2,000. 
Mori and Nakayama (25) theoretically analyzed the high Dean number 
fully developed laminar flow regime using the approximate boundary layer 
theory. Their analysis resulted in a power series solution for the 
friction factor for flow in curved tubes. Their equations for the fric-
tion factor, for the first and second approximation of the powerseries, 
are: 
and 
c; c) = 0 . 10 80 ( De) O . 5 
s I • 
(f c, = ( f c) [ . 1 . . J 
'-f~II fs I l-3.253(De)-0. 5 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where the subscripts -I and I I on the (f /f s) ratio indicate the first 
and second approximations, respectively. 
Mori and Nakayama also performed an experimental study usinQ air 
flowing in a curved pipe with a d/Dc ratio of 1/40. They report that 
their experimental results were in good agreeme11t with their theoretical 
analysis. They further report that over a wide range of Dean numbers, 
their second approximation, Equation (2.7), gave friction factors that 
agreed fairly well with Ito 1 s empirical co~relation for friction factors 
for laminar flow in curved pipes. 
In a second paper, Mori and Nakayama ( 26) reported the results ,of 
their analysis of the turbulent flow regime in curved; pipes.- They 
theoretically derived the relationship for the _Fanning fricti.Qn factor 
for turbulent flow in curved pipes -based on the following assumptions: 
l_. A thin boundary layer exists along the pipe wall. 
2. Fanning friction factors for turbulent flow in straight pipes 
are given by the fo 11 O\fv'.i ng empi ri ca 1 co!rre 1 ati on: 
8 
f s = a ( Re) -1 /m (2.8) 
where 
a= 0.079 form= 4; 
a= 0.046 form= 5. 
The value of mis commonly chosen to be 4 or 5. With m = 4, Equa-
tion (2.8) is the Blasius resistanc;e formula for turbulent flow in 
straight tubes. 
Mori and Nakayama (26) developed the following equations to deter-
mine the Fanning friction factor for turbulent flow in curved pipes: 
Form= 4: f (d./D )-o. 5 c l c = 00075 {1 + . 0.112. } [Re(d/Q/J0·2 · [Re(d/Dc)2J0·2 
0 5 0.048 Form= 5: f (d./D )- · = -------,,.....,..,.. 
c 1 c [Re(d;/Dc)2.5]1/6 
(2.9) 
(2. 10) 
They reported that Equation (2.9) gave values for the friction factor 
that agreed with the values calculated by using lto•s empirical correla-
tion for turbulent flow friction factors in curved pipes. 
Ito performed an extensive experimental program to study the fric-
tion factors for laminar and turbulent flow of water through curved 
9 
pipes. He evaluated five curved pipes ranging in d/Dc ratio from 
1/16.4 to 1/648 for both the laminar and the turbulent fluid flow regime. 
Ito (17) correlated his laminar flow data with the following empiri_cal 
equation: 
fc _ 21~5(De) 
f s - [l.56 + log10 (oe)] 5·73 
(2. 11) 
The above equation is valid in the range 13.5 <De< 2,000. · 
Ito (18) proposed the following empirical correlation for calculat-
ing the Fanning frktion factor in the turbulent flow regime: 
f (d./D }-0. 5 = 0 00725 + 0 076[Re(d./D )2]-0025 C 1 C • • 1 C (2.12) 
2 for 0.034 < Re(di/Dc) < 300, 
and 
f = . fs = 0 . 0 79 ( Re) - 1 I 4 .. 
c . (2.13) 
for Re(di/Dc) 2 < 0.034. 
Ito (18) also proposed the following empirical correlati.on for 
determining the cri.tical Reynolds number for fluid flow in curved pipes 
in the range 15 < Dc/di < (8.6} (102): 
(2. 14) 
For D/d; > (8.6) (102), the critical Reynold$ number for c;urved pipes· 
is taken to be the same as for a straight pipe, namely 2,100. 
Kubair and Varrier (24) proposed that friction factors for turbulent 
flow in helical coils can be calculated from the following equation: 
fc = 0.003538(Re) 0·09 exp[(l.887) (di/Dc)] (2.15) 
The above equation is valid for 9,000 <Re< 25,000 and 0.037 < c:1/Dc < 
0.097. 
10 
Schmidt (35) proposed the following empirical correlations for eval-
uating the Fanning friction factor for flow in helically-coiled tubes: 
For 102 <Re< Re 
er 
f, 0 97 [l - 0.644(d./D )0 .· 312 :n. (1·6) fc = -1] + 0,14(d;fDc) · (Re) 1 c -L Re 
(2.16) 
For Recr <Re< (2.2) (104): 
f = 1, + ( 2 . 88 )( , o 4) r ~) 0 • 62J· c o . o 791 J 
c _ Re \.DC . Re0.25 (2.17) 
For ( 2 . 0 ) ( 10 4) < Re < ( 1. 5 )( 10 5 ) : 
Further details regarding Schmidt's experimental work are presented 
in the Heat Transfer Literature section of this chapter. 
Truesdell and Adler (40) numerically calculated the fully developed 
axial and secondary velocities for laminar flow in helically-coiled tubes 
for both circular and elliptical cross-sections having diametral ratios 
of 0.5, 0.685, 1.46 and 2.0. 
Most of the literature correlat.ions mentioned above for determining 
the Fanning friction factor for fluid flow in a helically-coiled tube 
are plotted in Figure 2 for ease of comparison. The Hagen~Poiseuille 
law for the 1 ami nar fl ow regime and the Bl as i us resistance formula for 
the turbulent flow regime are also shown in Figure 2. 
Heat Transfer Literature 
Richter (32) reported in 1919 that he used a coaxial double pipe 























Note: Points A and B. are the critical 
Reynolds numbers calculated using 
Eq. (2-14) for (di/De)= 0.024 and 
0.0495 respectively. A = 6061 a.nd 
B= 7646. 
fs = 0.0791 
. {Re)1/4 
10-31 I I I I I I I' I I I f I I I I' I I I I I I I I' I I I. I I , 'I'' I I I I I I I I' I 
. 160 101 102 103 A B 104 . 105 
Re ----
Figure 2! Plot of the Literature CorreJations for Determining the Fanning 
Friction Factor for Fluid Flow in a Helically-Coiled Tube 
12 
operating conditions, a coiled double pipe heat exchanger gave higher 
heat transfer coefficients than a straight pipe exc~anger. 
Jeschke (19) evaluated the cooling of air in the turbulent flow 
regime in two helical coils. The helical coils had a D/d1 of 6.1 and 
18.2 and the Reynolds numbers evaluated extended to 150,000. He proposed 
the following empirical correlation: 
Nu= 0.045 [1 + (6·;~.)] (Re) 0· 76 (Pr)0.4 
· C 1 
(2.19) 
The above equation was obtained from Rogers and Mayhew's (33) 
paper. 
Berg and Bonilla (5) experimentally studied heat transfer to air, 
water and Essolube 30 lubricating oil in helical coils. They studied 
the laminar flow regime and propose·d the following correlation: 




1 = [0.0000229 + 0.000636 (d./D )] Ref '. 
cp f , c (2.20) 
Berg and Bonilla reported that coiling the pipe did not result in a 
significant improvement in the heat transf~r over that occurring in a 
straight pipe, except at higher fluid velocities. 
Kirpikov (21) experimentally tested helical coils with Dc/d1 of 10, 
13 and 18. Water was used as the test fluid in the coils. Kirpikov 
proposed the following correlation for 104 <Re< (4.5) (104): 
(Nu) (Pr)-o. 4 = 0.0456(Re)0• 8 (d./D )0·21 
1 c 
Information regarding Kirpikov 1 s correlation was obtained from Rogers and 
Mayhew's (33) paper. 
Seban and McLaughlin (36) experimentally evaluated the laminar and 
the turbulent fl ow regimes for fluids flowing in he 1 i cal coils. They 
evaluated two helical coils having a D/d1 ratio of 17 and 104 for 
13 
Reynolds numbers ranging from 12 to 65,000. They used a medium heavy 
Freezene oil to study the, laminar flow regime and water for the turbulent 
flow regime. The coils were heated by passi\1g AC current through the. 
tube wall of the helical coils. 
Seban and McLaughlin proposed. the fa 11 owing empi ri cal corre 1. ation 
for the peripheral average heat transfer coefficient for helical c;oils: 
For the laminar flow regime: 12 ~ Re ~ 5,600: 
f 1/3 
Nu = ( 0. 13) [ 8 c ( Re )2] 
where fc is calculated from White 1 s (43) equation, namely: 
f 0.45 2.22 -1 
__£ = [ l - {, - c 11. 6 ) } J 
fs Reld./D 
· 1 C 
and 
For the turbulent flow regime: 6,000 ~Re~ 65,000: 
Nu= 0.023(Re)o.a5 (d./D )O.l (Pr)o. 4 
1 C (2.23) 
Seban and ~claughlin evaluated their fluid properties at the film 
temperature which they defined to be the arithmetic average of the mixed 
bulk fluid and the insiqe wall temperature. 
Rogers and Mayhew (33) also proposed an empirical correlation for 
evaluating the average heat transfer c;oeffici~nt for helical coils for 
the turbulent flow regime, based on their experimentc1.l data. They 
studied three coils having D/di ratios of 10.726, 13.234 and 20.075. 
Reynolds numbers ranging from (3.0) (103) to (5.0) (104) were evaluated 
using water as the test fluid. The cons were heq.ted by steam. Rogers 
and Mayhew 1 s correlation i.s si.milar to Seban and McLaughlin's turbulent 
flow correlation, Equation (2.23), except that the constant 0.023 is 
replaced by 0.021. 
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Mori and Nakayama (27), as part of their theoretical study of the 
fluid flow anci. heat transfer processes occurring in curved pipes, 
developed the following equations for evaluating tne Nusse.lt number: 
In the laminar flow regime: 
4 1/2 { } Nu= 0.86 {De} 1 + 2.35 
A (De) 1/2 (2.24) 
where 
A = [ _g_ J [ 1 + { 1 + 77 } 0 . 5] 
11 4(Pr)2 
The range for Equation (2.24) is stated to be De> 30 ~ 60. 
In the turbulent flow regime: 
0 4- d 1 /12 
Nu=[:~.~]L(Re)5/6J[~Di) ][i+ 0.061 J 
c {Re(d./D )2.5}1/6 
l c 
Equation (2.25) is stated to be applicable for Pr> 1 and 
Re(d./D )2·5 > 0.4. 
l c 
(2.25) 
To support their theoretically obtained equations, Mori and Nakayama 
also experimentally measured the velocity and temperature distributions 
for air flowing through curveq pipes. For the lami.nar flow regime they 
studied the flow of air through a helical coil having a Dc/di ratiq of 
40, while for the turbulent flow regime they studi.ed two coils .having 
Dc/di ratios of 40 and 18.7r Heat was supplied by passing AC current 
through nichrome wire wound around the coils. They reported that their 
experimental results were in good agreement with the results of their 
theoretical analysis. 
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Kubair and Kuloor (23) gathered experirnental data on heat transf~r 
to aqueous glycerol solutions flowing through helical coils, in th.e 
laminar flow regi111e. They evaluate<;! four helical coils having d/Dc 
ratios of 0.037, 0.056, 0.074 and 0.097. Reynolds numbers ranging from 
60 to 5,100 were evaluated. The coils were heat;ed by steam. Kubair 
and Kuloor proposed the following empirical corre.lation: 
(2.26) 
for.BO< Re< 6,000; 20 <Pr< 100; and, 10 < Gz < 1 ,000. 
Schmidt (35) experimentally evaluated the heat transfer and the 
pressure drop for fluid flow in helical coils. He evaluated five coils• 
having Dc/d; ratios of 4.914, 10.171, 20.288, 40.967, and 81.103. 
Reyno 1 ds numbers ranging from 100 to 100 ,000 were eva 1 uated using air, 
water and Shell Voluta Oil 919 as the test fluids. The coils were heated 
in a steam bath. 
Schmidt reported the follo\A/ing correlations for determining t;he 
Nusselt number for heat transfer in helically coiled tubes: 
For 102 <Re< Recr= 
N u = 3 • 6 5 + 0 • O 8 [ 1 + ( 0. 0 8) ( d ;f D c ) O • 9 ] ( Re )13 ( Pr) l I 3 ( 2 • 2 7) 
where S = 0.5 + (0.2903) (d;/Dc)O.l 94 , 
For Re <Re< (2.2) (104): 
er 
d. d. 1/3 
Nu= 0.023 [1 + 14.8 {1 +(01)} (rf) ](Re? (Pr) l/3 (2~28) 
where y = 0.8 - (0.22) (d;/Dc) 0· 1. 
For (2.0) (104) < Re < (1.5) (105): 
c c 
d d 0.8 
Nu = 0.023 [1 + 3.6 {1 - ( 01)} ( 01) J (Re) 0·8 (Pr) l/3 (2.29) 
c c 
Shchukin (37) proposed the following emp·irical corr~lation for 
laminar flow heat transfer in helical coils: 
For 26 <De< 7,000 and 6.2 < Dc/di < 62.5: 
( 0.25 Nu= 0.0575 (Re) 0·33 (De) 0· 42 (Pr)o. 43 Pr) 
· · Pr 
w 
For the turbulent flow regime, Shchukin proposed the following 
corre 1 at ion: 
For Recr <Re< 67,000 and 6.2 < Dc/di < 104: 
16 
d 0.15 D 1.55 
Nu = 0.0266 [Re0·85 ( 0 i) + o.225(d~) ](Pr)0· 4 (2.31) 
C 1 
Dravid et al. (13) experimentally and numerically evaluated the 
effect of secondary fluid motion on heat transfer in the laminar flow 
regime. They experimentally tested five fluids covering a Prandtl 
number range from 5 to 175. The Prandtl numbers and other physical prop-
erties were evaluated at the average of the inlet and outlet temperatures 
of the.fluids from the coil. One helical coil was used for all the 
fluids. Their helical coil had a d./D ratio of 0.0537. The coil was 
l c 
electrically heated by passing AC current through a teflon-insulated 
' 
nichrome wire wound around the tube in a helically cut groove with a 
spacing of 0.2 in. 
Dravid et al. proposed the following correlation for the fully-
developed Nusselt number: 
Nu= (0.76 + 0.65 loe) (Pr) 0· 175 
Equation (2.32) is stated to be valid for 50 <De< 2,000 and 
5 < Pr < 175. 
(2a32) 
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In addition to the aforementioned experimental studies on heat 
transfer in helical coils, several theoretical and numerical studies 
have also been reported in the literature. 
Ozisik and Topakoglu (29) evaluated the heat transfer for hyqro-
dynamically and thermally fully developed laminar flow in a curved pipe 
by a series expansion method applied to the Navier-Stokes and energy 
equations. They report that, based on their solution, the heat transfer 
in a curved pipe depends -0n the Reynolds and Prandtl number and the 
curvature of the pipe. 
Akiyama and Cheng (2) evaluated the laminar forced convection heat 
transfer in curved pipes by using the boundary vorticity method. In 
their paper they pointed out the deficiencies .of the pertubation and the 
boundary layer approximation methods proposed by earlier workers in the 
field. They also developed a new parameter, De2Pr, to account. for the 
Prandtl number effect on heat transfer in curved pipes. 
Kalb and Seader (20) recently published their results of a theore~ 
tical and numerical study of the heat transfer to steady viscous flow i.n 
curved tubes of circular cross~section. · They presented numerical results 
for Dean numbers ranging from 1 to 1,200, Prandtl numbers ranging from 
0.005 to 1,600 and D /d. values ranging from 10 to 100. They also pro-
c l 
posed the following corre 1 ati on, based on their numeri ca 1 study, to 
calculate the N~sselt number for laminar flow heat transfer in curved 
pipes: 
Nu= 0.913(De) 0· 476 (Pr) 0·200 . 
The above equation is stated to be valid for 80 ~De~ 1 ,200 and 
0.7 <Pr< 5. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
Liquid phase heat transfer was studied in two helically coiled 
tubes using distilled water and Dowtherm G. A sketch of the experimental 
set-up is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 is a photograph of the general 
layout of the experimental equipment. 
Description of Individual Units 
Helical Coils 
T1>10 helical coils 9.99 and 20.64 inches in diameter were used. The 
coils were fabricated from initially-straight Type 304 seamless stain-
less steel tubing 5/8-in~h o.d. x 0.065-inch wall thickness. The axial 
(and heated) length of the helically coiled tube was 10 feet for both 
the small and the large diameter coil. Straight tube sections were 
provided at the inlet and the exit of both the coils. Dimensions of 
the two helical coils are summarized in Table I. 
Some flattening of the tube resulted during the formation of the 
helical coils. Hence, the longitudinal and the lateral outer ·tube 
diameters were measured at one-foot intervals starting from the inlet 
electrode, except that the tenth measurement was made at an interval 
of 3/4-foot from the ninth measurement. These measurements are 




~2" N.P.T. GLOBE VALVE 
FLUID BATH 
TYPE: COLORA·ULTRA 
THERMOSTAT T HOT 
• MODEL NO. - NB·33279 y CAPACITY= 4.1 GALS. 
SLIDING VANE PUMP 
MANU· } EASTERN 
FACTURER INDUSTRIES 
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DC POWER SOURCE 
LINCOLNWELD SA·750 
AC MOTOR DRIVEN 
DC POWER SOURCE 
MAX. RATED J A )--1 OUTPUT POWER 30KW 
HELICAL COIL VOLTMETER AMMETER 
NUMBER OF COILS= 2. WESTON MODEL 931 WESTON MODEL 931 
HOT TUBE SPECI Fl CATIONS RANGE: 0·50VOLTS DC RANGE: 0-750AMPS DC 
MAT'L: 304 STAINLESS STEEL HELICAL COIL SPECIFICATIONS 
TUBE LD.: 0.495 INCHES HELICAL COi L DISTANCE BETWEEN 
TUBE O.D.: 0.625 INCHES - CONSECUTIVE TURNS 
COILED TUBE} NO IDENT. DIAMETER H IN 






STEAM FROM LAB 10·1110-10 
STEAM LINE TUBE NO.: 
R-IOM·25-3 
ROTAMETER 1 FLOAT NO.: 
BROOKS"FULL·VIEW" IO·RV·64 
ROTA METER MAX. WATER} 6.28 
MODEL N0.1110·08H2BIA FLOW RATE GPM 
TUBE NO. R·BM-25·4 
FLOAT)' 
FLOAT NO.: 8·RV·l4 
MAX. WATER} I 45 GPM FLOW RATE · 
FLOAT IA: 
FLOAT N0.:8·RV·3 
MAX. WATER) O 78 GPM FLOW RATE · 
LARGE 20.64 4.48 
2 I SMALL 9.99 4.26 
NOTES: 
l. FOR BOTH HELICAL CO/LS, THERMOCOUPLE STATIONS J. THROUGH 
9 ARE LOCATED AT ONE FOOT INTERVALS ALONG THE AXIAL 
LENGTH OF THE HELICAL CO/LS, STARTING FROM THE INLET ELEC· 
TRODE. THERMOCOUPLE STATION /0 /S LOCATED 3/4 FOOT FROM 
STATION 9. 
2. ALL THERMOCOUPLE STATION (EXCEPT 2 AND 9) HAVE FOUR THER-
MOCOUPLES CEMENTED ON THE OUTE8..--'f.U13£..filDE. STATIONS 2 
AND 9 HAVE EIGHT THERMOCOUPLES CEMENTED ON THE OUTER 
TUBE SIDE. 
3. FOR BOTH HELICAL COILS, THE ENTIRE TEST SECTION /S INSULATED 
WITH THREE LAYERS OF FIBERGLASS TAPE AND TWO LAYERS 
OF FIBERGLASS WOOL INSULATION. 
4. HELICAL COIL DIAMETER AND DISTANCE BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE 
TURNS ARE MEASURED FROM TUBE CENTER· TO· TUBE CENTER. 
5. THE COPPER ELECTRODES ARE BRAZED TO THE TEST SECTION 
US/NG A SILVER SOLDER. 





















































PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE TWO HELICAL COILS (9) 
Item 
Coil diameter, tube-center-to-tube-center, Dc' inches 
Straight tube outside diameter, d0 , inches 
Straight tube inside diameter, d., inches 
' l 
Approximate number of turns in helical coil 
Ratio of coil diameter to straight tube inside diameter, D /d. 
. C 1 
Curvature ratio, d./D 
1 C 
Axial and heated length of helical coil, feet 
Coil pitch, tube-center-to-tube-center, inches 
Length of straight tube preceding the inlet electrode, inches 
Length of straight tube following the exit electrode, inches 


























MEASURED OUTSIDE TUBE DIAMETERS AFTER 
FORMATION OF HELICAL COILS (9) 
Axial Distance from Coiled Tube Outside Diameters, Inches· 
Inlet Electrode Sma 11 Coil Large Coil 
feet Longitudinal Lateral Longitudinal Lateral 
LO 0.637 0.614 0.630 00626 
2.0 0.637 0.613 0.631 00625 
3.0 0.637 0.614 0.630 0.626 
4.0 0.635 0.61.6 0 .631 0.625 
5o0 0.634 0.617 0.630 0.625 
6.0 0.636 0.618 0 .631 00625 
700 0.635 0.618 0.630 0.625 
8.0 00635 0.618 0 0631 0.626 
9.0 0 0635 0.618 0 .631 0.625 
9.75 00635 0.618 0.630 0.625 
Average Values 0 .6356 0.6164 0.6305 0.6253 
N 
N 
correspond to the intended thermocouple station locations o~ the two 
he 1 i cal coi 1 s. 
A copper bar electrode was silver-soldered at each ~nd of the 
heated length. 
Experiments were performed with the axis of both coils in the 
vertical direction. The fluid entered the coils at the bottom and 
exited at the top. 
Fluid Bath 
A 11 Colora 11 type 11 Ultra-Thermostat 11 vessel was used as the fluid 
bath. The bath has a capacity of 4.1 gallons and is equipped with a 
thermostat, a 500 and 1,000 watt immersion type electric heater, a 
centrifugal pump and an impeller mounted on a common shaft and driven 
hy an electric motor. The model number of the bath is NB-33279. The 
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temperature of the bath fluid was controlled by adjusting the set point 
on the thermostat and the bath temperature was measured by means of a 
Brooklyn P-M mercury-in-glass thermometer having a range from 20 to 
300°F and graduated in 2°F intervals. 
Pumps 
A sliding vane pump and a turbine pump were used to pump the fluid 
through the experimental loop dependirg upon the fluid flow rate that 
was to be investigated. 
The slidin0 vane pump was manufactured by Eastern Industries, Inc. 
The pump model number is VW-5-A. The pump is a positive displacement 
pump having a rated maximum capacity of 1 .2 gpm of water and capable of 
developing a head of 138 feet. 
The turbine pump was manufactured by Roy E. Roth Co. The pump 
model number is 1SCU1131-AB. The pump has a rated capacity of 10 gpm 
of water and is capable of developing a head of 300 feet. 
DC Power Source 
A Lincolnweld SA-750 AC motor driven DC generator was used to 
generate the DC current, which was fed to the helically-coiled tube 
through two copper bars silver-soldered to the tube. Resistance 
heating, due to the passage of the DC current through the tube wall, 
provided the heat to the fluid. All the experimental runs were con-
ducted under approximately constant wall heat flux conditions. The DC 
power generator has a maximum rated output power of 30 kilowatts. 
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DC resistance heating was chosen over AC resistance heating because: 
1. Complex AC induction and skin effects are avoided. 
2. AC heating may cause cyclic temperature variations in the test 
section whereas DC heating provides a constant heat source. 
3. Possible thermal stresses in the test section caused by the 
cyclic nature of the AC current are avoided. 
4. The cyclic nature of the electrical forces in AC may induce 
vibrations in the test section. These vibrations do not exist when DC 
is used. 
5. AC, because of its cyclic nature, may induce spurious emfs in 
the thermocouple wires resulting in erroneous readings. 
A motor-generator was used as opposed to a rectifier because: 
l. It was available. 
2. Its power output is relatively smooth and free from large 
magnitude superimposed sine waves. 
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3. It is more resistant to overload than rectifiers. 
4. It is not as susceptible to transient voltage peaks that occur 
in switching the unit on and off as are rectifiers. 
He~t Exchanger 
A standard pressure 1 shell-4 tube pass heat exchanger was used to 
cool the test fluid from the helical coil. The heat exchanger is a 




Two different types of thermocouples were used to measure temper-
atures in the experiment: 
1. Conax "Con-o-clad" thermocouples to measure the bulk fluid 
temperature. 
2. Insulated wire thermocouples to measure the outside wall 
temperature of the helically coiled tube. 
Conax "Con-o-clad" Thermocouples 
Two Iron-Constantan type ungrounded "Con-o-clad" thermocouples, 
manufactured by the Conax Corporation, were used to measure the bulk 
fluid temperature at the inlet and the exit of the coil. Ungrounded 
thermocouples are manufactured such that the thermocouple is sealed 
inside a metal sheath (usually 316 stainless steel) but does not contact 
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the metal sheath. Sheathed ungrounded thermocouples were used to 
measure the bulk fluid temperature because: 
1. The sheath protects the thermocouple from corrosion due to the 
nature of the fluid. 
2. Unlike grounded thermocouples, the ungrounded thermoco~ple 
indicates the bulk temperature of the fluid and is relatively unaffected 
by the tube wall temperature. 
3. The ungrounded thermocouples are immune to any stray emfs that 
may be produced by the DC heating current. 
The abovementioned thermocouples will hereafter be referred to as 
the 'Conax thermocouples'. 
For distilled water flow rates less than 1.0 gpm and for all the 
Dowtherm G experimental runs, the Conax thermocouples were placed 
immediately downstream of the inlet and exit mixing cups to measure 
the mixed average bulk fluid temperature. Mixing cups were not used 
for flow rates higher than 1 .0 gpm because: 
l. The fluid was adjudged to be sufficiently well mixed to 
preclude the need of mixing cups . 
. ' 
2. At higher fluid flow rates the mixing cups produced a con-
siderable pressure drop across the system thereby decreasing the maximum 
fluid flow rate that could be attained. 
The Conax thermocouples were first calibrated against a reference 
thermometer by using a constant temperature bath. Later, the Conax 
thermocouples were also calibrated in-situ by using low pressure 
saturated steam. Details of the calibration procedure are presented in 
Chapter IV., 
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Insulated Wire Thermocouples 
The outside wall temperatures of the helically coiled tube were 
measured using thermocouples made from.fiberglass insulated, 30 B&S 
gauge Iron-Constantan thermocouple wire. The thermocouples were fabri-
cated in the laboratory by u5ing the thermocouple welder. These 
thermocouples will hereafter be referred to simply as "thermocouples". 
Thermocouples were placed at ten stations on the helically-toiled 
tube. The stations were located at one-foot intervals along the axial 
length of the tube starting from the inlet electrode; except that 
thermocouple station 10 was located 3/4-foot from thermocouple station 
9. Four thermocouples were placed 90 degrees apart ori the tube cross-
section at stations 1, 3 through 8, and 10. Eight thermocouples were 
placed 45 degrees apart on the tube cross-section at stations 2 and 9. 
Figure 5 is a sketch of the thermocouple layout for the two schemes 
mentioned above. 
The thermocouple beads were fixed on the tube surface with 
Sauereisen cement. . In order to electrically insulate the thermocouple 
beads from the heating current, a thin layer of Sauereisen cement was 
first placed at the intended thermocouple location and allowed to set 
before cementing the thermocouple bead to its intended location. The 
thermocouple wires from the thermocouple beads were held in place about 
1/2-inch from the thermocouple beads by means of a layer of asbestos 
paper tape and a flexible hose clamp. The asbestos paper tape was 
placed between the clamp and the thermocouple wires to prevent any 
accidental short-circuiting of the thermocouple wires due to the sharp 










BEAD r COIL AXIS 
FOR THERMOCOUPLE STATION§ <t. FOR THERMOCOUPLE 
I, 3 THROUGH 8. AND 10 STATIONS 2 AND 9 
Figure 5. Layout of the Th~rmocouples on the Tube Cross-Section 
of the Helical Coil 
along the helical coil for about two inches and clamped again to the 
tube before being lead-off to the thermocouple selector switchboard. 
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Each thermocouple was tagged with two numbers: the first, running 
from l to 10, indicated the thermocouple station number; the second 
running from l through 4 (l through 8 for thermocouple stations 2 and 
9) indicated the thermocouple location on the tube periphery. Locat.ion 
l was at the top of the tube and the others followed clockwise, facing 
the tube cross-section; that is, thermocouple 2 (3 for stations?. and 
9) was closest to the coil axis. Thus, for example, a thermocouple 
tagged 1 9-5 1 indicates the thermocouple at station 9 and located 180 
degrees from the top of the tube periphery, i..e., at the bottom of the 
tube at station 9. 
Each thermocouple emf was measured individually on a 11 rJumatron 11 --
a voltmeter with a· digital readout. 
For both helical coils, the thermocouples were calibrated in-situ 
by bleeding low pressure saturated steam through the coil. Details of 
the calibration procedure are given in Chapter IV. 
Rotameters 
Two Brooks 11 Full-View 11 rotameters were used to indicate and meter 
the fluid flow rate. The rotameter specifications are given in Table 
I I I. 
Two floats were used interchangeably in Rotameter 1 in order that 
low fluid flow rates could be evaluated. Type 11 RV 11 floats were used in 
the rotameters because of their immunity to viscosity variations of the 
fluid being metered. However, for the Dowtherm G runs, the viscosity 
Item 
Rotameter model number 
Rotameter tube number 
Float number 
TABLE II I 
ROTAMETER SPECIFICATIONS 
Rotameter 1 
ll 10-08H2Bl A 
R-8M-25-4 
8-RV-14; 8-RV-3 







immunity cei 1 i ng of these fl oats were exceeded for the fl ow rates 
encountered; hence, the fluid flow rate was measured for each data run. 
The viscosity immunity ceiling was determined from Brooks Instrument 
Division's Technical Bulletin Number T-022 Rev. A (7). 
Pressure Transducers 
Two unbonded type strain gauge pressure transducers were used to 
monitor the fluid pressure at the inlet and the exit of the helical 
coil. The pressure transducers were manufactured by the Transducer 
Division, Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation. Specifications for 
the pressure transducers are given in Table IV. 
A Hewlett-Packard Bench Series Model 6214A regulated DC voltage 
supply unit was used to provide the rated electrical excitation to the 
two pressure transducers. The voltage supply unit has a range of Oto 
10 volts and Oto 1 .0 amperes DC. 
Figure 6 shows the circuit diagram used to connect the pressure 
transducers. The pressure transducer output was measured on the 
TABLE IV 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER SPECIFICATIONS (8) 
Item 
Pressure transducer type 
Pressure range, psig 
Compensated temperature 
range, °F 
Operable temperature range, °F 
Rated electrical excitation, 
volts DC 
Input resistance (from 
calibration record), ohms 
Output resistance (from 
calibration record), ohms 






+77 to +600 









-65 to +250 






Numatron. However, the transducer output was monitored on the oscillo-
graph to determine if the fluid flow was steady. 
The pressure transducers were calibrated using a Budenberg Dead 
Weight Tester and a Crosby Bourdon Tube pressure gauge. The calibra-
tion procedure is presented in Chapter IV. 
Oscillograph 
A Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation (CEC) Model 5-124 
Recording Oscillograph was used to monitor the fluid pressure measured 
by the pressure transducers. 
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For each experimental run, the fluid pressure at the inlet and 
the exit of the helical coil, as indicated by the pressure transducers, 
was recorded on the oscillograph to determine the steadiness of the 
fluid fl ow. 
Two D'Arsonval mirror type galvanometers, one for the inlet and 
the other for the exit pressure transducer, were used in the oscillo-
graph. The galvanometers used were CEC Type 7-351 and 7-339. Table V 
lists the characteristics of the two galvanometers, 
TABLE V 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GALVANOMETERS (14) 
CEC Galvanometer 
Item. 
External damping resistance 
required, ohms 
Undamped natural frequency, Hz 
Terminal resistance (~10%), ohms 
System voltage sensitivity at 11.5 
inch optical arm, in./mv 
Maximum safe current, milliamps 
DC Ammeter and Voltmeter 




0.982 0. 572 
15 15 
The power input to the coil was measured by the DC ammeter and the 
voltmeter. 
The current flowinq through the coil was measured by a Weston 
model 931 DC ammeter in conjunction with a 50 millivolt shunt. The 
ammeter has a 0-750 amperes range. 
The 50 millivolt shunt was connected in the line carrying the 
current to the coil. The ammeter was connected across the shunt. 
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The voltage drop across the coil was measured by a l~eston model 
931 DC voltmeter. The voltmeter has a 0-50 volts range. The voltmeter 
was connected to the two copper bars. 
The ammeter and the voltmeter were calibrated by the manufacturer 
and were guaranteed to be accurate to within one percent of their full 
range, that is -:J.5 amperes and +0.5 volts,respectively. 
Mercury-in-glass Thermometers 
Mercury-in-glass thermometers were used to measure the bath fluid 
temperature and the room temperature. A Brooklyn 11 P-M 11 20 to 300°F 
thermometer was used to measure the bath fluid temperature. The 
thermometer was graduated in 2°F intervals. A 23-inch long, 65 to 90°F 
ASTM Calorimeter Thermometer was used to measure the room temperature. 
In addition, another 20 to 300°F Brooklyn 11 P-M 11 thermometer was also 
used to measure the room temperature, especially when the room temper-
ature was higher than 90.25°F, the upper indicated limit of the ASTM 
Calorimeter Thermometer. 
Numatron 
The thermocouple and the pressure transducer outputs were measured 
on the Numatron. The Numatron is Leeds and Northrup Company's tradename 
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for a voltmeter with a digital readout. Hereafter, in this dissertation, 
the word 1 Numatron 1 will be used to denote the voltmeter with a digital 
readout. The Numatron is also equipped with the circuitry that converts 
a thermocouple emf fed to the instrument into its corresponding temper-
ature reading. The reading is displayed directly in degrees Fahrenheit 
on the digital readout panel in the Numatron. 
The Numatron has the following stated accuracies: +0.26°F for the 
Oto 300°F temperature range; 10 microvolts !l Digit for the 0.01 volt 
range; and, 1 millivolt !l Digit for the 10 volt range. Further details 
regarding the Numatron may be obtained from the Numatron Operations 
Manual (28). · 
The Numatron was acquired in April 1971. Prior to that, the 
thermocouple and pressure transducer outputs were measured using a 
Leeds and Northrup model 8690 potentiometer. Experimental data for 
runs 217 to 262 were obtained using the 8690 potentiometer. 
Auxiliary Equipment 
Auxiliary equipment was used for the calibration of the measuring 
devices. All measuring devices were calibrated except the DC ammeter 
and voltmeter and the oscillograph per se. The description of the 
auxiliary equipment is classified into the following sections based 
upon the measuring device(s) calibrated: 
1. Thermocouple and thermometer calibration equipment. 
2. Pressure transducer calibration equipment. 
3. Rotameter calibration and fluid flow rate measurement 
equipment. 
4. Numatron calibration equipment. 
Thermocouple and Thermometer Calibration 
Equipment 
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The Conax thermocouples and the Brooklyn 11 P-M 11 thermometers were 
calibrated by recording the temperatures indicated by them when inserted 
in a preset constant temperature bath. 
The constant temperature bath used was a "Lo-Temptrol 11 model 154 
Circulating System manufactured by the Precision Scientific Company. 
The bath set-point temperature could be varied continuously from l4°F 
(-l0°C) to 212°F (100°C). The circulating system has a guaranteed 
accuracy for maintaining the bath temperature to within +0.108°F 
(:t_0.06°C) of the set-point temperature (31). 
The emfs generated by the Conax thermocouples were measured on an 
8690 potentiometer. The reference junction was inserted in a Dewar 
flask filled with crushed ice and distilled water mixture. The 
potentiometer has a stated accuracy of :t_(0.05% of reading+ 40 micro-
volts ) ( 11 ) . 
Pressure Transducer Calibration Equipment 
The pressure transducers were calibrated using a Budenberg Dead 
Weight Tester and a 0-60 psi Bourdon Tube pressure gauge maQufactured 
by the Crosby Gage and Valve Company. The Budenberg Dead Weight Tester 
is accurate to 0.05%. 
Rotameter Calibration and Fluid Flow Rate 
Measurement Equipment 
The rotameter calibration and fluid flow rate measurement 
equipment consisted of the following: 
1. Stop Watch: A 60 minute stop 1.,,atch with a main dial 
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ranqe 
of 60 seconds was used to time the fluid flow rate: The stop watch has 
an accuracy of 0.2 seconds. 
2. Weighing Equipment: A 5 kilogram capacity Ohaus Pan Balance 
was used to weigh the amount of fluid collected for fluid flow rates 
below 1.0 gpm. The balance has a sensitivity of 0.5 grams. A set of 
calibrated weights was used in conjunction with the balance. 
For fluid flow rates greater than 1 .0 gpm, a single-beam platform 
weighing scale was used to weigh the amount of fluid collected. The 
weighing scale has a capacity of 300 lbs and an accuracy of 0.125 lb. 
The beam is graduated in pounds and ounces. The scale was calibrated 
against a set of 11 bullion 11 weights. 
3. Fluid Collecting Vessels: The fluid collecting vessels con-
sisted of various capacity beakers and cylindrical jars. The vessels 
were used to collect the fluid for a given time interval, so that the 
mass flow rate could be determined. Also, 500 and l ,000 ml volumetric 
flasks were used to calibrate both floats in Rotameter 1. 
Numatron Calibration Equipment 
A Leeds and Northrup model 8687 volt potentiometer was used for 
the calibration of the Numatron. The potentiometer used has a 
maximum stated accuracy of ~(0.03% of reading + 30 microvolts) (10). 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experimental procedure is subdivided into three sections: (l) 
Calibration procedure; (2) Start-up procedure; (3) Data gathering 
procedure. 
Calibration Procedure 
Thermocouple and Thermometer Calibration 
The two Conax thermocouples were first calibrated from 32°F (0°C) 
to 212°F (100°C) by inserting the thermocouples in a preset constant 
temperature bath and measuring the emfs generated by the thermocoµples. 
The bath temperature was varied from 32°F (0°C) to 2l2°F (l00°C) in 
l0°C increments. Distilled water was used as the bath fluid; for 
calibration at 32°F (0°C), a mixture of methanol and distilled water was 
used as the bath fluid. 
The thermocouples were immersed to a depth of approxim~tely three 
inches in the bath fluid. The 1Micro-Set Thermoregulator 1 switch was 
adjusted to the desired temperature and the system was set into opera-
tion to bring the bath fluid temperature up to the set-point temper-
ature. The system was then operated for about one hour to insure that 
steady state had been achieved. Following this step, thermocouple 
outputs were measured four times at fifteen minute intervals. The 
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thermoregulator switch was then adjusted for a new temperature and the 
entire procedure was repeated. Figures 18 and 19 in Appendix Bare the 
calibration curves for the two thermocouples. 
The Brooklyn P-M thermometers were likewise calibrated from 59°F 
(l5°C) to 122°F (50°C) at 5°C increments. However, for the calibration 
of the thermometers, three readings were taken at fifteen minute 
intervals at each set-point temperature of the bath. The calibration 
curves for the thermometers are given in Figures 20 and 21 in Appendix B. 
The Conax thermocouples and the insulated wire thermocouples, used 
to measure the outer tube wall temperature on .the helical coils, were 
calibrated in-situ by bleeding low pressure saturated steam through the 
coils. 
After the helical coils were installed in the fluid flow circuit 
and prepared for obtaining experimental data (see Start-up Procedure), 
the fluid flow circuit downstream of the helical coil was altered 
slightly to facilitate the collection of the steam condensate from the 
coil during the calibration process. The alteration involved is 
indicated in Figure 7. 
Low pressure saturated steam was bled through the fluid flow 
circuit. The system was allowed to achieve steady state. Thermocouple 
readings, inlet and exit steam pressure, room temperature and the 
atmospheric pressure in the room were recorded after 3, 6 and 12 hours 
of operation. In addition, the steam condensate flow rate was also 
measured at the abovementioned time intervals. 
Knowing the absolute pressure of the saturated steam at the inlet 
and exit of the coil, the steam temperature was determined from steam 
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tables and hence the deviation indicated by the thermocouples was 
determined. The steam temperature was assumed to drop linearly along 
the length of the helical coil. Knowing the condensated flow rate, the 
steam temperature ·in the coil, the room temperature and the tota 1 outer 
surf~ce area of the coil, the average heat loss flux and the heat loss 
at the calibration conditions was determined. Thermocouple calibration 
data are presented in Appendix B. 
The thermocouple calibrations and the heat loss information 
obtained were incorporated into the computer programs for calculating 
the heat balance and the inside wall temperatures. 
Pressure Transducer Calibration 
The two pressure transducers were calibrated from Oto 50 psig 
using a Budenberg Dead Weight Tester and a Crosby 0-60 psig Bourdon 
tube type pressure gauge. Since test pressures on the Budenberg Dead 
Weight Tester could be incremented in steps of 10 psi only, the Crosby 
pressure gauge was first calibrated from Oto 50 psig. The two pressure 
transducers were then calibrated at 5 psi increments from Oto 50 psig 
using the calibrated Crosby pressure gauge as the reference standard. 
The Budenberg Dead !~eight Tester was used to provide the fluid pressure 
to all three instruments simultaneously. Pressure transducer outputs 
were measured individually on the Numatron. Calibrations for the two 
pressure transducers are presented in Table XIII in Appendix B. 
Rotameter Calibration 
Both rotameters used in the course of the experiments were cali-
brated for distilled water. Rotameter l was calibrated from 10 percent 
" 
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to 100 percent of maximum flow in 10 percent increments for both floats. 
Rotameter 2 was calibrated from 1.0 to 5.0 gpm in 0.5 gpm increments. 
Both the rotameters were calibrated with the flow rate increasing upto 
the maximum and then decreasing to the minimum flow rate. 
The calibration procedure consisted of the following steps: 
1. The fluid flow rate was adjusted to the desired float setting 
on the rotameter. 
2. After operating for some time at the desired float setting, 
the fluid flowing in the system was collected in a previously weighed 
empty container for a predetermined interval of time. The time interval 
ranged from 30 seconds up to three minutes, depending upon the flow 
rate being calibrated. 
3. The bath fluid temperature was recorded and taken to be the 
temperature of the fluid in the rotameter. 
4. The vessel containing the fluid collected was weighed to 
determine the weight of the fluid collected. 
The abovementioned procedure was repeated three times for each 
float setting on the rotamet~r. 
Rotameter 1 was also calibrated for both floats with Dowtherm Gas 
the working fluid using the abovementioned procedure. However, since 
the viscosity immunity ceiling for both floats was exceeded for Dowtherm 
G, the rotameters were used as guides to set the flow rate and the mass 
flow rate was measured (by the procedure outlined above) at the time of 
execution of the data run. 
Calibration data for Rotameters 1 and 2 are presented in Table 
XIV through Table XV in Appendix B. Dowtherm G mass flow rates measured 
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during the execution of the data runs are presented in Table XVI through 
Table XIX in Appe,ndjx B. 
Numatron Calibration 
The Numatron was calibrated periodically~/~he calibration 
procedure is detailed in section 14 of the Numatron Operations Manual 
(28). 
Start-up Procedure 
Experimental data were obtained for two different diameter (9.99 
and 20.64 inches) helical coils. 
After one of the helical coils was installed in the fluid flow 
circuit and the thermocouple wires were connected to the switches· on 
the thermocouple selector switchboard, the fluid flow circuit was 
tested for possible leaks by flowing fluid at the anticipated maximum 
flow rate through the circuit. Any leaks detected were eliminated. 
The fluid flow circuit was then insulated with fiberglass tape and 
fiberglass wool insulation and prepared for obtaining experimental data. 
The above operation was performed every time the helical coil was 
changed. 
The start-up procedure was followed every time the experimental 
set-up was activated to gather experimental data. The start-up 
procedure consisted of the following steps: 
1. The impeller and the heater in the fluid bath were activated 
and the fluid in the bath was brought to the desired operating tempera-
ture {72°F or 90°F). 
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2. The Numatron, the oscillograph and the DC power supply for the 
pressure transducers were switched on and the mercury vapor lamp in the 
oscillograph was activated. 
3. The pump was started and the fluid was allowed to circulate 
in the by-pass line. 
4. The input voltage to the pressure transducers was adjusted to 
5 volts by adjusting the potentiometer on the voltage supply unit. 
5. Cooling water was started to the heat exchanger located 
downstream of the helical coil. 
6. The flow control valve located upstream of the rotameter 
(Item l in Figure 3) was ~pened and the fluid was allowed to flow 
through the test section. 
7. The DC ammeter and Voltmeter zero were checked and adjusted, 
if necessary. 
8. The DC generator was started, with the polarity switch in the 
"Off" position, and allowed to warm-up for about 15 minutes. 
9. After the warm-up period the polarity switch was thrown to the 
"Electrode Negative" position thereby causing the DC currerit to flow 
through the test section. 
Data Gathering Procedure 
The data gathering procedure consisted of the following steps: 
l. The fluid flow rate was adjusted to the desired value by 
means of the flow control valve. 
2. The DC current was adjusted to the desired value by varying 
the output control switch on the control box of the generator. Fine 
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control of the current was accomplished by adjusting the external 
rheostat connected to the generator. 
3. The cooling water flow rate to the heat exchanger was adjusted 
so that the bath fluid temperature remained constant. 
4. The exit fluid pressure from the coil was monitored on the 
Numatron. If the transducer output was negative, the back pressure 
I 
valve was partially closed and the fluid flow rate was adjusted to 
create a positive transducer output at the desired flow rate. 
5. The experimental set-up was then operated for at least one 
and a half ·hours to allow the system to achieve steady state. Minor 
adjustments were made to the current, the fluid flow rate and the 
cooling water flow rate, as was deemed necessary. 
6. After about two hours of operation, the following experimental 
data were measured: 
a. The helical coil surface temperatures (indicated by the 
insulated wire thermocouples cemented on the coil). 
b. The inlet and ::xit ,bulk fluid temperatures (indicated by 
the Conax thermocouples). 
c. The fluid flow rate indicated by the rotameter. 
d. The DC current flowing through the coil and the voltage 
drop across the coil. 
~- The room and the bath fluid temperature. 
f. The coil inlet and exit fluid pressure, as indicated by 
the pressure transducers. 
A 1-1 the thermocouple and pressure transducer outputs were measured on 
the Numatron. During the measurement of the transducer outputs on the 
Numatron, the transducer outputs were also alternately switched to the 
oscillograph to monitor the steadiness of the fluid flow. 
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7. The entire set of data, as indicated in Step 6 above, was 
measured again to ascertain if steady state had been achieved. The time 
span between the two sets of measurements was approximately half an hour. 
8. Steady state was deemed to have been achieved if the two sets 
of temperature and pressure measurements agreed within +0.3°F for 
temperature measurements and within +O.l millivolt for the pressure 
transducer measurements. 
If steady state had not been achieved, Steps 6 and 7 were repeated 
after about one hour of continued operation. 
Except for a few data cases, steady state was achieved when data 
were measured after about two hours of operation for a given set of 
fluid flow rate and current settings. 
The fluid flow rate and/or the current was changed to a new set of 
conditions and the entire Data Gathering Procedure was repeated for the 
new set of input conditions. 
For the Dowtherm G runs, the mass flow rate of the fluid was 
measured, after obtaining the temperature and pressure data as indicated 
in Steps 6 and 7 of the Data Gathering Procedure section, before 
proceeding to a new set of input conditions. 
The distilled water used in the experiments was changed frequently 
to minimize the solids content of the water. 
CHAPTER V 
DATA ,REDUCTION 
Experimental data were gathered for two helical coils using dis-
tilleq water and Dowtherm G. In all, 158 data rur:is were made using 
! 
water and· 112 runs were made using Dowtherm G as the working fluid .. The 
raw experimental data are presented in Appendix A. Computer programs 
were written to reduce the experi~ental data using thd IBM 360/65 com-
puter. Computer program flowcharts and listings are given in Appendix 
F. 
The physical quantities measured for each data run are listed under 
item 6 in the 1 Data Gathering Procedure in Chapter IV. The outer surface 
I . . 
temperatures were measured at 48 locations along the length of the coilo 
Details regarding the locations of the thermocouples are given in 
Chapter III. 
The physical properties of the fluid were evaluated at the average 
bulk fluid temperature at each thermocouple station. The bulk fluid 
temperature was assumed to increase linearly along the axial length of 
th~ coil, starting from the inlet electrode. 
Average temperatures for the entire coil, for each data run, were 
taken to be t.he temperatures at thermocouple station 5 located midway 
up the heli.cal coi.l. To correct for wall effects, the fluid viscosity 
was also determined at the average inside wall temperature so that the. 
viscosity correction factor may be evaluat~d. 
/17 
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Physical. properties of the fluid were also evaluated at the average 
film temperature so that correlations present~d by some earlier workers 
in the field may be tested for their effectiveness. 
Regression correlatiqns were developed to evaluate the physical 
properties of the fluids at the appropriate temperatures. These correla-
tions are presented in Appendix C and are incorporated into the computer 
programs used for the data reduction. 
Data requction consisted of the following steps: 
1. Calculation of the ov~rall heat balance.· 
2. Calculation of the local inside wall temperature and the inside 
wall radial heat flux. 
3. Calculation of the local heat transfer coefficient. 
4. Calculation of the dimensionless axial distance and the dimen-
sionless inside wall temperature. 
5. Calculation of the relevant d,iQL~nsionless numbers. 
6. Calculation of the Fanning friction factor. 
Details regarding the above mentioned steps foll ow. 
Calculation of the Overall Heat Balance 
The overall heat balance for eac~ data run was calculated as. 
follows: 
Heat input rate, BTU/hr= Qinput 
Q. t = ·(Current in coil) (Voltage drop across coil) 
,npu (3.4128) (5.1) 
Heat output rate, BTU/hr= Qoutput 
(5.2) 
where 
W = .mass flow rate of fluid flowing through the 
coi. l, lb/hr; 
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C = specific heat of the fluid at the average 
P bulk fluid t,emperature. in the coil, BTU/lb-°F; 
(tb)out = bulk fluid temperature at the coil exit, °F; 
(tb)in = bulk fluid temperature at the co·il inlet, °F; 
6Q = Qinput - ~output; 
Percent errpr in= { 6Q } {lOO} 
heat balance Qinput · · · 
The inlet and the exit fluid temperatures were measured by the 
Conax thermocouples. These temperatures were corrected based on the 
thermocouple calibrations given in Table X in Appendi~ B before being 
used in Equation (5.2). 
Calculation of the Local Inside Wall Temperature 
anq the Inside Wall Radial Heat Flux 
Crain (9) developed a computer program to numerically calculate the 
inside wall temperature from the measured outside wall temperature. 
This computer program was used to determine the inside wall. temperatures 
from the measured outside wall temperatures. The computer program was 
modified to correct the measured outside wall temperatures, based on the 
surface thermocouple cali~rations. · The calibration data for the surface 
therrnocouples on the two helical coi,ls are given in Table XI and XII in 
Appendix B. 
Briefly, the modi fi ~d computer program corre·cts the outside wall 
temperatures and t~en, using the corrected outside wall temperatures, 
GOmputes the inside wan temperatures by a trial-and-error solution. 
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The program also computes the inside wall radial heat flux at each 
thermocouple locati.on on the helic;:al coil. Details regarding the c9m-. 
puter program are given in Reference (9). A flowchart and a listing of 
the moc;li fi ed c,ompt.1ter program, ca 11 ed SPNSQl , are given in Appendix F 
of this thesis. 
Calculation of the Local Heat 
Transfer Coefficient 
Knowing the inside wall temperature, the inside wall radial heat· 
flux and the bulk fluid temperature, the local heat transfer coefficient 
was calculated as follows: 
where 
(Q/A)i 
h - ........ --.---
- [( t ) . - tb] w l 
n = local ins~de heat transfer coefficient, 
BTU/hr-ft ~°F; 
( QI A) i = 1 oca 1 inside wa 11 heat flux, BTU/hr-ft2; 
(tw)i = local inside wall temperature, °F; 
(5.3) 
.tb = bulk fluid temperature at the thermocouple station, °F. 
The lqcal heat transfer coefficient calculated above (and used in 
this study) is the 11 c1.pparent 11 local heat transfer coe,ffkient and not 
th~ 11 true 11 heat transfer coefficient. It is the apparent heat transfer 
coefficient because in determining tne value of the local heat transfer 
a. computed average bulk fluid temperature for the_thermocouple station 
was used rather than an experimenta 1 ly measured bu 1 k fluid temperat4re 
at the thermocouple station. This was done because it was not feasible 
(due to system' limitations) to measure the fluid temperature at each 
thermocouple station without interfering with the fluid flow pattern. 
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The average bulk fluid temperature at the thermocouple station was 
obtained by measuring the 11 mixing-cup 11 bulk fluid temperature at the 
coil inlet anci exit and by assuming that the fluid temperature rise was 
linear along the length of the helical coil. 
Calculation of the Dimensionless Axial Distance 
and the Dimensionless Inside Wall Temperature 
The dimensionless axial distance and the dimensionless insid~ wall 
temperatures were calculated for each thermocouple for each data run: 
1. To get the temperature profiles across the coil for each 
thermocouple location on a common basis for ease of comparison. 
2. To facilitate a comparison of the experimental data with the· 
results presented by Dravid et al. (13). 
The dimensionless axial distance and the dimensionless wall tempera-
tures were defined exactly as Dravid et al. (13) defined them, namely: 
and 
where 
Dimension 1 ess . 
axial ciistance 
Axial distance along helical 
= _ coil from inlet electrode, ft. 
2 
-·Tube insirle radius, ft. 
Dimensionless [tw - (tb)inlet] 
= T = _ ___,.....,...,..._,.....,,-----
wall temperature w · dtb/dz 
dtb [(tb)exit ~ (tb)inlet] 
dz= Total heated length, ft. 
Tube inside radius, ft. 




The dimensionless numbers calculated at the average bulk fluid 
temperature at each station were the Reynolds, Prandtl, Dean and Graetz 
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number. The Nusselt number was also calculated for each thermocouple 
position at each station. In addition, the Grashof and Rayleigh number~ 
were calculated for each station using the circumferentially-averaged 
inside wall temperature and the average bulk flui~ temperature at the 
station. , The definiti·on of the dimensionless numbers evaluated are 
given in Table VI. 
Calculation of the Fanning Friction Factor 
The Fanning friction factor for fluid flow in a helically-coiled 
tube was calculated as follows: 
From page 182 of Reference (6): 
_ , , } {di} {Po - PL 1 




P 1 - P 1 = the fri chona 1 pressu.re 1 ass due to fluid fl ow 
-O L between the measuring points O and L. 
PL= the measured fluid pressure drop between the 
measuring points O and L, 
Ha - HL = the difference in e 1 evati.on between the points 
O and L. 
For the helical coil, HL > Ha 
Ha - HL is negative. 
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or, for the measurad pressure drop, P0 - PL' in lbf/in2: · 
f = (l) (di)[+ {(Po - PLH144)(gc} - g(H -H ~] 
2 L Ve. Pb L O lf 
avg. · 
(5.9) 
The fri cti-on factor obtained from Equation (5. 9) was corrected for 
wall viscosity effects by applying the viscosity correction factor. The 
viscosity correction factor is given by the following equation:. 
viscosity correc-
tion factor 
corrected f = f = (f) (viscosity correction factor) c 
where 
f = Fanning friction factor for isothermal fluid flow in a 
c helically-coiled tube. · . 
All the experimental data gathered w~s reduced using the above pro-
cedures. Sample calculations for one data run are given in Appendix D. 
To understand the mechanism of the heat transfer process _in a 
helical coil, the inside wall heat transfer coefficients were calculated 
for each thermocoup 1 e 1 ocaUon on the coil and the Nusselt number profi 1 e 
for each thermocouple station was digitally plotted for four thermocouple 
locations on the tube periphery for each data run. The four thermocouple 
positions selected were the top, bottom, inner and outer side of the tube 
periphery. These positions are shown i.n Figure 9 in Chapter vi. 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Experimental data were gathered for Reynolds numbers ranging from 
6 to 46,000 using water and Dowtherm G for two helically coiled tubes 
9.99 and 20.64 inches in diameter. Results of this study together with 
a discussion of the results are presented in this chapter. 
The criti ca 1 Reynolds number for fluid fl ow in the two he 1 i ca 1 coi 1 s 
was determined by using the correlation given by Ito (18): 
Re = 2 x 104(d./D )0·32 er , c (6 .1) 
The critical Reynolds number for the 20.64-in. coil wqs calculated to be 
6061 while that for the 9.99-in. coil was 7646. A study of the experi-
mental data gathered indicated that the critical Reynolds number for the 
20.64-in. coil was between 5449 and 6385, while that for the 9.99-in. 
coil was between 7410 and 8439. Since the demarcation was not distinct, 
the calculated critical Reynolds numbers (calculated using Equation 
(6.1)) were used in the analysis of the data. 
The experimental results and ~he discussion of the results are sub-
divided into two sections: 
1. Fluid fl ow fri-ction factor results. 
2. Heat transfer results. 
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Fluid Flow Friction Factor Results 
Fanning friction factors were calculated from the experimentally 
measured fluid pressures for each data run according to the procedure 
given in Chapter V. Figure 8 shows the Fanning friction factors plotted 
against the average Reynolds number for fluid flow in the two helical 
coils studied. The Hagen-Poiseuille law for the lamiriar flbw regime and 
the Blasius resistance formula for the turbulent flow regime for the 
straight tube are also shown in Figure 8. 
From Figure 8 the following observations.are made: 
1. For Reynpl ds numbers greater than approximately 150, for sirili 1 ar 
fluid flow conditions, the friction factor for flow in the helical coils 
is higher than the friction factor for flow in an equivalent straight 
tube. 
2, For Reynolds numbers less than approximately 150~the friction 
factor for the helical coil becomes identical with the friction factor 
for the straight tube. 
3. In the laminar flow regime, the difference between the helical 
coil and the straight tube friction factors increases as the Reynolds 
numb~r increases. 
4. In the turbulent flow regime, the helical co'il friction factors 
are generally greater than those for an equivalent straight tube, under 
similar fluid flow conditions. 
The increase in the friction factor for fluid flow in helically 
coiled tubes is due to the presence of the superimposed secondary fl ow 
pattern that occurs when fluids flow in curved tubes. 
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Figure 2 in Chapter ~I shows the plot of several literature·corre-
lations plotted on axes .similar to those of Figure 8. A comparison 
between the two figures indicates that the experimental values follow 
the tre.nd and agree reasonably well with the values predicted by the 
lite.rature correlations over the Reynolds number range studiedo The. 
agreement between the val.ues is better in the laminar flow regime· than 
in the turbulent flow regime. 
Even though the experimental values agree reasonably well with the 
literature correlations, no corr.elation. of the data was attempted 
because: 
l. Most of the pressure drop data were measu1red at the 1 ow end ·Of 
the 0-50 psig pressure transducers used to meas.ure the fluid pressure at 
the inlet and the exit of the helical coil. 
2. The accuracy of the data was not of the quality that could 
justify the development of a correlation (or correlations) bas,ed on the·· 
experimental datao 
Heat Transfer Results. 
General Qiscussion 
Values of the Reynolds, Dean and Prandtl numbers and the average 
values of the heat flux, the heat .transfer coefficient and. the Nusselt · 
number for the inside wall were computed for each thermocouple station· 
for eaGh data run. These va 1 ues are sunmari zed in Appendix E for a 11 
the experimental data runs. 
The average heat flux and the ,we rage heat tri;insfer coeffi c;i ent at ·. 
a thermocouple station were defined as follows: 
8 
Average heat flux = l \' (Q/A) 
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where i indicates the peripheral location on the tube cross section at 
a thermocouple station. The average heat transfer coefficient obtained 
from Equation (6.3) was then used to determine the average Nusselt 
number for the thermocouple station. The physical properties of the 
fluid used in the dei;ennination of the Reynolds, Prandt1 and Nusselt 
number were evaluated at the average bulk fluid temperature at the 
thermocouple station, tb. 
As anticipated, higher heat transfer coefficients were obtained for 
fluid flow in a helically-coiled tube than in an equivalent straight· 
tube under similar fluid flow conditions. This fact has been known 
historically and has been indicated by earlier workers in the field 
(Seban and McLaughlin (36), Schmidt (35) and Dravid et al. (13), to men-
tion a few). It has been attributed to the presence of the superimposed 
secondary flow due to centrifugal action. For example, in the lamtnar 
flow regime the helical coil Nusselt numbers were, on the average, about 
two to th.ree times.the straight tube value; in several data runs, the 
helical coil values were about.five times the straight tube-value. In 
the turbulent flow regime the ratio of the helical coil to the straight 
tube Nusselt number was about 1.2. The decrease in the ratio for the 
turbulent flow regime (when compared to the values obtained in the 
laminar flow regime) may be due to the increased mixing of the fluid due 
to turbulent fl ow. The increased mixing results in higher heat transfer 
coefficients for both the helical coil and the straight tube and tends 
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to dampen the beneficial effect of the secondary flow. The straight 
tube Nusselt numbers were computed by using the Hausen (15) correlation 
for the laminar regime and the Sieder-Tate -(38) correlation for the 
turbulent regime. 
Also, in general, the experimental results indicated that the heat 
transfer coefficient was the highest at position 7 .and lowest. at posi-
ti.on 3 on the tube periphery. Locations. of the positions o~ the .tube 
periphery for a thermocouple station are given in Figure 9. 
For example, in the laminar flow- regime, for an average Reynolds 
number of 3402; the heat transfer coefficient at position 7 was 3.6 times 
the value at position 3, while the heat transfer coefficients at posi-
tions 1 and 5 were comparable and intermediate between the values at 3 
and 7. This was attributed to the presence of the secondary fl ow caused 
by centri fuga 1 action .. The fluid fl ow pattern postulated to be respons-
ible for the above behavior is sketched in Figure 9. Referring to 
Figure 9, the secondary flow causes the fluid to sweep position 7 
thereby increasing the heat transfer coefficient at 7, but the recircu-
lating fluid tends to accumulate at position 3 thereby decreasing the 
heat transfer coefficient at 3. Also, the fact that the heat transfer 
coefficients at positions 1 and 5 were comparable suggests that the 
secondary flow pattern was sym(Tletrical about a horizontal plane through 
the _tube center. The Nusse 1 t number profi 1 e across the tul?e periphery 
for the above case is plotted in Figure 11 to indicate the Nusse lt number 
variation around the tube periphery. 
In the turbulent flow regime, although the fluid velocity was-
higher, the effect -of the superimposed secondary flow was diminished 











Figure 9. Postulated Fluid Flow Pattern in 
a Helically-Coiled Tube at High 
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Figure 10. Postulated Fluid Flow Pattern in 
a Helically-Coiled Tube for 













































Reynolds number of 17,521, the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient at 
position 7 to that at position 3 was 1.98. The Nasselt number profile 
across the tube periphery for a Reynolds number of 17,521 is plotted in 
Figure 11. 
During the course of the heat transfer studies it was observed that 
as the fluid ve 1 oci ty through the he 1 i cal coil was decreased below 
approximately 0.25 ft/sec, the highest heat transfer coefficient moved 
from position 7 to position 5 and the lowest heat transfer coefficient 
moved to position 1 from position 3, while the heat transfer coefficients 
at positions .3 and 7 were comparable and intermediate between the values 
at 5 and 1. For example, for an average Reynolds number of 11, the 
ratio of the heat transfer coefficients at positi ans 5 and 1 was 2. 11. 
Figure 11 shows the N usse 1 t number profile for the above case. The 
peripheral average Nusselt number for this case was.calculated to be 
19.68, which is about 4.5 times as large as the asymptotic Nusselt number 
for pure forced convection in a straight tube under constant heat flux 
conditions, namely 4.36. 
The fact that the experimental Nusselt number for flow in the 
h~lically-coiled tube was several times the straight tube asymptotic 
Nusselt number indicated that forced convection alone, due only to the 
axial flow of the fluid, could not be responsible for the experimentally 
obtained Nusselt number but that some other mode or modes of heat trans-
fer were also present to augment the heat transfer coefficient. As 
indicated earlier, secondary flow due to centrifugal action could be one 
of these other modes of heat transfer. However, since the fluid velocity 
was below 0.25 ft/sec for the runs where the above phenomenon was ob-
served; enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient due to secondary 
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flow caused by centrifugal action would tend to be small. Also, the 
fact that the heat transfer coefficients were highest at position 5 and 
lowest at position l strongly indicated th9-t a secondary flow pattern 
due to natural convection may well be the other mode of heat transfer 
that was instrumental in causing the higher heat transfer coefficients 
for the low Reynolds number runs. The fluid flow pattern postulated to 
be existing in the helically-coiled tube for heat transfer to the fluid 
at low Reynolds number is shown in Figure 10. 
The flow patterns depicted in Figures 9 and 10 are idealized flow 
patterns .. In actuality, the flow patterns may be skewed. 
Empirical correlations have been developed to fit the experimental 
data in the laminar and turbulent flow regime. The correlations and de-
tails regarding their development are presented later in this chapter. 
Testing of Literature Correlations 
Available literature correlations in the laminar and turbulent flow 
regime were tested against the experimental results to determine how well 
the two agreed .. The average absolute deviation (AAO), the average per-
cent difference (APO) and the average absolute percent deviation (AAPO) 
were used as measures to determine the degree of fit of the 1 i te.rature 
correlations to the experimental data. Results of the tests are given in 
Tables VII and IX for the turbulent and the laminar flow regime, respect-
ively. 
The AAO, APO and AAPO are defined as follows: 
t [I (~:]~~lated) _ (~~\~;imental)~ 
AAO = ~~~~~~~~~~~--,-~~-··~-i 
n 
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n I f(~! ~~~lated) ~ (~~~~;imenta l)} { }] 
APD = i=l l Ex erirnental value . l,OO i 
n 
n 
I [I APD I] 
AAPD = i=l i 
n 
where n is the total number of data runs evaluated and the summation is 
, 
performed over a 11 the data runs eva 1 uated. 
Further discussion of the heat transfer results is subdivided into 
three sections depending upon the fluid flow regime. Reynqlds number is 
used as the criterion to detenni ne the fl ow regime. . The three fl ow 
reg·imes and the Reynolds number range for each regime are: 
1. Turbulent flow regime: Re > 10 ,000; 
2. Transi·tion flow regime: Re <Re< 
er -
10 ,000; 
3. Laminar flow regime: Re < Recr; 
where Recr is the critical Reynolcfs ·number. Recr values.for the two 
coils were calculate·d using Equation (6.1). For the 9.99-in. coil Recr 
was·calculated to be 7646, while for the 20.64-in. coil Recr was 6061. 
Turbulent Flow Regime 
Experimental data in the turbulent flow regime were gathered using 
water; 32 data runs were made using the 20.64-in. diameter coil and 24 
data runs were made usi-ng the 9.99-in. diameter coil. In all 574 data 
points were obtained in the turbulent flow regime since temperatures . 
were measured at ten stations along the coil for each data run. 
Literature correlations were tested against the experimental re-
sults to determine how well the two agreed. Test results are given in 
Table VII for the two helical coils. It may be noted from Table VII 
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that Schmidt's (35) correhtfon gave the bes,t. Ht .of the. data for the 
9.99-in. coi.l while Mori and Nakayama 1·s··(21-~·correlation gave the best 
fit for the 20. 64-i n. coi 1. 
All of the literature correlations tested have two drawbacks: 
1. The correlations do not predict the experimental data for both 
coils very we 11. 
2. The correlations break· down when extended to the straight tube 
case, i.e., when Dc tends to infinity. 
Jeschke 1 s (19) and Schmidt's (35) correlations do not suffer from 
the second drawback; however, they do not fit the data very well. 
To overcome these drawbacks an empirical correlation was developed 
to calculate the average Nusselt number for fluid flow in a helical 
coil. The correlation was developed based on the data at station 5, lo~ 
cated midway up the helical coil. This correlation was then tested to 
SE)e how well it fit the data for the other thermocouple stations. Test 
results of the fit of the developed correlation to all the experimental 
data in the turbulent flow regime are given in Table VII. 
Development of Correlation 
As mentioned above, a correlati.on was developed based .on the data 
at station 5. Station 5 data were selected because it was felt that the 
data represented the average conditions ·in the coil .. 
The correlation was developed as follows: 
The ratio (Nuh /Nu ) was plotted versus the curved tub~ factor~ 
c s 
(1 + Re Id/De)' for both coil$. Nuhc is the calculate.ct Nusselt number 
for fluid flow in a helical coil and was calculated from the experiment-
al data. Nus is the Nusselt number for an equivalent straight tube 
TABLE VII 
TEST RESULTS OF LITERATURE CORRELATIONS FITTED TO 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE TURBULENT FLOW REGIME 
For 9.99-in. Coil 
Stated Range of AAD APO AAPD 
Investi gator(s~_) _ Reference A~~licabilit~ % % 
Jeschke 19 Re <Re<l.5xl0 er 
5 57.3 44.1 44. 1 
Kirpikov 21 4 4 1 O ~Re_s4. 5xl O 12. 9 -4.7 6.4 
Seban and Mclaughlin 36 6xl03~Res.6.56xl04 19. 1 16.6 16.6 2. 9s.Prs_5. 7 
Rogers and Mayhew 33 4. 5 10 <Re<l O 7.8 5.0 6.0 
Mori and Nakayama 27 
Re(di/Dc) 2' 5>0.4 
12. 5 10.8 11. 1 Pr>l 
Schmidt 35 4 5 2xl0 <Re<l.5xl0 11. 5 5.3 5.9 
Shchukin 37 Re <Re<6. 7xl O er 
4 16.0 13. 0 13. 1 
Present Work - iO ~Re_s4. 6xl0
4 
5.5 -2.7 3. 1 3.8~Pr_s6.4 
For 20.64-in. Coil 
AAD APO AAPD 
% % 
32.0 29.7 29.7 
44. 1 -23.6 23.6 
6.9 6.2 8.8 
17. 5 -8.6 9.6 
8.9 3.0 8.4 
21. 3 -9.7 9.7 
11. 0 1.1 9.2 




calculated at the correspondtng flutd conditions· existing in the helical 
coil by using the Sieder-Tate (38) correlation: 
(6 .4) 
The curved tube factor was chosen as the abscissa to facilitate the 
development of a correlation that would reduce to the straight tube cor-
relation when Dc tends to infinity. Figure 12 shows the data plotted on 
the above coordi riates ~ . 
Linear regressions were performed to determine the best fitting 
straight lines to the points plotted. The best fitting lines are drawn 
on FigureJ2. The slope and the intercept of the best fitting line for 
the 9.99-in. coil were 0.1126 and 0.4534 respectively. For the 20.64-in. 
coil the slope and the intercept were 0.06466 and 0.7576 respectively. 
The slopes of the two lines mentioned above were correlated as a 
linear function of the helical coil curvature ratio, di(Dc. The re-
sulting correlation is: 
Slope= 0.0197 + l.875(di/Dc) (6.5) 
The intercepts of the two lines were also correlated as a function 
of di/Dc. The intercepts were correlated using the functional relation 
shown below. 
-c (d./D) 
Intercept= e 1 1 c [l + c2(di/Dc)J (6.6) 
The reason for choosing a relationship such as Equation (6.·6) was 
that the final correlation should be such -that it may be capable of 
being extended to cover di/Dc values ranging between O and 1. 
Equation (6,·6) was solved by trial.;and-error for.the two constants 
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Figure 12. Experimental Turbulent Flow Regime Data for 
Thermocouple Station 5 
LEGEND 
o DATA FOR 20.64 IN. COIL 
!::>,. DATA FOR 9. 99 IN. COIL 
-- EQUATION (6-7) 
2 5 6 7 8 9 104 
Figure 13. Experimental Turbulent Flow Regime Data for 
All the Thermocouple Stations 
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Hence, the final correlation may be written as: 
r -34.72(d./D )r (d')l}{ ~- }0 Nuh = Nu "\_e 1 c Ll + 30.94 if"~ l+ Re if" (6;7) 
c s c c 
where 
and 
o = 0.0197 + l.875(di/Dc). 
Physical properties of the fluid used in Equation (6·.7) and (6J4) 
were evaluated at the bulk fluid temperature except µw which was eval-
uated at the wall temperature. 
As mentioned earlier, Equation (6.7) was developed to fit the data 
for station 5. This correlation was tested to see how well it fit the 
data for all the thermocouple stations. Test results of the fit to all 
the turbulent flow regime experimental data are given in Table VII. 
Figure 13 shows the plot of all the data and Equation (6·.7). 
From Figure 13 the following observations are made: 
l. Higher heat transfer coefficients are obtained for fluid flow 
in a heljcally coiled tube than in an equivalent straight tube under 
similar fluid flow conditions. 
2. Higher Nusselt numbers were obtained for flow in the 20.64-in. 
coil than in the 9.99-in. coil over the range of curved tube factors 
evaluated. 
3. Data for the 9.99-in. coil have a greater slope than the data 
for the 20.64-in. coil. 
One would expect that the data taken using the 9.99-in. coil would 
show a higher value of the Nuhc/Nus ratio than the data taken using the 
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20.64-in, coil because of greater centrifugal action. · However, the ex-
perimental data do not support this viewpoint. No satisfactory ex-
planation could be developed to explain ·the experimental findings other 
than the fact that the two curvature ratios evaluated are too .close to 
each other to make a definite statement. It is felt that more experi-
mental data need to be gathered on helical coils with curvature ratios 
varying by at least an order of magnitude before any definite conclusions 
can be made. 
Equation (6.7) was developed to fit the experimental data for 
Reynolds numbers ranging from 10,000 to 46,000; for Prandtl numbers rang-
ing between 3.8 and 6.4 and for d;/Dc ratios of 0.0240 and 0.0495. How-
ever, it is felt that Equation (6.7) may be capable of predicting Nusselt 
numbers for helical-coil flow for Reynolds and Prandtl numbers within 
the range of the Sieder-Tate turbulent flow correlation for the straight 
tube (Equation (6~4)). 
Equation (6.7) is also limited with regard to the curvature ratio. 
The limiting curvature ratio is defined here as that value of di/Dc for 
which Equation (6.7) yields a value of Nuhc ~ Nus. Two such limiting 
values of d/Dc exist: the lower limit and the upper limit. 
The lower limit is di/Dc tending to zero. For di/Dc tending to 
zero (the straight tube case), Equation (6.7) reduces to Equation (6.4) 
which is the Sieder-Tate correlation for the straight tube; 
The upper limit of d/Dc is dependent upon the Reynolds ,number of 
the fluid flowing through the helical coil. For a Reynolds number of 
10,000, for example, the upper limit is 0.0595. 
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Transition Fl ow Regime 
Of the experimental data gathered, 4 runs on the 9.99-in. coil and 
12 runs on the 20.64-in. coil fell in the transition regime. In all 166 
data points fell in the transition regime. 
In most practical applications, operation in the transition regime. 
is avoided. However, should it be necessary, the Nusse l t number for 
transition regime fluid fl ow may be ,determined by extending the .1 aminar 
and the turbulent flow regime correlations into the transition regime 
and interpolating between the values obtained from the laminar and the 
turbulent flow regime correlations at the Reynolds number in the transi-
tion regime. 
Attempts were made to correlate the data in the transition regime 
but no satisfactory correlati.on could be developed that would: l} fit· 
the data satisfactoril.Y, and 2) mesh with the values obtained from the 
laminar and the turbulent flow regime correlations at the extremities of 
the transition regime. Hence, the empirical correlations developed for 
the turbulent and the laminar flow regime were extended to calculate the 
Nusselt number in the transition regime. Test results indicating how 
well the values obtained from the above correlations agree with the 
experim~ntally obt.ained Nusselt numbers in the transition regime are 
given in Table VIII. 
Laminar Flow Regime 
Experimental data in the laminar flow regime were gathered 1,1sing 
water and Dowtherm Go In all 1960 data points were obtained in the 
laminar flow regime. Of these 1162 data points were obtained on the 
9.99-in. coil while 798 data points were obtained on the 20.64-in. coil. 
TABLE VIII 
TEST RESULTS OF EXTENDING THE LAMINAR AND THE TURBULENT 
FLOW R.EGI ME CORRELATIONS TO CALCULATE NUSSEL T 
NUMBERS IN THE TRANSITION REGIME 
For 9.99-in. Coil For 20"64-in, 
AAO APO AAPO AAO APO 
Correlation % % % 
Turbulent Flow Regime 
Corre 1 at ion L9 L3 3.0 11. 1 20.9 
Laminar Flow Regime 








Literature correlations were tested against the experimental results. 
to determine how we 11 the two agreed. Test results are presented in 
Table IX for the two helical coils studied. It may be noted from Table 
IX that Schmidt's (35) correlation comes closest to fitting the experi-
mental data. Here again, the 1 i terature corre 1 at ions break down when 
extended to the straight tube case. 
To fit the experimental data better than the existing correlations; 
a new correlation was developed. Details regarding the development of 
the correlation are presented later in this section. 
As indicated earlier in this chapter, higher heat transfer coeffi-
cients were obtained for fluid flow in helical coils. The heat transfer 
coefficients were about two to three times the .value for the straight 
tube under otherwise similar operating conditions. Up to now, workers 
in the field have attributed the higher heat transfer coefficients to 
the presence of a superimposed secondary flow due to centrifugal action. 
However, the present experj.mental study has revealed that secondary flow 
due to centrifugal action may not be the only cause of the higher heat 
transfer coefficients but that natural convection may also play an 
important role in causing the higher heat transfer coefficients. In 
actuality, it is felt that some combination of these two facto,rs causes 
the higher heat transfer coefficients. Also, it is felt that the fluid 
flow parameters and the temperature difference between the heating sur-
face and the fluid determine which of the two factors may be the 
controlling factor in accounting for the higher heat transfer coeffi~ 
cients. 
To get a better understanding of the relationship between the above 
two factors and to facilitate the development of a corre 1 ati on to fit 
Investigator(s) 
Berg and Bonilla 
Seban and McLaughlin 
Mori and Nakayama 
Kubair and Kuloor* 
Schmidt 
Kalb and Seader 
Shchukin 
Dravid, et al. 
Present Work 
TABLE IX 
TEST RESULTS OF LITERATURE CORRELATIONS FITTED TO 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE LAMINAR FLOW REGIME 
For 9.99-in. Coil 
Stated Range of AAD APO AAPD 
Reference Applicability % % 
5 Re<Re . er 20.6 -50. l 56.8 
36 l25Re55,600 23.3 -68.7 68.7 l OO~Pr~657 
-
27 De>30 18.9 23.4 51. 7 Pr>l 
23 80<Re<6 ,000 107 .2 231.8 235.8 20<Pr<l00 
35 l OO<Re<Recr 6.6 -10.9 18.2 
20 80~De5.l ,200 4.7 -20.3 20.3 0.75.Pr55 
37 26<De<7,000 8.0 -17.6 22.7 
-
13 50<De<2,000 19. 9 -40.9 40.9 5<Pr<l 75 
-
l !,De!, l, 700 4.3 3. l 11.8 2.3<Pr<250 
For 20.64-in Coil 
AAD APO AAPD 
% % 
21. l -76.4 76.4 
19.5 -66.7 66.7 
17. l 36.0 57.0 
63.6 206.8 211. 4 
6.0 -16.4 20.9 
5.5 -23.0 23.0 
7.4 -26.0 26.6 
12.0 -33.6 33.6 
2.9 -1. 9 l 0. l 
*=Test results using Kubair and Kuloor 1 s Correlation are presented here merely for completeness. 
The data values used to test the correlation fall outside the stated range of applicability, 
hence the poor results. -...J 
CJl 
the experimental data, the data were subdivided into four groups based 
on the ratio of the local hea.t transfer coefficients for thermocouple 
positions 1 and 5 located on the tube periphery (see Figure 9 for the 
thermocoup 1 e locations). The four groups are defined as fo 11 OW$: 
h1 
~ ~·0.9 natural convection is negligibleo 
5 
hl 
0.9 > ~ ~ 0,7 natural convection exists but is not significanto 
5 
h, 




h5 0.5 natural convection is significant if not pre-dominant. 
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Figure 14 shows some typical Nusselt number profiles at station 5 
for the 9.99-in. coil plotted as a function of the peripheral location. 
The following observations may be made from Figure 14: 
1. At the higher Reynolds numbers, the Nusselt number is highest 
at position 7 and lowest at position 3 while the Nusselt numbers at 
stations 1 and 5 are almost identical. This indicates that at higher 
Reynolds numbers, secondary flow due to centrifugal action tends to pre~ 
dominate and there is negligible natural convection. 
2. At the lower Reynolds numbers, the Nusselt number is highest at 
position 5 and lowest at position 1 while the Nusselt numbers at posi-
tions 3 and 7 are comparable. This strongly indicates that the secondary 
flow pattern may now be due to the existence of natural convection rather 
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Figure 14. Typical Local Apparent Nusselt Number Profiles 
in the Laminar Flow Regime 
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The h1/h5 ratio is also indicated for the typical results shown in 
Figure 14. Note that the values are in accord with the subdivision of 
the data mentioned above. 
To demonstrate that higher heat transfer coefficients were obtained 
for fluid flow in a helically-coiled tube than in an equivalent straight 
tube ,and to aid. in the development of the correlation, the peripheral 
average Nusselt numbers were plotted versus the Graetz number for 
. several data runs in the laminar flow regime. Figure 15 shows some 
typical experimental results plotted on the above coordinates. The 
Hausen (15) and the Sieder-Tate (38) correlations for laminar flow in a 
straight tube are also shown in the ~bove plot. 
The following observations may be made from Figure 15: 
l. Substantially higher Nusselt numbers are obtained for fluid 
flow in a helically-coiled tube than in an equivalent straight tube. 
2. The peripheral average Nusselt number is practically independent 
of length for relatively high Reynolds number flow (for example, Re= 
2448) and it tends to increase with length for low Reynolds number flow 
(fqr example, Re= 10). 
Observation 2 above seemed to indicate an anomalous length depend-
ence of the peripheral average Nusselt number. A detailed examination 
of the d~ta gathered at low Graetz numbers indicated the existence of 
substantial natural convection effects. It was not possible to deter-
mine conclusively from the data gathered whether the length dependence 
was associated with the natural convection effect or whether it was 
associated with the forced convection effect ·and merely surfaced with 
the natural convection effect. Nonetheless, the data do show a definite 
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Attempts .were made to correlate- the data using the curved tube 
. ,1' 
facto,r, (1 + Rel(d/Dc)), with the goal tha.t the cor~elatfon developed 
would reduce to the known straight tube _cqrrelation when De tended to 
infinity. However, the correlation developed was,unable to fit all the 
experimental qata points satisfactorily. The data set appeared to show 
the anomalous length dependence discussed above. 
To resolve the question regarding the length dependenc;:e, it ·became 
apparent that experimental data were needed at very low Reynolds and 
' ' . . . ' 
Grashof numbers. These data-were not available in the prese.nt experi-
mental data set. Hence, the above plan of attack was abandoned and 
another approach was taken.to develop a correlation to fit ,the experi-
m~ntal data in the laminar flow regime. Details .regarding the 
development of the correlation follow . 
. Development of Correlation 
The correl_ation to predict the Nusselt nut)1ber for fluid flow in a 
helically-coiled tube in the laminar flow regime was.premised to be of 
the following form: 
Nu = [forced convection] [natural convection] (_ 6 _8) he · contribution contribution 
Forced Convection Contribution. The forced convection contribution 
was evaluated by considering only those data points having h1/h5 ratios . 
greater than or equal to 0.9. As mentioned earlier, points having 
h1/h5 ~-Oo9 showed a negligible natural convection contribution;· hen.ce 
these points were selected to develop the correlation for the forced 
convection contribution" 
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The above condensed data set was plotted using the coordinates 
shown in Figure 16. The physical property effect in the data appeared 
to be satisfactorily correlated by (Pr) 113 rather than (Pr) 0· 175 , as 
indicated by Dravid, et al. (13). Hence, (Pr) 113 was used in the 
ordinate. The Sieder-Tate viscosity correction factor was also incor-
porated into the ordinate (and the proposed correlation) to allow for 
the distortion of the velocity profile due to heating at the wall. 
The extent of the Reynolds number and the helical coil curvature 
ratio contribution to the forced convection contribution was determined 
from Figure 16. The following conclusions were derived from Figure 16: 
1. The data set seemed to be generally proportional to approxi-
mately the 0.5-power of the Reynolds number. 




Hence, the forced convection contribution was correlated as: 
d 0.14 
Nu~c = [o.224 + 1.369 Co:)] [Rem] [Pr113J [ c::) ] (6.9) 
* Nuhc = the forced convection contribution ~o the Nusselt 
number for fl ow in a he l i ca lly-coi 1 ed tube in the 
laminar fl ow regime; 
m = 0.501 + 0.318 (di/Dc). (6. 10) 
Natura 1 Convection Contribution. The natlira 1 convecti.on contri bu-
tion was evaluated by considering only those data points having h1/h5 
ratios less than 0.5. As indicated earlier, these points showed 
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A d,etailed examination of.the experimental data (and Equation (6.8)) 
indicated that the natural convection contribution part of Equation (6.8) 
should satisfy the following criteria: 
1. The contribution should be large(> l) fqr data points having 
h1/h5 < 0,5 but should tend to unity for data points where h1/h5 ~ 0.9, 
2. The contribution should traverse the h1/h5 range as a continuous 
functi.on. 
3. The factor should be made up of some combination of the dimen-
sionless groups that reflect the magnitude of the natural convection 
effect and the degree to which it might be suppressed by the forc~d con-
vection fl ow, 
Of the dimensionless groups available, (Gr/Re2) was arrived at as 
the combination of the dimensionless groups that would be used to 
devel-0p the natural convection contribution because: 
1. It is used to determine, qualitatively, the significance of 
natural convection heat transfer in problems involving forced and 
natural convection heat transfer. 
2. It is the combination of the dimensionless groups that satisfies 
criterion 3 above. 
3. When tested, it seemed to best fit the experimental data. 
In addition, when tested, the data indicated a definite dependence 
on the coil-to-tube diameter ratio. 
* Figure 17 shows the plot of ((Nuh/Nuhc) - l) plotted versus 
((Gr/Re2)(D/di)) for all the data points having h1/h5 < 0.5. 
* ((Nuh/Nuhc) - l) was selected as the ordinate in Figure 17 so that the 
natural convection contribution could be incorporated in Equation (6.8) 
as a positive multiplier having a numerical value equal to or greater 
r----, 
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than unity, depending upon the extent of the natural convection present 
and the degree to which it is suppressed by the forced convection flow. 
((Gr/Re2)(Dc/di)) was chosen as the abscissa because tests revealed that 
it seemed to correlate the natural convection and the coil-to-tube 
diameter ratio effects better than (Gr/Re2) by itself. 




Various values of y* and c1 (in Equation (6. 11)) were tried to 
determine the values that resulted in the equation that best fit the 
data plotted in Figure 17. The equation that best fit the data is: 
_ 4 8 l-, -0.00946(Gr/Re2)(o /d. )"J1 y-. -e c 1 (6.1,2) 
Equation (6.12) has been drawn in Figure 17. As can be seen from 
Figure 17, Equation (6.12) seems to correlate the data reasonably well, 
Note also that the data shown in Figure 17 exhibit the length dependence 
discussed earlier, 
Hence, the final correlation to predict the Nusselt number for 
fluid flow in a helically coiled tube in the laminar flow regime may be 
written as: 
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[0.501·+ 0.318(d./D )] 
Nuhc = {o.224 + l.369(d;fDcl} {Re · 1 c } 
{ -0.00946(Gr/Re2)(Dc/d;)} 1 + 4.8 [1 - e ] 
0.14 
x {Prl/3}{(µb) } 
µw 
(6.13) 
The physical properties -0f the fluid used in Equation (6.13} were 
evaluated at the bulk fluid temperatur~ except µw which was evaluated 
at the averag~ inside wall temperature at the thermocouple station. 
Equation (6.13) is valid for: 
6 < Re < Re 
- · - er 
l < De ~ 1.7 x 103 
2.3 <Pr< 250 
241 <Gr< 9.22 x 105. 
Test results of the fit of Equation (6.13) to the total la1T1inar 
regi,me e)(perimental data .set are given in Table I)(. 
The limiting cases of Equation (6.13) are as follows (regarding tMe 
c~rvature ratio): 
l. For the 1 ower 1 imi ting case of d;fD c tending to zero, Equation · 
(6.13) reduces to: 
(6.14) 
2. For the upper limiting case of ~;!De tending to 1, Equation 
(6.13) redu.ces to: 
Nuhc = 1_59 (Re)0.819 {, + 4_8 [, _ e-0.00946(Gr/Re2)]} 




When (Gr/Re2) tends to zero, that is., for negligible natural con-
vection, Equation (6.13) reduces to Equation (6.9), the equation 
developed for the forced convection contribution .. On the other hand, if 
(Gr/Re2) tends to infinity, Equation (6.13t reduces ,to the following 
equation: 
o. 14 
(Pr)l/3 {(µb) } 
µw 
(6.16) 
= 5.8 [forced convection contribution.]. 
As can be readily noted, Equation (6.16) implies that the natural con-
vection contribution to the Nusselt number ha$ an upper bound. The 
experimental. data gathered tends to suppqrt this. viewpoint. 
From Tabl_es Vil and IX, it may be noted that the turbulent and the 
lami11ar regime correlations developed (Eqyations (6.7) and (6.13), 
respectively) best .fit the present experimental dat.a. 
Also, th~ turbulent flow regime correlations reduces to give a 
valid equation for the straight t1,1be case when Dc tends to infinity·~ 
Hqwever, the laminar flow regime corr~lation, when extended tq the 
straight tube case, results in an equation (Equation (6.14) above) that 
is independent of the length, unlike any known straight tube correla ... 
tions. Equation (6.14) generally predicts higher Nusselt ,numbers for 
the straight tube t.han those calculate,d from ei.ther the Hausen (15) or 
the Sieder-Tate (38) correlation for the straight tube. 
Several gaps still exist in fully understanding the mechanisrn of. 
h~at transfer in a helically-coiled tube. For example, in the laminar 
regime, the dependence of the Nusselt number upon the length needs to. 
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be evaluated. It is felt that more experimental data are needed at low 
Reynolds numbers and low heat flux values to understand how the length 
affects the Nusselt number for flow in a helical coil. 
The curvature ratio dependence indicated in the correlations was 
developed on data gathered on two coils with the curvatl,!re ratio of one 
being approximately twice the other. The curvature ratio dependence 
may be refined if more data could be obtained on. coils that cover a much 
wider curvature ratio range than that covered in the present study. 
Lastly, it would be useful if the correlation~ developed could be 
tested against the experimental data of other workers in the field to 
determine the fitness of the correlations. 
CHAPTER VII· 
CQNCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
An experimental study of the heat transfer processes occurring 
when a single phase fluid flows t.hrough a helical coil has been conduct.-
ed. Two fluids, water and Dowt.herm G, were studied using two helical 
coils 9.99 and 20.64 inches in diameter. The entire fluid flow regime 
from laminar through transition to turbulent flQW was investigated. The 
fluids were heated by passing DC current through the tube. In the 
course of the study, availaple literature corre1ations were tested to 
de_terinine how well they could predict -the experimental results .. 
The followi_ng conclusfons were arrived at as a result of the total 
stu;dy: 
1.. Higher heat transfer coefficients were obtained for fluids 
flowing in the helical cons, for both the laminar and turbulent flow 
regime, than in the same length of straight tube under similar fluid 
flow condit5ons. The ratio of the heat transfer coefficient for the 
helical coil to that for the straight tube was higher in the laminar 
flow regime than in the. turbulent flow regime. This is understandable 
in view of the fact that greater random mixing in the turbulent flow 
regime diminishes the augmentation of the heat transfer coefficient due 
to the superimposed secondary flow. The secondary flow results from the 




2. Higher friction factors were obtained for fluid flow in the 
helical coils than in an equivalent straight .tube under similar flow 
conditions. This too may be attributed to the presence of the superim-
posed secondary flow. 
3. Greater insight into the natu·re of the secondary flow when 
fluids are heated in helical coils was obtained because the wall tempera-
tures were measured at several peripheral locations at various points 
along the length of the helical coil. In the laminar flow regime, the 
definite existence of natural convection effects was established. It 
was determined that the ~igher heat transfer coefficients obtained for 
fl ow in a he 1 i ca 1 coi 1 may be due not only to the presence of the super-
imposed secondary flow due to centrifugal action, but also may be due to 
the existenGe of natural convection currents. It was established that 
natural convection effects were substantial, if not,·predominant, at low 
Reynolds numbers but diminished in intensity as the Reynolds number 
increased. A measure of the extent to which the natural convection 
effects contributed to the increase of the average heat transfer coeffi-
cient has been incorporated into the empirical correlation developed to 
pre di ct the average Nusse lt number for fluid fl ow i_ n the 1 ami nar fl ow 
regime (Equation (6.13)). 
4, An anomalous dependence of the Nusselt number upon the length 
was noted. The length dependence was noticed to be associated with low 
Graetz number runs. However, it was not possible to determine from the 
experimental data whether the length dependence was actually associated 
with the natural convection contribution or whether it was associated 
with the forced convection contribution and only surfaces with the 
natural convection correlation. 
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5. Dravid et al. (13) report that the Nusselt number for fluid 
flow in a helical coil varies as the 0.175-power of the Prandtl number 
of the fluid. This dependence appears to be erroneous. Results of the 
present experimental study indicate that the Nusselt number varies 
approximately as the more conventional one-third power of the Prandtl 
number of the fluid. 
6, Correlations have been developed to predict the average Nusselt 
number for fluids flowing in a helically-coiled tube for the turbulent 
and the laminar flow regime. The correlations are Equations (6.7) and 
(6,13) in Chapter VI. These correlations fit the experimental results 
better than any of the literature correlations tested. 
7. The correlation developed for the turbulent flow regime is of 
the form that when the coil diameter tends to infinity (the straight 
tube case), the correlation reduces to give the Sieder-Tate (38) correla-
tion for the str,aight tt,Jbe. This is a feature that is lacking in most 
of the literature correlati9ns. 
8. The laminar flow regime correlation is of the forrn that, when 
the. coil diameter tends to infinity, results in a viable equation. How-
ever, the resulting equation for the straight tube predicts higher 
Nusselt numbers than either the Hausen (15) or the Sieder-Tate (38) 
correlc;i.tion. 
Several gaps still exist in the complete understanding of the 
mechanism of heat transfer in a helical coil" The fqllowing recommenda-
tions are made, based on the results of this study, for future researc;h 
in the area: 
1. Equatipns (6.7) and (6.13) were developed for the case when a 
fluid is heated in a helically coiled tube. It is .felt that the same 
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correlations should apply when a fluid is cooled in a helically-coiled 
tube. However, it is recommended that experimental studies be performed 
to establish the validity of this premise. 
2. Fluid pressure drops should be measured using pressure measuring 
devices having an appropriate range so that friction factor correlations 
fqr fluid. flow in a helical coil in the laminar and turbulent f1ow regime 
can be establishedo 
3. More experimental data is needed at low Reynolds and Grashof 
numbers in ord.er to evaluate the nature and the magnitude of the depend-
ence of the Nusselt number upon the lengt~ factor. 
4o Further research needs to be performed using helical coils with 
widely varying curvature ratios (at least covering one order of magni-
tude) to refine the dependence of the average Nusselt number on the 
curvature ratio of the helical coil. 
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THERMCCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F T=MP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F TE MP. , F TEMP. , F TEMP., F T cMP., F 
1-1 90.3 90.3 93, 7 92. 3 94.3 94.0 97.0 96.5 99. 3 99.7 
1-2 97 .o 97.3 102.0 101. 0 104. 0 103.3 1 os. 0 108.0 112.1 112 .7 
1-3 90.3 90.7 93.0 92. 7 94.0 93. 7 96.5 96.0 99. 0 99. 0 
1-4 87.7 87.7 90. 0 89. 3 90. 3 90 .3 92.7 92.3 94. 7 94.7 
2-1 91,7 91. 7 94.7 94.0 96. 0 95.7 99. 0 99.0 102.0 102.0 
2-2 96. 5 96. 0 100.7 99.3 102.0 10 2 .o 106.5 106.5 112. 7 !12.0 
2-3 98.7 98. 7 103.7 102. 3 l 05. 3 105. 7 111.0 111.0 116 .3 116. 3 
2-4 95.0 95.o 99.3 98.3 100.3 100. O 104. 3 103. 7. 108.0 108.0 
2-5 91. 7 91. 3 94.7 93.7 94.7 94. 7 98 .o 98 .o 101.0 101. 0 
2-6 89.3 89.3 92.0 91. 0 92. 0 92. 0 94.7 94.7 98.0 97.7 
2-7 88.3 88.3 90.7 90.0 90.7 91.0 93.3 93. 3 95. 7 96. 0 
2-8 89.0 89. 0 91.7 91. 0 92.0 92 .o 95.0 94.3 97. 3 97,7 
3-1 92.3 92.3 95.3 94. 7 97. 0 97.0 100.3 100.0 103 .o 104.0 
3-2 100.0 1 oo. 0 104.0 103.3 107 .o 107 .o 112. 3 112. 3 111. 7 118. 3 
3-3 93.0 92. 7 95. 7 95. 0 97.3 97 .3 100.7 100. 3 l 03 .o 103. 7 
3-4 89 .3 89.0 92.0 91.3 92. 7 92.7 95. 7 95.3 98.0 98.7 
4-1 93. 3 92. 7 96.5 95 .3 97. 7 97 .7 101.0 100. 7 104.0 105. 0 
4-2 101.1 101. O 106.0 l 05. 0 1 08. 7 108,7 114. 7 113 .7 118,7 120.0 
4-3 95.o 94.7 98 .3 97.3 99.3 99.3 103. 0 102. 7 105. 7 107.0 
4-4 91,0 90. 3 93.7 92, 7 94.0 94.0 97 .7 97,3 99.7 101. 0 
5-1 94.7 94.0 98.0 97. 0 99. 0 99.3 103.0 103.0 106.0 107. 7 
5-2 103.0 102 .3 107 .3 106.0 109.7 110.0 115. 7 115. 7 121. O 122.3 
5-3 96.5 95. 7 99.7 98. 7 100.7 100. 7 105.3 105.0 107. 7 109.0 
5~4 92 .3 91. 7 95.0 94. 3 96. 0 96.0 99.7 99.7 102 .o 103 .3 
6-l 95.7 95.3 98.7 97.3 100.7 100. 3 105.0 104. 7 108. 7 109.7 
6-2 103.3 103. 3 108. 0 l 06. 5 111.1 111.0 117 .7 117.3 123.3 124.0 
6-3 97 .3 97.3 100.7 99.7 103.0 102. 7 107. 7 107. 7 111.0 112.0 
6-4 93.3 93. 0 95.7 94.7 97.7 97.7 101. 7 101.1 104.7 105. 7 
7-1 96. 5 96. 5 100.3 99.3 102. 7 102. 7 107. 7 107.7 111.1 112. 3 
7-2 104.0 103. 7 108.7 107. 7 112. 3 112. 3 118. 7 118. 7 125. 3 125. 7 
7-3 98. 0 98. 0 l 01, 3 100.7 103.7 103. 7 109 .o 109. 3 ll2. 7 113. 3 
7-4 94,3 94.3 97.3 96. 5 99. 3 99.3 104.0 104.0 107.3 108. 7 
8-1 98.7 98.7 102 .J 101. 7 105.0 105.0 110.3 110. 7 115. 0 116, 3 
8-2 105.3 105. 3 109. 7 109. 0 114.0 114 .o 121.0 121.0 126.3 128.0 
8-3 99.0 99.3 102.0 101. 7 105. 3 105.0 111. 0 110. 7 114.7 115.7 
8-4 95.7 95.7 98.7 98.0 101.3 101.3 106.0 106.0 110. 0 111. 3 
9-l 99.3 99.0 102. 0 101. 7 105. 3 105.3 llO. 7 111.0 115,3 116. 7 
9-2 103 .3 103.0 107.0 106.5 111. 0 110. 7 117. 3 117.3 123.7 124.7 
9-3 107. 3 107. 3 111.0 110. 7 115.3 115 .3 123.0 123.0 128. 7 130. 0 
9-4 105. 3 105. 3 109. 0 108.7 113. 3 113. 0 120.3 120 .o 125.3 126.7 
9-5 101. 7 101. 3 104 .3 104.0 108.0 108. O 113. 7 113. 7 117.7 120. a 
9-6 99. 0 98. 7 101. 0 101. 0 104.3 104 .3 110 .o 110 .o 113. 3 114. 7 
9-7 97.3 97,3 99.7 99.3 102. 7 102.3 108.0 108.0 111. 3 113.0 
9-8 97.7 97.3 99.7 99.3 103.0 102.7 108.3 108.0 111. 7 113. 3 
10-1 100.7 100. 7 103. 7 103. 0 107.3 107.7 113 .3 113.3 117.7 119.0 
10-2 108 .3 108.0 112.0 111. 3 116. 3 116.3 124.0 124. 3 130.0 131 .3 
10-3 102. 7 102. 3 105.7 105.0 109.3 109 .3 115.0 115. O 119. 5 121. O 
10-4 98.7 98. 3 101.0 loo. 7 103. 7 104.0 109.7 109.7 113. 7 115.3 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 12. 7 12. 7 12.1 72.5 12. 3 12. 3 12. 5 12. 5 12.2 72.5 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 87.3 87. 3 89.6 89.2 90.9 91.4 94.8 95.0 99.0 99. 5 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 12.0 12.0 12.0 72. 0 12. 0 72. 0 12.0 12.0 72.0 72.0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 200. 0 200.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300,0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 8.90 8. 90 8.90 8. 90 8.90 8.90 8.90 8.90 8.90 8.90 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 623.0D 623.00 548.80 548. 80 480. 50 480. 50 410. 30 410.30 342.50 342.50 
INLET PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1.210 l. 21 0 0.910 0.880 0.610 0.610 0.4.10 o. 420 o. 230 o. 240 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1.080 1. 080 o. 830 o. 780 o. 570 0.580 0 .420 0.420 0,310 o. 320 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 3,57 3.57 2.80 2.12 1. 98 1.98 1.40 1. 42 o.80 0.83 
EXIT FLUIO PR~SSURE, PSIG 3.48 3. 48 2,82 2.68 2,06 2.01 1.57 1. 57 1.23 1.25 
RCCM TEMPER.TURE, F 84.0 84.0 85. 0 85. 0 86.0 86.0 86.0 87.0 88.0 88.0 
RUN NUMBER 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 <..O 
......_. 
THERMOCOUPLE NJMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F 
1-1 100,0 100. 0 103·, 7 103. 7 97.7 97 .7 104.7 105.0 125. 0 124.7 
1-2 113 .o 113,0 us. 7 118. 7 109. 7 109. 7 114.3 115.0 120.0 120.0 
1-3 99,7 99,7 11)3. 7 103. 7 96.0 96.0 100.0 100. 0 107, 0 107.3 
1-4 95. 3 95. 3 99, 0 99.0 93.0 92 ,7 94.7 95.0 104.7 104. 7 
2-1 101. 7 102.0 107, 7 108.0 102. 0 102.0 110.0 11 o. 0 135.7 135,7 
2-2 111. 7 112. 3 120.0 120.3 112.0 112.0 118. 7 118. 7 132. 3 132. 7 
2-3 115.3 116. 0 122, 7 122. 7 112, 7 112. 7 11&.0 11& .o 124.7 125.3 
2-4 107.3 107.7 102.3 102. 7 104. 3 104. 3 108. 0 108. 0 111.0 117.0 
2-5 100. 3 100. 7 104,7 104. 7 98,0 98.3 101.7 101.1 112. 7 112. 7 
2-& 97.0 97.3 101. 0 101. 0 94. 7 94. 7 98.0 98,3 110 .3 110,3 
2-7 95.3 96.0 99 .3 99.3 93. 7 93.7 97.0 97. 0 112, 3 112. 7 
2~e 97. 0 97.7 101. 0 101. 3 95.3 95 .7 100.0 99,7 122.1 123. 7 
3-1 103 .3 104.0 109. 7 109.7 102. 7 103. 0 116.0 115, 7 143.0 142,7 
3-2 117.3 119.0 125. 7 125.7 115 .o 115 .3 123.0 123. 0. 132. 3 132.0 
3-3 103. 0 103. 7 108. 7 108. 3 100. 7 101 .o 109.7 109. 7 119,3 119, 3 
3-4 98.0 99,0 102.3 102.3 95. 0 95,0 103. 7 103,7 120,3 120.0 
4-1 103. 7 104. 7 110. 7 110. 7 107.0 106,5 114.3 114,3 149.0 148,7 
4-2 119, 3 120. 3 129. 0 129. 0 120. 0 120.3 126.3 126.3 140.3 140,3 
4-3 106.0 107.3 112.3 112.3 106.0 106.0 111, 3 111. 3 126,7 126.7 
4-4 100. 3 101. 0 105,0 105.0 100.7 100 .7 103.7 103.7 125. 3 125. 7 
5-1 107.0 107. 7 113. 7 114. 0 110. 3 110.3 120.1 120.3 153.0 154.0 
5-2 122,3 123.0 131,7 132,0 123.3 123,7 130.3 130. 3 146. 7 147,3 
5-3 109.0 109. 7 114. 7 115,0 109. 7 109 .7 116 .3 116.3 133.0 134.0 
5-4 103.0 103.7 108,0 108, 3 105. 3 105,3 111. 0 111.0 133.0 134,0 
6-l 109, 7 109.7 111.0 116, 7 113.0 113 .3 125. 7 125. 3 159. 7 159, 3 
6-2 124.0 124. 7 134, 0 133. 3 125.7 125 .7 133.3 133,0 151.0 151,0 
6-3 lll ,7 112,3 119.0 119.0 113. 0 113. 0 121. 0 121. 0 142.0 l't2 .o 
6-4 105,3 105. 7 112.0 112.0 109.0 109 .o 116.0 116.0 141.7 141, 7 
7-1 112. 7 112. 7 121.3 121. 0 118. 3 ua.o 131,0 130.7 169.3 169.3 
7-2 126.0 126.3 135 .3 135.7 128,0 128. 0 136. 0 136.0 156. 3 156,3 
7-3 113. 7 114. 0 121.3 121.3 115.0' 115,3 124.3 124.0 149.7 150,0 
7-4 108,3 108.7 115.3 115. 7 112. 3 112 ;3 120,3 120.0 151,0 151,0 
a-1 116,0 116.3 125 ,7 125.7 122.0 122,3 138,0 137. 7 180. 0 180,3 
8-2 120.0 128. 0 137. 7 137. 7 129,3 129 .7 139.3 139 .o 163~ 7 163, 7 
8-3 116,0 111,.0 124. 3 124. 0 116. 3 116,3 127,3 127.3 156.0 15&,3 
8-4 111. 3 111. 3 119.0 118.7 111. 7 112.3 125. 3 125.0 161. 0 161.3 
9-1 11&, 7 116. 7 126. 0 126. 3 120. 7 121.0 139.7 139.0 171,7 173,0 
9-2 125 .o 125,0 136.0 136,0 133. 0 133,7 149. 7 149.7 175.7 176.0 
9-3 130.0 130. 7 141.0 141,0 132.0 132 • 7 144.0 143.7 170. 7 171, 0 
9-4 126.7 127. 0 136. 0 136. 0 126. 3 126,7 138,5 138.0 1&6 .o 165, 7 
9-5 119.5 120.0 128 .3 128 .3 118. 7 119. 5 132,0 131. 7 161, 7 162,3 
9-6 115. 0 115. 3 123.7 124.0 114,3 114 .7 128 .7 128.7 160. 3 160.7 
9~7 113 .o 113,3 121.0 121. 3 112. 3 113. 0 120.0 120.0 161. 7 161. 7 
9-8 113,3 113,7 122.0 122.0 114.3 114,7 131,0 130. 7 165. 3 166.3 
10-1 119.0 120. 0 129. 3 129. 7 123.3 124,0 143.7 143,3 188. 3 188.7 
10-2 132.0 131.7 142.3 142. 7 133. 7 134.0 147,0 147. 0 180,0 179,7 
10-3 121.3 121. 3 130.3 130.7 121.0 121.0 134. 3 134. 3 170, 7 169.7 
10-4 115.0 115. 3 124. 3 124. 3 114. 7 114. 7 131,3 131.0 170,3 169.0 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72.5 72,5 72. 7 72,7 72, 7 72, 7 12. 7 72. 7 73.4 73,4 
EX IT FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 99,5 99. 5 106, 7 106,7 104,0 104. 7 116,6 116 ,4 154.4 150. 1 
BATH FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 12.0 12.0 72.0 12. 0 72. 0 12.0 12.0 72 .o 72,0 72,0 
AMMETER READING,I, AMPS 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 250.0 250.0 250.0 250,0 250. 0 250,0 
VOLTMETER REAOING,V, VOL TS 8.90 8.90 8.90 8.90 7.40 7.40 7.40 7.40 7.50 1. 50 
FL LID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 342.50 342.50 275,20 275. 20 207. 10 207.10 144.60 144.60 82,10 02.10 
INLET PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0,240 0.250 0.130 0, 150 o.o 0 .o o.o o. 0 0.180 o.5oo 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0,270 o. 290 0, 160 0.110 o. 040 0.040 0.020 0.020 0.370 0,640 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 0,83 o.aa 0.47 o.54 o. 0 o.o o. 0 0, 0 0.65 1,65 
.EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 1. 08 1.15 0.69 o. 71 0, 15 0 ,15 0,05 0,05 1. 42 2, 26 
RCCM TEMPERATURE, F 84.0 86.0 ea.o ea. o 88. o 8a.o 85,0 86.0 as.o 88.o 
RUN NUMBER 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 c.o 00 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE'IP., F 
1-1 84.7 84.3 85.7 85.7 86.0 86.0 87.7 87.7 89. 7 89. 7 
1-2 90. 7 90. 3 92.3 92.3 93.3 93 .3 95 .o 95.0 98.3 98. 0 
1-3 84.7 84.7 85. 3 85. 3 86. 5 86.5 ee.o ea.a 89.3 89.3 
1-4 83.0 83.0 83.7 83.7 83.7 84.0 85.3 as. 3 86. 5 86. 0 
2-1 85. 7 85.3 87. 3 87.3 88.3 88 .3 90.0 90.0 92.0 91.7 
2-2 90 .o 89 ~7 91.7 91. 7 93. 7 93.3 96. 0 96. 0 99.0 98.7 
2-3 91.7 91. 3 94.0 94.0 95.7 95.3 97.7 98.7 100. 3 100.0 
2-4 89.7 89. 3 90.0 90. 0 91. 3 91.3 92.3 93.0 95.0 94. 7 
2-5 85.3 85.7 86 .5 86.5 87. 3 87.3 88. 3 88.7 90. 3 90.0 
2-6 83. 7 83. 7 84.7 85.0 85.3 8 5 .3 85.7 86.5 88.3 88. 3 
2-7 83.3 83.0 84.3 84. 0 84. 7 84.7 85.3 85.3 87.3 87.3 
2-8 83. 7 83. 7 84.7 84.7 as.a 85.0 86.0 86.0 es. 7. 88.3 
3-1 86. 5 86. 0 88. 0 sa.o 89.0 89.0 90 .7 91.0 92. 3 92.3 
3-2 93.0 92.7 95.0 95 •. 0 97. 3 97.3 100.3 100.3 101. 3 101.3 
3-3 87.0 86.5 a0.o se.o 88.7 89 .o 90.7 90.7 91. 7 92.0 
3-4 84.3 84.0 85. 0 85. 0 85.3 85 .3 87.3 87.3 86.0 88.0 
4-1 87.0 87.0 88.3 88.3 89. 3 89.3 91. 3 91.3 94.0 94.0 
,... 2 94.0 93. 7 96.5 96,0 99.0 99 .o 101. 3 101. 7 104.0 104. 0 
4-3 88.3 as. o 89.7 89. 7 90. 7 90.3 92.0 92.3 95.3 95.3 
4-4 85.3 85.3 86.5 86.5 87. 0 87.0 87. 7 88. 0 91.3 91.3 
5-1 88.3 88. 0 90.0 89.7 90.7 90.7 93 .o 9 3.7 97.7 97.7 
5-2 94.7 94.3 97.7 97. 3 100. 3 100.0 103.0 103.3 107.3 107. 3 
5-3 89.0 89.0 90.7 90.7 91. 7 91.3 93. 7 94.0 98. 0 97.7 
5-4 86. 5 86. 0 as.a 87. 7 88.3 88 .3 90.7 91.0 95.3 95.0 
6-l 89 .o 88.3 90.7 90. 7 91. 7 91.7 95.3 94.7 99.7 99.3 
6-2 95.7 95.3 98.3 98.3 101.3 101,3 104.3 104. 3 108. 7 108. 7 
6-3 90.3 90.0 92.0 92. 0 93.0 93.0 95.3 95.3 100.0 100.0 
6-4 87.7 87.0 88.7 89.0 89. 3 89.3 92.0 91.7 97.3 97.3 
7-1 90. 7 90. 3 <.12. 0 92.3 93.7 93. 7 97.3 97.3 103.0 103. 0 
7-2 97.0 97.0 99.3 99.3 102. 7 102.3 1_06.0 107.0 110.3 110. 3 
7-3 91.3 90.7 92.7 92. 7 94. 3 94.3 98. 0 98.0 101.7 101. 7 
7-4 89.0 88. 7 90.3 90.7 91.0 91.3 96.0 96.0 100. 7 100. 7 
8-1 92.0 91 •. 3 93.7 93. 7 95. 7 95.7 l 01.0 100.7 104.3 104~0 
8-2 98.0 97.3 100.3 100. 3 103.3 103.3 108. 3 108. 3 111. 7 111. 7 
8-3 91. 7 91. 7 93. 3 93. 7 95.0 95 .o 99 .o 99.0 103. 0 103.0 
8-4 90.0 89.7 91. 3 91. 3 92. 3 92.3 97.7 97.7 100.7 100.7 
9-1 92.0 91.7 94.0 93.7 96.0 96 .o 101.0 100. 7 104. 7 104.3 
9-2 95.3 95. 3 98. 0 98. 0 101. 3 101.3 108.0 107.3 112.3 112. 3 
9-3 98 .3 98.3 101.0 101.0 104. 7 104. 3 110. 7 110. 3 114.0 114 .o 
9-4 97.0 96. 5 99.3 99.0 102.0 102 .o 107.7 107.3 111. 0 111. 0 
9-5 93.3 93.0 95. 3 95. 3 97. 3 97.3 102. 7 102.3 106.0 106.0 
9-6 91.3 91.3 93.3 93.3 94.7 94. 7 101. 0 100.3 103.7 103.7 
9-7 90.3 90. 3 92.0 92.0 93.3 93 .3 100.3 100 .o 102.7 102. 7 
9-8 90.7 90.3 92. 3 92.0 93. 7 93.7 100.0 99.7 1J2. 3 102.0 
10-1 93.3 93 .o 95 .o 95.0 98.0 97. 7 103. 7 103. 3 107. 7 107. 7 
10-2 99.3 99. 0 102.0 102. 0 l 05. 3 105. 7 111.7 111. 7 ll5. 7 115. 7 
10-3 94.3 93.7 96.0 96. 0 98. 3 98.3 103.0 103.0 107.3 107.3 
10-4 91. 7 91. 0 93.3 93.3 94.7 95 .o 100.7 100. 7 104. 7 104.7 
l NLET FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 12.1 12. 5 12. 7 12. 7 72. 5 72 .7 72.7 72.7 73.0 73.0 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 83.8 83 .5 85.l 84.9 86. 4 86.4 89. l 88. 5 92.l 92.l 
BATI' FLLIID TEMPERATURE, F 12.0 12. 0 12.0 72 .o 12.0 12.0 72.0 72.0 12.0 12.0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 200.0 200.0 200.0 200. 0 200. 0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 5.80 s.eo 5.80 s.eo 5. 80 5.80 5. 80 5.eo 5.80 5,80 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 363.50 363. 50 330.60 330.60 290.10 290 .10 252.50 252.50 215.20 215.20 
INLeT PRES. TROCR. OUTPUT,MV 0.340 0.340 o.2so o. 250 o. 170 0.110 0.090 0.090 o.oso 0.050 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0.340 0.340 0.21,0 0.210 0.180 o.1ao 0.150 0,150 o. 080 o. 080 
IliLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 1.15 1.1s a.ea 0, 88 0.60 0.60 0.33 0,33 o. 18 0.18 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PS IG 1.32 1.32 1.os 1. 08 o. 75 o. 75 0.64 0.64 0,35 0.35 
"ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 86.0 86.0 87.J 87,0 84.0 85 .o 86.0 86. 0 87. 0 88.0 
RU~ NUMBER 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 ID ID 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F T=MP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F 
1-1 107,0 107.0 109. 7 l 09. 7 114, 3 114, 3 l 08 .o .1os.o 117 .o 117.0 
1-2 114, 7 114.3 116, 7 116, 7 119. 0 119. 0 11 o. 0 11 o. 0 112. 3 112. 3 
1-3 l 06, 5 106. 5 107. 7 l 07. 3 109.0 109 .3 103.3 103.3 107.0 107.0 
1-4 104,0 103. 7 104. 7 104, 3 105. 7 106.0 101. 3 101,7 108.J 108 .o 
2-1 11 o. 3 110.0 113. 7 113.0 118. 3 118. 7 111. 7 112, 0 123. 7 123.7 
2-2 116. 7 116. 3 120. 0 119. 5 123.0 12 3. 7 113. 7 113. 7 120.7 120.7 
2-3 117 .o 116. 7 118. 7 118. 7 120. 3 12 o. 7 111. 7 111. 7 116. 3 116 .3 
2-4 111. 7 111. 7 113.0 113.0 114. 7 115 .3 108. 3 108. 3 113. D 113. 0 
2-5 107. 7 107. 3 108. 7 1 as. 1 110, 7 111,0 106.0 105. 7 111.3 111. 3 
2-6 105.0 104. 7 106.5 l 06. 0 108. 3 109. 0 l 05. 0 104. 7 111. 7 111. 7 
2-7 104. 3 104. 3 105.3 105.3 108,0 108. 3 105.0 104, 7 114. 3 114. 7 
2-8 105.7 105.7 107. 3 107, 3 llO. 3 111. 0 l 07 .o 107.0 120.0 120.0 
3-1 110.7 111.0 115. 7 115. 3 123.0 123.0 115. 0 114,7 130. 0 129.7 
3-2 118. 7 118. 7 122.0 122.0 125,3 125,3 115,3 115,3 122,3 122. 3 
3-3 109,0 109.3 112. 7 112. 7 115. 7 115, 7 109. 7 109.7 116.0 116,0 
3-4 105. 3 l 05. 3 109 .o 109.0 112.7 112. 7 108. 0 108. 3 119. 5 120.0 
4-1 113.0 113. 0 118. 0 118. 3 124.3 124.7 116 .o 116 .o 135. 3 135.7 
4-2 121 • 7 122.0 126.0 126. 0 128. 7 128. 7 117, 7 117. 7 129.0 129.0 
4-3 112. 0 112. 7 116.3 116.3 118 .o 118 .o 111. 3 111. 3 122. 0 122. 0 
4-4. 109.0 109. 0 113. 0 113. 3 115. 7 115. 7 110.3 110 .3 123.7 124,0 
5-1 115 .o 115. 3 120 .o 120.0 127. 0 127.3 118. 0 117. 7 139.3 139. 7 
5-2 124. 3 124. 3 127.7 127. 7 132.3 132 .3 121.0 120.1 134. 7 134. 7 
5-3 115,0 115. 0 117. 7 118. O 122. 3 122.7 114,3 114.3 128,3 128.3 
5-4 112.0 112 .3 115 .o 115 .3 119. 0 119. 0 112. 7 112. 7 128.7 129.3 
6-l 118. 3 11 s. 7 123.7 123.7 131.7 131 • 7 122.0 122 .o 145. 0 145.0 
6-2 126,3 126,7 130.0 130. 0 135. 0 135. O 123.3 123.3 138.5 138 .5 
6-3 117. 7 117. 7 121 .3 121,3 126.7 126. 3 117. 7 117. 3 133. 7 133. 7 
6-4 115, 0 115. 3 117. 7 117. 7 124.0 123. 7 116 .3 116.3 135. 3 135. 3 
7-1 122. 7 123.0 126. 3 126. 0 137. 3 137. 3 126. 0 126.0 151.3 151 .3 
7-2 128.3 128. 3 131, 7 131.0 138.0 138 .5 126.0 125. 3 143. 7 143.7 
7-3 119.0 119. 5 123. 0 123. 0 130. 3 130.3 120.7 120. 7 140.0 140.0 
7-4 ll 7 .7 ll8.0 120 .o 120.0 129.0 129.0 120. 0 119. 5 141.7 142.3 
8-1 124. 0 124, 3 130. 7 130. 7 142.3 142.3 129.7 129.7 157. 3 157. 7 
8-2 129.3 129. 7 133. 3 133. 3 141. 7 141.3 128.0 128 .o 149.0 149.3 
8-3 120.0 120.3 124.7 124.7 133.7 133. 3 123. O 123.0 145.0 145.0 
8-4 117, 0 117. 0 123.0 123.3 131.7 131. 7 122,7 122.3 148.3 149.0 
9-1 124,3 124.7 131.7 132. 3 144. 0 144.0 132.0 131.7 162. 7 1r,2.3 
9-2 132.3 132.3 139,7 140.0 150.3 150.3 135.3 135. 0 161. 7 162.0 
9-3 131.7 131.7 136. 7 137. 0 145. 3 145.7 131. 7 131.3 155.3 155.7 
9-4 128.0 128.0 133,0 133. 0 141. 7 141.7 129.3 129. 3 152.0 153 .3 
9-5 123.3 123.3 128.0 128.3 137.3 137 ,3 126.7 126.7 149, 3 150. 7 
9-6 120.0 120.0 125. 7 125. 7 135.3 135. 7 125.3 12 5 .3 148.7 149. 7 
9-7 118 .3 118. 3 125,3 12 s. 3 135. 0 135.0 125. 0 125. 0 150.0 151 .o 
9-B 120. 0 120. 3 127.0 127.0 137.0 137 .3 127,0 126.7 156.0 156. 3 
10-1 126, 3 126.7 135. O 135. 0 147. 7 148.0 134.0 134 .o 166.3 167. 7 
10-2 133.3 133. 3 139 .:i 139. 7 148,3 148.3 134.3 134. 0 159. 7 161,0 
10-3 124. 7 124. 7 130. 3 130.3 139.7 140.0 129 .o 129 .o 153.7 155,0 
10-4 120.7 120. 7 127. 7 127. 7 138. 0 13e. o 127.3 127.7 154. 3 156.0 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 89,6 89,6 89.6 89.6 89.6 89.6 89.6 89, 6 89. 2 89. 2 
EX IT FLUID TEMPERATUI\E, F 112.5 112. 5 118. 0 11 8. 0 127.9 127.9 120.0 120.0 147.2 150.l 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90.0 90. 0 90. 0 90. 0 90.0 90. 0 90.0 90.0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 200.0 200. O 200.0 200.0 200.0 230 .o 150.0 150. 0 150. 0 150. O 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 5.90 5.90 5. 90 5. 90 5. 90 5,90 4,50 4,50 4.50 4. 50 
FLUID FLO~ RATE, LB/HR 179.70 179.70 142 • 50 142.50 110,00 110. 00 77. 00 77.00 40.00 40.00 
INLET PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV o. 040 o. 040 0.010 o.o 0 .o 0 .o o.o o.o 0.140 o. 380 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0,090 0.090 o. 060 o. 060 o. 060 o. 060 0.050 0,050 0,260 o. 500 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 0.14 0.14 0.03 o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o. 50 l. 32 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG o. 37 o. 37 0.25 0.25 o. 25 0 .25 0.20 0.20 1.05 l. 85 
RO(t-1 TEMPERATURE, F %,0 86.0 87.0 87. 0 85. 0 86,0 86. 0 86.0 86.0 86 .o 
RUN NUMB ER 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 C) C) 
TH~RMCCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F 
1-1 91, 0 91,0 103.3 l 03 ,0 84,7 84,3 116,4 116, 6 107. 4 107. E, 
1-2 94,3 94. 3 98, 7 98,7 90, 7 90.3 127.0 127.l 113 ,5 113,6 
1-3 87,3 87,7 92. 7 92,7 84,7 84,7 114, 8 115, 2 107, l 107,3 
1-4 85, 3 85, 3 92,7 92, 7 83,0 82 ,7 111,6 111,8 105,0 105, 2 
2-1 95, 7 95.7 110. 3 110. 3 85. 7 85,3 118,5 118 ,9 109.5 109. 7 
2-2 98.0 98,7 107,7 107,3 90,0 89,7 125.4 12 5, 5 113, 4 113, 7 
2-3 96. 5 97. 0 103,3 l 03, 3 91,7 91. 7 128 ,8 128 ,8 116, 2 116, 5 
2-4 93.0 93.0 100.0 99, 7 88, 3 88.3 122,9 123,0 112. 4 112, 6 
2-5 90,7 90,7 98 .o 97.7 85.0 85,0 116,6 116. 6 108, 3 108.4 
2-6 89. 7 89, 7 97, 3 97. 3 83,7 83.7 113.3 113,5 106,4 106.6 
2-7 89 ,3 89,7 100, 3 100, 3 83. 0 83,0 112, 6 112, 7 106,l 106,2 
2-8 91. 3 91, 3 105,7 105,3 83,7 83,7 114,4 114, 4 107, 0 107. 2 
3-1 99.7 100, 0 11 ~. 3 116, 0 86,0 86.0 120,3 120.s 110 ,9 111,0 
3-2 100.7 100. 7 109.0 109,0 92, 3 92,3 131,2 131,2 118.0 118 .1 
3-3 94, 7 94. 1 102,7 102, 7 86,5 86.5 119.0 119,2 110, l 110. l 
3-4 93,0 93, 3 105, 7 l 05, 7 84, 0 84,0 114.8 114 ,9 107 .3 107.6 
4-l 101.0 l 01.0 122,:l 122,0 87,0 86,5 121, 5 121. 7 111. 5 111, 8 
4-2 103. 3 103. 7 115, 3 115. 3 93,7 93 ,3 133 ,3 133.6 119. 6 119. 7 
4-3 97.0 97,3 109,0 109, 0 88. 3 88.3 122.4 122 .4 112.1 112, 2 
4-4 95,0 95,0 109,7 109,7 85.0 85.0 117, 2 117, 2 108, 8 108,9 
5-1 103,3 103,3 126, 0 126. 0 88,0 88,0 123 ,5 123,7 112. 8 113, 0 
5-2 106.0 106.0 121. 7 121. 7 94, 3 94,7 135,3 135,5 121.0 121 .1 
5-3 99, 7 99.7 114, 7 114,7 89,0 88 ,7 124.7 124, 8 113. 8 113, 9 
5-4 98,3 98. 0 115, 0 115. 0 86,5 86,0 119 .6 119 ,5 110,4 110 ,5 
6-1 107 .7 107 ,O 131.3 131. 3 88. 7 88,7 125, 9 125. 7 114,4 114 ,6 
6-2 109.3 108, 3 125.0 125.0 95.7 9 5 .3 137. 7 137,6 122, 7 122,9 
6-3 103.0 102. 7 120, 3 120. 3 90,3 90,3 127,6 127 .4 115 ,7 115,9 
6-4 101. 7 101.3 121,3 121,3 87, 3 87,3 121. 8 121, 8 111, 9 112, l 
7-1 112.3 110, 3 137.3 137.7 90,3 90,0 128,4 128 .4 116,0 116. 4 
7·2 112, 7 111.0 129. 3 129.7 96, 5 96. 0 138,9 138 .9 123.4 123.7 
7-3 107, 0 106,0 126.0 126.0 90,7 91.0 128. 7 128,8 116, 3 116, 8 
7-4 106, 0 105, 0 128. 0 128,0 88. 7 88 ,7 124,5 124.6 113, 5 113, 9 
8-1 116.0 114. 7 143.7 143, 7 91, 7 91. 7 131, 8 132,0 118.3 118.7 
8-2 114.3 113 ,3 135.0 135.0 97,3 97 .0 141. 3 141. 5 125. 2 125,5 
8-3 109.0 108, 3 130. 7 131, 0 91.0 91 .3 130.9 131.0 117.8 118, 2 
8-4 108. 7 107. 7 134.0 134.0 89, 3 -89. 3 127, 0 127, 3 115 ,3 115 ,6 
'l-1 118. 3 117. 0 150.3 150.3 91.3 91.3 132.9 133.0 119, 0 119, 2 
9-2 121.1 120.1 149, 0 148. 3 95. 0 95.0 139.2 139 .5 123.3 123,6 
9-3 118.0 117 ,3 143,0 141, 7 98,0 98.0 144, l 144.2 127,2 127,3 
9-4 115. 7 115. 0 140.3 139.3 96,5 96.5 141.2 141.5 125. 2 125, 3 
9-5 113.0 112.0 138.0 136. 7 93, 0 93.0 134.8 134 .6 120.7 120,8 
9-6 112,0 110, 7 137 .3 136.0 91.0 91,3 130. 9 130. 9 118, 1 118, 2 
9-7 111. 7 11 o. 7 139,3 138.0 90.3 90.3 129,2 129 .2 116, 8 116,9 
9-8 113.3 112.3 145. 7 144. 3 90. 3 90,3 129.6 129.8 117,l 117,3 
10-1 121.1 119. 5 155.7 154.3 94.7 94.3 135. l 135. 5 120, 6 120. 8 
10-2 121. 3 120, 3 148, 7 147. 7 99.3 99,3 145 ,4 146,2 128, l 128.l 
10-3 115 ,3 114,3 142.3 141.7 94,3 94.3 136, 3 136, 3 121,7 121, 7 
10--4 114, 3 112, 7 143,3 142.7 91.0 91,7 131.0 130,8 118, 0 118, 2 
INLET FLUID TEMPERHURE, F 12.1 72, 7 74, 7 74. 7 73. 7 73,7 91.6 91 ,6" 9!.4 91,4 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 106.3 104,9 134,6 134, l 84. 3 84, 3 118, 4 118,. l 108,6 l 08, 6 
BATH FLU•!D TEMPERATURE, F 72,0 12. 0 72,0 72, 0 72,0 72,0 91.0 91.0 91.0 91, 0 
AMMETER REACING,I, AMPS 150.0 150.0 150,0 150, 0 200, 0 200, 0 352,0 350,0 35J.O 350 .o 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 4~50 4,50 4,50 4,50 5.80 5,80 lo. 50 10. 50 10. 40 10. 40 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 72,59 75. 07 39. 05 38, 90 363.50 363.50 477 .oo 477,00 728,00 728,00 
INLET PRES, TROCR, OUTPUT, MV 0.420 0 ,520 o. 760 o. 760 o. 460 0.450 0,168 0,170 0,562 0,598 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0,420 0,520 0,760 o. 760 0,380 0.360 0,0 o.o O, l 49 0, 168 
INLET FLUID PRESSUR~, PSIG 1,43 1. 72 2, 40 2.40 1, 55 1.51 o.59 0,60 l. 87 l,94 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG l .5 7 1,91 2,62 2.62 1, 43 1,40 .o. 0 o. 0 0.61 0.10 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F a 1. o Bl, 0 83,0 83.0 83.0 84.0 89.0 90,0 87. 0 88,0 0 
Ru~ NUMBER 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE"lP., F TEMP., F TEMP•• F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP.' F 
1-1 105.3 105. 3 103. 6 103. 5 103. 8 103.8 102.e 102.e 109 .4 109 .1 
1-2 110.0 110.0 107.5 107.4 108. l 108.1 105.8 105. 7 113.1 112, 9 
1-3 105. l 105,2 103. 5 103,4 103,7 103.8 103,4 103,4 110, 2 110, 0 
1-4 103.6 103, 7 102, 2 102, 2 102, 2 102,3 101,5 101,5 107,6 107,4 
2-1 1 07, 1 107.3 105, 1 105,1 105,5 105 ,6 104,6 104, 6 111, 9 111, 7 
2-2 110, 0 110. 2 107, 5 107, 5 108,2 108 ,3 101.2 107, l 115.3 115, 2 
2-3 112 ,1 112,5 109,2 109, 3 110, l 110, 2 108, 3 108,3 116.9 116 ,8 
2-4 109, 0 109. 3 106,5 106,5 106,9 106 ,9 105,2 105,2 112, 5 112, 5 
2-5 106,9 106, 2 104,l 104, l 104, 2 104,2 103,l 103,1 109,6 109,6 
2-6 104,7 104,9 103 ,l 103,0 103, 1 103, l 102, 2 102,2 108,4 108, 2 
2-7 104, 4 104, 6 l 02 ,9 102, 8 102,9 103 ,0 102,1 102,2 108,4 108, l 
2-8 105, 2 105 ,4 103, 6 103. 6 103, 8 103, 8 103,0 103,0 109,5 109 ,4 
3-l l 08,(l 108,3 105 .9 105,9 106,l 106,2 105,0 105, 0 112, 2 112, 0 
3-2 113, 7 113. 9 110, 6 110, 6 111,4 111,6 109,7 109, 7 119,0 118. 7 
3-3 107.4 107,6 105.4 105, 4 105, 6 105,6 104,6 104,6 111,8 111 ,6 
3-4 105.3 105, 6 103, 7 103,6 103,6 103 ,6 102, 7 102, 7 109, 2 109, 0 
4-1 108.7 108, 9 106. 4 106. 3 106, 7 106,6 105,4 105,3 112,8 112, 7 
4-2 115.l 115, 3 111,6 111,7 112. 7 112, 7 110. 8 110, 6 120.1 120,1 
4-3 109.l 109, 3 106,7 106.8 101.1 107 .o 105.9 105, 8 · 113. l 113. 2 
4-4 106. 5 106.8 104, 5 104. 6 104. 6 104,5 103.5 103.4 109,8 109,8 
5-1 109, 7 109.9 101;1 107,2 107,5 107,4 106.2 106,l 113, 7 113, 7 
5-2 116, 2 116, 5 112. 5 112.6 113,7 113 .7 111.7 111,·5 121, 4 121, 4 
5-3 110,4 110 .s 107,7 107. 8 108, 3 108.3 106,8 106.7 114.6 114.5 
S-4 l 07, 8 108,l 105 ,4 105.6 105.7 105 .7 104, 4 104. 3 111. 3 111. 2 
6-1 110.9 111, 1 108. 0 108, 0 108,4 108.4 101.0 106.9 114. 7 114,7 
6-2 117. 7 118,0 113.6 113.6 114. 9 114,9 112. 7 112. 6 122,9 122, 7 
6-3 112.1 112. 3 108.9 108.9 109.6 109 .6 108.0 107, 9 116, 3 116, 2 
6-4 109.2 109,4 106,3 106, 4 106. 7 106.6 105.3 105.2 112.4 112.3 
7-1 112,4 112. 6 109.0 109 .1 109.7 109, 5 107. 5 107,5 115, 8 116, 0 
7-2 ll8.3 118. 7 114,1 114, 1 115.5 . 115.3 113, l 113.0 123. 4 123. 3 
7-3 112. 7 113.0 i09,3 109. 4 110.1 11 o. 0 108.1 108.0 116 .5 116. 5 
7-4 110,5 110.6 107 .4 107.4 107. 9 107. 8 106.2 106,1 113, 8 113, 7 
8-1 114. l 114, 3 110. 5 110. 5 111,3 111 .l 109 .5 109 .2 118. 2 118. 0 
8-2 119,6 119 ,9 115. 3 115, 2 116. 6 116. 5 114.2 114. 0 124.9 124.E, 
8-3 113, 8 114,0 110,3 110. 2 110.9 110,9 · 109.0 108. 9 117, 8 11 7, 6 
8-4 111. 6 111. 9 108. 5 108,4 108.9 108,8 107,1 107,0 115, 2 115, l 
9-l 114.5 114,8 110.9 110.e 111. 5 111. 4 109, 6 109. 5 118,4 118 ,4 
9-2 11 7, 8 us. 2 113,8 113,5 114,6 114,6 112,4 112. 3 122,3 122,3 
9-3 121.2 121.·5 · 116, 5 116. 3 117, 8 117.8 115.3 115,3 126 .5 126,4 
9-4 119,5 119 • 7 115,0 114.8 116. 2 116, l 113, 8 113, 8 124,4 124.3 
9-5 116. 0 116, 1 112.1 111,9 113.0 112.9 no.a 110. 8 120. 2 120. l 
9-6 113.8 113,9 110. 4 110. 0 111. 0 110, 9 109,0 109.0 117 .7 117, 7 
9-7 112. 7 112,9 l 09 ,5 109, l 109. 8 109, 8 108. 0 108,0 116. 2 116, l 
9-8 113.0 113.1 109, 6 109.3 110.0 109 ,9 108.l 108 .1 116. 5 116, 3 
10-1 115 .5 115.8 111,8 111. 4 112, 3 112,3 110,2 11 o. 2 119,5 119.4 
10-2 121.7 122.0 117,0 116.7 118, 3 118.3 115,7 115. 7 127, 2 127. 0 
10-3 116.5 116, 7 112. 6 112. 3 113,4 113 .4 111.3 111,2 121,0 120,9 
10-4 113 ,5 113 .9 110, l 109,9 110. (; 110.6 108, 6 108. 6 117,3 117 ,2 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 92,4 92,5 92,5 92,5 90.8 90 .9 91.2 91, 3 92,4 92.3 
EX IT FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 105.4 105, 6 102. 7 102, 7 102, l 102.1 100.a 100.e 1J5.6 lJ 5, 5 
BATH FLCID TEMPERATURE, F 92,0 92,0 91 ,8 91.8 90,0 90.0 90. 0 90,0 91.0 91,0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 350.0 350. 0 350.0 350.0 400,0 400,0 400.0 400.0 500. 0 500. 0 
VOLTMETE~ REIIDI~G,V, VOLTS 10·,40 10,40 10,40 10, 40 11. 80 11,80 11,80 11 .so 14.~D 14,90 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 969,00 969,00 1205,00 1205,00 1475, 00 1475. 00 l 729, 00 1 729. 00 1962, 00 1962. 00 
INLET PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1. 093 1. 131 1. 867 1,903 2, 704 2. 717 3,860 3,869 4,915 4, 906 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0,595 0 ,587 1.120 1.133 1. 722 1,726 2.425 2.413 3,046 3 ,048 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 3,27 3,36 5,23 5,32 7,21 7,23 9,97 9. 98 12, 51 12.49 
EXIT FLUIO PRESSURE, PSIG 2, 14 2 .12 3,58 3.60 5, 03 5 .05 6.73 6.69 a. 20 a.21 
RGCM TEMPERATURE, F 91.0 91. 5 92,0 92. 0 89.0 90,0 94,0 94,0 95.0 96,0 
__. 
RU!'< NUMBER 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 
C) 
N 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TE MP., F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F 
1-! 107.3 107.5 107 .5 107 .5 107. 3 107.4 108. l 108. 6 102.5 102.5 
1-2 110. 0 110, 3 109, 7 109.7 110 .o 110 .o 111.0 112 .3 105.5 105,4 
l-3 108.2 108.4 107.J 107. l 108. 3 108. 3 l 08. 7 109.4 103.0 103,0 
1-4 l 05. 6 l 05. 9 l 05 .9 105.9 105.6 105.6 106.2 106, 8 101. 2 101, 2 
2-1 109,2 109. 5 108. 3 l 08. 3 109.4 109,4 110.5 111. 2 104.4 104.4 
2-2 112 .3 112.6 110. 7 110,8 112. 5 112. 4 114, 0 114.4 l 05. 8 106,8 
2-3 113. 7 114,0 112 .5 112 .6 113 .9 113 .9 115.5 116, 0 108,0 108. 0 
2-4 110.1 110. 3 109. 7 109. 7 11 o. 0 110,0 111.3 111 ,9 104,9 104,9 
2-5 107, 5 107.7 l 07 ,l 107, l 107, 5 107. 5 108, 5 109, l 102.9 102,9 
2-6 106, 3 l 06, 5 105.7 105 ,8 106,3 106 .3 107,2 107,8 102. 0 102, 0 
2-7 106,3 106,4 105, 6 105, 7 106, 2 106,2 107 .2 107,7 101,9 101. 9 
2-8 107,4 107.6 l 06 ,6 106,6 107.3 107 .3 108,4 l 08, 9 102, 8 l 02, 8 
3-1 109,7 110, 0 109, 0 109,0 109.8 109 ,6 111.1 111,6 104. 8 104,7 
3-2 115 .8 116 .o 114. 6 114, 5 115, 8 115. 7 117, 8 118. 2 109.6 109.4 
3-3 l 09.4 109 ,4 l 08, 5 108.4 l 09,4 109 ,3 110, 7 111. 2 104, 5 104.3 
3-4 107,0 107. l l 06. 3 l 06, l l 06. 9 106 ,9 108, l 108, 7 102, 7 102.4 
4-1 110 .2 110.5 109. 4 109.4 110. 2 110, 3 111, 8 112. 3 l 05, 2 lJ5 .1 
4-2 117, 0 117. 3 115. 6 115.6 117 .1 117 ,1 119.3 119, 8 110. 6 11 o. 4 
4-3 110,6 110. 9 109, 7 109, 7 11 o. 7 110, 8 112,3 112 .8 105,6 105.4 
4-4 107.6 107,9 106,8 106,8 107.6 107,7 109. 0 109, 6 103,3 103,2 
5-~ 111, 1 111, 3 110.0 11 o.o 111,2 111,2 112,B 113,4 106,0 105, 8 
5-2 118,2 118, 4 116, 5 116, 6 118, l 118, l 120,4 121.0 111.4 111, 2 
5-3 111,9 112 ,1 110,9 110.9 111, 9 111,8 113, 6 114, l 106, 5 106, 4 
5-4 108, 9 109, 1 l 07. 9 l 07, 9 108.8 10s .a 110 ,4 110 ,9 104, 2 104. l 
6-1 112 ,l 112,5 110,9 110,9 112, 0 112. 0 113. 8 114, 3 105,B 106,7 
6-2 119,6 119,9 117 ,8 117. 8 119,4 119 ,4 121, B 122. 3 112. 6 112,4 
6-3 113, 5 113, 9 112. 1 112, 2 113,4 113 ,4 115,2 115,8 107,8 107,6 
6-4 109 ,9 110 ,3 108,7 108,8 109. 9 109,9 111, 5 112, 0 105, l 105.l 
7-1 113, 2 113, 6 111, 7 111, 7 112,8 113 ,1 115,0 115, 6 107,7 107, 4 
7-2 119.9 120, 2 118, 0 118. 1 120, 0 119.9 122,4 12 2 ,8 ll2.9 112, 8 
7-3 113,9 114, 2 112 ,2 112. 3 113, 7 113, 7 115, 6 116, l l 08, l 108.0 
7-4 111. 2 111, 5 109,8 109,9 111, l 111,l 112,8 113 .3 106, l 106, 0 
8-1 115, l 115,4 113, 4 113. 6 115, 0 115, 0 117,0 117,4 109.2 109, 1 
8-2 121,2 121,4 119, l 119,2 121, 2 121,l 123,6 124,0 113, 9 113, 9 
8-3 114, 8 115, 0 113, l 113,2 114. 8 114. 7 116. 7 117 .o 108. 8 108, 8 
8-4 112.4 112. 7 110,9 111. 0 112. 4 112. 3 114. 2 114.6 107.0 107,0 
9-1 115. 3 115 ,5 113,6 113.8 115. 2 115 ,3 117. 6 117. 6 109, 3 109.4 
9-2 118. 9 119. 0 117. 0 117. 0 118.8 11 B .8 121.4 121.5 112.1 112. 1 
9-3 122.a 122 .0 120, 5 120,5 122. e 122. 6 125, 4 12 5. 5 115.1 115 ,0 
9-4 120. 8 120. 9 118, 7 118. 7 120.7 120. 7 123.3 123,4 113. 6 113, 6 
9-5 117.1 117, 2 115, 3 115. 3 116, 9 11 7. 0 119.3 119 .3 110 .; 110.6 
9-6 114, 7 114.8 113,0 113,0 114. 6 114, 6 116, 7 116, B 108.7 1 OB, 8 
9-7 113. 4 113. 3 111. 8 111.0 113.3 113.l 115.3 115.4 107,8 107. 8 
9-8 113. 5 113.5 111. 9 111. 9 113, 4 113,3 115 .4 115 .5 108.0 107 .9 
10-1 116.3 116, l 114.3 114,5 116. 2 116.0 118.4 118. 6 110, 2 11 o. l 
10-2 123. 2 123,l 120.9 121.0 123.2 12 3 .1 126.0 126.1 115. 6 115, 5 
10-3 117. 7 117 .6 115. 7 115. 8 11 7, 6 11 7. 5 119, 9 120.0 lll .1 111,0 
10-4 114.3 114, l 112.5 112.7 114.2 114.l 116, 3 116. 4 108. 6 108,5 
INLET FLLl!D TEMPERATURE, F 91.9 91. 7 91, 6 91, 7 91.6 91 .5 91 .6 91.8 91,l 91.0 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 103 .5 103 .3 102. 0 102.1 103. 1 103.l 104, 8 104, 9 l 00 .5 100.6 
BATH F(UID TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90, 0 90,0 90,0 90.0 90 .o 90.0 91. 0 90.0 90.0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 500 .o 500.C 500. 0 500, 0 500, 0 500.0 500.0 500.0 400.0 400,0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 14,70 14,70 14. 7 0 14, 70 14, 70 14.70 14, 70 14.70 11.70 11. 70 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 2208,00 2208. 00 2417,00 2417,00 2208,00 2208,00 1962.00 1962.00 1729.00 1729,00 
INLET PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 6.510 6. 5 22 8,062 8, 077 6. 506 6.548 4.906 4.828 3 .856 3.853 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT ,MV 4.030 4,076 5 ,071 5 .065 4. 095 4.084 3. 085 3, 140 2,436 2.446 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 16. 50 16, 55 20, 30 20. 38 16.50 16 .60 12.50 12. 30 9.97 9. 96 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 10 .5 8 10 .68 13,08 13. 06 10. 74 lo. 71 8, 30 8.44 6,76 6.77 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 92. O 93.0 98.0 98.0 96 ,0 97 .o 92. 0 93. 0 92,5 93. 0 
RUN NUMBER 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 C) w 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F T!:MP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F T E"IP ., 
1-1 104. 0 103. 9 102.0 101. 9 103.5 10 3 .5 106 .8 106.9 115.8 115. 6 
1-2 108,4 108, 3 105, 9 105. 8 108. 2 108,4 112.9 113 .1 12&,3 126,2 
1-3 103, 9 103. 8 101 ,9 101. 7 103,3 103,5 106.4 106, 6 114, 3 114. 2 
l-4 102. 5 102, 4 100, 5 100. 4 101. 8 102 .o 104.3 104.4 110. 9 110. 6 
2~1 105,8 105.6 103,4 103, 3 105, 3 105. 6 109,2 109,2 117 .9 117 ,8 
2-2 l 08. 5 108.2 105,8 l 05, 7 108,2 108 ,5 113. 3 113, 3 124, 6 124,6 
2-3 110. 6 110, 2 107. 6 107, 6 110.4 110,7 116 .1 116.1 12 8.3 128.3 
2-4 l 07 .5 107 .1 104.9 104,9 107. 2 107. 5 112. 2 112.1 122.3 122, 1 
2-5 104, 6 104, 4 102.4 102. 3 104,0 104.3 107.8 107.8 115. 6 115, 6 
2-6 103.5 103, 2 101, 3 l 01. 3 l 02. 7 103,0 106.0 106.0 112 ,6 112.6 
2-7 103.4 103.l l 01 .z 101, l 102. 5 102, 8 105. 6 105. 6 111. 7 111,7 
2-8 104. 3 103. 9 l 01, 9 101. 8 103.3 103 .5 106.6 106,5 113. 3 113. 4 
3-1 106.6 106.5 104.0 104, 1 106. 2 106.5 110,5 110 ,5 119,4 119. 5 
3-2 112. 0 111. 7 108 ,8 108,8 111.9 112.1 117. 7 111. 7 129. B 129. 9 
3-3 106,0 105. 7 103. 5 l 03. 5 105.6 105.8 109,7 109 .6 118. l 118, 2 
3-4 104,l 103,9 101. 9 101. 8 103. 6 103, 8 107,0 107,0 113,9 113 ,8 
4-l l 07, 1 106, 9 104,5 104,5 106,8 106 ,9 111, 3 111, 2 120. 4 120. 4 
4-2 lr3,2 ll2, 9 109. 8 109. 8 113. l 113.2 119 ,4 119 .4 132,2 132,2 
4-3 107 .6 107,3 104,9 104.9 l 07. l 107.3 111, 9 111, 9 121,4 121 ,2 
4-4 105, O 104, 8 102.1 102. 7 104,6 104. 7 108,5 108, 5 116, 2 116. 2 
5-1 108,0 107,8 105. 3 105, 3 107, 8 107. 9 112,6 112 .6 122.4 122.4 
5-2 114.2 113,9 110.0 110. 7 114.4 114. 4 121. O 121, 0 134, l 134,l 
5-3 108. 7 108. 4 105,9 105,9 108.7 108,6 113.6 113,6 123. 4 123. 5 
5-4 106.1 105. 8 103. 7 103, 7 106. l 106. 0 uo.o ll o.o 118.5 118. 5 
6-1 1 08. 9 108.7 106 ,2 106. 2 109.4 109.2 114.l 114.4 124. 6 124.6 
6-2 115, 3 115, 1 111. 8 lll, 9 116,2 115 .9 122.6 122.s 136,5 136. 5 
6-3 110 ,0 109.9 107.1 107. 1 110. 5 110.2 115, 5 115, 6 126.4 126.3 
6-4 107.1 106. 9 104,6 104,6 107,6 107 .3 111. 7 111, 8 120. 9 120.s 
7-1 109.7 109. 8 107. 2 107, 2 110, l 110,4 115.9 115,9 127,3 127.3 
7-2 115 .B 115. 6 112.3 112.3 116, 8 116, 5 123, 5 123,6 137.7 137.7 
7-3 110, 2 110. 2 107.5 107.5 111.2 110 .9 116.3 116,3 127,7 127, 7 
7-4 108. 2 108. 1 105, 6 l 05. 6 109. 0 108,6 113,4 113 .5 123,3 123.4 
8-1 111, 7 111,5 108,7 108 .7 112, 6 112, 4 118, 2 118,3 130, 8 130,8 
8-2 111,. 9 116, 8 113,4 113, 5 118,3 ll 8.0 125.2 125,3 140,2 140. 2 
8-3 111.2 111,0 108. 4 108, 4 112. 3 112, 0 117.8 117 ,8 129,7 129 .8 
8-4 1 u9,2 109,l 106,7 106.7 110. 2 110.0 115, 2 115. 2 126, O 126.0 
9-l 111. 8 111, 8 109.l 109, l 113.2 112 .8 119 .2 119 .2 131.5 131,7 
9-2 114,9 114,9 111.9 111. 9 116, 6 116, 3 123,6 123,5 137. 7 137 .9 
9-3 118, 0 118, l 114. 7 114.8 119 ,8 119 .6 127.4 127, 4 142, 6 142,6 
9-4 116,4 116, 4 113, 3 113,3 118, l 117,9 125,2 12 5 .3 139 .9 139 .9 
9-5 113,0 113.0 110,2 110.2 114. 5 114. 3 120, 6 12 o. 7 133 ,4 - 133 .6 
9-6 111. 0 111. 1 108,4 108.4 112,4 112 ,2 118.0 118,0 129. 6 129,7 
9-7 109.9 110, l 107, 5 107. 5 111. 4 111.1 116.7 116, 7 127.8 127,8 
9-8 110, l 110,2 107.7 107.7 111, 5 111, 2 116. 9 116, 9 128,3 128,5 
10-1 112. 6 112, 7 110.0 109. 9 114, 2 113 ,9 120.6 120. 7 133, B 133,9 
10-2 118.5 118.6 115, 2 115, 2 120. 4 120, 2 128.3 128,3 143.8 144,0 
10-3 113, 5 113,6 110,7 110. 7 115, 2 114,9 121.6 121,6 134. 8 135. 0 
10-4 110. 7 110, 9 108, 3 l 08. 3 112, 2 112 .o 118 .o 118 .1 129.7 129,8 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 91.l 91.2 90.9 90, 7 91, 1 90.6 90. 5 90,5 90,7 90.7 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 102, l l 02, 3 101,0 100,9 103,8 10 3 .5 108,0 108, 0 116. 8 117,0 
BATH FLU ID TEMPE RAT URE, F 90.0 90, 0 90,0 90. 0 90, 0 90.0 9D.O 90.0 go,o 90.0 
AMMETER READ! NG, I, AMPS 400 .o 400.0 350,0 3 50,0 350, 0 350.0 350, 0 350, 0 350,0 350.0 
VOLTMETER RFADING,V, VOL TS 11. 70 ll, 70 10,20 10.20 10,40 10,40 10.40 10,40 10,50 10. 50 
FLUID FLCW RATE, LB/ HR 1475,00 1475,00 1205.00 1205.00 969, 00 969. 00 728,00 72 8 .oo 477,00 477.00 
INLET PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT ,MV 2,757 2,745 1,846 1.849 l, 123 l, 100 o. 596 0,568 o. 161 0.153 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 1, 741 1. 729 1,132 1,156 0,649 0,651 0.210 0.276 0,006 o. 008 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 7,35 7.30 5.16 5. 17 3, 34 3, 28 1.95 1,87 J.57 0,56 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 5,08 5.05 3 .60 3,66 2, 29 2,31 1,07 1,10 0, 0 o.o 
RCCM TEMPERATURE, F 94.0 94.0 93. 0 93. 0 88,0 88.0 90 .o 90.0 92,0 92,0 0 
RUN NUMBER 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 ~ 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 108.1 107.9 
1-2 110. 4 110. 2 
1-3 107 .• 6 107.4 
l-4 106.4 106.2 
2-1 108. 7 108. 5 
2-2 111. 3 l ll. 2 
2-3 113. l 112 .8 
2-4 110. 1 109. 9 
2-5 107.5 107.4 
2-6 106.3 106.2 
2-7 106.2 106. 0 
2-8 107, 1 107.0 
3-1 109.4 l 09 .3 
3-2 114. 8 114. 8 
3-3 108 .B 108. 7 
3-4 106. 7 106. 6 
4-1 109. 8 109.7 
4-2 116 .a 116.0 
4-3 110.1 uo. 0 
4-4 107.2 107. l 
5-1 110 .4 110 .3 
5-2 11 7.1 117. 0 
5-3 111.4 111. 2 
5-4 108 .3 108 .3 
6-1 111. 4 111.4 
6-2 118, 2 118. 3 
6-3 112. 7 112. 6 
6-4 109. 3 109. 2 
7-1 112.s 112. 3 
1-2 118. 7 118.6 
7-3 113. 1 112. 9 
7-4 110 .6 110,4 
8-1 114. 2 114.0 
8-2 119. 8 119. 6 
8-3 114,0 113. 7 
8-4 111. 7 111.4 
9-1 114. 3 114. 0 
9-2 117.6 111. 3 
9-3 121.2 12 o. 9 
9-4 119. 4 119. 1 
9-5 116 .o 115 .8 
9-6 113. 8 113.4 
9-7 112.5 112. 2 
9-8 112 .6 112.3 
10-1 115.2 114.8 
10-2 121.6 121, 4 
10-3 116 ,5 116. 2 
10-4 113. 2 113. 0 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 92,2 91. 8 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 102.6 102.2 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.5 90. 0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 500.0 500.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 14.75 14.75 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 2417.00 2417.00 
INLET PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 8.037 8 .o 59 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 5. 063 5. 091 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 20 .2 5 20. 30 
·EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PS I G 13.06 13 .14 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 96. 0 97. 0 --1 
RU~ NUMBER 297 298 0 u, 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,,. F TEMP,, F 
l-1 81,4 81, 4 82. 3 82, 2 83,1 83,l 82,2 82,2 83,2 83,l 
1-2 91,0 90,9 92 ,2 92,2 93,7 93,6 92,2 92,2 93,8 93,6 
1-3 82, 0 82, l 82,9 83 .o 84,0 83,9 82,9 82.9 84.l 84, 0 
1-4 79.3 79, 2 79, 9 so. 0 80, 6 so. 6 79,9 79.9 80,7 80.6 
2-l 81, 8 81,7 82 ,5 82.7 83,5 83.6 82. 5 82,6 83. 5 83,4 
2-2 88,l 88. 0 89,l 89,2 90,4 90 .5 89 .1 89.2 90.4 90,3 
2-3 91 .5 91.3 92,5 92. 6 93, e 93,9 92, 5 92.6 93,9 93,8 
2-4 86. 8 86, 8 87.9 88,0 88.9 89 ,1 87.8 ae. o 89, 2 89, l 
2-5 82,6 82,6 83. 6 83. 6 84,4 84 .5 83.6 83.6 84.5 84,5 
2~6 81,3 81,2 82.l 82,l a2. a 82,9 81, 9 82, l 82,8 82 ,8 
2-7 79.9 79, 9 80.5 80.7 81.3 8 l .3 80.5 80.6 81, 2 81, 2 
2-8 80,2 80, 3 80, 9 Bl, 0 81, 8 81.8 80.9 80,9 81.7 81,7 
3-1 83,0 83.3 84,1 84.3 85, 9 86,l 84, 4 84,4 86,0 86,l 
3-2 93, 0 93,4 94,5 94.6 96,6 96.6 95·.o 94.8 96,6 96, 6 
3-3 83,3 83,5 84, 7 84, 6 86, 4 86.5 84.8 84.8 86,3 86,5 
3-4 80,9 81,l 82 ,l 82,0 83,9 83,9 82. 0 82. l 83, 7 83, 8 
4-1 84,0 84,0 85,7 85,7 87.9 88.0 86 .o 8 5.9 87,9 87.8 
4-2 94.l 94,2 95,9 95, 9 98, 4 98,4 96,3 96,0 98,3 98,l 
4-3 85,1 85,l 86,8 86,7 89,2 89.l 87.0 86,9 89, 0 88. 9 
4-4 82,6 82, 6 84,4 84, 3 86,9 86,8 84,4 84,4 86,7 86,7 
5-1 86,4 86,4 88,2 aa.2 90, 2 90, 3 88, 3 88,2 90.3 90 .1 
5-2 95, 3 95, 3 97,1 97,2 99,7 99.6 97,3 97,3 99,9 99, 5 
5-3 86,3 86.2 87, 9 88, 0 90,7 90,7 88,2 88.3 90,8 90,6 
5-4 84,0 83,8 85,7 85,7 88, 5 88,6 85, 9 86. 0 88,6 88,5 
6-1 86, 8 86, 7 88,6 88,5 92,4 9 2 ,3 as.a 88,8 92. 3 92, 2 
6-2 96.5 96,4 98,6 98, 4 102. 2 101,9 98,8 98,7 101,9 101, 8 
6-3 87,5 87,4 89,3 89, 1 92,8 92,6 89, 2 89. 2 92, 6 92,5 
6-4 85,1 85,0 86, 6 86. 6 91.3 91 .1 86,7 86.7 91,0 91,0 
7-1 87.B 87.8 89.5 89. 4 93. 7 93.6 89.6 89,5 93.5 93,6 
7-2 97,2 97.3 99.l 99.0 103.3 103 .o 99.2 99.2 102, 9 103,0 
7-3 88.l 88. 1 89, 6 89, 5 93.8 93.7 89.7 89.7 93.6 93.8 
7-4 86 .o 85,8 87.5 87,3 92,4 92.4 87. 5 87, 5 92.3 92,3 
8-l 89. 0 88. 9 90.7 90.6 94.8 94.7 90.7 90.9 94,6 94, 7 
8-2 98.4 98,3 100,4 100. 3 104. 2 104,2 l 00.5 100.5 104,0 104, l 
8-3 89.2 89.1 90.8 90.8 94,7 94,7 90. 9 90.9 94, 5 94,7 
8-4 87. 2 87. 1 88. 9 88.7 93,3 93 ,4 88 ,9 aa.s 93,1 93, 1 
9-1 90.2 90.0 92, 3 92,1 96, 3 96, 3 92.3 92.1 96.2 96,1 
9-2 94,3 94.1 96 .7 96.5 100.6 100.e 96.7 96.5 100. 6 100,5 
9-3 98.8 98, 7 101.2 101, l l 05, 0 105,2 101,2 101.0 104,9 104,9 
9-4 94.9 94,8 97,0 97, 0 100, 8 101, 0 97,1 97. 0 100,8 100.s 
9-5 90, 8 90, 7 92,5 92,5 96.6 96,8 92,7 92, 7 96, 4 96, 5 
9-6 88.7 88, 6 90, 3 90, 3 94,7 94,8 90.3 90,3 94,7 94,7 
9-7 88, l 88,l 89.8 89.8 94,4 94,4 89, 8 89, 8 94,0 94,3 
9-8 88, 7 88. 6 90,4 90,3 95,1 95,0 90,5 90,3 94, 8 94,9 
10-1 91.2 91,2 93, 3 93, 2 97, 7 97,7 93,4 93,2 97,4 97,4 
10-2 l 00, 0 100,0 102 .5 102, 3 106,5 106,3 102,3 102, 2 106, 3 106, 2 
10-~ 91, 3 91, 2 93,4 93,3 97,3 97 ,3 93,4 93,2 97.2 97, 1 
10-4 88,8 88,7 90,8 90, 6 95, 2 95,2 90,6 90,5 95,3 95,2 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72,4 72,3 72,4 72,4 72,5 72,5 12. 3 72, 3 72, 5 12, 4 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 83,5 83, 5 85, 0 85, 0 87,1 87,1 85,0 85,0 87, 1 87,0 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72 .o 72 ,0 72, 0 12, 0 72, 0 72,0 72,0 72,0 72,0 72,0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 200,0 200. 0 2.io.o 200,0 200,0 200 .o 200,0 200, 0 200.0 200.0 
VGLTMHER READING,V, VOLTS 5,90 5, 90 5, 90 5, 90 6. 00 6,00 6,00 6 .oo 6,00 6,00 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 374,30 374. 30 32 9 ,2 0 329, 20 288, 20 288,20 329. 2 0 32 9, 20 288,20 288,20 
INLET PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV o. 298 o. 297 O, l 99 0,199 0,091 0,090 1,281 1.282 0,969 o. 968 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR, CIJTPUT,MV 0,036 0,037 o.o 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0,886 0,889 0,598 0, 598 
INLET FLUID PRESSU"-E, PSIG 1,00 l.00 0,70 0, 70 0,35 0,35 3,76 3. 76 2, 94 2, 94 
EX IT FLU ID PRESSURE, PSIG 0.12 o. 12 o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o 2,96 2,97 2,13 2, 13 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 86,0 87,0 86,0 87, 0 86. 0 87, 0 85, 0 85,5 86,5 87,0 0 
RUN NUMBER 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 O'l 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP•• F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 83. 9 84. 0 84.8 84.8 86.2 86.2 88.1 88.2 90.6 90.6 
1-2 94.7 94. 9 96. 0 95. 9 97. 6 97.6 99.5 99.6 U 1. 7 101. 6 
1-3 84.8 84.B 85 .6 85.6 87.0 87.0 88. 7 88. 8 90. 7 90.7 
1-4 81. 2 81. 2 81.7 81.8 62.6 82.7 83.9 84.0 85.6 85. 5 
2-l 84.5 84.5 85. 7 85. 6 88. 2 88.l 92.5 92 .5 97.2 97.0 
2-2 91. 7 91.7 93.0 93.1 95.8 95.8 loo. 2 100. 4 106. 0 105.9 
2-·3 94. 9 95. 0 96.l 96. l 98.3 98 .3 101 .4 101.5 105.5 105. 4 
2-4 90.l 90.2 91. 2 91. 3 93. 4 93.4 96. 6 96.6 lJJ.9 100.8 
2-5 85.4 85.5 86.5 86.5 ea. 1 88.7 92.0 92. 2 96. 9 96.7 
2-6 83. 6 83. 8 84. 6 84.6 86.8 86 .8 90.5 90.6 95.3 95.2 
2-7 81 .9 82.1 82.9 82.9 85. 2 85.3 89. 4 89.4 94.0 93.9 
2-8 82.5 82. 5 83.5 83 .6 86.0 86 .1 90.2 90,3 94.4 94. 3 
3-1 88.3 88. 4 91. 0 91. 2 93. 2 93.4 95.8 95.8 101.1 100 .9 
3-2 98.5 98.7 100.8 100.9 103. 6 103.6 106. 2 106. 3 110. 0 l 09. 9 
3-3 88.4 88. 6 90.6 90.6 93.0 93.t 95.5 95.5 99.3 99.l 
3-4 86.5 86.5 89. l 89. 2 91,:? 91.3 93.1 93.2 9b. 7 96.5 
4-1 89.4 89.5 91 .6 91.6 94.9 94.9 97. 9 97. 9 102. 5 l 02. 2 
4-2 100.2 100. 3 101.9 101. 8 104. 8 104.9 109.0 109 .o 113. 6 113. 6 
4-3 90. 7 90.9 92.0 92. 0 94. 4 94.3 99.0 99.0 104.2 104 .1 
4-4 88.3 88.5 90.0 89 .9 92.7 92 .7 96.8 96.8 100. 6 100.e 
5-1 92.6 92. 5 96. 5 96. 4 99.5 99,3 102.2 102 .2 110.9 110. 6 
5-2 102 .o 101.8 104.6 104. 5 107. 8 107.8 112. 0 lil.9 117 .3 117.0 
5-3 93.0 92. 9 94.9 94.8 97.9 97 .9 102.6 102.6 107.2 106. 9 
5~4 91.3 91. l 94.0 94.0 97. 0 97.0 99.7 99.7 1)4.7 104.6 
6-l 95.2 95.2 96.8 96.9 100. 5 100. 5 l 03. 3 103. 4 111.1 111.1 
6-2 l 04. 6 l 04. 6 l 06. 8 107.0 110.2 llO .1 114.3 114.3 120. 1 120, 2 
6-3 95.l 95.l 97.3 97. 4 loo. 4 100.3 103.9 103.9 110.J 109.8 
6-4 94.2 94.2 95.9 96.0 99.l 99.0 100. l 99. 9 106. 6 106.6 
7-1 95.4 95. 4 98.4 98. 5 103. 8 103.7 108.3 108 .3 115. 4 115. 4 
7-2 105.6 105.6 108.2 108. 4 112. 8 112. 6 111.2 117. 2 123.8 123.7 
7-3 96. 5 96.5 98.7 98.9 102.3 102 .2 106. 3 106. 3 113. 6 113.6 
7~4 95.0 95. 2 97. 4 97. 5 101.9 101 .8 104.6 104. 7 110.9 110.9 
8-l 97.6 97. 7 101. 3 101. 5 104. 4 104. 3 112. 4 112. 4 119.8 119.7 
8-2 107.2 107. 2 l 09.9 110.1 114.0 113 .9 120. l 119.8 126.4 126. 4 
8-3 97.9 97. 9 99.9 1 oo. 0 103. 9 103.9 l 09.8 109.5 116. 3 116.4 
8-4 96.9 96.8 99 .z 99.3 102. 6 102. 6 109. 0 108.9 114.9 1!4,9 
9-1 99. 5 99. 5 102.1 102.4 107.2 107 .z 114.0 114. l 123. l 122. 9 
9-2 104.0 104.0 107. 3 107. 6 112. 8 112.9 120.6 120.7 13J .6 130.5 
9-3 108.4 108.4 111 .3 111.6 115. 9 116.0 121. 8 121. 8 129, 7 129. 7 
9-4 104. 2 104. 2 106. 9 107. 2 111.1 111 .2 116 .1 116.3 124.5 124.5 
9-5 100.2 100. 2 103.0 103.2 107. 3 107 .3 111. 9 111.9 120. 9 120.9 
9-6 98.8 98. 7 101.4 101. 5 105.8 105 .8 109.9 110, l 118. 4 118. 2 
9-7 99.0 98. 9 101. l 101. 0 106. 0 106.0 110 .1 110. 2 11 7.9 111 .8 
9-8 98 .8 98.7 100.8 100.0 106. 2 106. 3 111. 7 111.4 119. 5 119 .4 
10-1 101.2 101. 2 103.9 103 .9 110.1 110 .3 116. 7 116. 7 127. 5 127. 5 
10-2 109.9 109.8 112. 8 112. 9 118. 0 110.0 123.8 12 3 .8 133 .o 132.9 
10-~ 100.9 100.9 104 .o 104 .o 108.2 108. 2 113. 4 113.4 124.0 124.0 
10-4 100. 0 100. 0 102.5 102.5 106.8 106 .8 112.2 112 .1 122.4 122. 6 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72.5 72.5 72.5 72. 6 12. 6 12. 5 12.8 12.0 72.6 72.6 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 89. 3 89.3 91.7 91.8 95.9 95.8 l 02.1 102. l 111. 6 111. 7 
BATH FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 72. 0 12.0 12. 0 12.0 12. 0 72 .o 72.0 12.0 12. 0 12.0 
AMMETER READ! NG, I, AMPS zoo.a 200.0 200.0 200.0 200. 0 200.0 200. 0 zoo.a 200.0 2JO,O 
VOLTMETER. READING,V, VOLTS 6.uo 6.00 6.00 6.00 6 .oo 6.00 6.00 6. 00 6. 00 6. 00 
FLUID FLOW P.~TE, LB/HR 252.50 25 2. 50 217.20 21 7. 20 180. 10 180.10 145.80 145.80 108.30 108.30 
INLET PRES. TRDC R. OUTPUT ,MV 0. 701 0. 70 l 0.495 0.496 1. 214 1. 217 o. 767 o. 768 0.927 0.925 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV o. 356 o. 358 0.1 77 0.176 o.898 Q.899 0.472 0.476 o. 688 0.690 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PS !G 2.25 2. 25 1. 64 1.64 3. 57 3. 58 2 .41 2 .41 2 .84 2,84 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG l.41 1.41 0.74 0.74 z. 98 2. 98 1.74 1.75 2.41 2.42 ....;.., 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 88.0 00. o 87.0 87.0 88.0 88 .o 88.5 80.0 86.0 86. 0 Cl 
RU~ NUMBER 111 112 113 114 11 5 116 117 118 119 120 -.....J 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F TEMP., F 
1-1 85.9 85.9 99.8 99. 8 109. 3 109.3 91.4 91.4 87.l 87 .1 
1-2 92.8 92. 7 98.5 98.6 105 .5 105 .7 92.9 92.8 100.1 100.2 
1-3 85.7 85. 6 91. 7 91. 8 97.0 97.2 87.5 87.5 88.6 88. 7 
1-4 82.3 82.2 90.0 90.0 95. 5 95.6 85. 6 85.6 84.3 84.3, 
2-1 91. 5 91. 4 105,6 105,6 118.6 119 ,0 96,3 96,3 87,8 87,7 
2-2 97.3 97, 1 108, 0 107, 8 119, 0 119,3 99.5 99,4 96.0 96.0 
2-3 97,0 96,6 103 .1 103.0 111.1 111,3 96,7 96.7 102.1 102,0 
2-4 94,0 93. 7 99,8 99, 7 106. 8 106 ,9 94,0 94.0 95. 3 95,2 
2-5 91.2 91,2 97.3 97, 2 104. 0 104.0 91.4 91.3 89,9 89.8 
2-6 90,4 90.2 96.6 96.4 103,8 103 ,8 90.1 90,l 87. 7 87. 7 
2-7 89.3 89, 2 96, 5 96, 6 106. 7 106 .a 89,2 89.2 85.2 85.2 
2-8 89 .7 89.6 100,2 100.3 112. 0 111,9 91. 3 91. 4 85,8 85,8 
3-1 93,6 93. 6 113,6 113.4 126.8 126 .6 101.0 101,0 89. 6 89,6 
3-2 100,4 100,3 110, 2 110. 3 120, 3 120, l 101.4 101.4 104.5 104,5 
3-3 93.9 93.9 104.4 104.5 113.1 112.9 96. 6 96,5 91,l 90.9 
3-4 91. l 91. l 105.e 105,8 116,0 115.9 95.6 95,5 87,0 86.8 
4-1 97.7 97,7 119.7 119. 8 134. 7 134,5 105.4 105.4 90.& 90 .4 
4-2 102. 7 102 .6 117 ,2 117,3 128.7 128.5 106, 0 106.0 105, 3 105,l 
4-3 96. l 96. 0 112. 7 112, 7 124.0 124.0 101.2 101.2 92.2 92,2 
4~4 94,7 94,7 112. 2 112. 0 125, 4 125,4 100,3 100.3 88.5 88,4 
5-l 101, 4 101.4 128,6 128.4 148.l 148 .o 111,2 111,0 93,2 93, 0 
5-2 106,0 105. 7 123, 9 123, 7 139,7 139. 7 110.4 uo.4 106 .2 106.2 
5~3 98 .a 98,7 118, l 118.0 132, 5 132.4 105. 9 105. 8 93,9 93,8 
5-4 97. 0 97.1 119,0 119,2 135.3 135 ,4 104,6 104, 7 90. l 90,2 
6•1 103.6 103. 7 133. 4 133, 5 154. 9 154,7 114.9 114 ,9 93.9 93.8 
6-2 109.2 109,4 130.3 130 ,3 148.3 148,4 114. 8 114,8 107.9 107,8 
6-3 103. 0 103, 2 125,1 124,9 142.4 142 .4 110.2 no .s 95. 4 95. 1 
6-4 100,4 100,5 125.1 124. l 143. 8 143.9 109.3 109,4 91.6 91,4 
7-1 107.3 107.5 141.1 139 .9 164,4 164.7 119.9 120. 2 95, 5 95,3 
7-2 111, 6 lll, B 136,7 136, 7 156,3 . 156 ,6 119,2 119 ,3 108,3 107,9 
7-3 104, 7 104,7 132,2 132. 4 150, 7 151,2 114.5 ll4,7 96,l 96 .o 
7-4 103.4 103. 6 132,7 132.7 153,5 153 ,9 114,l 114, 4 92, 9 92, 9 
8-1 111, 3 111, 3 147, 7 147, 7 174.1 174,0 124,l 124,5 96,7 96,7 
8-2 115, l 115, 0 142,8 142,9 165.5 165 ,2 123,4 123,7 109.3 109. 3 
B-3 108 ,& 108 .6 137,7 137, 9 159. 0 158.4 119,3 119.5 97,2 97.3 
8-4 108. o 107.9 139.2 139.3 161,5 161.4 118.6 119. 0 94, 2 94,2 
9-1 115, 0 114,7 154, 5 154. 6 182, l 181.7 129,3 129,8 98.0 98,1 
9-2 119 ,7 119 .7 154.8 154,9 180, 9 180.4 131, 0 131.3 103.0 103 ,3 
9-3 118.2 118, 0 149.3 149,5 172,7 172 ,3 127.9 128.l 109, 1 109, 4 
9-4 114,7 114, t, 146. 7 146. 7 168, 8 168,6 125.4 125 ,8 103,9 104,0 
9-5 112.3 112.2 146.3 146 .3 168, 2 168. 2 124. 4 124. 7 98. 8 98,8 
9-6 111. 0 110. 9 146.2 146,3 169,9 169 ,6 123.5 123.B 95. B 95. B 
9-7 110,9 110,8 147.0 147, 2 171, 9 112.0 123,6 123 .9 94.9 95.1 
9-8 112.2 112.3 150,6 150,6 177.7 177.9 125, 7 125, 9 95, 7 96.0 
10-1 118.0 117, 8 160,9 160,9 191.9 191 ,B 133.6 134.l 99.4 99.6 
10-2 120,4 120 .3 154. 9 155, 0 182, 3 182,3 131,4 131, 8 110.5 110 ,7 
10-3 114.4 114. 2 150,3 150,2 176,9 176 ,8 127,5 128, 0 99, 6 99.9 
10-4 113.2 113, 3 152. 0 152.2 180.8 180.B 127,4 127,8 96,l 96.3 
INLET FLU! D TEMPERATURE, F 72 .9 72 ,9 73,3 73,4 73. 5 73.5 73. 7 73,7 71.9 71,9 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 106.l 106. 0 142,4 142.5 110.0 170 ,1 120,4 120,9 87,1 87.2 
BATH FLllID TEMPERATURE, F 72,0 12.0 72.0 72. 0 72, 0 72.0 72,0 12.0 72,0 12.0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 150,0 150 ,0 150,0 150,0 180.0 180.0 130, 0 130. 0 300,0 300,0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 4. 60 4. 60 4,60 4.60 5. 50 5,50 3.90 3.90 9.20 9, 20 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 76,20 76,20 36,20 36, 20 36. 20 36, 20 36.20 36.20 636.70 636, 70 
INLET PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV o. 715 0, 722 a.see 0.610 o.847 0,994 o. 661 0.665 l, 184 1,192 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0,478 0, 482 o. 483 o. 507 0,701 0.849 0,402 0,409 0,706 o.1os 
INLET FLU! D PRESSURE, PS IG 2 ,29 2.30 1.93 l, 98 2, (;2 3, 00 2.13 2.14 3,51 3 .52 
·EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PS IG 1.74 1, 75 l, 75 1, 86 2, 71 2.86 1,55 1 .5~ 2.46 2,46 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 86.0 86.0 86.0 87,0 88, 0 88,0 86. 0 86. 0 88.l ·aa1 3 
__. 
0 
RUN NUMBER 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 1'30 00 
THERMOCOUPLE MJMBER TEMP., F TEMP•, F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F TEMP., F TE MP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 89. 0 89.0 90.6 90.6 92.0 92 .1 94.2 94.2 97.0 97.0 
1-2 104.4 104. 3 108.2 108, 2 111, 6 111. 6 115.4 115, 4 119,2 119 .1 
1-3 90,5 90. 5 92,1 92,2 93.6 93 • 7 96,l 95,9 98, 5 98.5 
1-4 85, 6 85,7 86. 9 86. 9 88.o 88.0 89.6 89.6 91,3 91,2 
2-1 89.7 89 ,8 91, 3 91. 5 92,9 93.0 95. 3 95.1 97,9 98.0 
2-2 99.4 99. 4 102,5 102 .6 105 .4 105 .4 109.3 109. 2 113. 5 113. 5 
2-3 106.l 106, 1 109. 6 109, 7 112, 6 112. 6 116 .1 115 .9 118 .9 119.0 
2-4 98.0 98.1 l 00 ,5 100, 7 103. 0 103. 0 105. 9 105, 9 108.8 108.8 
2-5 91. 7 91. 7 93.3 93.4 95.1 9 5 .1 97.3 97.4 99.8 99,9 
2-6 89.4 89.4 9.0, 7 90,9 92, 2 92,2 94,0 94,2 96,2 96.3 
2-7 86,7 86, 7 88,0 88.0 89,3 89,3 90, 9 90.9 92. 8 92. 9 
2-8 87,2 87,3 88.6 88,7 90.0 90.0 91,6 91.6 93.9 94,0 
3-1 91. 7 91.6 93. 5 93. 7 95, e 95,7 98.8 98.8 104,0 104.2 
3-2 l 09. 3 109.3 113.4 113 .4 117 .o 116 .9 120,9 121. 0 125, 4 125. 9 
3-3 92.9 92,9 94. 9 95, 0 96.9 96 ,9 99,8 99.7 104, l 104. 3 
3-4 88,5 88 .6 90.1 90.1 91, 7 91. 7 94. 0 94, 0 98,6 98.9 
4-1 92, 6 92, 7 94,9 94 .9 97,3 97,3 101.0 101. 2 106,9 107. 1 
4-2 109,7 109.7 114.2 114. 4 118, 2 118.2 123,l 123 .2 129,3 129 .6 
4-3 94.5 94.6 97 .1 97.0 99.4 99.4 103, 2 103. 3 109.1 109. 4 
4-4 90,3 90, 3 92.3 92, 3 94,2 94 ,l 97,6 97.7 103.9 104,0 
5-1 95,5 95.6 98,5 98. 4 101, 3 101.3 l 06 .o 106.0 111,9 111. 9 
5-2 110, 8 110.9 116 .o 116.0 120, 0 119 ,9 125. 2 125, 4 131, 8 131.9 
5-3 96.3 96, 3 99,0 99. 0 l 01. 7 101 .6 105,8 105. 7 112. 5 112, 5 
5-4 92.l 92.2 94.3 94. 4 96. 7 96.6 100,7 100,5 106.7 l 06 ,8 
6-l 96.4 96,6 99.5 99.6 102,7 102 .6 107.3 107, 3 117. 3 117, 4 
6-2 112.0 112. 8 118, 5 118. 6 122.9 122.7 128.7 128.7 137,0 137.1 
6-3 98 .o 98.l 101.2 101,2 104,3 104,2 108. 4 108,3 117,0 117.0 
6-4 93. 7 93. 7 96.3 96.3 98.9 98 ,9 103.0 102.9 113. 6 113. 8 
7-1 98.l 98,3 101. 4 101. 4 105, 0 104,8 109.9 109.6 121.4 121.5 
7-2 113,4 113.5 119 ,5 119 .6 124.4 124, 1 130, 5 130,4 140, 4 140, 6 
7-3 98. 9 99. 0 102,2 102. 2 105.7 105 .6 110 .2 110.1 119,9 119, 9 
7-4 95.4 95,5 98.1 98. l 101. 2 101, l 105.5 105,5 117. 7 l! 7 ,8 
8-1 99.8 99.9 103.3 103.3 107,1 107,l 112,6 112. 5 122. 8 122,8 
8-2 115,0 ll5. 1 121, 3 121, 3 126.3 126.4 132.6 132.6 142.2 142.3 
8-3 100.4 100. 7 104. 1 104,0 107. 7 107. 8 112, 8 112, 8 123.0 12 3, 1 
8-4 97,0 97.2 100.1 100,l 103.5 10 3 .5 108,0 108, l 119. 4 119, 7 
9-1 101.6 101. 8 105, 5 105. 5 109. 7 109.8 115.l 115 .3 124.2 124.5 
9-2 107.6 107 .9 112,8 112 ,8 118. l 118,2 124. 7 124. 9 135. 7 136,l 
9-3 115, l 115. 2 121.6 121.6 127.3 127 .4 133.6 133. 6 144,0 144. 5 
9-4 108.8 109.0 113. 9 113· 9 119, 0 119. 0 124.6 124 • 7 135 .1 135,5 
9-5 1 02, 7 102 ,9 106 .8 106.6 110. 9 111. 0 116. 3 116, 3 127. 4 127. 8 
9-6 99. 4 99, 5 102, 8 102. 7 106,7 106, 7 111, 7 111.6 123.5 123,5 
9-7 98.4 98.4 101,6 101. 6 105, 4 105,4 110,2 110. 3 121.4 121 .6 
9-8 99.2 99,3 102. 5 10 2, 5 106,5 106 .5 111, 3 111. 5 121, 3 121,5 
10-l 103, 3 103, 5 107. 4 107, 3 112, 0 112 ,0 117 ,6 117 ,8 132,5 132,7 
10-2 116,8 116 .9 123,4 123.4 129, 4 129, 5 135, 8 136, 0 148,2 148,4 
10-3 103. 6 103, 7 107, 7 107,6 112 .1 112 ,2 117, 5 117, 8 129,8 129,9 
10-4 99.5 99,6 102, 9 102, 9 106, 9 106,9 111,5 111 .5 127,8 127,7 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72.3 72,4 72 ,2 72,3 72,4 72,4 72, 4 72,4 72 ,4 72,4 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 89,9 90, 0 92,4 92,4 95,7 95,8 100,0 100,l 106,9 106,9 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72,0 72,0 72, 0 72, 0 12. 0 72,0 72,0 72,0 72,0 72,0 
AMMETER READ! NG ,I, A MPS 300, 0 300,0 300 .o 300,0 300,0 300,0 300, 0 300, 0 300, 0 300, 0 
VOLTMETER READJNG,V, VOLTS 9, 20 9,20 9,20 9, 20 9,20 9.20 9,20 9 ,20 9,20 9, 20 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 559,30 559. 30 484, 60 484,60 414, <;Q 414, 90 344.80 344.80 277, 70 277,70 
INLET PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0, 874 0. 875 0,614 O .616 0.402 0 ,401 2,579 2, 577 l, 803 1.795 
EX IT PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0.519 o. 5 21 o. 301 o. 302 0, 118 0 ,122 2,201 2 ,209 1,480 1,474 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 2.10 2,70 2 .o l 2.01 1, 40 1,40 6, 90 6,90 5,07 5,04 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG l, 9 3 l, 93 1. 20 1,20 0,51 O ,51 6,21 6,23 4.44 4,43 
RCCM TEMPERATURE, F 88,2 88.7 89. 7 89, 8 90, 0 91,0 86, 7 86,9 89,3 89,b 
RUN NUMBER 131 132 133 134 13 5 136 137 138 139 140 
0 
\D 
Tt,ERMOCOUPL E NUMBER TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP., F .TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEMP,, F TEl'IP,, F TE"IP., F TE~P., F 
lMl 92, 0 92,0 96,5 96,5 110.3 110,2 84,9 84.9 94. 7 94, 6 
1-2 108. 4 108. 5 112. 8 112. 8 119,2 119 .1 92 .o 92. l 104,4 104,3 
1-3 92,9 93.1 96.9 96. 9 104.. 3 104.6 85, 0 85.0 93.3 93.2 
l-4 87.l 87.2 90, l 90.1 97.7 97 .-9 81,6 81. 6 88, 2 88,0 
2-1 93.3 93. 3 · l 03. 0 103. 0 120.1 120 .4 89,7 89.8 101,5 101,4 
2-2 104.9 105, 1 115,6 115. 5 132. 2 131, 9 95.4 95.5 111. 8 lll ,6 
2-3 108.4 108. 5 115.l 115, l 124.3 124,0 95.6 95.6 109. 5 109. 3 
2-4 101.2 101, 3 107. 9 107. 9 116, 9 117. 0 92,6 92 .8 104.8 104. 7 
2-5 94.4 94,6 101. 7 101.7 111.0 110,9 90. l 90.2 100. 5 100,5 
2-6 91. 7 91. 9 99,4 99.2 108,5 108 .5 89,0 89.l 98,4 98,4 
2-7 89,2 89.4 97. 7 97,6 106. 7 l 06, 8 88.o 88.0 96.2 96.3 
2-8 90.0 90.2 99 .1 99.2 109.9 110.1 92,3 88, l 97, 3 97,3 
3-1 101,7 101, 8 107,6 107, 5 128,0 128 ,3 92,3 9 2 ,4 106, 2 105,8 
3-2 115,9 116,0 122,l 122, 2 132, 2 131.8 98, 7 98,7 114,l 113 ,9 
3-3 100, l 100. 3 l 05,9 106,0 118 ,4 118 ,0 92,2 92,3 103, 0 103.l 
3-4 98,0 98. 3 101, 3 l 01. 2 114, 7 114,5 90,3 90,4 99,4 99,l 
4-l 102 ,0 102, 2 110.5 110. 5 135, 0 135, l 94, 4 94,4 110,9 110 ,8 
,,_ 2 117, 7 117, 7 125,6 125,6 140,0 140 ,3 101,3 101,5 117. 8 117, 7 
4-3 102,3 102, 3 110,9 110, 9 127, 7 128,0 95,0 95,0 107,6 107, 5 
4-4 98,7 98,7 106,6 106,8 12,., 8 124,5 ·92, 8 93,0 105, 7 105,7 
5-l 109, 9 110, 0 118,5 118,4 148,7 148,7 98 ,4 98,5 118, 6 118, 3 
5-2 121.1 121,l 130, 4 130, 4 147, l 147,4 104,2 104,4 122,5 122,4 
~3 106, 0 106,0 116 ,6 116,5 134,7 135,0 98, 2 98, 3 112, 9 112, 9 
5-4 104,5 104,4 112,0 112, 0 134,0 134 .o 95,1 95,3 111, 0 110,9 
6-l 110,4 110 ,3 120,6 120, 6 151, 5 151,8 101, 2 101,3 121,6 121 ,5 
6-2 124,5 124,4 132,9 132,9 153,l 153.4 106, 7 106. 9 127, 4 127,3 
6-3 110,1 110, 1 116, 9 117, 0 141,4 141,B 100.7 100, 7 117,9 117,8 
6-4 108.0 108,0 113,4 113,4 140, 4 140, 8 98, 9 99,0 115,5 115 ,4 
7-1 115, l 115, l 125, l 124,9 156.6 156 .9 103.0 103.0 127. l 126,9 
7-2 127.9 128. 0 137,0 136, 9 158, 2 158,4 109,5 109.7 132.2 132.0 
7-3 112.2 112.2 120,9 121.1 146,8 146.9 103. 4 103.4 122,3 12 2. l 
7-4 11 l, 0 110. 9 118,2 118,4 145,8 145,6 101.3 101.1 120.6 120, 3 
8-1 114,8 114.9 129. 3 129. 5 163. 3 163,4 106.5 106.9 131,6 131,4 
8-2 128. 0 128,0 140.2 140.4 163,1 163.3 111,4 111, 5 135. 6 135,4 
8-3 112,4 112. 5 125,9 126, 0 151.5 151,9 105.l 105.0 126. 4 126.4 
8-4 110.0 110 .2 122. 8 122. 9 152. 8 152,6 103. 5 103.5 12 5. l 125.3 
9-l 119.9 120.0 135.4 135,5 172.6 172,6 109. 6 109. 5 137. 5 137.4 
9-2 128,3 128. 4 145. 5 145. 8 179,3 179,4 114, l 114,l 144,2 144.2 
9-3 131.4 131,5 144,3 144,7 170, 8 170, 8 113. 9 114,l 140.5 140,3 
9-4 123. 7 123. 9 136.6 1·36,9 164,5 164 .2· 110, 7 111.0 135, 5 135, 4 
9-5 118. l 118. 3 131. 0 13 l. 4 162. 1 162.2 108.5 108.8 132,4 132,2 
9-6 115,9 116,0 128,1 128, l 160.8 16 l, l 107. 0 107, 2 130. 6 130. 4 
9-7 116.1 116. l 127,6 127.7 161.4 161. 7 106,7 106.6 130. 4 130, 2 
9-8 117,2 117,3 130,2 130. 3 165, 3 165. l 107.0 107,0 132,9 132 ,6 
10-l 122,3 122,5 140 .9 141,l 180.9 181,3 111.8 112,0 142. 4 142,1 
10-2 134, 3 134,5 147. 8 148. 1 177,0 177,2 116 .o 116.3 144.l 143.8 
10-3 120. 7 120. 7 134,l 134, 4 167.1 167,2 110. 2 110, 6 135,7 135 .6 
10-4 117.6 117. 6 132,7 132 ,8 167,8 168 .1 108.3 108,9 134. 7 134,5 
IN LET FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 72,4 72. 5 72, 6 72, 6 72,9 72,9 72,9 72,9 72,9 72,9 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 103 ,6 103, 6 117,5 117, 5 150, 0 150, l 101, 3 101, 5 123,2 123,0 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72,0 72, 0 72,0 72 ,0 72,0 72 .o 72,0 72,0 72,0 72, 0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 250,0 250,0 250, 0 250, 0 250, 0 250. 0 150,0 150,0 200,0 200,0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 7,50 7,50 7 ,5·0 7 ,50 7,60 7,60 4, 60 4,60 6,00 6, 00 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 212,30 212,30 147,80 147,80 84,40 84,40 84,40 84,40 84,40 84,40 
INLET PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 1,008 l,010 0,460 0,462 l, 548 1,646 1,232 1,233 1,522 1, 538 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT ,MV o. 713 o. 713 0,227 0,223 1, 390 1,470 0, 928 0,926 l, 254 1,267 
!~LET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 3,06 3,06 1, 55 1, 55 4,42 4,66. 3 ,62 3,62 4,36 4,40 
.EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 2,48 2.48 0,93 o. 91 4, 23 4,42 3, 07 3, 07 3,92 3 ,94 
ROOM TEMPERATURc, F 87,6 87, 5 87 ,·8 87,7 89,7 89,8 87,1 87,3 87, 8 87,8 
RU~ NUMBER 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 0 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP.,F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F 
1-1 86.5 86.6 90.8 90. 9 87. 6 87,6 85. 3 85.3 87.0 87.0 
1-2 97.2 97.2 l 03 .9 103 .9 96.6 96.3 92.2 92,1 94,6 94,5 
1-3 87, 9 88. 0 91,3 91,6 88,l BB.O 85.6 8 5 ,6 87,3 87, 3 
1-4 83 .9 83,9 86,9 87. l 84. 6 84,6 82,9 82.8 84,2 84.4 
2-1 86,9 87,0 91 ,2 91.3 87,8 87,8 85,4 85. 3 87, 0 87,0 
2-2 93,7 93. 7 100, 0 1 oo. 1 94,0 93 ,9 90.3 90.3 92.3 92.3 
2-3 98, 7 98.7 106,4 106, 5 98, 6 98.4 93,7 93. 7 96. l 96 .1 
2-4 93.3 93,3 99,l 99,3 93.6 93.5 90,0 89,9 91, 9 91.9 
2-5 as.a 88, 8 92.4 92, 7 88.9 88.9 86.3 86,3 88,0 88.l 
2-6 86.9 86,9 90.0 90,2 87. 1 87. 0 84. 8 84. 8 86.4 86,4 
2-7 84. 7 84, 7 87,7 87.9 85,2 85,l 83,3 83.2 84,6 84, 7 
2-8 85,1 85.l 88,3 88,5 85, 8 85,8 83,7 83,7 85,2 85.2 
3-1 88.3 88 ,4 92 ,B 93.l 88,9 89,0 86, 5 86,4 88,l 88.l 
3-2 100,5 loo. 6 109. 5 109,6 100,l 100 .3 95 .5 9 5 .4 98, 2 98, 0 
3-3 89.7 89.7 93. 9 94, 1 89. 9 89,9 87,4 87.3 89.3 89.3 
3-4 86.l 86. l 89 .5 89,8 86.3 86,4 84,5 84. 5 86, 0 86.0 
4-1 89,3 89, 3 94, 1 94, 4 89.8 89 ,8 87,2 87.2 89.0 88,9 
4-2 l 00 .9 100 .9 109,6 109, 7 100. 4 100,6 95. 8 95.8 98,4 98,4 
4-3 90,9 90. 9 95.9 96,0 91.2 91,4 88,6 88. 5 90. 5 90,5 
4-4 87,6 87,7 91. 6 91, 9 88.2 88,2 85.9 85,8 87,6 87,6 
5-1 91,5 91,6 97,3 97.4 92, 2 92, 2 89,l 89, l 91,0 90,9 
5-2 101, 8 101, 9 110,8 110,8 101, 7 10 l. 7 96. 7 96,6 99, 2 99, 1 
5-3 92,2 92.3 97, 5 97. 8 92, 5 92. 6 89,5 89.5 91.6 91.5 
5-4 89,0 89,l 93 .6 93,8 89.6 89,6 87. 0 87,0 88, 9 88. 9 
6-1 92, 4 92, 3 98,l 98. 5 92,9 93,0 89.7 89.B 91, 6 91. 7 
6-2 103 .3 103,2 112,8 ll2, 9 103. 1 103.3 97.8 97,9 100,5 100.6 
6-3 93, 7 93,7 99,6 99,8 94.0 94.l 90.7 90.7 92, 6 92, 9 
6-4 90.4 90,5 95, 2 95, 5 90.8 90.8 88 .1 88.l 89.8 90.0 
7-1 93 ,6 93.6 99.8 100,0 94,3 94,4 90,8 90. 9 92,8 92,8 
7-2 103. 6 103, 8 113.l 113,4 103.8 103 ,9 98.6 98, 6 101, 2 101.2 
7-3 94,2 94. 3 100, 4 loo. 5 94.7 94.7 91,2 91,2 93,4 93,4 
7-4 91 ,5 91,6 96.9 97,0 92. 1 92,2 89. l 89. 2 91,l 91.l 
8-1 94,8 94, 9 101,6 101. 7 95,6 95 ,6 91.9 91,9 94,l 94. 1 
8-2 105,2 105. 2 114. 9 115, 0 105. 3 105,4 99,7 99.6 132,5 102,4 
8-3 95,4 95,5 102 .o 102.1 95. 8 95,9 92,l 92,1 94,4 94,4 
8-4 92, 8 92,9 98,5 98,8 93,4 93 ,,. 90,2 90,2 92. 2 92. 2 
9-1 96.2 96,3 103, 4 103, 7 97, l 97,1 93.l 93,1 95,4 95,3 
9-2 1 00,5 100,5 108 ,9 109. 2 101,1 101,2 96,4 96, 3 98, 7 98, 7 
9-3 105,6 105, 5 115. 2 115, 6 105, 7 105, 7 100, l 100 .1 102, 8 102,8 
9-4 101 .3 101. 2 109.7 110, 0 101. 7 101. 8 96, 7 96,7 99,1 99,3 
9-5 97.2 97, 2 104,l 104,5 97.6 97.7 93.5 93, 4 95, 6 95, 8 
9-6 94.6 94,6 101.1 101, 2 95,2 95,2 91.4 91,4 93.4 93,7 
9-7 93,8 93.9 100.1 100.3 94, 5 94,3 90. 9 90.9 92,9 93,1 
9-8 94. 6 94. 5 101,2 101.3 95,2 95 .1 91,6 91.6 93,7 93,8 
10-1 97.7 97.7 105, 5 105. 5 98, 4 98.4 94,l 94.2 96,6 96,6 
10-2 106.8 106, 8 117 ,2 117 ,3 107,2 107.1 101. 2 101.2 J.04, 3 104,3 
10-3 97, 8 97. 8 105.5 105,5 98,3 98 .3 94,1 94,0 96,5 96, 5 
10-4' 94,7 94,7 101,3 101. 5 95, 4 95,4 91.7 91,7 93,9 93,9 
INLET FLL!D TEl'lPERATURE, F 72, 7 72, 7 7 2 ,5 72,7 72,8 72,8 72.B 72. 8 72, 6 72, 6 
EX IT FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 86,2 86.3 90,6 90. 7 86,4 86 .3 83 .6 83.6 84.3 84,3 
BATH FLU-ID TEMPERATURE, F 72 .o 72 .o 72,0 72, l 72, 0 72,0 72, 0 72, 0 72,0 72,0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 300,0 30il. 0 3 so. 0 350.0 350.0 350 .o 350,0 350. 0 400,0 400,0 
VCLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 9,20 9, 20 10. 50 lo. 50 10. 50 1 o. 50 10,50 10.50 12 .10 12, lO 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 707, 10 707,10 12 0.00 728 .oo 969,00 969.00 1205. 00 1205, 00 1475,00 1475.00 
INLET PRES, TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV l, 539 1, 53 6 0,619 0,607 1. 261 1,250 2.052 2.051 3,010 3. 007 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 1,004 1.01~ 0,127 o. 130 o. 590 o. 586 1,149 l.152 1,893 l, 899 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 4,41 4,39 2 ,Ol 1,99 3, 71 3,68 5.65 5,65 7,94 7, 94 
.EX IT FLU ID PRESSURE, PS I G 3,27 3,32 0,54 0,55 2. 12 2,09 3,64 3,66 5,44 5. 46 __. 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 88.6 88,9 86,4 86, 5 88, 5 88,7 88,9 89.2 90,2 90,3 __. 
RUN NUMBER 151 152 153 154 15 5 156 157 158 159 160 
__. 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
l-l 85.7 85. 7 91.2 91,2 90.l 90 .o 88,7 88.9 96.3 96.3 
l-2 92,3 92. 2 100.1 l 00, l 96, 2 98.2 96.2 96.5 118 .1 118, 3 
l-3 85,9 85.9 91,B 91,9 90,8 90, 7 89. 4 89, 6 97. 6 97.8 
l-4 83. 3 83.3 88. l 88.l 87.3 8 7 .1 86 .o 86.2 91, 1 91. 4 
2-1 85,6 85.6 91.4 91. 4 90. 2 90. l 89.0 89.0 97.6 97.8 
2-2 90, 3 90.3 97.6 97,7 95.8 95,8 94,l 94. 2 112.1 112. 3 
2-3 93.6 93. 6 1 01. 9 102.1 99,9 99 .s 98 .o 98.2 121. 0 121.3 
2-4 90.l 90.l 97.3 97, 4 95. 7 95.6 94.0 94,l 109. l 109,4 
2-5 86,6 86.6 92,7 92.8 91,5 91,3 90,l 90,3 99. 2 99,6 
2-6 85.2 85. 2 90.6 90. 7 89.6 89,5 88,3 88.6 95.8 96.l 
2-7 83 ,5 83.6 88,4 88.5 87, 5 87.3 86,4 86.5 92.6 92 .9 
2-8 84. l 84. l 89.l 89.2 88,2 88.0 86,9 87,0 93,6 93,8 
3-!. 86.5 86.5 92.5 92. 6 91. 3 91.2 90.0 90,0 100.4 100, 8 
3-2 95,3 95.1 104,2 104.3 102. l 102. 0 99,9 99.9 125.6 126,l 
3-3 87. 6 87. 4 93,9 94, 0 92, 7 92,6 91, l 91, 2 101,3 101,6 
3-4 84,7 84.6 90,0 90. 0 89. 0 88,8 87.6 87.7 95.2 95,5 
4-1 87.4 87.3 93 .6 93. 7 92,3 92, l 90.7 90.7 102, 2 102. 5 
4-2 95. 6 95,5 104, 7 104. 8 l 02. 4 102 ,3 100,2 100 ,3 127,0 127,4 
4-3 88.6 88.7 95,5 95. 7 94. 0 94. 0 92,4 92,4 104.3 104.7 
4-4 86, 0 86,0 92 .o 92,0 90,8 90 .8 89.3 89,4 98. 2 98.6 
5-l 89.l 89. 2 95. 8 95. 9 94.6 94 .3 92,7 9 2,8 107,0 107 .1 
5-2 96 .4 96,5 105. 6 105.8 103,5 103,3 101. 0 101. 1 129,6 12 9 ,5 
5-3 89,7 89. 7 96,7 96.9 95,3 95.2 93.,4 93,4 107, 3 107. 3 
5-4 87.3 87, 3 93.4 93, 5 92, 1 92,0 90,4 90,5 10 l ,4 101. 4 
6-1 89,8 89.9 96,8 96,9 95. 2 95.0 93. 3 93.4 108, 4 108.4 
6-2 97. 7 97. 9 107.4 107,4 104,8 104.8 102.3 102,4 132. 5 132, 6 
6-3 90.9 91,0 98,3 98. 5 96. 5 96.4 94,6 94.7 110 .o 110 .1 
6-4 88,4 88,4 94.8 94,9 93,4 93,l 91,7 91. 6 103, 8 104, 0 
7-1 90. 9 90. 9 98,3 98,4 96,3 96.4 94 ,5 94,5 110. 9 111.0 
7-2 98,1 98.2 108,3 108. 3 l 05. 4 105.4 102, 9 102.9 133,6 133, 7 
7-3 91,2 91. 2 98,9 99,l 97.0 97 .o 95.1 95, 1 111, 3 ll 1.,. 
7-4 89.3 89, 3 96. l 96. l 94.4 94 ,5 92,7 9 2,8 106,3 106,4 
B-1 91 .B 91.9 99,6 99,8 97, 6 97.7 95, 8 95. 8 113,5 113.5 
B-2 99, l 99. 3 109, 7 109,8 106. 7 106 ,9 104, l 104, l 135. 7 135,8 
8-3 91,9 92. 1 100. l 100. 3 97. 9 98,1 95 .9 95.9 113.9 113,9 
8-4 90.0 90.2 97 ,4 97,6 95,4 95.6 93. 6 93,7 108, 8 108,9 
9~1 92. 7 93. 0 101,3 101. 5 99,0 99.3 96 .7 96.9 116. 3 116. 4 
9-2 95.8 96.0 105, 3 105, 5 102. 6 102,9 100.1 100.2 125.7 125,5 
9-3 99,4 99.6 110 .1 llO .4 107.1 107. 3 104.2 104. 3 136, 2 136. 3 
9-4 96.2 96. 4 105, 9 106. l 103, 0 103 .3. 100.4 100 ,6 126.6 126,7 
9-5 93. l 93.4 101, 7 102. 0 99. 3 99,4 97,0 97,2 117,4 117 .4 
9-6 91.3 91, 5 99,0 99.3 96,9 97 .o 94,8 95. 0 112, 4 112.4 
9-7 90.8 91. 0 98, 3 98, 6 96. 3 96 ,4 94,3 94,3 110.9 111.1 
9-8 91,5 91.6 99, 1 99,4 97. 1 97.2 95. l 95,1 112 .2 112 ,2 
10-1 94. 0 94. 1 102.6 102 .8 100.2 too .4 98.0 98.l 118, 7 118, 8 
10-2 100,8 100.9 111. 7 111. 9 108. 5 108,8 105.6 105.8 137 ,8 137,9 
10-3 93.9 94.0 102,4 102 ,5 100, 0 100. 2 97, 8 97,8 118. 6 118. 6 
10-4 91, 6 91. 7 99,3 99.4 97,0 97;4 95 .1 9 5, l 112,9 112, 8 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 72,6 72,8 72,8 72, 8 72, 7 72,8 72.8 12.a 72.4 72 ,,. 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 82,7 82,8 86.4 86,6 84.9 85.l 83. 5 83. 6 99, 4 99.4 
BAT!< FLU-ID TEMPERATURE, F 12.0 72,0 72,0 12. 0 12.0 72 .o 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 
AMMETER READ! NG, I, AMPS 400.0 400.0 500.0 500,0 500. 0 500,0 500, 0 500.0 350.0 350.0 
VOLTMETER READ!NG,V, VOLTS 12.20 12, 20 15,20 15,20 15, 20 15 ,20 15. 20 15, 20 10, 60 lo. 60 
FLU ID FL OW RATE, LB/ HR 1729,00 1729, 00 1962,00 1962. 00 22 08. 00 2208,00 2417 .oo 2417 .oo 477,00 477.00 
INLET PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 4 .120 4,096 5.365 5. 368 6. 745 6, 773 8, 587 8. 568 0.160 0.111 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 2. 721 2, 737 3.636 3.649 4.683 4.652 5.880 5,862 0.427 o. 413 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PS IG 10, 3 3 10, 33 13, 60 13. 61 17. 00 17 .12 21,45 21,40 2,40 2,42 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 7,43 7.46 9.63 9.65 12, 14 12, 10 15, 20 15.12 1,50 l,57 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 92. 3 92, 6 88. 4 88.4 91.2 91.2 90 ,6 91,4 89.8 90.4 
RUN NUMBER 161 16 2 163 164 165 166 167 168 159 l 70 N 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TE MP. , F TE MP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 106 .2 106.3 107. O" 107. 0 108. 0 108.1 
l-2 113. 3 113. 3 114.6 114.5 116 .1 116 .4 
1-3 106. 5 106. 5 107. 3 l 07. 3 108.2 108,4 
l-4 103 .3 103.4 104.0 104.0 104. 8 104.9 
2-1 106.2 l 06. 2 107.0 107.l 108.l 108 .3 
2-2 111.2 111. 2 112. 3 112. 3 113. 8 114.0 
2-3 114,9 114.8 116 .3 116.3 118. l 118. 2 
2-4 110. 8 110, 8 lll ,9 112,0 113.4 11 3,4 
2-5 107. 2 107.2 108,0 108, 0 109, 1 109. 2 
2-6 l 05. 6 105,6 106 .3 106, 3 107, 2 107.4 
2-7 103. 8 103,7 104,3 104. 4 105,2 105 ,3 
2-8 104,2 104, 2 104.9 104. 9 105. 8 105.9 
3-l l 07. 2 l 07. 2 l 08 ,2 108. l 109,3 109 .4 
3-2 116. 8 116. 9 118. 5 118. 3 l 2 o. 3 12 o. 6 
3-3 l 08 .3 108,4 109.3 109.3 ll0,4 110.6 
3-4 105, l l O 5. l 105, 8 105 .8 106.7 106 .9 
4-l 108,l 108. l 109. 0 l 09, 0 110. 3 110.4 
4-2 117.3 117 .3 118 .9 118. 7 120,9 121. l 
4-3 109. 7 109, 7 110, 7 110, 7 112,0 112 .3 
4~4 106. 7 106,8 107. 6 107, 6 108, 7 108. 9 
5-1 l 09, 9 11 o. 0 111 .2 111. l 112.6 ll2.8 
5-2 l 18, 1 118, 2 119. 9 119. 9 122.0 12 2 ,2 
5-3 110,6 l 10 .8 112,0 111. 9 113. 3 113.5 
5-4 l 07. 9 l 08. 0 109 .o 109.0 110. 2 110 ,4 
6-l 110.8 llO. 8 112. 1 112. 1 113, 5 113. 7 
6-2 119.6 119, 7 121,5 121.4 123,7 124,0 
6-3 111. 9 111. 9 113,3 113.2 114.7 115.0 
6-4 109.l 109.l 110, l 110. 1 111. 5 111. 8 
7-1 111. 6 111. 7 113 .o 113.0 114. 6 114. 9 
7-2 120. O 120, O 122.0 121.9 124,2 124, 7 
7-3 112.3 112,4 113, 8 113. 8 115. 4 115. 7 
7-4 110.1 110.1 lll ,4 111.4 l!2. 7 113. l 
8-l 113,0 113.0 114.4 114,4 116, 2 116 ,5 
8-2 12 l, l 121.1 123,2 123. l 12 5, 6 125. 9 
8-3 113.4 113. 3 114.8 114.8 116,5 116.8 
8-4 111,2 111, 2 112. 5 112, 6 114. l 114 ,3 
9-1 114,2 114.3 116.0 115.9 117. 7 118, l 
9-2 l l 7. 6 ll 7, 5 119.5 119.4 121.6 12 2 .o 
9-3 121.1 121, 7 124. 0 123.8 126.4 126.8 
9-4 117. 9 117.8 119.9 119 ,8 122.0 122. 4 
9-5 114. 6 114. 6 116.3 116.2 118. l 118 ,5 
9-6 112,5 112.4 114. 0 114. 0 115. 7 116, 0 
9-7 ll2.0 111. 9 113 .5 113.4 115,.l 115.3 
9-8 112. 7 112, 6 114, l 114. 0 115. 8 116 .1 
10-1 115 .3 115.3 117. 0 117. 0 119, 2 119,4 
10-2 123.1 123.0 125.3 125.2 128.0 128 .3 
10-3 115.2 115. 1 116, 9 116. 9 118,9 119.2 
10-4 112 .6 112.6 114.2 114. l 116. 0 116, l 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 91.1 91. 1 91,1 91.l 9l .O 91. l 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATU~E, F 102.1 102. 0 103. l l 03. l 104. 5 104,6 
BATH FLUID lEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90 .o 90,0 90,0 90.0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 500.0 500. a 500,0 500,0 500.0 500.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 15,20 15. 20 15. 20 15. 20 15, 20 15.20 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 2417.00 2417.00 2208,00 2208,00 1962.00 1962.00 
INLET PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 8,228 8. 110 6,484 6. 602 5,317 5.419 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUT PUT, MV 5.601 5 .60 3 4,527 4,565 3. 654 3.657 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 20,60 20,45 16 .40 16. 75 13.47 13.75 
EX IT FLU ID PRESSURE, PS IG 14.40 14.40 11. 77 11. 86 9. 67 9 .69 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 88.0 88. 2 87.6 88. 4 87, 9 88.3 
quN NUMBER 171 172 173 174 175 176 w 
THERMOCOUPLE IIIJMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F T!:MP., F TEMP.,F T=MP., F TEMP., f TEMP., F TEMP., f TEMP., F TE~ P., F 
1-1 129. 1 129. 1 133.4 132.9 '!.34.9 134.6 141.6 141. 1 144.l 144.5 
1-2 136.7 136.7 140.5 139. 9 141. l 141.S 146.l 145.7 147.5 147.8 
1-3 127.4 127.4 131 .1 130.6 132. 2 132. 4 137. 0 136.8 13 8. 8 139.2 
1-4 122. 1 122. 2 126.0 125.S 127.6 127 .6 133.l 132 .9 13 5. 7 136. 0 
2-1 139 .o 139 .2 143.4 142. 6 143. 7 143.7 148.l 147.9 150.B 151 .2 
2-2 143.1 143. 2 147.4 146.S 147.5 147.4 151. 6 151. 4 153. 5 153.8 
2-3 143.3 143. 4 147. l 146. 3 146.8 146.6 150 .o 149 .9 151. 2 151.4 
2-4 139.6 139. 7 143.l 142. 6 142. 9 142.8 145.6 145.6 146,4 146.6 
2-5 134.6 134.8 138.2 137.7 138.2 138.2 140.7 140.8 141. 6 141.8 
2-6 131. 8 131. 9 135. 3 135. 0 135.6 13 5. 3 138.0 138 .2 139 .2 1,9.2 
2-7 131.3 131.4 135.0 134.6 135.4 135. 0 137. 8 138. l 139.4 139.5 
2- 8 133. 9 134.0 137.8 137.5 138.4 137 .9 141.2 141.8 144.0 !44. ! 
3-1 141.9 142.l 147.0 146. 6 148. 9 148,2 155. 4 156 .3 159 .4 159. 4 
3-2 148.7 149.0 153.3 15 2 • 9 154.l 15 3. 2 157 • .1 157.3 158. 9 158. 9 
3-3 140. 4 140. 7 144.B 144.5 145.9 146 .1 148.7 149 .o 150. 3 150. 3 
3-4 135 .1 135.4 139. 3 139. 2 141. O 140. 8 145.3 145.5 148.8 148.8 
4-1 147.5 147.4 152 ol 151. 9 153 .4 1s 3 .a 160.9 160. 6 161. l 161.3 
4-2 154.4 154. 3 l 58. 2 157. 8 157.5 157.9 162 .1 161.6 161. 7 161.9 
4-3 147.0 146.9 150. 8 150.3 150. 1 150. 2 153. 4 152. 9 152.6 152 • 7 
4-4 141· 7 141. 6 145.7 145. 2 146.0 145.8 150.i 150.2 150. l 150.2 
5-1 152.l 152.? 157.2 157. 3 158, 9 158. 8 160.4 160. 7 165.3 165. 1 
5-2 157.8 158.4 !.61 .9 161. 9 161. 8 161. 8 163. 3 163.4 16 a. 3 l S 8. 1 
5-3 149. 2 149. 8 l 52. 8 152.9 152.6 15 2. 7 153.4 153.4 160.3 160. 0 
5-4 145.6 146.l 149. 3 149. 4 149. 7 15 o. 1 150.6 150 .5 156. 2 155.8 
6-1 157.5 157.6 H,0.7 160. 2 159.9 159.7 159. 7 159. 7 167. 2 167.0 
6-2 162. l 162.2 164.4 163. 9 163.4 163 .3 164.4 164. 3 168. 3 168. 6 
6-3 153 .o 153 .o 155.1 154. 8 154. 4 _154.4 154.0 154.0 161.3 150.8 
6-4 149.6 149.5 151.4 151.2 150.6 150 .6 149.5 149. 6 157. 2 156.8 
7-1 159. O 159. 4 160. l 160.1 159.9 159 .6 160.9 161. 1 168.5 168.5 
7-2 163.6 164.1 164.3 164.3 163. 3 163. 0 166. 4 166.9 110.1 1 70. ! 
7-3 154. 6 154. 9 154.9 154.9 154.2 154.l 156. 2 156.3 162.9 162. 8 
7-4 151.3 151. 6 151. 4 151.4 151.3 151 o 2 151.8 152.0 160 .o 159.8 
8-1 153.3 153.7 160 .1 160 .2 161. 6 161. 9 164. 7 164.7 172. 8 172.3 
8-2 1 SB. 5 158. 1 162.4 162.4 163.3 163.6 167.l 166.9 173. l 172. 8 
8-3 149.e 150. 0 154.4 154. 5 155. 7 156.0 158.4 15 8 .1 167.2 167.0 
8-4 145.7 146.l 152.3 152.3 153.8 154. l 155.6 15 5. 2 164. 5 164.0 
9-l 148. 9 149.8 159.4 159.3 161.8 162.0 170. 7 170. 2 175. 6 175~ 6 
0~2 157.1 157. 7 164. 5 164. 4 166. 9 167 .1 175.7 175.8 181.0 180.8 
9-3 159. 3 159.6 164.1 164.0 166.3 166 .4 174.0 173. 7 179. 2 178.8 
9-4 156. 8 156.9 161.3 161. l 163.5 163.5 170 .8 170.9 176.4 176.0 
9-5 150 ;6 150.7 156.6 156.5 159. l 158. 9 166. 3 166. 3 173.4 172 .9 
9-6 145. l 145. 2 153.2 153.0 155.7 155.5 163.1 163. 0 111. 0 170.5 
9-7 142.5 142. 7 152. 4 152. 2 155. 0 154.6 162.6 162.4 1,9.0 168.5 
9-8 143.5 143.8 l 54.2 153.8 156.7 156. 3 164. 8 164.7 169.0 168.6 
10-1 156. 9 156. 9 152.0 152.l 155.7 155.5 169.4 169.5 178. 8 178.6 
10-2 164.7 164.7 160. 6 160. 6 162. 0 162.l 175.0 175 .o 180.2 180.1 
10-3 157.0 157.0 149.7 149.7 152.4 152.6 167. 4 167.4 174. 6 174.5 
10-i.. 148 •. 6 148.6 143. l 142. 9 147.7 147.5 162 .1 161.9 17 2. 1 172. 2 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.2 90.3 90.7 90. 7 90. 5 90.5 90.4 90.3 90.3 90.3 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 111. 7 111.9 116 .2 116 • l 119. 8 12 0 .o 124.8 124. 5 128. 3 12 a. 1 
BATH FLU IO TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90.0 90. 0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90,0 90.0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150. 0 150, 0 150. 0 150. O 150.0 150.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOL TS 4.60 4. 60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 
FLU IO FLOW RHE, LB/ HR 283.97 283.97 245. 14 245. 14 212. 08 212.oe 181.99 181 • 99 164.98 164.98 
INLET PRES. TRDC "-• OUTPUT ,MV 0.730 0.726 0.577 0 .577 o. 487 0.489 o. 334 o. 336 (;. 2 Bl 0.280 
EXlT PRES. TRDCO.. OUTPUT,MV o.326 o. 331 0.239 0.243 0. 191 0.185 0.085 0.091 0.060 0.01,0 
INLET FLUID PRESSUPE, PSIG 2.32 2. 32 1.90 1. 90 1. 61 l.61 1.13 l .14 J.97 o.<>1 
EXlT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 1. 2 7 1, 28 o. 95 o. 96 o. 80 0.77 0.33 0.36 0.25 Q.25 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 81.6 81.6 82.8 82. 9 84. 7 84.3 83.4 83.5 82.4 82.8 
RUN NUMBER 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 +:=, 
T~~RMQCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP•• F T !:MP~' ~ ":EMP., F TEMP., F TE MP, , F TEMP •• F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP•, F TEMP., 
1-1 151. 9 151. 9 159.2 159.6 125.7 125 .9 130.4 130. 0 101, 0 101, 3 
1-2 152.0 152. 1 156. 0 156. 4 124,9 12 5. l 127.8 12 7 .4 lJJ.3 JJ0.5 
l-3 143.9 143,9 148.9 149. l 121.6 121,7 124. 5 124. 2 99.2 99.5 
1-4 142. 8 142. 9 149.9 150.2 121.8 122 .o 126.2 125.9 100, 1 100. 3 
2-1 160.2 160.3 167. 2 167. 6 130. 7 13 o. 8 135.7 136.0 106 .4 106. 7 
2-2 160. 3 160.4 165 .s 165.8 130. l 131). 1 134.2 133.9 l 06. 1 106,4 
2-3 156. 4 156. 6 160,7 161,0 128,1 12 8 ,1 131.4 131. 3 105.5 105. 7 
2-4 151. 6 151.8 155.9 156. 1 125. 8 12 5. 7 128.8 128. 9 1J4.9 105.0 
2-5 147.7 147.9 153 .o 153.2 124.2 12-, l 127. 5 127. 7 104. 5 104.7 
2-6 146.4 146. 6 152. 9 153. 1 124.l 123.9 128.l 128.3 104.7 104,8 
2-7 148 .3 148.7 156.5 156. 6 12 5. 7 125,4 130, 6 13 o. 8 105,5 105.6 
2-8 154, l 154.5 162.8 163.0 128.6 128 .2 134.0 134. l 106, 3 106, 5 
3-1 163,9 164, 4 171,9 172. 3 133,2 132.8 139,9 139,9 112 ,J 112, 2 
3-2 160 .a 16 lo 4 164,8 165. 3 130. 6 130.2 135, 6 135, O 111.2 111.4 
3- 3 152, 2 152. 7 156,4 156,8 126.5 126.3 131,4 131.0 110. 2 110. 3 
3-4 152.9 153.3 160. 4 160. 9 127. 8 127. 7 134.3 133 .8 110. 7 110 .9 
4-l 167,4 166.7 177 ,4 177 .5 136. 4 136.6 145.5 1.r.5. 4 116, 8 116. 9 
4-2 164, 5 164. 1 169, 5 169. 7 133. 2 133 .4 140.9 140.8 115. 8 115. 7 
4-3 155 .4 15 5. 3 160.6 160. 9 129. l 12 9, 3 136.4 136.3 114.9 11 t,. 8 
4-4 155.7 155.7 165 .1 165.4 130,9 131. 0 139.0 138. 6 115, 5 115. 4 
5-1 1 70. 6 170, 9 180.4 180. 2 137,7 137 ,6 148,8 148.8 122.5 122. 5 
5~2 168.0 168.l 173.3 172,8 134. S 134, 7 145. 0 145, l 121.0 121.7 
5-3 15 8, 2 158.2 !63.8 164.2 130.5 130 .2 140.3 140.5 120, 6 120.5 
5-4 159.8 159. 8 169. 0 169. 5 132.7 132 .5 1'+2. 8 143 .1 121.2 121.1 
6-1 176.4 176.5 186,4 185,9 141. 9 141.9 155. 0 154.9 128,4 128.6 
6-2 171. 7 171, 7 1 77.0 176.8 138 .1 138 .o 150.4 150.2 127. 3 127, 5 
6-3 165,2 165.2 169. 7 169. 4 134. 6 134.5 146.4 146.3 126.3 126.4 
6-4 168. 9 169.2 176.0 176,0 137.5 137.3 149. 6 149. 6 121. 1 127.3 
7-1 180. 5 180. 8 191. 7 191.6 144,4 144.8 160.1 160 .4 132. 8 133. 3 
7-2 1 78 .8 179, l 183.1 182. 9 140. 7 141,3 155.5 155.1 131. 7 132 .o 
7-3 1 70,3 169.9 175 .o 174.9 137.l 13 7 .s 151. 3 151, 1 131. l 131.2 
7-4 170.8 170, 9 181, 3 181. 1 139. 7 140.4 154 ,4 154.2 131.6 131, 8 
8-1 180.8 181. 2 195. 3 195. 3 147. 0 146.9 16 4. 3 164. 4 137.5 137.5 
8-2 175, 6 175.4 185.4 185, l 142.9 142,8 159,5 159. 6 136, 6 136. 6 
8-3 170.5 170. 3 179. 4 179, 0 140. 5 140.3 156.3 156 ·" 136 .o 135.9 
8-4 172.8 172, 2 186.2 186. 0 143. 4 143.3 160, 0 160.0 136.8 !36.7 
9-1 181. O 180. 8 201.2 201.6 149.9 149,9 169.4 169.2 141.9 141. 9 
9-2 182.8 182.6 200, 5 200. 5 149. 7 149. 5 168,7 168 .3 14 l ,9 141.8 
9-3 177.0 176.7 193.0 193 .o 146.6 146,4 165,3 165.0 141. 3 141. 1 
9-4 172. 9 172. 6 188, 3 188,0 144.6 144 .3 163.1 162.9 140.8 140. 6 
9-5 172 .4 172.0 186. 1 185. 8 143. 7 144.1 161,7 161.6 140.7 140.4 
9-6 172,2 1 71.8 186.9 186.6 143.8 144. l 161. 6 161. 4 140. 3 140,0 
9-7 112.1 111. 8 190. 2 189, 8 145.5 145,7 164.0 163, 7 140,9 140. 5 
9-8 174.6 174.4 195.6 195.l 148, 0 148. l 167, 4 167,2 141.6 141 .2 
10-1 188. 6 188. 8 205.4 206.0 152.2 152.6 173. 6 173.1 143,7 143.5 
10-2 186.7 186. 4 199. 4 199. 5 149. 3 149.5 169.9 169.3 143.1 142,9 
10-3 176.6 176.5 191.6 191.9 145.6 145. 8 165, 6 164.9 142,1 141.9 
10-4 1 75. 6 l 75. 2 194.2 194.5 147.5 147.8 168.0 168, l 142.5 1"2. 3 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90,3 90.3 90.2 90. 3 89, 7 89. 7 89.l 89,l 84.9 85.l 
EXIT FLUID TE~PERATURE, F 136,7 136.7 149.4 149 .3 126. 9 126.6 151 o l 150.9 136. 7 136. 4 
BATH FLlllD TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90,0 90.0 90.0 90,0 90 .o 90 .o 90.0 90.0 90.0 
AM~ETER READING,!, AMPS 150.0 150 ,0 150.0 150. 0 100. a 100.0 100. 0 100.0 50.0 50.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 4.60 4,60 4.60 4.60 3.oo 3.00 3.00 3.oo 1. 40 l. 40 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 132. 53 132.53 102. 82 l 02. 82 76.76 76.76 44.56 44.56 10,48 10.48 
INLET PRES, TRDC R. OUTPUT ,MV O ,228 0 .221 0,216 o. 221 o. 353 o.361 o. 568 0.565 0.762 0. 771 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0.043 o. 040 0,078 0.089 0.142 0.146 0,433 0,427 o. 60! o. 605 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PS IG 0.78 0.10 o. 78 o. 78 l, 22 1,25 1.87 1,87 2.4! 2. 40 
·EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 0.16 0.16 0 .32 o.36 o. 60 0.61 1.64 1. 63 2, 1 7 2.1s 
RDCM TEMPERATURE, F 83. 6 83. 5 83.2 83.2 82.0 82.1 82,5 82 ,8 81.3 81. 6 
RU~ NUMBER 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450 451 452 (Jl 
THcRMOCOUPLE NUMBER T!: MP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 l 00 .3 100.3 131.2 131. 4 120,3 12 o. 5 142. 9 142,6 139,3 139.4 
1-2 100.2 loo. 2 128 .1 128.3 121,7 121 .9 147.0 146,7 144.9 144,9 
l-3 99.5 CJ9. 4 124. 7 124. 9 118.0 ll 8 .1 138.l 137.8 135 .7 135.7 
l -4 99 • 7 99.o 126,9 127 .1 116,8 tl 7. 0 134. 6 134.3 131,'> 131 .4 
2- l 102. 7 102. 5 137.4 137.7 124,5 124.7 149.5 149.2 147. 3 147,4 
2-2 102. 5 102. 3 135. 8 136. l 125. 4 125. 6 152.8 152 .5 151.J 151.3 
2-3 102.0 l 01. 8 132 .9 133. 3 124. 2 124.3 150. 7 150.6 149. 9 150. l 
2-4 101. 4 l 01. 2 130. l 130. 5 121.9 122 .1 146 .1 146.l 145.9 146. 2 
2-5 l 01, l 100.9 128.9 129. 3 119. 8 119.9 141.2 141.2 140.8 141 .o 
2-6 l 01.1 100.9 129 .• 6 130 .o 118.8 119.0 138.6 138. 6 138. 2 138. 4 
2-7 101.1 101. 4 132. 4 132.9 119.3 119 .5 138 .6 138 .6 138.0 138, 2 
2-8 102.4 102 .2 136.0 136, 4 121, 5 121.8 142. 5 142.5 141.2 141 .5 
3-1 l 04. l l 03, 8 143.2 143.8 126.8 127 .1 157.9 157. 9 153. 7 153.8 
3-2 103.4 103, 1 139. 0 139. 5 127,0 127.2 158.8 158.8 157 .5 157,4 
3-3 102.4 102.1 134.7 135 .2 123.0 123. l 150. 5 150. 5 149.2 148.9 
3-4 102. 9 102. 5 137.7 138.3 122.3 122 .4 147.8 147.8 144.5 144. 4 
4-1 105. 5 105.6 150. 5 150. 7 130. 5 130.5 162 .o 162,l 159.2 159. 3 
4-2 104. 5 104.7 145.9 146.l 129.9 130. 0 162.3 162.2 16 l, 7 161.7 
4-3 103. 5 l 03. 7 141.5 141. 8 126.7 12 6 .3 153.4 153.3 153.5 153. 5 
4-4 104.l 104.2 144.0 144. 3 126, 6 126.0 150.8 150.7 149.9 150.0 
5-1 107.3 l 06 .8 156.3 156.8 133.5 133.7 161.2 16 l. 1 162. 0 161. 5 
5-2 106. 5 106, l 152, 5 152. 9 133.l 133 .4 164. 7 164.4 164.8 164.4 
5-3 105 .3 104,9 147,6 147.9 128. 9 129,2 153. 8 153. 5 154.8 154,6 
5-4 105. 9 105. 4 150.2 150. 5 129,3 129.6 150,l 149, 8 151. 8 151,7 
6-1 109.3 108. 5 164, l 164. 3 135. 7 135. 9 160.5 160 .1 161.6 161, 1 
6-2 108.3 107.6 15 9 .3 159,5 135. 0 135. 2 167. 6 167.0 164.9 164.4 
6-3 107.3 106. 6 155,2 155. 3 131.9 132 .1 157.4 156.9 155. 6 155. 2 
6-4 108,2 107,4 158. 5 158. 7 131. 8 132,l 150.2 l't9. 7 152 .2 151.9 
7-1 110. 8 110.3 170.5 110 .• 5 134.4 134,5 161. 6 161.6 163. 5 163.2 
7-2 109. 8 109. 3 165.9 165,8 134.8 134.9 168,6 168 .5 166. 6 166. 3 
7-3 109 .o 108.4 161. 7 161, 5 130. 4 130.6 159,5 159.5 157,2 156.9 
7-4 l 09.6 109.0 164.8 164,5 130.0 130 .1 152.8 152, 6 154. 6 154.3 
8-l 112.2 111. 7 176. 4 l 76. l 137.l 137 .5 167.3 166,8 165. 3 165.0 
8-2 111.3 110 .8 171.6 172, l 136. e 137. 3 171. 4 170. 9 166,6 166.3 
8-3 110.5 109. 9 l 68. 3 168.9 134.4 134.8 163,6 163. 2 158. 8 158.5 
8-4 111. 3 110. 7 l 72. l 172. 6 134. 3 134. 8 158,6 15 8 .1 15 7 .1 156.7 
9-l 113.8 114.0 183 .o 183 .6 139,6 140.0 112. 9 172.2 167.4 167.l 
9-2 113. 7 113. 9 182.1 181,7 141,2 141,5 178,2 177 .4 112. 5 172. l 
9-3 113,0 113.0 l 78, B 178. 4 139. 9 140.2 177,l 176 ,5 171,2 170.9 
9-4 112,5 112. 7 176,6 177.l 138.5 138. 7 174. 7 174. 0 168. 3 167. 9 
9-5 112. 2 112. 4 l 75. 2 175. 7 137.4 137 .6 171,4 170 .8 163. 9 163. 5 
9-6 112 .o 112.3 174.9 175. 3 136. 6 136.8 167,5 167.l 160.8 150.4 
9-7 ll2,6 112. 7 177.3 177. 7 136.3 136,5 165. 8 165. 2 160. 2 159. 7 
9-8 113.3 113, 4 180, 9 181. 3 137.2 137 .4 167.3 166 .5 162,0 161.6 
10-1 114,0 114,0 187 .4 187.8 140. 6 140. 5 173. 3 174.0 162.8 l 62 .9 
10-2 113. 3 113. 2 183, 7 184,0 141,4 141,3 177, 7 178,l 168. 5 168.7 
10-3 112. 3 112. l 179. 2 179. 6 138.9 138,8 171.5 171. 7 15 9 .6 159.8 
10-4 112.B 112 .5 181.6 18 2 .o 137.8 137,7 167. 1 167. l 154.7 154,8 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 88.2 88. 4 88.6 88.6 90,4 90.5 90.5 90,5 90.7 90. 7 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 106.0 106. l 164. 8 165. 2 115. 4 ll5.6 128,0 128 .2 12 l .6 121,7 
BA TH Fll/10 TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90 .o 90.0 90.0 90,0 90.0 90. 0 90. 0 90.0 
AMMETE?. READING, I, AMPS 50,0 50. 0 loo. 0 100.0 l 00. 0 100.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS l,40 1,40 3,00 3. 00 3. 00 3.00 4.60 4,60 4.60 4.60 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 33. 23 33.23 33.23 33.23 109.90 109 .90 173.15 173,15 204, 37 204,37 
INLET PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0.498 o. 502 o. 350 o. 355 0.538 0.534 0.508 o.508 o. 628 0.630 
EXIT PRc S. TRDCR. OUTPUT ,MV 0 .202 0. 208 o. 211 0.209 o. 222 0.220 o. 219 0.222 0.216 0 .213 
INLET FLUID PRESSURc, PSIG 1. 6 4 1. 66 1.20 1.22 1. 78 1.77 1,70 1. 70 2. 01 2.02 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 0,86 a.es o.a8 o.s8 o. 90 0.90 o. 90 0.90 0,89 0,88 
--' 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F so. l 80. 2 81. l 81. 2 81.7 81 .9 82.8 82.9 s2. 1 82,4 _, 
RU~ NUMBER 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 45 l 462 m 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, .. F TEMP., F 
1-1 133 .1 133.2 128. 5 128. 8 146. 4 146.l 144.4 143.9 140.8 140.5 
1-2 140.2 140.3 136 .1 136.5 158.3 158.2 156.9 156.2 153. 3 153.1 
1-3 130.9 130.9 126. 9 127. l 143.7 143 .5 141.9 141.6 138.9 138.6 
l-4 125 .7 125.8 121. 6 121. 6 135, 8 135. 6 134.0 133.8 131.3 131.0 
2-1 142.9 142. 9 138.3 138.8 162.8 162.9 159.3 159. 3 155. l 155.3 
2-2 146.8 146. 8 142. 4 142. 9 169.5 169.7 166.0 165 .6 151. 7 161.9 
2-3 146.6 146.6 142.8 143.1 169.5 169. 7 166. 4 166.2 162.5 162,8 
2-4 142. 8 142. 7 139.1 139.4 163.3 163.3 160.0 160.l 1s1.o 156.9 
2•5 137.7 137.7 134. 0 134, 3 155. 4 155.5 152.2 152 .4 14808 149.1 
2-6 134.9 134,9 131.2 131.5 151. 3 151.3 148.2 148.5 144,9 1'4"5.2 
2-7 134. 5 134. 4 130. 7 131, 0 150.9 150.9 147 .5 147,1 144.5 144.7 
2-8 137.4 137.3 133. 2 133. 5 154. B 154.7 151.l 150. 7 147.8 148.0 
3-1 146.3 146,2 140,9 141,3 166,6 166.5 161, 7 161. 3 157. 5 157.5 
3-2 152. 6 152. 6 147, B 148. 2 177. 6 177.5 173.5 173.1 169.8 169.6 
3-3 144.2 144.2 139.6 139.9 163. 9 163.8 160.0 159. 7 156.6 156,7 
3-4 138. 8 138. 9 134,4 134.7 156.4 156.4 152.6 152. 3 149.l 149. 3 
4-1 152.0 152. l 146.5 146. 2 171. 3 171,3 168.4 168 .o 164.l 163.7 
4-2 158.l 158.l 153.5 153.3 184.0 184,4 181, 8 181. 2 177.2 176.7 
4-3 150. 6 151. 2 146.7 146. 7 172.5 172.6 110.2 169.7 165. 7 165. 5 
4-4 145,5 145.4 140.9 141; 0 163. 5 163.4 161•6 161.l 157.6 157.3 
5-1 156.9 157.l 151.4 151.8 179. 7 180.0 176. 7 176.3 112.1 111. 6 
5-2 161. 6 161. 7 157.3 157.6 18 8. 9 189.3 185 .9 185.3 181. 3 180. 8 
5-3 152.7 152.8 148.7 149. l 175. 2 175.5 171, 5 171,4 166.5 1~6.l 
S-4 149. l 149,3 145.1) 145.3 168.8 169.2 166. 3 165. 8 161, 9 161. 6 
6-1 160,5 160. 7 156. 3 156.2 180,3 180.2 178 .l 177.8 174.l 174, l 
6-2 164 .5 164.5 161.2 161. 2 189. 3 188. 9 187. 7 187. 6 l8lt.7 185.0 
6-3 155. 3 155, 4 152,2 152,2 174.0 173.5 112.5 172. 3 170.5 170.8 
6-4 151.8 151. 8 148. 7 148. 8 167. 6 167.3 166.9 166.8 l6lt.9 165. 2 
7-1 160.0 159.9 158.5 158,8 175. 2 175.0 161, 7 l6h9 '154.0 153.8 
7-2 164. 3 164. 2 163.4 163.6 183.6 183.5 174.5 174.8 171. l 171, l 
7-3 155.0 155,;0 154. 5 154. 6 169. 8 169.8 158.3 157.9 153.9 154.·2 
7-4 151 o 5 151 ,5 151.3 151.6 165, 0 165.1 151. 7 15 l. 3 144. 8 144.8 
8-1 159, 4 159. 8 152. 8 152. 8 169.6 169,6 166 .o 165,8 168,8 168. 7 
8-2 161.7 162,0 159.3 159. 1 177. 4 177.7 179. 0 178.8 178.s ! 78 ·" 
8-3 153.6 153,8 150. 7 150.5 161. 6 161.8 161. 6 16 l, 6 165. 1 165.l 
8-4 151. 3 151. 5 145. 8 145, 7 157.0 157.0 152.2 152.2 158,0 158. 2 
9-1 157.6 157,3 148.7 148.5 160. 7 160,8 168, 8 168. 8 157,6 157.5 
9-2 162. 8 162. 5 157.4 157.1 173,7 173.8 179,0 178. 6 168,8 168,4 
9-3 162.5 · 162. 2 160. l 159. 9 176. 9 176.9 181.2 180. 7 17:loB 110. 2 
9-4 159.8 159.4 157.6 157.3 112. 6 112. 5· 177. 5 177, 2 165.9 165.3 
9-5 155. 2 155. 6 151.1 151.0 162.7 162.6 168.5 168.5 155.6 155. 1 
9-6 151.9 152.1 144.9 144. 8 154. 9 154.9 161.0 161.0 148 .1 147.9 
9-7 151. 2 151.l 141.7 141.6 151, 3 151.4 158. 5 158.6 145. 0 144.9 
9-8 153. l 152. 8 142. 3 142. 2 152.5 152.5 160.6 160. 7 148.l 148. 0 
10-1 152.l 152.2 159.0 158. 9 175. 7 175.3 172, 4 172,2 164,7 154.3 
10-2 161.l 161.0 1&4.8 165. l 184.5 184.4 182.9 182. 6 174. 3 173,9 
10-.3 150.0 150. 0 157. 9 158. l 171.6 171 .5 168.6 168.4 162.l 161.9 
10-4 142 .9 142 .9. 151.7 151.5 163. 7 163. 5 161. 5 161.4 155.6 155.4 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.8 qo. a 90. 7 90.7 91. l 91.0 90.9 90. 8 90,7 90.7 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 115. 7 115. 5 110. 9 110, 9 120. 5 120.4 117.0 116 .a 114.2 114. 3 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90. 0 90. 0 90. 0 90.0 
AMMETER READ ING, 1, AMPS 150.0 150. 0 150.0 150.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200. 0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 4.60 4.60 4.60 4. 60 6. 10 6, 10 6.10 6 .10 6 .1.0 6.10 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 248. 05 248.05 295.09 295.09 366.09 366.09 411. 62 411. 62 455. 46 455,46 
INLET PRES. TROCR. OUTPUT,MV o.677 o. 671 o. 763 o. 761 0.959 o.957 1.179 1.102 1. 422 1.423 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0.206 0 .205 0.245 0.248 o. 448 0.443 0.632 0.631 0,828 0.826 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 2.18 2.16 2,41 2.41 2.94 2.93 3, 50 3. 50 4.12 4.12 
EXIl FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 0.86 o. 86 0.96 o. 97 1.67 1.65 2.23 2.23 2.51 2.81 ..... 
ROD~ TEMPERATURE, F 82. 7 82,8 83.5 83.6 84. 0 84. 0 84. 3 84.5 85.0 85.1 ..... 
RUN NUMBER 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 ""-.! 
THERMCCOUPLE 111.JMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-l 138. 6 138. 6 
1-2 151.3 151.2 
1-3 137. 0 136.9 
l-4 129.4 129. 5 
2-1 151.8 151.6 
2-2 158.3 158 .1 
2-3 159. 5 159.2 
2-4 153 .6 153.4 
2-5 145.8 145.7 
2-6 142. 2 142. l 
2-7 141 .0 141.6 
2-8 144. 9 144.7 
3-1 153.9 153. 6 
3-2 166.4 166 .1 
3-3 153 .4 153.3 
3-4 146.0 145.8 
4-l 161 .3 161. 3 
4-2 174.0 174. 0 
4-3 162. 7 162. 1 
4-4 155 .2 155.3 
5-l 168. 0 168. 2 
5-2 177,5 177. 8 
5-3 162.8 163.0 
5-4 158. 5 158. 6 
6-1 168.7 169.3 
6-2 181.4 181. 7 
6-3 168. 8 169. 0 
6-4 162.4 162.e 
7-1 156.8 156.7 
7-2 175. O 174. 8 
7-3 159 .o 158.6 
7-4 148. 3 148,0 
B-1 160. 4 160. 8 
8-2 167. l 167.5 
8-3 154. 0 154,2 
8-4 150.l 150.2 
9-l 158 .9 158.9 
9-2 169. 2 169. 3 
9-3 171.6 171.9 
9-4 167. 7 167.9 
9-5 158. 7 158. 4 
9-6 151.4 151. l 
9-7 149.0 148.7 
9-8 151. 4 151. 0 
10-1 147.7 147. 7 
10-2 162.6 162.5 
10-3 149. l 149. 0 
10-4 139.6 139. 6 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.8 90.9 
EX IT FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 111. 8 111. 8 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90 .o 90.0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 200. 0 200.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOL TS 6.10 6.10 
FLUlD FLCW RATE, LB/HR 501 .39 501. 39 
INLET PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1. 6 81 1.676 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV l.002 1. 003 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 4 .78 4.76 
EX IT FLU IO PRESSURE, P SIG 3.28 3. 28 _, 
RCCM TEMPERITURE, F 85.2 85. 3 _, 
RUN NUMBER 473 474 co 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP•, F TEMP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE~P., F 
1-1 131.4 131.4 179 .9 179.9 171. 2 171,2 128.4 128.6 131, 2 131,1 
1-2 147. 4 147. 4 212. 6 212, 8 203, 5 203,5 144 .o 144,3 147.o 146,8 
1-3 132,9 132.9 l 81, 8 182, 2 173, 9 173, 9 129,9 13 0.1 132,7 132,6 
1-4 123,9 123. 9 164,8 165.2 157,2 157.2 121.3 121, 5 123, 8 123,7 
2-1 144. 5 144. 6 212, l 212.4 201. 2 201, l 141,3 141 ,6 144,3 144,l 
2~2 155,2 155.3 236,4 236,6 223. 1 223.l 151, 5 151, 8 154,9 154,6 
2-3 159, 1 15 9, 1 239,5 239,9 228,3 228,2 154.8 155,l 158, 7 158. 4 
2-4 153,3 153,3 225, 3 225, 6 213, 1 213, l 148.6 148,8 152 .8 152,5 
2-5 145.2 145,2 209 ,6 209,9 196. 2 196, l 140, 5 140,6 144,9 144.5 
2-6 141, 7 141, 7 203, l 203,3 189,8 189,8 137,3 137,4 141. 4 141, l 
2-7 139 .o 139.l 198, 7 198, 9 186, 2 186,2 135,2 135,2 138.9 138, 4 
2-8 141. 8 141,9 205 ,4 205,6 193.7 193, 7 138,3 138, 4 141. 6 141,3 
3-1 153, 2 153, 4 225, 1 225. 7 188,5 188 ,6 145,7 145,7 152,4 152,3 
3-2 165,l 165,3 245,8 246.1 227, 9 227, 8 158, 4 158.4 164,0 164,0 
3-3 148, 5 148, 8 210.8 210,8 197,6 197 ,8 142,1 142, 1 147, 4 147.5 
3-4 144,8 145,.0 205, 5 2 05, 7 180,5 180,7 137,3 13 7 ,3 143,7 143,8 
4~1 152 .5 152,9 204,4 204,6 196, 1 196.0 143, 2 143.l 151,0 151 ,2 
4-'2 165. 3 165, 6 235,6 235,9 243,l 243,0 159,0 158.9 164, 1 164,2 
4-3 149, 2 149,2 202,6 202. 9 211. 0 211, l 147.2 147.1 148. 7 148,7 
4-4 144,8 144,9 192 ,4 192 ,8 190, 2 190, 2 140. 5 140,6 144, 1 144.l 
5-1 149. 8 149. 6 203, 3 203,2 217,6 21 7 .6 139,4 139 ,4 148,8 148, 8 
5-2 162 ,9 162,8 238,6 238. 7 238. 0 237, 7 159.3 159.3 162,6 162,7 
5-3 149,0 148.9 200 .9 200. 7 210. 3 210.2 145,l 145. 1 149. 0 149.0 
5-4 143. 5 143. 1 185, 5 185. 4 203.8 203.7 134,3 134,2 143,l 143,l 
6-1 148 ,5 148,7 247. 5 247.3 194. 2 194,2 151. 7 151. 8 147.8 H7,8 
6-2 163. 9 164,3 278. 9 278,8 234,7 234 .9 172, 5 172. 5 164.4 164.4 
6-3 152,1 152. 4 252, 2 252, 2 203. 5 203,4 163,5 163 .4 15 2. 7 152,9 
6-4 144.8 144.9 236,l 236.4 182. 5 182. 6 152, 2 152,l 144,8 144,9 
7-1 149. 9 149, 8 235,0 235.1 238.l 238 .5 144.8 144,6 147. 7 147,8 
7-2 162,0 161,8 249. 3 249. 2 262. 1 262, 0 162,5 162,3 161,3 161.4 
7-3 150,4 150.5 217.6 217 ,4 226. 8 226,9 152,8 152,7 149, 9 149. 9 
7-4 146. 0 146, l 212.0 212, 1 218. 8 218 .9 144 .1 144, l 144,8 144. 5 
8-1 148, 7 148 .8 237,1 237, 2 227. 2 227, 1 140, 3 139,8 146,3 146,2 
8-2 162.0 161,7 258.6 258,6 251,0 250 ,4 160.6 160. 2 160, 4 160,5 
8-3 148.6 148, 6 225, 4 225, 2 222.4 222 .5 145,7 145 .5 146,7 146,3 
8-4 144 .6 144.6 219,9 219,6 214, 5 214, 2 134, 7 134.5 142.4 142 .2 
9-1 160, 1 160. 2 236.6 236,2 224,9 224,9 150,2 150,3 157. 8 157.8 
9-2 167,4 167. 7 260,4 260,5 244.7 244,6 160.5 160.5 11, 4 .8 164,6 
9-3 172,1 172 ,4 275 .5 27 2 ,4 256.3 256,l 166. 8 166.5 170,5 170.4 
9-4 167. B 167. 8 266.3 266,2 244.l 244,0 162, 5 162, 1 166.7 166, 6 
9-5 161,2 161.0 251,2 251. 3 229. 2 229, 0 154,l 154 .1 160 .5 .160. 3 
9-6 156.0 156,0 236 .2 236.0 216. 9 216,5 146.4 146. 4 155, 1 154.8 
9-7 154.2 153. 9 227. 0 226.9 211. 3 211 .4 143.5 143,4 153.0 152. 8 
9-8 151> .1 156 .1 226,2 226. 1 214. 1 214,2 144,8 144.9 154,4 154,l 
10-1 164.o 165,2 258 .1 258.4 245,2 245 .2 156,l 155. 9 163, 4 163,4 
10-2 178,4 178. 6 277, 3 277. 8 266,9 267 .o 169,3 169 .o 177.3 177, 3 
10-3 166.9 166,9 243,8 244,l 234. 0 234.4 153. 0 152,7 166,3 166.3 
10-4 159,1 159, 2 234,3 234.7 222.1 221,9 145,7 145,6 156.2 15 a. 1 
INLET FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 90,3 90. 3 91, 3 91, 3 93, 5 93,5 90,6 90 ,6 90,2 90,3 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 112.6 112,9 146.6 146,7 137.1 137, 4 109, 9 109, 1 112. 5 112. 4 
BATH Fll)!O TEMPERATURE, F 90,0 90, 0 91,0 91,0 93.0 93 .o 90,0 90,0 90.0 90.0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 200.0 200,0 300. 0 300.0 300. 0 300,0 200,0 200.0 200.0 200.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 6,10 6,10 9,75 9,75 9. 70 9,70 6, l O 6,10 6.10 6,10 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 479.53 479.53 468, 10 468. 10 595,89 595.89 558,61 558,61 486,47 486, 47 
INLET PRES. TROCR, OUTPUT, MV 1 ,530 1,527 1,289 1,275 1. 886 1.864 2. 014 2. 016 1,553 l .55 5 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV o. 874 o. 870 o. 786 0.785 1,227 1.211 l, 268 1, 268 0. 916 o. 914 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 4, 38 4, 38 3. 77 3. 73 5.26 5,22 5,57 5 .5 7 4,46 4.46 
.EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 2.93 2,92 2.68 2.68 3. 83 3. 80 3. 93 3. 93 3.04 3,04 __, 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 83. 4 83. 6 84,5 84 ,6 85,2 8 5 .6 85,7 85.9 86.5 86, 5 __, 
RU~ NUMBER 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 I.O 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., 
1-1 134.1 134.0 136. 0 136. O 140. 8 140. 6 124.6 124. 6 129.8 129.9 
1-2 149. 8 149. 7 151 .B 151.9 156.5 15 6.4 134.5 134. 7 139. 6 139. 5 
1-3 135.5 135. 3 137.3 137. 5 141.8 141 .6 125.4 125. 5 130.0 130.l 
1-4 126.2 126 .1 127 .9 128.0 131. 7 131. 5 ll 8. 5 118. 7 123.0 123 .1 
2-1 147. 4 14 7. 2 149. 6 149.7 154.9 154.8 134.l 134. 3 140. 7 140.7 
2-2 158.3 158. l 160. 8 161. 0 167. 0 167.0 141.5 141.7 148.5 148.5 
2-3 162.5 162. 2 165 .1 165.3 111. 0 111. 0 144. l 144.3 150. 3 150.3 
2-4 156. 8 156. 6 159. 7 159.7 165.3 165 .3 140.8 140.9 146. 7 146. 7 
2-5 148.6 148.4 151. 4 151. 4 156. 7 156.7 135.3 135.4 141.2 141.2 
2-6 144.8 144.6 147.4 147.3 152.3 152. 3 132.3 l3 2. 3 138. l 13 8.1 
2-7 141. 7 141. 6 143.9 144. 0 148.5 148 .5 129.7 129. 7 135. 2 135. 2 
2-8 144.6 144.4 146.B 146. 9 151. 7 151. 7 131.9 132.0 138.0 138.0 
3-1 158. 0 158.0 161.l 161.3 167.9 167 .9 143.4 143. 4 150. 6 150.7 
3-2 170.8 170. 8 175. l 175. 2 182.4 182.4 152.l 152.0 158.9 158.9 
3-3 155.4 155 .4 159.9 160.1 167.4 167. 2 142. 6 142.5 149.l 149. l 
3-4 150. 8 150.8 154.5 154. 5 160.9 160 .8 138. 3 138. l 144.7 144.6 
4-1 163.l 163. 1 169. l 169. 1 176. 7 176.6 149.l 148 .9 157.0 156.8 
4-2 175.0 175.0 182 .3 182.3 190. 7 190. 6 157. 4 157.2 164.3 164.1 
4-3 159. 6 l 59. 6 167.1 167.2 175.2 17 5 .1 147.5 147.3 154. 2 154. 0 
4-4 156.2 156. l 162.7 162. 8 170. O 169. 9 144.0 143.9 15 0. 7 150. 4 
5-1 161.5 161.4 l 71.B 172.0 178.l 178. 5 154. 0 153.9 160. 4 160. 2 
5-2 172. 0 171. 9 181.7 1 Bl. 9 187 .4 187. 7 160.0 159.9 166. 3 166. 0 
5-3 155. 1 155.8 164.4 164. 5 170. 9 111.2 150.7 150.7 157.4 157 .1 
5-4 151.7 151.7 160 .4 160.6 167. 2 167. 7 147.9 147. 9 153. 2 152.8 
6-1 154.9 154. 7 154. 3 154. 3 167.2 167.2 153.l 153.l 151. 6 151. 7 
6-2 168.4 168 .3 169. 6 169. 9 181. 9 182. 0 162. B 162. 8 165.6 165 .8 
6-3 154.1 154. 0 15 3. 7 154.0 165.2 165 .5 155.1 155. 1 154. 7 154.8 
6-4 147.4 147. 3 145. 9 146. 0 157.0 157.0 148.3 148 .2 144.9 144.9 
7-1 151.8 151.7 150.5 150.5 160.3 160. 0 143. 4 143.2 158. 8 158.5 
7-2 166. 1 166. 2 166. ! 166.4 175.0 175.2 157.2 157.0 165. 5 166. 0 
7-3 150. l 150.6 147. 7 148. 1 156. 9 156.5 145.l 145.0 15 6. 3 156.8 
7-4 144.2 144.4 141.B 142.l 150.0 149.7 138. 0 137.9 15 3. 5 154.l 
8-] 157. 3 l 5 7. 6 160. 8 161.2 166.7 166.8 146 .9 147.0 160. 3 160 .• 5 
8-2 l 69.2 169.5 171.6 112. 1 180. 4 1 so. 6 154.2 154. 3 167. 4 167.6 
B-3 152.4 152.7 155. 7 155.6 166.8 167.1 144.3 144. 6 158. 8 159.0 
8-4 147. 6 147. 8 152. 7 152. 5 159.3 159.5 142.0 142.3 153.6 153.7 
9-1 164.8 164.5 111.2 171. 8 173. 3 173. 3 153. 5 153. 6 150. 7 150.6 
9-2 173.9 173. 4 179.B l 80.3 183.8 183 .9 158.8 158. 9 159. 7 159.6 
9-3 178.5 178. 0 182. 2 182. 0 189.0 189.2 159.8 159.9 1~2.2 162.l 
9-4 173 .2 173.5 175.7 175.4 184. 6 184. 7 156. l 156.l 157. 7 157. 7 
9-5 165. 7 165. 2 168.8 169.3 177 .9 178 .o 151.8 151. S 151.0 151. 0 
9-6 159.9 160. 2 164.l 164. 6 111.1 171.3 148.2 148.3 145.4 145.4 
9-7 157.7 158.0 162.7 1&3.0 167. 4 167. 8 147. 3 147.3 143.4 143. 3 
9-8 159. 8 160. 0 165.6 165. 9 168.5 168.9 149.6 149.6 145.3 145. 2 
10-1 168.2 167.9 177. 4 177. 3 185. 0 185. 2 158.3 158.4 153.2 153.0 
10-2 184. 9 185.1 188.D 187.8 194.3 194.4 164.7 164. 8 163. 4 163.2 
10-.3 173. 1 173. 4 173. 4 173. l 179.5 179.6 15&.3 156 .3 152.8 152.6 
10-4 161 .9 161.6 168.5 168. 9 174. 7 174.8 152. 2 15 2. 2 145.9 145.6 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.2 90.2 90.3 90.3 90.l 90 .o 90.0 90.0 90. 0 90.0 
EX IT FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 115.9 115. 8 118. 6 118. 8 125.0 125 .2 115.9 116. 2 124.3 124.2 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90 .o 90.0 90.0 90.0 90. 0 90.0 90. 0 90.0 90.0 90.0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 200. 0 zoo. 0 200.0 200 .o 200.0 200 .o 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 6.10 6. 10 6.10 6.10 6. 20 6.20 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 415.42 415.42 376.41 376.41 309.41 309.41 246. 56 246. 56 190. 2 8 190.28 
INLET PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1.209 1. 21 f 0.998 0.988 0.690 0 .686 0.510 0.504 0.461 o. 459 
EX IT PRES. TRDCR. OUT PUT, MV 0. 6 51 0 .657 0.471 o. 467 o. 255 0.250 0.101 0.0% D.105 0 .105 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 3.57 3.59 3.00 2 .98 2.20 2 .19 1. 71 1. 69 1. 55 1.55 
EX IT FLU ID PRESSURE, PS IG 2. 31 2.34 1. 74 1. 72 1. 04 l .oo 0.46 0 .40 0.47 o. 47 __, 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 86.5 86.6 84. 6 84. 8 86. 1 86.2 86.3 86. 3 85.9 86 .1 N 
RUN NUMBER 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 C) 
THERMOCOUPLE illlMBER TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP. , F TE'1P., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 134. 3 134. 4 115.4 ll5.4 132.9 132.8 102.0 101.8 123.4 123.6 
1-2 143.2 143.5 119. 3 ll 9. 2 130. 3 130.2 102 .2 102 .o 133 .5 133.6 
1-3 133.4 133.7 114 .8 114.8 126.4 126.4 101. 1 101.0 124. 2 124.3 
1-4 126. 5 126. 8 111. 7 111. 7 127.4 127.4 100.8 100. 7 117. 4 117. 5 
2-l 145.9 146.2 122. 3 122. 2 139. 3 139.3 10'+.0 104. 0 132.8 132 .9 
2-2 154. J 154.2 12 5 .1 125.0 138.4 138.6 104.2 104. 2 140. 2 l'+O. 3 
2-3 154.5 154. 6 124. 8 124. 7 134.8 134 .9 103.7 103. 7 143.0 143.1 
2-4 150.8 150.8 122.9 122.8 132. 2 132.4 103. l 103. l 139. 7 139.9 
2-5 145. 2 145.4 120.5 120.3 uo .8 130 .9 102.5 102. 5 134.0 134.2 
2-6 142.0 142. 5 119. 4 119. 3 130. 9 130.9 102.3 102.3 131.0 131. 2 
2-7 139.4 139.9 118.9 118. 7 133. 0 133. l 102. 7 102. 7 128.4 128.5 
2-8 142. 7 143. 1 120.6 120.5 136.2 136. 2 103.4 103.4 130. 6 130. 7 
3-1 154.6 154.9 126. 6 126. 3 145. 1 145. 0 105.4 105.4 141.9 142.0 
3-2 162.5 162 .9 129 .1 128.8 141.1 141.3 105.1 105. 2 150. 8 151. 0 
3-3 152. 9 153. 0 124.5 124.2 136.7 137.l 103.9 103.9 141. 2 141. 4 
3-4 147.8 147.9 123.0 122. 7 139. t: 13 9. 8 l 04. l 104. 2 136.8 137.1 
4-1 l 60. 9 161.0 130.2 129.9 151,3 151.3 106.7 106. 9 147. 5 147.8 
4-2 167.6 167. 7 132, 8 132. 7 147.7 l'+ 7 .6 106 .5 106. 6 156.0 156.3 
4-3 157 ,4 157.5 128.3 128.2 143.4 143.2 105. 4 105,5 146,0 1'+6 .4 
4-4 153. 8 153, 9 126.9 126.7 145.9 145 .6 105. 7 105. 8 142.5 142.8 
5-1 164.2 164. 4 132. 8 132. 5 158. 4 158.l 108.5 108.6 152.7 152.9 
5-2 167.9 167.9 13 4.4 134.1 154. 7 154. 6 108. l 108. l 158. 7 158.9 
5-3 158, 8 158. 7 129.6 129.4 150.l 150.0 107.0 107.l 149.l 149. 3 
5-4 156.2 156.1 128. 7 128. 5 153. 3 153.2 l 07.5 107.6 146,6 146.7 
6-1 155.0 155.l 133.5 133. l 166.0 _16 5. 7 110. 5 110.5 153. 0 153.l 
6-2 166. 7 166. 7 135.5 135.0 161.8 161.7 110 .o 110 .1 161 •. 4 161. 4 
6-3 153.8 153.8 131. l 130. 7 157. 5 157.4 109. 0 109.0 153 .6 153.6 
6-4 146.l 146.3 129.7 l 29. 3 159.9 159.9 109.3 109. 3 148. 3 148.l 
7-1 165.6 165. 7 131. 4 131. 5 171.9 171. 7 111.9 111.9 144.0 143.7 
7-Z 171. 7 171.8 135. 7 135.3 H,8. 2 168. 1 l ll. 6 111. 6 157.5 157.l 
7-3 162.3 162. 5 131.6 131 .5 164.l 164.0 110. 7 110. 8 145.9 145.6 
7-4 159. 6 159. 7 127. 7 127. 8 166.8 166.7 111.0 111.0 138 .4 138.2 
8-l 160.8 160.8 131. 8 131.2 179. 4 179. 3 113. 9 113. 9 141.3 14!. 3 
8-2 169. 3 169. 4 135.9 135.4 174.5 174.5 113.3 ll3.4 150.5 150. 3 
8-3 160. 7 160.7 131.3 130. 8 111. 0 111. O 112.5 112 .5 139 .5 139. 3 
8-4 154.4 l 54.3 129.l 129.2 173. 2 173.3 112. 6 112. 6 135. 8 135. 8 
9-1 173. l l 73. 0 138. 7 138.2 186.2 186.4 115 .6 115 .5 150.7 150. 5 
9-2 l 78 .5 178.5 141. 2 140. 6 185. 3 185.5 115.6 ll5. 7 155.4 155.l 
9-3 l 78.4 178.5 141.1 140.5 181. 2 181.3 114, 8 114. 9 156. 6 156.6 
9-4 174.3 174.5 139. 2 l 39. 6 178.5 178 .6 114.3 114.2 153.0 153.1 
9-5 l 70 .2 170.2 137.5 137. 7 111. 7 177. 8 114. 0 ll4. l 149. l 1'+9 .2 
9-6 166. 9 166.8 136.0 136.3 178.4 178 .6 114. 1 114. l 145. 7 145. 8 
9-7 165.3 165. 7 135. 0 134. 6 l 79. 6 179.8 114.0 ll4 .1 144.6 144.7 
9-8 166.7 166.7 13 6 .3 135,9 183. 6 183. 8 ll4. 8 114. 9 146.6 146.8 
10-1 180. 2 1 80. 6 142. l 141.6 190.9 191.0 116.5 116. 7 152, 9 153.0 
10-2 184.5 18 5. 1 144.5 144. 0 186. 5 186.7 116.l 116.2 160.5 160.6 
10-3 176.9 l 77 .2 140 .9 140.5 182.7 182. 8 115. 3 115.3 152. 9 153.0 
10-4 l 73. 9 174.l 138. 7 138.2 185. 7 185.8 115 .5 115 .6 148. 3 148.2 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 89.8 89.8 89.8 89. 9 89. 2 89. 2 89.l 89.1 90.l 90.l 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 130.1 130. 1 114.9 115.0 159.8 16 0 .1 106.3 106. l 114. 3 114. 4 
SHH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90. 0 90. 0 90. 0 90.0 90 .o 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 
AMMETER READING,!, AMPS 150.0 150.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 50. O 50. 0 150.0 150.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOL TS 4.75 4. 7 5 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1. 50 1. 50 4,70 4.70 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 162.36 162.36 10 5. 19 1 05. 19 34. 92 34.92 35.69 35.69 264.J? 264.07 
INLET PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV o.563 0.566 0 .563 o.565 o. 596 0.614 o. 651 0.680 o.495 0.489 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV 0.224 o. 228 o. 220 0.221 o. 384 0 .40 2 0. 339 o.366 o.02s 0.020 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PS JG 1.84 1.85 1.84 1. 85 1. 93 1.99 2.12 2 .19 1.6 3 1.62 
·EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 0.90 0.91 0.91 0 .91 1. 46 1.55 1. 2 9 1.42 o. 05 o. 04 __. 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 85. 3 85. 5 86.1 86. 2 87.0 87.0 86.8 86.7 84.8 85. 0 N 
RUN NUMBER 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 ..... 
THERMOCOUPLE NU"IBER TE MP., F TE"IP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE"IP., F T eMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
1-1 126.4 126 .4 129. 6 129. 7 133. 4 133. 5 139. 8 139. 4 113.3 113 .3 
1-2 l 3b. 4 13 6. 4 139.4 139.4 142.6 142.6 147.4 147.0 117. 4 11 7. 4 
1-3 121.1 127. 0 129.9 129. 9 132.9 132 .9 137.4 137 .1 113. l 113.1 
l-4 120.2 120.0 122.9 122.8 126.0 126.0 130. 9 130. 7 109. 9 109.9 
2~1 136. 8 136. 3 140. 6 140.5 145.0 144.9 152 .3 152 .o 120.2 120. 2 
2-2 144.6 144.0 148. 5 148. 4 153. 0 152.9 159.3 158.9 123.2 123.1 
2-3 147.l 147.2 150.3 150. 2 153.6 15 3.6 157. 8 157. 3 123. 3 123.3 
2-4 143. 6 143. 8 146.7 146.5 149.8 149.8 153 .8 153.3 121. 5 121. 5 
2-5 137.9 138 .1 141. 0 140. 9 144. 3 144.3 148.9 148.4 119.0 119 .o 
2-6 134.8 135.D 137.9 137.8 141.3 141.3 146.4 145. 9 117. 7 11 7. 8 
2-7 132. 1 132. 3 135.1 135. 0 13 8. 6 !38 .6 144.2 143.8 117.0 117. 0 
2-8 134.5 134.3 137.9 137.8 141. 6 141, 8 148. 3 147,9 118.6 118 .6 
3-1 146. 3 146. 6 150,4 150.3 154,0 154, l 157.9 157. 4 124.3 124.4 
3-2 154.7 155. O 158,4 158, 4 161, 8 161,8 165,0 164.5 127.2 127,3 
3-3 144,8 144.3 148,6 148,6 152,0 15 2. 1 155. O 154.7 122.6 122.8 
3-4 140, 3 140, 0 144.l 144.l 147.2 147,3 148,l 147,9 120.8 121, 1 
4-1 151.8 151.5 156. 4 156. 4 160, 0 160,2 158,6 158,6 127.4 127.7 
4-2 159,8 159,6 163 ,8 163.8 166,6 166.9 167,2 167. 0 130, 7 130. 9 
4-3 149. 8 149, 6 153,6 153, 7 156,5 156. 7 154.7 154.6 126,3 126. 5 
4-4 146,3 146.0 150.1 150, 2 152, 8 153.1 149.7 149.7 124.7 124.9 
5-1 156.6 156.2 159,9 160.0 162,9 163.2 165. 0 164, 7 131, 2 131, 4 
5-2 162.6 162. 2 165, 9 166. 0 167,2 167,5 169,0 168.6 133,3 133. 4 
5-3 153 ,5 153.1 156.9 157.0 158, 2 158,4 158. 9 158, 5 128,9 129,0 
5-4 150. 1 149, 9 152,6 152.6 154.9 15 5 .1 155. 7 155, 4 127, 8 127.9 
6-1 152,8 152. 7 151, 5 151. 4 153. 4 15 3. 4 163.2 163 .3 133,7 133.7 
6-2 165.0 164,9 165.6 165.5 165, 4 165, 2 171, 9 171, 8 136.2 136.l 
6-3 156, 6 156. 5 154,7 154,6 152,5 152 ,4 162 ,4 162 ,4 132. 3 132, l 
6-4 147.3 147.2 144. 7 144. 6 145. l 145, l 154.0 154 .o 13~ .2 130,2 
7-1 146. 7 146.7 158 .4 158, 1 164. 5 164.6 168.1 168, 0 131, 4 131. 3 
7-2 158,3 158. 3 165.2 165. 0 170.8 170 ,8 173 ,3 173 .1 136,6 136. 3 
7-3 146.4 146.4 156.0 155. 6 161. 5 161.4 164,l 164.0 132,3 132 .o 
1~4 141.1 141.2 153,3 152.9 158.4 158 .4 162.6 162. 7 127, 9 127. 5 
8-1 156.5 156. 5 160. l 159, 9 159,3 159.4 172.4 172, 6 129,2 128.9 
8-2 162.7 162.6 167,3 167.0 168, 3 168,3 177. 2 177,4 134,9 134.5 
8-3 153.9 153. 9 158.6 158.3 159,2 159 .2 169,4 169, 5 129. 5 120, 3 
8-4 151,0 151, 0 153.1 152, 8 152, l 152.0 166,8 166.9 125,0 125.6 
9-1 157.2 157.4 150 ,5 150,8 162, 6 162, 7 184. 4 184.6 135,8 135.4 
9-2 163, 0 163, 3 159. 7 160.0 168.6 168.6 189,5 189 .8 138. 0 137. 6 
9-3 163,6 163, 9 162. 2 162, 4 168, 8 168, 8 187.5 187,6 137 .8 137.5 
9-4 159. 5 159.6 157.7 157.8 164,4 164,4 183. 6 18 3. 7 135, 9 135. 6 
9-5 155. 2 155. 2 150. 9 151. 0 159,9 160,l 181.3 18 l .4 134,l 133. 8 
9-6 151, l 151.l 145. 3 145. 3 l 56, 4 156,7 l 79. 8 180.l 132.6 132 ,4 
9-7 149,6 149.7 143,2 143,3 155.5 155,8 178.2 178. 5 131, 8 131,7 
9-8 152.3 152. 4 145, l 145. 2 158,2 158 .5 179.3 l79. 7 133.2 133.o 
10-l 160.2 160 .2 152,6 152,5 l 75, 5 175. 6 190, 3 190, 7 137.6 137 ,6 
10-2 166.5 166, 5 163, l 163.0 180.7 180, 7 192, 7 192.6 140, l 140, l 
10-3 158, l 158. 1 152, 3 152, 2 171, 8 172,2 185,9 186,l 136 .1 l3e,2 
10-4 152,9 152.8 145.4 145,l 16 8. l 167, 9 184. 4 184, 8 134,0 134.0 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 89,8 89. 9 89.9 89.9 90.0 90.0 89,9 89.8 89.4 89.4 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 117. 7 117.8 123. 6 123,6 12 8. 6 128, 4 136.3 136 ,5 112,5 112.4 
BATH FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90 .o 90,0 90.0 90,0 90,0 90, 0 90. 0 90,0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 150.0 150. 0 150.0 150,0 150.0 150 ,0 150 .o 150.0 100.0 100, 0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 4.70 4.70 4.70 4. 70 4, 70 4.70 4,70 4, 70 3,00 3.00 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 222,60 222.<>0 192,35 192.35 l 63. 00 16 3 ,00 135,21 135,21 ll 8, 56 118, 56 
INLET PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT,MV o.549 o. 548 o. 562 o. 562 0,575 0.576 0.549 0.548 0,553 o.549 
EXIT PRES, TRDCR, OUT PUT ,MV 0 .134 0 .130 0, 183 0 .!Bl o. 225 0,230 o. 236 0.240 O. l 91 0 .185 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 1.79 1. 79 1.85 l. 85 l,88 1.88 l,79 1.79 l.83 l.79 
EXIT FLLJID PRESSURE, PS !G o.56 0,55 o. 77 o. 77 o. 90 0,91 0.93 0,94 3.79 0,78 --' 
ROOM TEMPERATURE, F 86.6 86.8 87 .6 87.9 88. l 88. l 87, 8 87.8 84.6 84,8 N 
RUN NUMBER 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 N 
TH~RMCCOUPLE NUMB~R TEMP., F T F.MP •, F TEMP•• F T E'1P •, F TEMP., F TE'1P., F TE MP. , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., 
1-1 118.2 118. 6 125. 0 12 5. 0 131.0 13 0 .9 100 .1 100 .3 103. 7 103.9 
1-2 121.2 121.5 125.4 125. 4 129. 0 12 8. 9 100. 6 100.8 102.9 l 03 .o 
1-3 116. 8 117,0 121.3 121.3 125.l 125 .o 99.5 99,7 101. 7 101. 9 
l-4 114.2 114.5 120. l 12 o. l 125.6 12 5 .5 99.l 99.2 l 02. 3 102. 4 
2-1 124.l 124.3 129.4 129.6 136. 5 136.2 101. 8 l 02. 0 l 06 .9 109 ,1 
2-2 126, 6 126, 8 130,7 131.0 136.0 135. 7 102.3 102. 6 108.6 109.0 
2-3 125.7 125. 9 128. 5 128. 9 132.8 132 .4 l 01.9 102 .2 107.9 108 .1 
2-4 123.7 123,9 126.4 126. 7 130.4 130. 0 l 01. 3 101, 5 107.l 107. 4 
2-5 121. 4 121. 5 124,4 124. 7 128.8 128.4 100, 7 100 .9 106.7 107.0 
2-6 120 .4 120.5 123.6 123. 9 12 a. 7 12 8. 3 1 oo.5 100.6 106.6 107 .o 
2-7 120.2 120.2 l 24 .2 124 .5 130. 7 130,2 100. 5 100, 6 107. 2 107.6 
2-8 122.2 122. 3 126. 8 121. l 133.6 13 3 .2 101.2 10 l. 3 108. l 108.4 
3-1 126.6 126. 7 132. 4 132. 7 141.2 141. 4 l 03. 0 102. 9 113. 9 114. 3 
3-2 12 9. 5 129.5 131.b 131. 8 137 .3 137.5 103.2. 103. 2 113. l 113. 4 
3-3 124.6 124. 6 127. l 127. 3 132.9 133 .2 102.0 101. 9 111.9 112. 3 
3-4 122 .5 122.6 127. 7 127. 8 135. 7 13 5. 8 l 01. 9 101. 8 ll 2 .6 112 .9 
4-1 128. 3 12 8. 2 136,0 136.2 146.0 146.l 104. 2 104. 2 118. 8 119, 2 
4-2 132, 6 132, 7 135. l 135. Z 142.4 142. 7 l 04. 5 104.4 118 .2 118.6 
4-3 128.4 128.3 13 l .o 131.0 138.3 138.7 103. 5 103. 3 11 7. l 117.5 
4-4 125, 2 12 5. l 132.3 132.4 140.7 141 .1 103.6 10 3. 2 117. 7 118. 0 
5-1 128 .o 127 .8 140. 4 140. 5 151. 3 15 o. 8 106. 2 105.9 123.9 124,4 
5-2 131, 8 131. 6 138.8 138 .8 147.8 148 .1 106. 2 10 5. 8 123. 3 12 3. 8 
5-3 12 5. 9 125. 7 l 35. 4 13 5. 3 143.3 143.0 105 .o 104. 7 122.0 122. 4 
5-4 123 .5 123.3 136,9 136. 9 146. 5 146.2 l 05. 2 10 5. 0 122.9 12 3. 3 
6-l 132.6 132. 7 143, 1 l '+3 .1 157. 5 157 .6 107.9 107. 6 129. 4 12 9. 8 
6-2 136.4 136, 6 143. 3 143.4 153.5 153.8 107.9 107.6 128.7 129. l 
6-3 132 ,9 132.9 138.7 139.l 149.2 149.5 l 06. 9 106.8 12 7. 7 12e.o 
6-4 130. 2 130. 2 138.5 138. 7 151.8 152 .o 106.9 106. 7 12 8. l 12 s. 4 
7-1 136.5 136. 6 145. 8 145. 9 162. 2 162.3 109.0 108.8 133.6 133,9 
7-2 139.0 139.0 145 .1 145.l 158. 6 158.6 109. l 108.9 133.2 133.4 
7-3 134. 9 135. l 142.2 142.3 154.5 154.7 108.3 108 .o 132. 2 132. 4 
7-4 133.5 133.7 143.l 143. 3 157, 3 157.5 l 08 .2 108.0 132.8 133.0 
8-1 141.7 141.8 150 .2 150.4 168.2 168 .3 11 o. 6 110. 5 139. 2 l 39. 6 
8-2 143. 0 143. l 148. 7 148. 8 163.5 163 .8 110 .6 110 .4 138. 2 138.5 
8-3 139.8 139.8 145.8 145. 9 160. 0 16 o. 3 109. 8 l 09. 7 137 .4 137. 7 
8-4 138.3 138.4 146 .z 146.4 162.2 162 .6 109.6 109. 4 137. 6 137.9 
9-1 145.8 145. 8 155. 6 155. 8 173.5 173 .2 112.0 111 .9 144.J 144. 4 
9-2 148.0 148.0 156.3 156.5 112. 8 112. 6 l!2. 4 112. 2 143.8 144,2 
9-3 146. 8 146. 8 153. 3 l 53. 6 168.6 168. 5 111.8 111. 7 143.0 143.3 
9-4 145.0 145.0 150. 9 151. l 165. 8 165.7 111. 2 111 .2 142.3 142,5 
9-5 144.0 144. l 150 .1 15(). 2 16 5. l 165, l 111.0 11 o. 9 g2. 2 142,4 
9-6 143.l 143. l 150.6 150.7 166.0 H6 .2 111 .o 110 .8 142. 3 142. 6 
9-7 141 .9 142 .o 150.b 150. 8 167. 2 16 7. 2 110.8 110. 7 142.2 142 .4 
9-8 143.3 143 .3 15 2 .9 15 3. l 170. 8 170.9 111. 4 ll l. 3 143.4 143.6 
10-1 148. 9 148. 9 156. l 15 5. 8 l 77. 0 177 .1 113 .1 113.0 146.9 147.0 
10-2 149.9 149.8 156.3 156. 5 l 72. 8 112. 9 113. 0 112. 7 146.2 146.4 
10-3 146. 8 146.6 152.6 152.9 169.0 169 .2 112. l 111. 9 145. 4 145,7 
10-4 144.9 144. 7 151.l 150. 9 l 71. 9 172, l 112.l 111 .9 145.8 146.l 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 89.4 89.4 89.4 89.3 89. 0 88. 9 88. 7 88.7 86.9 86.9 
EX IT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 118. 7 118, 8 127.7 127. 8 147.9 147. 7 102. 6 10 2. 5 13 5. 7 135. 9 
BATH FLU'IO TEMPERATURE, F 90.0 90.0 90.0 90. 0 90. 0 90.0 90,0 90,0 90.0 90.0 
AMMETER. READING,!, AMPS 100.0 l oo.o l ()0 .o 100.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 50. 0 50,0 50.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOL TS 3. 00 3. 00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.40 1.40 1. 40 1. 40 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/ HR 88,59 88 .59 66,59 66. 59 43. 13 43.13 43.22 43.22 11.54 11. 54 
INLET PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV o. 5 87 0.592 O.<t57 0 .459 0.542 o.548 o. 602 o. 603 0, 574 o.568 
!:X IT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 0.255 o. 256 0.160 o. 160 0.280 0.292 0.211 0.276 0.310 0.309 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PS IG l .9 2 l .9 3 1. 5 5 1.55 1. 78 1.79 1. 9 8 1.98 1.87 1.85 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PS!G 1.05 1, 05 o.69 0.69 1.12 l .15 1.11 1. 11 1,23 1.23 
ROC~ TEMPERATURE, F 85,8 85. 8 86. 3 86. 3 86. 4 86.3 85.8 85.7 85.6 85.6 N 
RUN NUMBER 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 w 
T~ERMOCOUPLE NUMBER T~MP ., F TEMP. , F TEMP., F TE~P., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE~P., F TE~P., F 
1-1 136.4 136.4 148 .o 148.3 143. 9 143.9 153.l 153,0 149. 0 149. 0 
1-2 151. 7 151, 8 l 70. 5 l 70, 6 165. 9 165,9 169.7 169 ,4 164.6 164. 7 
1-3 137.7 137 .9 150.8 151. 0 146, 4 146.4 155.l 154.9 150. 2 150.3 
1-4 129.2 129.2 l38, 7 138.8 135.0 134.9 145.9 145.7 141. 8 141.8 
2-1 143. 5 143. 6 15 5. 1 15 5. 0 148.9 148.6 158.2 157.9 153.0 153. l 
2-2 153.5 153.8 170.0 169.9_ 162. 8 16 2. 5 170. l l 70. 0 163.2 163.2 
2-3 157. 8 15 8. 1 177.4 177.4 169.l 168. 7 176.l 176. l 166. 3 168.2 
2-4 152.4 152. 3 lo9. 1 169. 8 l 60. 8 160.4 170.7 170.7 16 3. 2 162.9 
2-5 143. 7 144.4 157.7 157 ,8 149.3 149.0 161. 4 161.5 155.2 154.9 
2-6 139.9 139. 8 152.2 152.7 144.6 144. l 156.3 156.5 151.5 151. 2 
2-7 137.2 137.4 147. 3 147. 5 140. l 140. 4 151.5 151 .9 148.J 147,9 
2-8 140.4 140.5 151 ,2 151.3 144. 5 144.5 154. 9 154. 9 150. 5 150.5 
3-1 144. 8 144. 5 158. l 15 8. 1 154.3 153 .9 164.5 164.2 160. 3 160. l 
3-2 160,6 161.0 181.3 181. l 175. 0 174.7 181.9 181.6 173.8 173,4 
3-3 146. 5 146.9 160, 1 160. 5 l 54. 2 153.B 168. l 167.7 158. 7 158. t. 
3-4 139,l 139. 4 150, 6 150. 7 145,5 145,6 159.7 159 .4 154.3 154. 1 
4-1 147,0 147.2 161.7 16 l. 4 l 54. 0 154. 0 165. 4 165.2 160. l 160 .1 
4-2 l 63. 6 163. 6 186.1 l 86. 2 177 .1 177 .2 185.9 185.6 175. 8 175.5 
4-3 l 50. 3 150. 2 166. 9 166. 8 159. l 159.2 173.2 l 73 .5 152 .9 H,2.6 
4-4 142. 9 143.3 156,4 156.6 150.1 149,9 163. 2 163.2 157.2 157.l 
5-1 151. 3 151. 6 169, 8 l 70 .l 159.4 159. 2 l 77. 8 177. 7 163. 3 163, 0 
5-2 166.0 166.0 J.89. 2 189. 4 l 80. 5 180. 7 192 .4 192.9 180.2 179.5 
5-3 152. 5 152,7 169.4 170 .2 162. 2 162 .4 179.3 l 79. 8 168. 0 167.4 
5-4 145. 7 145. 5 160. 6 16 l. 5 152.7 152 .6 173 .4 173.9 160. 3 160. l 
6-1 153 .5 153.0 172. 8 172. 1 166. l 166.3 183.l 183.4 111.s 1 71. 7 
6-2 168.8 168.5 192 .6 192.4 186. 3 186. l 194. 6 194,9 186. l 186.0 
6-3 154. 7 154. 8 1 72. 2 l 12. 5 166.6 166.4 179 .9 180.0 173. 3 173. l 
6-4 147 .1 147.l 163.8 164.3 158. 7 158. 9 l 76. l 176.l 168.4 168.l 
7-1 154.5 154. 4 l 73.2 l 73 .5 166.9 166 .4 172. 2 172. 3 112. 7 172. 4 
7-2 169.3 169. 1 195. l 195, 2 186, 0 185. 9 195.0 194,B 186.5 186,3 
7-3 154. 5 154.9 177 ,6 177 .3 164.6 164,6 180, l 179. ~ 172, 6 172.7 
7-4 147, 9 148, 0 169.2 169.l 158.4 158 .5 166.7 166 .4 167. 4 167. 1 
8-1 155,3 155,l l 76, 3 176. l 169, 8 169. 9 175.0 175.l 178.5 178.9 
8-2 170.0 170.l 197.4 197,6 188, 7 188 ,9 192. 3 192. 7 191, 3 191. 5 
8-3 156, 2 156. 5 l 78. 4 178. 2 169,4 169.4 178.2 178 .6 176,4 178, 6 
8-4 149 ,5 149.6 169.5 169. 3 162, 7 162,4 170,3 170.3 174,l 174,4 
9-1 157. 4 157 ,5 180.3 180.l 169,8 169. 7 186.6 186, 7 167, 9 167.8 
9-2 166.5 166. 9 191,5 191, 2 181.4 181 .2 194,9 194,9 178. 3 178,5 
9-3 172.0 172.3 200,l 199,9 190, 5 189,8 196. 8 197. 0 187. 6 187,6 
9-4 167.l 167, 2 193,5 193 .2 184.6 184 .4 189,3 189, 7 184. 6 184.5 
9-5 159 ,9 160. 3 182, 9 183, 3 174. 5 174. l 181. 5 181.8 177 ,2 177, 5 
9-6 153,8 153.8 175.l 175.3 166. 7 166, 2 176, 5 176.6 168,6 168, 5 
9-7 151. 5 151. 7 172,0 172, l 162,8 162.6 l 75.8 175 ,9 163,8 163, 6 
9~8 153,7 153.7 l 73, 9 174, 2 163. 9 163.9 180, l 180.2 1&4.0 164,0 
10-1 160.2 160.3 180,3 180.3 172. 6 172, l 184. 5 184. 3 176, l 176.0 
10-2 173, 3 173, l 200.2 200, l 188,8 188,6 195,8 19 5. 7 191.3 191. 0 
10-3 160 .9 160.9 181,9 182. 2 169. 2 169. 3 180, 4 180.4 179, 7 179.6 
lv-4 152,6 152 .4 171,4 171.4 162, 7 162 ,9 174,5 174. 5 172, 4 112.2 
INLET FLU ID TEMPERATURE, F 101.2 101, 2 104. 2 104. 2 l 04. 7 104,6 118 .6 ll 8. 7 ll9, l 119. 0 
EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 118, 7 118 .8 123.6 123.6 119, c ll9. 6 136, 7 136,9 132 .2 132.0 
BATH FLUID TEMP~RATURE, F 98,5 98. 5 101,0 l 01 .o 101,0 10 l ,0 119.0 ll9,5 120.0 120.0 
AMMETER REACING, I, AMPS 200 .o 200,0 250, 0 250, 0 2 50. 0 25 o. 0 200.0 200.0 200,0 200.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 6.10 6,10 7. 7 0 7.70 7, 70 1. 70 6.10 6.10 6, 10 6.10 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 600. 48 600,48 864. 72 864 • 72 1120. 32 1120, 32 594, 72 594, 72 824,76 824.76 
INLET PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1.511 1. 5 22 2,489 2. 479 3. 489 3.529 1.1 75 l .179 1.893 1.895 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR, OUTPUT ,MV 0.744 0.786 1 ,506 1.518 2. 284 2,286 o. 472 o. 478 o. 980 0.982 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 4.35 4,37 6, 69 6, 66 9. 07 9 ,1 7 3,49 3,51 5,72 5,27 
EXIT FLUID PR•SSURE, PSIG 2,56 2,69 4.52 4, 55 6, 38 6.40 1.74 1,76 3.22 3,22 
ROOM TEMPERA TUR~, F 82,6 83,l 85.3 85,4 86,0 86,l 83.9 84. 2 84,4 84.3 N 
RUN NUMBER 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 3&0 361 ..i::,. 
THERMOCOUPLE NUMBER TE MP., F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP,, F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE MP, , F TEMP., F 
l-l 155.3 l 55. 3 150.8 l 50. 9 160. 6 160.9 158 .1 15 8 .3 169.7 169.7 
1-2 l 7l.4 l 7l .4 166.2 166 .4 183.9 184, l 180. 8 181.1 200. 6 200.8 
1-3 157. l 157. l 152.5 152. 6 163.2 163 .4 160.4 160 .6 172.7 172. 8 
l-4 148,l 148.0 144. 2 144. 3 151. 8 151,9 149.9 150.0 159.6 159.6 
2-1 160.3 160.4 153.7 154.0 161.5 161. 7 158.3 158. 4 110. 2 170. 2 
2-2 111. 6 111. 6 163. 7 163. 8 176.8 177 .1 173.2 173.5 190.7 190.8 
2-3 177.l 176 .8 168,9 169. 3 184. 4 184.6 180. 9 181. 1 201.1 201.2 
2-4 111. 4 l7l. 4 164.0 l 64.3 175.2 175 .6 l7l.6 l7l. 7 187.9 187. 9 
2-5 162.7 162. 7 155. 9 l 56. 0 165. 8 166.l 159.4 159.6 l7l .6 111. 7 
2-6 158.5 158.l 152 .2 152.3 l 57. 4 157.7 154. 4 154.5 165. o 165.0 
2-7 154.4 l 54. 3 149.0 149.0 153.l 153.4 l 50 .5 150 .6 159.9 160. 0 
2-8 157.4 157. 4 151.4 151. 5 157. 8 157.6 154.4 154.5 16 5. l l.65.1 
3-1 164. l 164.0 159 .6 159 .6 l 7l. 7 112.0 l 65. 1 165. 3 175. 9 176.2 
3-2 180,l 180. l 174.2 l 74. 2 192.2 192,0 187.1 187 .s 206.7 206.8 
3-3 l 65 .5 165.3 159.5 159. 5 171. 5 111. 6 163.2 163. 4 176.6 176.7 
3-4 l 57.6 157.7 153.7 153 .6 164.5 164. 7 155.1 155. 4 165. 9 165. 9 
4-l 166. 8 lE,6. 6 160. 8 160. 2 l 71.4 l 71 .5 167.0 167. l 175,2 175.l 
4-2 184 .4 184.4 177.0 176.5 193. 7 193.9 190. 6 190. 5 208.4 208.4 
4-3 170. 2 170. 6 164.0 163.9 171,6 171,7 167,5 167. 5 180, 8 180,8 
4-4 162,2 161. 9 158, 2 158. 0 164. 8 164. 8 159.2 159.2 16 9 .5 169. 3 
5-1 173,l 173.5 164 ,5 164.7 l 81. 6 181, 7 l 74. 9 l 75. l 188.6 188.6 
5-2 187. 3 187. 4 179.4 180.0 199.l 198 .9 193 ,2 19 3.4 214,5 214. 5 
5-3 173,0 173. 2 166, 8 167, 1 180, 3 180, 3 169.2 169 ,4 188, 7 188,9 
5-4 167,9 167,7 160 .6 160,7 174, 1 174,0 162. 6 162. 7 179, 7 179, 8 
6-1 l 75, 6 l 75. 8 170.2 l 70. 2 182, 9 183 .1 181,4 18 l. 8 19 5. l l 95. 3 
6-2 189,9 190 .2 183.9 184. 0 205. l 205.l 199,9 200,3 225,l 22 5 .1 
6-3 175.4 175,9 170.3 170. 2 l 85 .5 185 .4 178. 3 l 78. 5 198. 2 198.2 
6-4 l 68. 2 168. 2 166. o 165. 9 175. 7 175 ,9 l 7 2.0 172. 3 186.l 186.2 
7-l 1 74. 7 174. 7 171.4 111. 5 185. 9 185. 9 178. 3 178.l 188.5 188,5 
7-2 19 l. 2 l 91. 2 184.9 185.3 206.3 206 .2 195.9 195. 7 221,8 22 2. 3 
7-3 178.1 l 77. 9 l 71. l 111. 5 l 88. 0 188.0 176.9 177 .o 193.7 194.1 
7-4 170,3 170.5 166.9 166,9 180. 8 180.7 l 71. 3 l 71, 5 l 79. 8 180,1 
8-l l 77. 6 177. 8 174.6 174.5 183.6 18 3. 8 l 85 ,5 18 5 .8 193. 7 194. l 
8-2 19.2. 7 192.7 186. 9 188. 4 205, 6 205.5 201.4 201 .2 222.s 222.4 
8-3 179.6 179,4 175.7 175.7 186.9 186.4 180,9 180.6 192, 2 l 91. 9 
8-4 171.9 112.1 110. 8 l 70, 9 176,6 176,5 l 74 .6 174,4 182, 2 182,2 
9-l 182,4 182.6 l 74. 0 l74. 4 l 84. 6 184.6 l 72.9 112. 8 194.9 194,9 
9-2 l 90.2 190. 4 182.9 183,2 197.8 197 .5 183,6 183. 9 212, 8 212,6 
9-3 194. 9 l 9 5. 0 189. 6 190, 0 207.9 207.5 196.0 196. 3 224.2 224,l 
9-4 189.8 189 .9 185.4 185.5 202. 8 202.6 191, l 191,5 212.2 212, l 
9-5 182. l 182. 6 178.8 l 79.0 192.7 192 .5 182,6 182.5 196. 9 197. 1 
9-6 176,4 176.5 173. l 173. 4 183.3 183.4 l73,6 173 .8 186.0 185. 9 
9-7 173.9 173.7 169. 7 l70 .o l 78. 6 178. 0 167. 3 167. 2 182,9 183.1 
9-8 l 78. l l 76. 1 170.4 1 70.5 179.0 179 .o 169, l 169 .o 186. l 185, 7 
10-1 183.0 183. l 118. 3 l 78. 4 187, 3 187.l 175,8 175.7 20 l .3 201. 2 
10-2 196. l 196.2 191 .3 l9l. 3 205. 9 206.0 200. 7 200. 6 225, 0 224.7 
10-3 182. 6 182. 5 179.3 l 79. 6 l8l.9 l 81 .8 163,l 18 3 .1 197.8 197. 6 
10-4 175,2 175,2 173. 2 l 73. 4 l 75. 8 l 76. 0 167. 7 167.6 185.6 185.9 
INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 121.4 121.4 l 21. 7 121. 9 121.8 122. l 122,8 122. 8 123. 3 123.2 
EX IT FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 139 .1 139, 0 134.6 l 34. 7 137.2 13 7 .6 135. 3 135. 2 138,6 138.6 
BATII FLUID TEMPERATURE, F 120 .o 120 .o 120.0 120.0 120, 0 120.0 120. o 120.0 120.0 120.0 
AMMETER READING, I, AMPS 200. 0 200. 0 200. 0 200.0 250.0 250 .o 250.0 250.0 300.0 300.0 
VOLTMETER READING,V, VOLTS 6.10 6. 10 6. l O 6. l O 1. 75 1. 75 7.75 7.75 9.50 9. 50 
FLUID FLOW RATE, LB/HR 604.44 604.44 823,32 823,32 1113.12 lll3.l2 1361.16 1361.16 1633.68 1633,68 
INLET PRES, TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV 1.206 1. 219 2.011 2. 012 3. 088 3.083 4.363 4,340 5.954 5, 716 
EXIT PRES. TRDCR. OUTPUT,MV o. 5 21 0.518 l, 140 l, 134 1. 963 l.954 2.849 2.742 4.106 3. 694 
INLET FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG 3,57 3.59 5,56 5.56 8. 12 8.11 11.18 11. 11 l 5. l 8 14.44 
EXIT FLUID PRESSURE, PSIG l.93 l. 91 3, 61 3. 59 5. 62 5.60 7. 72 7.46 l0,76 10,24 
ROCM TEMPERATURE, F 86.9 01 .o 87.6 87,8 87. 6 87.9 89.6 89. 7 90 .1 90,5 N 
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EMF GENERATED BY THERMOCOUPLE 1, MV-
Fi gure 18. Calibration Curve for the Conax Thermocouple Used 
to Measure the Temperature of the Inlet Fluid 




































2 3 4 5 6 
EMF GENERATED BY THERMOCOUPLE 2,MV --
Figure 19" Calibration Curve for the Conax Thermocouple Used 
to Measure the Temperature of the Exit Fluid 
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REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, °F----
Figure 20. Calibration Curve for.the Brooklyn 11 P-M 11 Thennometer 












































Figure 21. Calibration Curve for the Brooklyn 11 P-M'1 Thermometer 









GALIBRATION DATA FOR GONAX THERMOCOUPLES 
OBTAIN~D DURING IN-~ITU CAL.IBRATION 




Thermocoup 1. e Temperature Correction 
Location OF, OF 
Inlet 21.0.6 -0.550 
Exit· 210.4 -0.548 
Inlet 210.4 -0.543 









1. For the 9.99-inch coil, the inlet thermocouple was .. located 
32 in. upstream from the inlet electrode and the exit 1;hermo-
coupl~ was located 10 in. downstream from the exit electrode. 
2. For the 20.64-inch coil, the inlet thermocou,ple was located 
31 in. upstream from the inlet .electrode and the exit ~hermo-
cquple was located 11 in. d_ownstream from the exit electrode. 
3. The sat.urated steam temperature was det.ermined from the Steam 
Tables (3) at the absolute pressure of steam at the indicated 
location. · · 
4. The thermocouple corrections given above are the average· 
calculated values and shquld not be construed to indicate ~he· 
precision of the temperature measurement. The temperatures 
were measured with a precision of O. 1 ° F. 
5. The temperature corrections given above were the correcr4i qns . 
required to be added to the temperature indicated by the 
thermocouples when low pressure saturated s~eam was bled. 
through the coil. 
Thermocouple 
Station 
Number 1 2 
TABLE XI 
CAL.IBRATION DATA FOR SURFACE THERMOCOUPLES 
ON THE 9.99 lNCH DIAMETER COIL 
Temperature Correction, °F 
Peripheral Location 






















































0. 1548 1.0215 
1. The temperature corrections indicated above were the corrections required to be added to the 
temperature indicated by the thermocouples when low pressure saturated steam was bled through 
the coil. 
2. The temperature corrections are the computed arithmetic average of the correcti. ons after 3, 6 
and 12 hours of continuous operation. 
3. Temperatures were measured with a precision of O.l°F, The precision qf the temperature correc-
tions given above results from the calculation of the corrections and should not be construed 




























CALIBRATION DATA FOR SURFACE THERMOCOUPLES 
ON THE 20.64 INCH DIAMETER COIL 
Temperature Correction,_ ° F 
Peripheral Location 
2 3 4 5 
0.6338 0.8505 
0.6110 0.5943 0.5277 1. 1777 
0.4548 0.4215 
l .1_653 o.~302 
1.0925 1.6592 
1.2967 1. 4197 
1.0635 0.5468 
0.7407 0.6740 
0.7178 0.9678 1. 1345 0.761~ 
0. 9510 1. 7010 
Same as for Table XI. 
6 7 
0.6505 





























TABLE XI II 
CALIBRATION DATA FOR PRES$URE 
TRANSDVCERS 







5. 778 5.595 
7 .807 7.550 
9. 847 · 9.515 
11. 883 11. 524 
13.946 13.527 
16.177 15.675 
18. 207 17.697 
20.415 19. 855 
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TABLE XIV 
CALIBRATION DATA FOR ROTAMETER 1 
FOR DISTILLED WATER 
Rotameter 
·setting 
Mass flow Ra-te,_ 1-bs/hour 


































CALIBRATION DATA FOR ROTAMETER 2 










































MASS F~OW RATE OF DOWTHERM G MEASURED DURING 
THE EXECUTION OF TH~ DATA RUNS USING 
THE 20.64 INCH DIAMETER COIL 
136 
Float: 8-RV-3 Float: 8-RV-14 
Average Mass Average Mass 
Data Run Flow Rate Data Run Flow Rate 
Number lbs/hour Number lbs/hour 
451-452 10.48 453-456 33.23 
449-450 44.56 457-458 109.90 
447-448 76. 76 459-460 173.15 
445-446 102. 82 461-462 204. 37 
443-444 132. 53 · , 463-464 248.05 
441-442 164.98 465-466 295.09 
439-440 181. 99 467-468 366.09 
437-438 212.08 469-470 411. 62 
' 
435-436 245. 14 471-472 455. 46 
433-434 283.97 473-474 501.39 
TABLE XVII 
MASS FLOW RATE OF DOWTHERM G MEASijR~D DURING 
THE EXECUTION OF DATA RUNS 302 TO 329 · 
USING .THE 9.9~ INCH DIAMETER COIL 
Ro tamete r: l 
Float: 8-RV-14 
Rotameter Average Mass · 
Oata Run Setting Flow Rate 
Number· % Maximum Flow lbs/hour· 
302-303 100.0 479.53 
304-305 100.0 468. 10 
306-307 100.0 595.89 
308-309 100.0 558.61 
310-311 90.0 486. 47 
312-313 80.0 415. 42 
314-315 70.0 376. 41 
316-317 60.0 309. 41 
·318-319 so.a 246.56 
320-321 40.0 190.28 
322-323 30.0 162.36 
324-325 20.0 l 05 .19 
326-,.327 10.0 34.92 
328-.329 10.0 35.68 
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TABLE XVI II 
MASS F~OW RATE OF DQWTHERM G MEASURED DURING 
THE EXECUTIQN OF DATA R.UNS 330 TO 351 
USING THE 9.99 INCH DIAMETER COIL 
Rotameter: 1 
Float: 8-RV-3 
Rotamet.er Average Mass 
Data Run Setting Flow Rate 
Number % Maximum Flow lbs/hour 
330-331 100.0 264.07 
332-333 90.0 222.60 
334-335 80.0 192.35 
336-337 70.0 163.00 
338-339 60.0 132.51 
340-341 50.0 118. 56 
342-343 40.0 88.59 
344-345 30.0 66.59 
346-347 20.0 43.13 
348-349 20.0 43.22 
350.,.351 10.0 11.54 
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TABLE XIX 
MAS$ FLOW RATE OF DQWTH~RM G MEASURED QURING 
THE EXEC.UTIQN QF DATA RUN_S 352 TO 371. 
USI~G THE 9.99 INCH DIAMETER COI~ 
Rotameter: 2 
Float: 10-RV-64 
Rotameter Setting Average Mass 
Data Run gpm Flow Rate 
Number (On Water Scale) lbs/hour· 
352-353 1 .0 600.48 
354-355 1.5 864. 72 
356-357· 2.0 1120. 32 
358-359 1.0 594. 72 
360-361 1.4 824:76 
362-363 1.0 604.44 
364-365 1.4 823.32 
366-367 2.0 1113.12 
368-369 2.5 1361. 16 
370-371 3.0 1633.68 
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APPENDIX C 
REGRESSION CORRELATIONS FOR ESTIMATING 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
WATER AND DOWTHERM G 
140 
141 
Regression correlations were developed to compute the physical 
properties of water and Dowtherm G at the experimentally obtained bulk 
fluid and wall temperatures. The density, viscosity, specific heat and 
the ther111al conductivity were the physical properties correlated. 
Physical property data ori water were obtained from the CRC Handbook 
of Ghemistry and Physics .(41). Page numbers in the Handbook from whi.ch 
the data were obtained are given along with the correlation. Physical 
property data for Dowtherm G were obtained from the Dqwtherm G sales 
pamphlet (12) and from the Dow Chemical Company. 
The corre 1 ations are given be low together with: 
1. The range of temperatures over which the corr~lation is appli-
cab 1 e. 
2. The average absolute ,deviation (AAD) and the average absolute 
percent deviation (AAPD) of the calculated values (using the correlation) 
from the reported data values. 
For water the correlations are: 
Density in gm/ml: Data taken from page F-5 of Reference (41); 
p = 0.999986 + (0.1890) (10-4) (T,°C) - (0.5886) (10-5) 
(T,°C) 2 + (0.1548) (10- 7) (T,°C) 3 
Range:· 0°C(32°F) to 100°C(212°F) 
AAD: 0.00006 
AAPD: 0.00637%, 
Viscosity in centipoise: 
µT 1.3272(20-T) - 0.001053(T-~0) 2 
log,o µ20 = T + 105 
where T = water temperature, °C 
and µ20 =.viscosity of water at 20°C = 1.002 cp. 
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The above correlation and the viscosity data on water are reported 
on page F-36 in Reference (41). 
Range:. 20°C(68°F) to l00°G(212°F) 
AAD: 0.00001 
AAPD: 0.00338%. 
Specific heat in BTU/lb-°F: Data taken from page D-128 of Reference (41); 
C = 1.01881 - (0.4802) (lo-3) (T , 0 F) + (0.3274) (10-5) p . . . 
(T,°F) 2 - 0.604 (10-8) {T,°F) 3 
Range: 32°F to 212°F 
AAD: 0.00045 
AAPD: 0.04455%. 
Therma 1 conductivity in BTU/hr-ft-° F: Data taken from' page E-11 of 
Reference (41). 
k = 0 . 30 2 89 + ( 0 . 70 2 9 ) ( 10 -3) ( T , 0 F) - ( 0 . 11 7 8) { 10 -5 ) 
(T,°F)2 - (0.550) (10-9) (T,°F) 3 
Range: 44°F to 206°F 
AAD: 0.00016 
AAPD: 0.04404%. 
For Dowt.herm G the corre l. ati ons are: 
Density in lb/ft3: 
p = 70.70705 - (0.25338) (10-l) (T,°F) - (0.3095) (10-4) 
(T,°F) 2 + (0.8890) c,o-7) (T,°F}3 
Range: 0°F to 300°F 
AAD: 0.05452 
AAPD: 0.08286%. 
Viscosity in centipoise:. 
µ = 1.05786 (102) - (1.6867) (T, 0 f) + (0.1058) (10-l) 
(T,°F) 2 - (0.29936) (10- 4) (T,°F) 3 + (0.31814) 
(l0-7) (T,oF)4 
Range: 90°F to 200°F 
AAD: 0.09492 
AAPD: 1.71597%. 
Specific heat in BTU/lb-°F: 
C = 0.369356 + (0.20216) (10- 3) (T,°F) + (0.8285) (10-6) p . . 
(T,°F) 2 - (0.19987) (10-8) (T,°F) 3 
Range: 0°F to 300°F 
AAD: 0.00128 
AAPD: 0.31433%. 
Thermal conductivity in BTU/hr-ft-°F: 
k = 241.90848 [(3.149499) (10-4) - (0.93) (10-7) (T.,°C)] 








CalGulations for experimental data run 297 are presented as a 
sample calculation. Experimental data values for run 297 are presented 
on page 105 in Appendix A. The sample calculations given below follow 
the steps outlined on page 48 in Chapter V. Computer programs have been 
written to perform the calculations for all the data runs on the IBM 
360/65 computer. 
Calculation of the Overall Heat Balance 
Heat input rate, BTU/hr= Qinput 
_ {Current} {Voltage qrop} ( ) Qinput - in coil across coil 3· 4128 
= (500.0) (14.75) (3.4128) 
= 25,169.40 BTU/hr. 
Heat output rate~ BTU/hr= Qoutput 
Qoutput = (W) (Cp) [(tb)out - (tb)in] 
The inlet and exit bulk fluid temperatures measured by the Conax 
thermocouples were corrected, baseq on their calibration. Calibration 
data for these thermocouples are given in Table X in Appendix B. 
and 
corrected inlet = 92 20 + (2,~~g-~4~~- 4) {92.2 - 76.4} fluid temperature · 
=92.l4°F 
corrected exit (-0.522) 
fl "d t t = 102.60 + (210.l _. ·76·.4) {102.6 - 76.4} u, empera.ure 
= 102.5°F. 
Average fluid temperature 
in the helical coil for = 92 · 14 ; 102 ·5 = 97.32°F. 
data run 297 
From Appendix C, 
Cp for water= 1.01881 - (0.4802) (lo-3) (T) + (0.3274) 
(10-5) (T2) - (0.604} (10-8) (T3) 
at T = 9 7 . 32 ° F , 
cp = 1.01881 - (0.4802) (lo-3) (97.32) + (0.3274) c,o-5) 
(97.32) 2 - (0.604) c,o-8) (97.32) 3 
= 0.998 BTU/lb-°F. 
Qoutput = (2417.0) (0.998) (102.5 - 92.14) 
= 24,990 BTU/hr. 
~Q = Qinput - Qoutput 
= (25,169.4 - 24,990.0) = 179.4 BTU/hr 
. percent error in=. ~.Q =[ 179.4 J (lOO) = 0 071 % heat balance Qinput . 25169.4 · 0 • 
Calculation of the Local Inside Wall 
Temperature and the Inside Wall 
Radial Heat Flux 
146 
As indicated in Chapter V, a numerical solution developed by Crain 
( 9) was used to compute the inside wa 11 temperatures from the measured 
outside wall temperatures and the inside wall radial heat flux at each 
thermocouple location. The triahand-error solution is complex and 
hence a sample calculation will not be' given here; however, Tables XX to 
XXIII give the uncorrected outside surface temperatures, the corrected 
outside wall temperatures, the computed inside wall temperatures and the 
inside wall radial heat fluxes for every thermocouple located on the 
helical coil. The aforementioned value$ are for experimental data run 
297. 
Thermocouple 
Station Number l 2 
l 108. l 
2 '108. 7 111. 3 
3 109.4 
4 109.8 
5 110 .4 
6 111.4 
7 112. 5 
8 114.2 
9 114. 3 117 .6 
10 115 .2 
TABLE XX 
UNCORRECTED OUTSIDE SURFACE 
TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 297 
Uncorrected Outside Surface Temperatures, °F 
Peripheral Location 
3 4 5 6 
110. 4 107 .6 
113 0 l 110. l 107 .5 106.3 
114.8 108.8 
116. 0 110 0 l 
117. l 111.4 
118.2 112. 7 
118.7 113. l 
119 .8 114.0 
121. 2 119. 4 116 .o 113.8 



















Station Number 1 2 
1 108. 36 




6 111. 54 
7 112. 52 
8 114. 54 
9 114.60 117. 82 
10 115. 63 
TABLE XXI 
CORRECTED OUTSIDE SURFACE 
TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 297 
Corrected Outside Surface Temperatures, °F 
Peripheral Location 
3 4 5 6 
110. 56 107. 80 
113. 26 110.23 107. 77 106. 59 
114.93 108.90 
116. 35 110. 33 
117. 43 111. 83 
118.60 113.09 
119. 04 113.25 
120.04 114.19 
121. 52 119 .76 116. 22 114.24 


















Station Number 1 2 
l 102.29 
2 102. 85 104. 93 
3 103.54 
4 103. 75 
5 104. 50 
6 105.33 
7 106. 32 
8 108. 38 
9 108. 44 111.21 
10 109A3 
TABL~ XXII 
CORRECTED INSIDE WALL TEMPERATURES 
FOR RUN 297 
Inside Wall Temperatures, °F 
Peripheral Location 
3 4 5 
103.90 101 .69 
106. 72 103.64 101.64 
108. 42 102 0 73 
109 .86 104. 19 
110. 94 105.70 
112.11 106.95 
112 .54 107.08 
113. 52 108.01 
114. 99 113.26 110. 05 
115. 39 110. 88 
6 7 8 
101.03 











Station Number 1 2 
1 19.54 







9 19. 89 20.92 
10 20.01 
TABLE XXIII 
RADIAL HEAT FLUX FOR INSIDE SURFACE 
FOR RUN 297 
Radial Heat Flux for.Inside Surface, MBTU/hr-ft2 
Peripheral Location 
3 4 5 6 
20.80 19.65 
20.42 20.81 19.74 18.59 
20.30 19.89 
20.22 19,81 
20.25 19. 77 
20.25 19,77 
20.29 19.89 
20,39 19 .• 92 





















Calculation of the Local Heat Transfer Coefficient 
For thermqcouple 5-1: 
Q. local heat trans- 1 
fer coefficient = h = [(tw)i - (tb) 5]' 
(t) = 92 14+[(102.5 - 92.14)] (5.0) b 5 . . 10.0 
= 92.14 + 5.18 = 97.32°F 
(19.95) (103) _ ) 3 2 h = (l04.50 _ 97 . 32 ) - (2.779. (10) BTU/hr-ft -°F 
Calculation of the Dimensionless Axial Distance 
and the Dimensionless Inside Wall Temperature 
By definition: 
Axial distance along helical coil 
Dimensionless from inlet electrode, ft. 
axial distance~ 2 = Tube inside radius, ft. 
Dimensionless [tw - (tb)inlet] 
wall temperature= Tw = dtb/dz 
[(tb)exit - (tb)inlet] 
dtb/dz = Total heated length, ft. 
Tube inside radius, ft. 
For thermoGouple 5-1: 
2 
= 0.495/[(2.0) (12.0)] 
5.0 
= 0.020625 = 242 · 4 
5.0 
dtb _ 102.5 - 92,14 = 10.36 




. T = 104.S - 92.14 = 12.36 = 578 4 
' ' w •. 0.02137 0.02137 · . 
Similar ca lcul at.ions were performed for the other thermocouples. 
Table XXIV gives the results for run number 297. 
Calculation of the Relevant Dimensionless Numbers 
Table VI in Chapter V gives the definition of the dimensionless 
numbers evaluated. 
for data run 297 and thermocouple station 5 the dimensionless num-
bers are: 
Reynolds Number: Re 
(d.) (G) 
Re - . 1 . 
- (µ) 
From page 141 in Appendix C, 
l g [ µT ]"' 1.3272(20 - T) - 0.001053(T - 20) 2 (D. l) 
. o 10 µ20 ' .. T + 105 
where Tis measured in °C and µ20 = 1.002 cp. 
At (tb) 5 = 97.32°F = 36.29°C: 
l [ µT J _ 1.3272(20 - 36.29) - 10.001053(36.29 - 20) 2 
0910 1.002 - . . (36.29 + 105) 
l [ µT J = 1.3272(-16.29) - 0.001053(16.29)2 
0910 1.002 ·. · 141.29 
or, µT = (0.6998) (l,002) =·0.7012 cp 
or, µT = (0.7012) (2.42) = 1.697 lbm/ft-hr (D.2) 
. Re-[0,495][ 2417.o... J[ l J 
-
12 (3.1416/4.0) (0.495/12) 2 1·697 
= [0.04125][ 2417.0 ][ 1 J 
- ( ) ( ) (10-3) 1.697 0.7854 1.7016 
~ (43.9613) (103) = 43,961 
Dimens,ionless 
Axial Distance 
z 1 2 
48c5 475,0 
97c0 50L3 598c7 
145, 5 533.4 




387.9 760. 1 
436.4 762,7 892,5 
472,7 809.3 
TABLE XXIV 
DIMENSIONLESS AXIAL DISTANCE AND INSIDE 
WALL TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 297 
Dimensionless Inside Wall Temperatures, Tw 
Peripheral Location 
3 4 5 6 
550.3 447.l 
682.2 53802 444.6 411. l 
761.9 49505 





1069.2 988 .• 6 838.4 768.6 

















Dean Number: De 
De= (Re) (/d;/Dc) 
De= (43,961) (/(0.495/20.64)) = 6807.9 
. '. De = 6808 
Prandtl Number: Pr 
Pr= (Cp) (µ) 
k 
At (tb) 5 = 97.32°F: 
Cp = 1.01881 - (0.4802) (10- 3) (T) + (0.3274) (10-5) (T2) 
- (0.604) (10-8) (T3) 
= 1.01881 - (0.4802) (10- 3) (97.32) + (0.3274) (10-5) 
(97.32) 2 - (0.604) (10-8) (97.32) 3 
= 0.998 BTU/lb-°F. 
k = 0.30289 + (0.7029) (10- 3) (T) - (0. 1178) (10-5) (T2) 
- (0.550) (10-9) (T3) 
= 0.30289 + (0.7029) (10- 3) (97.32) - (0. 1178) (10-5) 
(97.32) 2 - (0.550) (10-9) (97.32) 3 
= 0.3596 BTU/hr-ft-°F 
µ = 1.697 lbm/ft-hr [from Equation (D.2)] 
• p = (0.998) (1.697) = 4 707 
· · r 0.3596 · 
Graetz Number: Gz 
_ (W) (Cp) 
Gz - (k) (L) 
154 
or, 
= 2417.0) (0.998) = 1341.6 
0.3596 5,0 
= ,. 342 
Nusselt Number: Nu 
The Nusselt number is calculated for thermocouple location 5-1. 
(h) (di) 
Nu = ---.........--( k) 
Nu= (2.779) (103) (0.495/12.0) = (0. 31878) (l03) ( 0. 39"5o-) 
-, ~\\o 
= 318.8 :i 
Grashof Number: Gr 
(d~) (/) (g) (s) (H) 
Gr = - 1---.,,..2----
µ 
From page 141 in Appendix C: 
p, gm/ml = 0.999986 + (0, 1890) (10-4) (T) - (0.5886) (10-5) 
(T2) + (0.1548) (10-7) (T3) 
p, lbm/ft3 = (62.43) (p, gm/ml) 
At (tb) 5 = 97.32°F = 36,29°C: · 
pb = 62.43 [0.999986 + (0,1890) (10-4) (36.29) - (0.5886) 
(10-5) (36.29) 2 + (0.1548) (10- 7) (36.29) 3] 
= 62.03 lbm/ft3 
From Table XXII: 
155 
Circumferentially- 104.50+110.94+105.70+102.93 
averaged wall temp. = (tw)avg. = 4 o 
for station 5 · 
(t) = 106.02°F = 41.l2°C 
w avg. 
(pw) = 62.43 [0.999986 + (0.1890) (lo- 4) (41.12) 
- (0.5886) (10-5) (41.12) 2 + (0.1548) (10- 7) 
(41.12) 3] 
= 61.92 lbm/ft3 
(pavg.) 5 = (62.03 + 61.92)/2.0 
. = 61.98 lbm/tt3 
At= 106.02 - 97.32 = 8.7°f 
8 _ (pb - Pw) _ (62.03 - 61.92 
- (Pavg.) 5 {At) - 61.98 8.7 
S = (2.040) (10-4) °F-l 
g = 32.174 ft/se~2 = (4.17) (108) ft/hr2 
µ = 1,697 lbm/ft-hr [from Equation (D.2)] 
. (df) (p 2) (g) (S) (At) 
.. Gr= . 2 
µ 
156 
= [ ~2:65 ] 3 [62.03]2 [(4.17) (108)] [(2.040) (10-4)] x 
[8. 7] [ l ] 
( 1. 697) 2 
~ (6.941) (104) = 69,410 
Rayleigh Number: Ra 
Ra"" (Gr) (Pr) 
= (69410) (4.707) 
= (3.267) (105) 
157 
Calculation of the Fanning Friction Factor 
Using Equation (5.9): 
1 (di)' [ 1 {(Po - PL) (_144} (gc) lJ 
f = (2) L -2- · . p .. · - g(HL - Ha·)5 (D. 3) 
vavg. b 
For data run 297, the calculations are as follows: 
Pb= 62.03 1bW/ft3 
(Po - PL)= {20.25 - 13.06} = 7.19 psi 
(H~ - H0) = 16.0 inches= 1.333 ft. 
gc = 32,174 (lbm-ft)/{lbf-sec2) 
g = 32. 174 ft/sec2 
d1 = 0.495 inches 
L = distance between the pressure taps= 12 ft. 
W = 2417.0 l_b/hr 
tijbe cross- 2 
sectional = A = (1r/4) (d.) 
area x 1 • 
v . 
avg. 
= [3, 1416] [(0,495) 2 J = 0.001336 ft2 
- 4. 0 144. 0 
w 
= --( P-b-) ..... ( .-Ax_) __ ( ...... 3.,,..,60,..,.0-. o--) 
2417.0 
= ---------------,.--
(62.03) (1.336) (lo-3) (3.6) (103) 
= 8.102 ft/sec 
Substituting in Equation (D.3), 
f = ( l) [ 0, 495 J [ 1. { ( 7 .l9) ( 144) (3~. 17 4) 
2 T12) (12) (8•102 )2 62.01 
- (32.174) (1.333)}] 
or, 
=(J) (Oa003438) [65a~42 {537,025 - 42,883}] 
. '. f = 0.01294 
Correcti '19 for wa 11 viscosity effects: 
o. 14 
viscosity corr~c- = (µb) 
tion factor · µw 
Using Equation (D.l), 
[from Equation (D.2)] 
µ\'i (at l06.02°F) = L547 lbm/ft-hr 
. viscosity correc- =[l,697]0•14 = 
tion factor 1.547 l.Ol 3 
· corrected f = (f) (viscosity correction fqctor) 
= (0.01294) (1.013) 
f = o 01312 C a 






THERMOCO~PLE STATION 1, 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 20.64 lNCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE 11.VEP.AGE SUK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALU~~ FQR THE THERMOCOUPLE STAT ION 
AT THE ThERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A• H NU 
217 8605 1332 6.407 6996 479.82 56.82 
218 8605 1332 6.407 6997 475.17 56.27 
219 7603 1177 6.386 7022 401.86 47.57 
220 7582 1174 6.405 7014 416.21 49.29 
221 6637 1027 6.406 7026 379.90 44.99 
222 6642 1028 6. 402 7023 385.88 45.69 
223 5709 884 6.354 7054 341.05 40.35 
224 5711 884 6.352 7044 348.11 41.19 
225 4775 739 6.340 7070 305.85 36.18 
226 4795 742 6.311 7071 308. 90 36.52 
227 4795 742 6.311 7101 3.03.19 35.85 
228 4795 742 6.311 7089 302.57 35.78 
229 3896 603 6.231 7119 267.24 31.56 
230 3896 603 6.231 7119 267.24 31.56 
231 2922 452 6.255 4914 240.85 28.45 
232 2925 453 6.249 4913. 243.10 28. 72 
233 2073 321 6.144 4970 216.43 25.52 
· 234 2072 321 6.146 4967 213. 64 25.19 
235 1243 192 5.778 5051 176.30 20.66 
236 1236 191 5.813 5052 173.03 20.29 
237 4998 77,4 6.440 3078 293.14 34.73 
238 4985 772 6.4!19 3076 291.60 34.56 
239 4553 705 6.42.8 3079 2~.04 32.46 
240 4552 705 6.429 3079 273.54 32.41 
241 3993 618 6.431 3102 263.34 31.20 
242 4002 619 6~416 3097 264.11 31.28 
243 3495 541 6.390 3102 238.49 28.24 
244 3493 540 6.396 3102 237.36 28.10 
;/.45 3001 464 6.338 3111 220.77 26.12. 
246 3001 464 6.338 3103 223.90 26.49 
247 307'r 476 5. 040 3256 22't.24 25.90 
248 3074 476 5.040 3255 226.58 26.17 
249 2453 379 5.005 3262 211.47 24.41 
250 2453 379 5. 005 3260 215.57 24.88 
251 1915 .296 4.943 3293 202.12 23. 30 
252 1915 296 4. 943 3288 198.75 22.91 
253 1328 205 4.992 1875 162.98 18 .81 
254 1328 205 4.992 1875 160.20 lB.49 
255 708 109 4. 848 1917 132.31 15.22 
256 71C 110 4.830 1917 135. 11 15.54 
257 1027 159 6,235 1787 150.42 17,76 
258 1061 164 6.247 1788 147,07 17.37 0) 
0 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 1 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO~ 0.0239B3 
AT THE AVERAGE BLLK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STA TI,ON 
AT THE THERIIIOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NU SSE LT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT• BTU/HR-SQ .FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR QifA H NU 
259 586 90 50843 1831 129.67 15021 
260 583 90 50847 1830 129.22 15 .16 
261 5060 783 60352 3096 - 325oe7 38056 
262 5060 783 60352 3088 334036 39056 
263 8383 1298 40891 9887 510043 58078 
264 8380 1297 4.893 9774 496026 57015 
265 12629 1955 4o 963 9685 811.57 93060 
266 12629 1955 40963 9681 798001 92004 
267 16919 2620 40927 9634 1040047 119091 
268 16940 2623 40920 9632 1045.79 120.51 
269 20998 3251 40938 9607 1247004 143.75 
270 20998 3251 40938 9607 12!58051 145.07 
27L 25248 3910 50038 12545 1456063 168026 
272 25274 3914 50032 12541 1460097 168. 74 
273 29673 4595 50023 12501 1681045 194.17 
274 Z970,3 4600 50017 12500 · 1706059 197 .05 
:275 34265 5306 40926 19601 1879018 2160 57 
276 34230 5301 40931 19589 1902079 219031 
277 38281 5928 40966 19578 2224056 256059 
278 38194 5914 40979 19578 2113.67 243086 
279 41707 6458 40993 19539 2158027 249008 
280 41754 6466 40986 19539 2182055 251085 
281 38147 5907 40986 19555 2136078 246056 
282 38109 5901 4.991 19550 · 2108018 243029 
283 33962 5259 ~0975 19595 1995080 230.24 
284 34035 5270 40963 19S98 1917 o97 221.21 
285 29633 4589 50031 12506 1732022 200007 
286 29606 4584 50036 12501 1716.16 198.23 
287 25325 3922 5.021 12517 1454.05 167091 
28.8 25357 l926 50014 12516 1491040 172019 
289 20621 3193 50039 9582 1249026 144031 
290 20577 3186 5o 051 9580 1238059 143012 
291 _16669 2581 5 .010 9632 11010 00 121.11 
292 16579 2567 50040 9634 102!;.22 118.43 
293 12506 1936 5.017 9658 794042 91. 73 
294 12506 1936 50017 9660 785.18 90.66 
295 8292 1284 4o 951 9751. 493001 56085 
296 8294 1284 40950 9749 4960 68 57050 
297 41989 6502 40955 19561 2170.44 250029 





THERMOCOUPLE ST AT ION 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER• 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR AND TL HEAT F LlJX, COEFFICIENT, NUSS EL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5127 1141 6.468 3050 396. 15 46.96 
102 5121 1139 6.476 3043 391.38 46.40 
103 4517 1005 6.454 3056 363.90 43.13 
10" 4517 1005 6.454 3050 361-20 42. 81 
10_5 3970 883 6.426 3063 339 ~96 40.27 
106 3970 883 6.426 3057 340.22 40.30 
107 4512 1004 6.462 3062 361.84 42. 89 
108 4512 1004 6.462 3059 361.37 42.83 
109 3970 883 6.426 3061 335.53 39.75 
110 3965 882 6.435 3057 335.19 39. 71 
111 3488 776 6. 405 3057 319.46 37.83 
112 3488 776 6.405 3057 318.20 37.68 
113 3010 670 6.383 3069 304.36 36.03 
114 3014 670 6.374 3069. 306.29 36.25 
115 2512 559 6.336 3073 283.98 33.59 
116 2509 558 6.346 3073 279.82 33.10 
117 2054 457 6.264 3083 264.18 31.21 
118 2054 457 6-264 3086 262.06 30.96 
119 1541 343 6.196 3114 239.66 28.28 
120 1541 343 6.195 3114 240.95 28.44 
121 1080 240 6.220 1728 l'lT .07 23.27 
122 1080 240 6.221 1728 198.73 23.46 
123 539 120 5.882 1789 139.08 16.33 
124 540 120 5.874 1785 139.32 16.35 
125 559 124 5.650 2595 162.51 19 .oo 
126 559 124 5.650 2596 161.08 18.83 
127 527 117 6. 034 1319 135.51 15.95 
128 527 117 6.030 1319 136.39 16.05 
129 8711 1939 6.476 6943 526.35 62.40 
130 8712 1939 6.475 6943 525.36 62.28 
131 7715 1717 6.417 6964 480.60 56.92 
132 7725 1719 6.407 6960 482.70 57.16 
133 6698 1491 6.402 6972 433.75 51.36 
134 6706 1492 6.393 6972 435.68 51.58 
135 5773 1285 6.355 6987 409. 71 48.48 
136 5773 1285 6. 354 b981 408.12 48.29 
137 4824 1073 b.3lb 7030 372.61 44. 06 
138 4824 1074 6.315 7028 373.Tb 44.20 
139 3919 872 6.254 7039 341.39 40 .33 
140 3919 872 b.254 7037 342.13 40.42 
141 2984 664 b.283 4664 306.77 3b.26 
142 2987 665 6. 275 4865 30b.74 36.25 
O'\ 
N 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION l 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO•COIL DIAMETER RATIO: 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BIJLK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THER"IGCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDT L HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT i NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
143 2119 471 6.144 4896 269.44 31.77 
144 2119 471 6.144 4897 269.49 31.78 
145 1264 281 5 .850 4965 208.99 24.52 
146 1264 281 5.849 4965 207.61 24.36 
147 1189 264 6.263 1716 203.00 23.98 
148 1189 264 6.261 1715 203.27 24.02 
149 1223 272 6.072 3126 213.63 25.16 
150 1222 272 6.074 3126 215.68 25.40 
151 9753 2171 6.417 6932 590.79 69.98 
J.52 9754 2171 6.416 6930 588.30 69.68 
153 10075 2242 6.393 9497 641.84 75.99 
154 10100 2248 6.376 9498 642.36 76.03 
155 13385 2979 6.407 9444 822.75 97.43 
156 13383 2979 6.'tOB 9't41 826.22 97.85 
157 16585 3691 6.433 9412 1016.30 120 .41 
158 16585 3691 6.433 9410 1021.54 121.03 
159 20272 4512 6.444 12314 1204.15 142.69 
160 20272 4512 6.444 12314 1197.01 141.84 
161 23713 5278 6.459 12283 1361.91 161. 42 
162 23772 !:291 6.441 12280 1394.49 165.23 
163 27101 6032 6.407 19330 1583.64 187.54 
164 27108 6034 6.405 19331 1583.03 187.47 
165 30405 6768 6.430 192,94 1702. 71 201.72 
166 30448 6777 6.4),9 19292 1739.17 206 .oo 
167 33262 7404 6.434 19273 1953.69 231.47 
168 33266 7405 6.433 19271 1911.67 226 .'t9 
169 6668 1484 6.321 9552 471. 72 55.79 
170 6668 1484 6.321 9551 466.97 55.22 
171 41499 9237 5.021 19585 2222.43 256.63 
172 41494 9236 5.021 19583 2203.54 254.46 
173 37';53 8448 5. 014 19602 2045.85 236.21 
174 37953 8448 5.014 19596 2047.78 236.43 
175 33744 7511 5.01 l 19617 1858.92 214.61 




FLUID : DO~THERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 !f>lCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BLLK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATIOf>l HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
f>lUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 190 29 240.027 2069 59.44 32.50 
434 190 29 239.498 2069 59.56 32.57 
435 167 25 235.744 2090 55. 17 30.17 
436 166 25 236.645 2086 55.52 30.36 
437 145 22 2.34. 899 2088 53.40 29 .21 
438 145 22 235.229 2091 53.34 29.17 
439 125 19 233.405 2137 48.20 26.36 
440 125 19 233. 545 2134 48.42 26.48 
441 114 17 231.775 .:159 46.73 25.56 
442 114 17 231. 868 2159 46.35 25.35 
443 93 14 227.915 2198 42.58 23.30 
444 93 14 227.915 2199 42.56 23~28 
445 74 ll 222.591 2245 39.88 · 21.82 
446 74 11 222.229 2247 39.76 21.76 
447 52 8 234.918 1050 35.32 19.31 
448 52 8 235.060 1051 35.10 19.20 
449 31 4 226.253 1073 34.12 18.66 
450 31 4 226.343 1069 34.33 18. 78 
451 6 1 251.092 315 31. 56 17.25 
452 6 1 250.381 315 31.17 17.04 
453 21 3 251. 624 321 32.20 17.60 
454 21 3 250.671 320 32.92 18.00 
455 24 3 222.131 1085 35.07 19.19 
456 24 3 221. 952 1086 34.91 19 .10 
457 74 11 237.400 1022 39.42 21. 56 
458 74 11 236.877 1022 39.32 21.50 
459 120 18 231.078 2150 47.64 26.06 
460 120 18 230.986 2147 47.93 26.22 
461 141 21 233. 213 2129 49 .95 27.32 
462 141 21 233.166 2131 49.99 27.34 
463 169 2~ 235.551 2089 55.60 30.41 
464 169 26 235.645 2089 55.45 30.33 
465 199 30 238.249 2053 60. 57 33.13 
466 199 30 238.249 2054 60.34 33.00 
467 251- 39 2.32.041 3571 72.39 39.60 
468 253 39 232.507 3570 72.53 39. 67 
469 282 43 234.518 3555 74.04 40.49 
470 282 43 235.036 3551 74.29 40.63 
471 310 48 236.687 3525 77. 70 42.49 
472 310 48 236. 640 3522 78 .16 42.75 
473 340 52 237.395 3507 80. 63 44.10 
474 340 52 236.967 3506 80.77 44.17 _, 0) 
..i::,. 
Trlfr,MQC:OUFL". STATION l 
F LUJ[J : OOWTHEKM G 
COIL OJA.METER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THf THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOT L HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER iHU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBEO. RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
302 322 71 239.167 3455 89.87 49.14 
303 323 71 239.024 3453 89.90 49.16 
304 344 76 219.432 7905 96.41 52. 76 
305 344 76 219. 388 7907 96.11 52.60 
306 448 99 214. 94 7 7816 l 07. 55 58.86 
307 448 99 214.817 7813 107.56 58.87 
308 376 83 239.162 3417 96.22 52.61 
309 375 83 239 .25 8 3418 95. 60 52.28 
310 326 72 239.647 3434 89.48 48.93 
311 327 72 239.263 3433 69.91 49 .16 
312 281 62 238.024 3455 84.78 46.36 
313 281 62 238. 072 3454 84.98 46.47 
314 256 57 236.317 3482 82.46 45.09 
315 256 57 236.227 3481 82.29 45.01 
316 212 47 234.160 3507 75.99 41.56 
317 212 47 234.489 3505 76.16 41.65 
318 166 36 238.885 2001 64.01 35.00 
319 166 37 238. 746 2002 63.84 34.91 
320 130 29 234.913 2038 57. 83 31.63 
321 130 29 234.961 2037 57.65 31.53 
322 112 25 233.044 2069 53.56 29.30 
323 112 25 233.044 2069 53.22 29. 11 
324 70 15 240. 229 958 43.08 23.56 
325 70 15 239. 748 957 43. 26 23.66 
326 25 5 221.987 1050 32.55 17. 81 
327 25 5 221. 853 1050 32.61 17.84 
328 23 5 247.481 286 26.91 14. 71 
329 23 5 247.580 286 27.18 14.86 
330 177 39 239. 220 2002 66.38 36.30 
331 177 39 239.172 2002 66.ll 36. 15 
332 150 33 23 0. 090 2012 60 .90 33.30 
333 150 33 238.411 2010 61.25 33.49 
334 131 29 235.669 2027 57.45 31.42 
335 131 29 235.669 2025 57.43 31.41 
336 112 25 232. 904 2047 53.89 29.48 
337 112 25 232.993 2047 53.83 29.44 
338 94 21 229. 759 2086 49.09 26 .as 
339 94 21 230.082 2084 49. 29 26.96 
340 18 17 243.128 955 45.54 24.90 
341 78 17 243. 177 953 45.46 24.86 
342 59 13 240.142 976 39.64 21.67 





FLUIC : DOWTHERM G 
;OIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE~TO-CO!L DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE aULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOIJPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNULDS Ct:AN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF ICI cNT, NUS'5ELT 
RUN NU'1BER II UMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NU,~BER RE DE PR Q/A H "lU 
344 45· 10 235.863 1010 34.64 18. 95 
345 1+5 10 236.241 l.010 34.55 18.89 
346 30 6 228.125 10"3 32.49 17.77 
347 30 6 228.63 0 1043 32.48 17.77 
348 27 6 251. 067 281 29.12 15 .92 
349 27 6 251.117 283 28.77 15.73 
350 7 l 242.787 301 28_.13 15.38 
351 7 l 242.695 302 27.89 15.25 
352 503 112 194.034 3500 l.06.22 58.19 
353 503 112 193.995 3497 105 .99 58.06 
354 775 172 181.988 5378 129.24 10 .0 .. 
355 775 172 181.988 5379 128.69 70. 53 
356 1005 223 181.797 5337 142.82 78.27 
357 1003 223 182.129 5336 142.61 78.16 
358 718 160 136.774 3628 111. 65 61.34 
'.:i59 no 160 136.477 3625 112.58 61.85 
360 996 221 136~770 3590 128.28 10.47 
361 ·;94 221 137.068 3591 127.66 70.13 
362 773 172 129. 527 3627 !13.83 62.5() 
303 773 172 129.553 3626 113.93 62.62 
364 1049 233 129.982 3587 130.04 71.47 
365 1053 234 129.496 3587 130.45 71. 70 
366 1429 318 129.091 548·1 147.66 81.16 
307 1438· 320 128. 305 5'+80 148. l'? 81.45 
368 1773 394 127. 295 5446 160. 54 88.25 
369 1773 394 127.321 5447 159.72 87.80 
:HO 2163 481 12 5. 365 7783 173.14 95 .19 
371 2159 480 125.586 771ll l 12. 59 94.89 
O"\ 
O"\ 
THERMOCOUPLE STATIO~ 2 
FL,JIO ; WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATICN 
AT THE T~ERMOCOUPLE STATION Hi:A T TRANSFER 
P!:YNOLDS DEAN PRANiJTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMB ER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT, BTU/HR-SQ, FT, -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
217 8768 1357 6. 274 7CC7 498.24 58.88 
218 8768 1357 6,274 7006 501,28 59,24 
219 7769 1203 6. 233 7034 'tl9 .64 49.56 
220 7746 1199 6.254 7024 436. 84 51,60 
221 6797 1052 6.23 B 7035 407.55 48.13 
222 6806 iC54 6. 229 7034 409,59 48,37 
223 5 97't 909 6.155 7070 361. l't 42.59 
224 5877 <;10 6.151 7062 365 .06 43.05 
225 4940 765 6.103 7093 320.29 37.74 
226 4961 768 6.074 7092 324.39 38.21 
227 4961 768 6. 074 7111 335.95 39.57 
228 4961 768 6.074 7104 327,14 38,53 
229 4066 629 5 ,940 7129 317.90 37.36 
230 4066 629 5. 940 7130 314, 80 36 ,99 
231 3039 470 5,985 4933 264.31 31,08 
232 3045 471 5,973 4.934 264.55 31,10 
233 2189 339 5. 780 4994 246.0l 28 .83 
234 2188 338 5. 783 4987 245,15 28. 73 
235 1368 211 5,190 5114 193,14 22,38 
236 1355 209 5.248 5117 185.22 21,49 
237 5070 785 6.337 3083 311.21 36. 82 
238 5056 783 6.357 3082 307,71 36.41 
239 4626 716 6,314 3C87 284. 99 33,70 
240 4624 716 6,317 3087 284,21 33,61 
241 4065 629 6.304 3113 272 ,::Sl 32.19 
242 4073 630 6.290 3106 275,98 32 .• 62 
243 3570 552 6,242 3109 266,54 31.48 
244 3564 552 6,252 3112 257.51 30,42 
245 3075 476 6 ,168 3123 234.86 27, 70 
246 3075 476 6, 168 3115 237.87 28.06 
241 3154 488 4,897 3208 2't8.12 28.58 
248 3154 .488 4.897 3266 251.21 28. 93 
249 2532 392 4, 831 3276 241,86 27 .82 
250 2532 392 4, 831 3274 244,48 28,12 
251 1997 309 4, 715 3310 235,86 27.06 
252 1997 309 4. 715 3308 226.87 26.03 
253 1374 212 4,807 1896 l.'..,5. 56 19.03 
254 1J74 212 4. 807 1896 168,45 19 ,36 
255 754 116 4. 519 1957 145,87 16 ,66 
256 759 117 4,488 1957 i52,15 17, 36 
25? 1071 165 5, 94 7 1814 149,62 17, 58 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 2 
FLUID : WA TEP. 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 !NCHFS TUBE-TO-COIL D!AME'TER RATIO = 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HFAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEt.N PRANOT l HEAT FLUX, . COE FF IC !ENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE pp Q/A H NU 
259 630 97 5. 390 1876 136.09 15 .83 
260 626 96 5.398 1874 136. 53 15.88 
261 5129 794 6.256 3100 355.04 41.94 
262 5129 794 6.256 3093 3%.98 42.17 
263 8634 1337 4.732 9905 552~38 63.39 
264 8628 1336 4. 736 9790 539.13 61.88 
265 12874 !993 4.857 97C3 837.89 96..42 
266 1287't 1993 4.857 9700 824.04 94.83 
267 17165 2658 4. 848 9649 1065.23 122.56 
26a 17188 2661 4. 841 9649 1051.22 120.93 
2(;,9 21238 3289 4.876 9620 1267.08 145.87 
270 21238 3289 4. 876 9621 1273.28 146.58 
271 2~571 3960 4.966 12559 1488.81 111.12 
272 25594 3963 4.961 12555 1494.97 J.7.2.42 
273 29995 <t645 4. 963 12514 1711.15 197.3(> 
l.7tr 3002.2 4649 4.958 12514 1727.89 199.27 
275 34772 5384 4. 846 19624 1918.76 220. 75 
276 34737 5379 4.85l 19617 1926.55 221 •. 67 
277 38780 6005 4.1395 19602 2267.56 261.15 
278 38693 5992 4. 907 19598 2160.50 248.89 
279 42196 653',, 4-928 195<t9 2309.12 266.13 
280 42243 6541 4.922 19550 2323.60 267.76 
281 36642 5984 4. 914 19577 2177 .01 250.83 
282 38607 5978 4.919 19570 2156. 86 248.53 
283 34467 5337 4,894 19621 2006.62 231.10 
284 34536 5348 4.883 19626 1927.32 221.91 
285 299't9 4638 4.97 l 12520 17:::1!>. 96 200.25 
286 29928 4e34 4.975 12517 1720.01 198.43 
287 25640 3970 4.951 12534 1446.65 166 .81 
288 25675 3976 4.9't4 12531 1524,09 175. 71 
289 20857 3230 4.975 9593 1280.49 147.72 
290 20615 32.23 4.987 9593 1260. 72. l't-5 .48 
29L 16908 L6l 8 4,931 9646 1138.20 131.18 
29L 16821 2605 4, 959 9649 1041.61 120. i::i 
293 12754 1975 4.908 9681 901.54 92 .3 ... 
294 12754 1975 4.908 9681 803.29 92.54 
295 8536 1321 4.793 9767 537.04 61.72 
296 8540 1322 4. 791 9767 538.51 61. 88 
297 42480 6578 4.891 19571 2338.30 269.28 





FLUID : .JATER 













































AT THE AV~RAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR AND TL 
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 































































































































AVERA GE VALUES 
HEAT FLUX, 












































FOR THE THERMOCDUPLc 
HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT, 

























































































40. 59 O"I 
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THERMOCOUPL~ STATION 2 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMfTcR = 9 .9<; INCHES TJBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO• D.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERM.OCOUPLE 5T AT ION HEAT TR4NSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC IENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMB ER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HP.-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
143 2240 498 5.772 4951 248.01 29.06 
144 2240 498 5.772 4951 248.47 29. 11 
145 1386 308 5. 277 5038 212.66 24.68 
146 138.6 308 5. 275 5038 212.24 24.63 
147 1233 274 6.017 1760 155.83 18.34 
148 1233 274 6. 013 1754 156.71 18 .44 
149 1301 289 5~665 3185 188. 24. 22.01 
150 1300 289 5. 668 3185 187.79 21.96 
151 9924 2209 6.294 6939 631.53 74.65 
152 9926 2209 6 .292 6938 631.33 74.63 
153 10311 2295 6. 229 9508 698.83 82.52 
154 10334 2300 6.213 9509 698.33 82.44 
155 1362'0 3031 6.283 9452 887. ::11 104.87 
156 13617 3031 6. 285 9450 890.02 105.19 
157 16817 3743 6.334 9419 1097.62 129.83 
158 16817 3743 6.334 9417 1103. 70· 130.55 
159 20579 4580 6.336 12321 1::104.52 154.31 
160 20579 4580 6.336 12320 1299.33 153 •. 70 
161 24024 5347 6.365 12289 1475.21 174.59 
162 24080 5360 6.348 12287 1505.81 178 .16 
163 27578 6138 6 .283 19342 1704.83 201.49 
164 27592 6142 6. 279 19344 H,97.49 200.61 
165 30885 6875 6. 31 7 19305 1834. 78 216.97 
166 30933 6885 6.306 19302 1885.75 222.96 
167 33723 7506 6.335 19285 2074 .13 245.35 
168 33732 7508 6.334 19281 2048.85 242.35 
169 6900 1536 6. 083 9571 512.0l 60.31 
170 6900 1536 6. 083 9570 503. 70 59 .33 
171 42015 9352 4.952 19594 2420.14 '279. 06 
172 42006 ·9350 4. 953 19593 2421.43 279.22 
173 38468 8563 4.939 19610 2252.01 2!:>9 .61 
l 74 38468 8563 4.939 19607 2237.58 257.94 
175 34258 7625 4.927 19628 2032.16 234.20 
176 34297 7634 4. 921 19630 2025. 72 233.43 
........ 
a· 
THERMOCOUPLE STAT!UN 2 
FLUID : DCWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER = 20.64 lNCHES TUBE-TD-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FliR ,11E THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDT L HEAT FLUX, COEFFlC !ENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBEP NU~IBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/Hk-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
,'lUMBER RE CE PR Q/A H NU 
433 199 30 229. 930 2130 51.6'? 28.28 
434 199 3(• 229.375 2131 51. 71 28.29 
435 l 76 27 224. 016 21!:>l 49.21 26.<;3 
436 176 27 224. 82 9 2141> 49.43 21 .o~ 
437 154 23 221.515 2140 49.34 27.0C, 
438 154 23 2<:l.692 2141 49.61 27.14 
439 135 20 217.817 2171 47.93 26 .23 
440 134 20 218.060 2171 47.6~ 26.08 
441 124 19 214.774 2189 47.46 25.97 
442 l2't 19 214.947 21!)1) t,.7.?5 25.Bf 
443 103 16 207.652 2238 4::S.13 23.61 
.,.44 103 16 2.07. 652 2241 42.96 23.52 
445 E4 LI 197.627 2289 41.15 22.54 
446 84 13 197.380 2291 41.08 22.50 
447 56 a 218. 053 1075 36.59 20 .02 
448 56 8 218.317 1073 36. 66· 20.06 
449 36 5 199.763 1101 38.11 20.87 
450 36 5 199. 925 1100 37.90 20 .7~ 
451 7 l 226.421> 350 34.40 18. 82 
452 7 l 225. 998 349 34.11 18.60 
453 22 3 242.861 333 33.16 18.13 
454 22 3 241.987 332 34.34 18.78 
455 28 4 190. 582 1121 39.94 21.80 
456 28 4 190.275 1123 39. 54 21.66 
457 78 12 225.816 1040 40.16 21.97 
458 78 12 225. 273 1040 40.05 21.91 
459 130 20 214.342 2161 48.16 26.36 
460 130 20 214.169 2180 48.20 26.38 
461 150 23 2J. 9. 21 7 2175 47.60 26.05 
462 150 23 219 .128 2178 4-7.46 25. 97 
463 178 27 224. 097 2148 49.65 27.ll: 
464 178 27 224. 277 2147 49.64 27.11; 
465 208 32 228.815 2114 52.40 28.66 
466 208 32 228.815 2116 5~.02 28.46 
467 270 41 216.766 3684 60. 98 33 .37 
468 270 41 219.207 3684 60.86 33.31 
469 296 46 222. 579 3655 63.16 34.56 
470 298 46 223.116 3652 63. 09 34.52 
471 325 50 225.616 3621 65.65 35.92 
472 325 50 225. 725 3622 t,5.43 35..80 
473 355 55 227.631 3595 68.40 37.42 
474 356 55 227.264 3593 ~8.68 37.57 
....... 
T~ERMOCOUPLE STATION 2 
FLUID : DOWTHERM G 
:on DIAM ET ER = 9 .99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE TH:RNOCOUPLE STATION "EAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
302 338 75 22 0. 740 3565 11.02 38.85 
303 338 75 228 .46 5 3564 11.00 38.84 
304 387 66 196.353 8240 75 .9.7 41.61 
305 387 66 J.96 • .174 8242 · 75.82 41.53 
306 491 109 196.910 8104 84.28 46.16 
307 492 109 196.672 8101 84.34 46."19 
308 391 67 . 230.115 3519 75. 66 41.40 
309 391 87 230.300 3519 75.38 41. 23 
310 342 76 229.201 3544 70.78 38.72 
311 342 76 228. 924 3541 71. 31 39.01 
31.1 296 66 226.099 3°570 67.76 37.08 
313 296 66 226. 190 3566 67.94 37 .17 
314 272 60 223.305 3601 66.09 36. 16 
315 272 60 223.134 3601 66.05 36.14 
316 229 51 218.352 3(:33 62.09 33.98 
317 228 50 218.528 3633 62.07· 33.97 
318 175 39 226. 826 2077 S2.90 28.94 
319 175 39 226. 562 2078 52. 88 26.93 
320 140 31 219.323 2123 48.68 26.64 
321 140 31 219.411 2121 48.63 26 .61 
322 122 27 214.965 2.158 45.90 25.12 
323 122 27 214.965 2160 45.60 24.96 
324 74 16 226.474 1002 36.05 20.Bl 
325 74 16 228.015 1000 38.35 20. 96 
326 29 6 192. 619 1085 36.18 19.82 
327 29 6 192.385 1086 36. 16 19.81 
328 24 5 239 .134 297 28.12 15.38 
329 24 5 239. 326 298 28.07 15.35 
330 186 41 227.924 2077 54.38 29.75 
331· 187 41 227.832 2077 54.20 29.65 
332 159 35 225. 926 2094 50.25 27.49 
333 159 35 225.472 2092 50.37 27.56 
334 141 31 220.296 2111 48.31 26.43 
335 141 31 220.296 21.(9 48.36 26.46 
336 122 27 215.573 2135 46.ll 25.23 
337 122 27 215. 737 2135 46.09 25.22 
338 104 23 209. 342 2178 43. 19 23.64 
339 104 23 209.512 2175 43.46 23.79 
340 82 18 232.166 999 39.40 21.55 
341 82 18 232.260 998 39. 31 21.·so 
342 63 14 226.481 1012 37.34 2().43 
343 63 14 226.389 1013 37.25 20 .38 
-...J 
N 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 2 
FLUID : DOwTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE ~TATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 49 10 218. 449 1035 35.79 19.59 
345 49 10 218. 713 1037 35. 41 19.3f 
346 34 7 202.690 1073 35.30 19.33 
347 34 7 203. 181 1071 35.58 19.48 
348 28 6 244.216 290 30.13 16.48 
349 26 6 244.313 292 29.71 16.24 
350 8 l 220.207 333 30.82 16.87 
351 8 l 220.038 335 30. 25 16.55 
352 522 116 187.319 3558 92.07 50.45 
353 522 116 187.244 3556 91.59 50 .19 
35't 807 179 175.019 5451 114.05 62.53 
355 807 179 175. 019 5451 113.77 62.37 
356 1037 230 176.426 5379 132.27 72.51 
357 1035 230 176.710 5377 132.36 72.56 
358 746 166 131. 973 3677 100.36 55.15 
359 748 166 131. 659 3676 100. 42 55.18 
360 1024 228 133.274 3632 113.11 62.15 
361 1021 227 133.591 3632 113.03 62.11 
362 802 178 125.111 3675 101.78 55.96 
363 801 178 125.160 3674 101.02 55.98 
364 1077 239 126.734 3619 119.36 65.61 
365 1081 240 126.286 3.619 119.54 65.72 
366 1475 328 125. 254 5494 °i48 .98 81.91 
367 1485 330 124.471 54,;4 149.37 ·82.13 
368 1819 405 124.222 5449 166.25 91.41 
369 1819 404 124.272 5450 165.53 91.0l 
370 2232 496 121.684 7788 179.09 98.48 
371 2228 496 121.873 7785 178.48 98.15 
-...J 
w 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 3 
FLUID : WATER. 
,01L DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO •-0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE - AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERHOCOUPlE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION - HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT o:-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A Ii NU 
217 8932 1383 6. llt5 7019 507.92 59. 89 
218 8932 1383 60145 7017 515 .15 60.75 
219 7936 1229 6.085 7044 435.68 51.32 
220 7911 1225 6.107 7037 447.¥. 52.73 
221 6959" 1077 6.076 7054 401.94 47.34 
222 6972 1079 6.063 7054 405.57 4"7. 76 
223 6040 935 5. 965 7092 35·5.90 42.19 
224 6044 936 5.960 7082 366.13 43.04 
225 5107 791 5.879 7110 330.99 38. 85 
226 5130 794 5. 850 7118 324.77 38._10 
227 5130 794 5.850 7136 337.57 39.60 
228 5130 794 5.850 1133 322-88 - 37~88 
229 4239 656 5.670 7172 291.95 34.14 
2.30 4239 656 S.67Q_ 717i 29_3.26 34 •. 29 
231 U59 489 5.732 4950 -279.to 32.77 
232 3167 490 5.716 4953 281.05 32.89 
233 2307 357 5.449 5059 211.10 24.65 
234 2306 357 5.453 5052 211.23 24.60 
235 1498 232 40690 5187 196.14 22.49 
236 1477 228 4.764 5184 i87.64 21.55 
237 !5142 796 60 237 3093 307.04 36.26 
238 5128 794 6.257 3089 312.68 36.94 
239 4700 727 6.203 3096 286.32 33.79 
240 46.91' 727 6.208 3096 284.65 -33.60 
241 4138 640 6.180 3123 276.78 32.66 
242 lt145 641 6. l.69 3117 277.75 32.76 
243 3644 564 6.098 3l.27 251.99 29.69 
2¥t .3636 563 6.114 3128 246.63 29.07 
245 3149 487 6.004 .3129 254.10 29.89 
246 3149 487 6.004 3123 251. 91 29.63 
247 3235 501 4.761 3278 267.32 30.70 
248 3235. 501 4.761 3279 264.26 · 30.35 
249 2612 404 4.666 3304 224.55 25.73 
250 2612 - 404 4.666 3303 225.64 25.86 
2'51 2081 322 4. 503 3352 212.44 24.25 
252 2081 322 4.503 3345 212.01 24.21 
253 1420 220 4.632 1922 159.40 18.25 
254 1420 220 4.632 1922 158.03 18.10 
255 801 124 4.224 1998 154.12 17.40 
256 808 125 4.182 1998 164.63 18.65 
257 lllb 172 5.679 1844 142. 87 16.71 __. 
258 1149 177 5.711 1845 136.54 15.98 -...J ~ 
THEAMOCUUPLE STATION 
=LUID : WATER 
:OIL DIAMET':A = .!0.64 INCl-'ES TUBE-TD-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= Q.023983 
AT THE IVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STAlION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
P.EYNOL DS OEi.N PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBEP NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ. FT• BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
259 674 104 4.991 1917 143.43 16. 55 
260 670 103 5. 000 1917 141-. 77 16.36 
261 5198 805 6.162 3108 357.01 42.11 
262 5198 805 6.162 3101 356.12 42. 01 
263 8888 1376 4. 581 9933 559.00 63.9't 
264 8880 1375 4.586 91318 543. 94 6.!. .22 
265 13120 2031 4.756 9724 838.85 96,32 
266 13120 2031 4.756 9719 826.99 94.9c 
267 17413 2696 4,771 9664 1065.63 122,40 
268 17438 2700 4.763 9665 1049.38 120.51 
269 21479 3326 4. 814 9632 1245.70 143,22 
270 21479 3326 4.814 9634 1252.20 143.97 
271 25°896 4010 4.897 12574 1495.47 172,24 
272 25917 4013 4,893 12570 1498.65 172 ,59 
273 30319 4695 4.904 12528 1690,05 194.68 
274 30342 4698 4. 899 12528 1706.99 196,61 
275 35282 5463 4. 767 19651 1887.32 216,77 
276 35246 5458 4. 773 19641 1908.74 219,25 
277 39281 6083 4. 825 19625 2219.99 255,29 
278 39194 6069 4,837 19620 2133.99 245,47 
279 42687 6HO 4,865 19571 2251,61 259, 15 
280 42734 6618 4.858 .l957C 2310,89 265.94 
281 39139 6061 4.845 19601 2133. 72 245,48 
282 39108 6056 4.1:149 19592 2136,40 245,81 
283 34974 5416 4.814 19649 1953. 13 224,55 
28't 35040 5426 4,804 19653 1882,91 216.43 
285 30265 4687 4,913 12535 l67t,.03 193 ,10 
286 30252 4684 4,916 12531 1716,59 197. 79 
287 25957 4Cl9 4,884 12549 1439.66 165.77 
288 25995 4025 4. 876 12547 1502.19 172.94 
289 21094 3266 4.913 9605 1282.56 147.77 
290 21054 3260 4,923 9604 1254,85 144,61 
291 17149 2c55 4, 853 9663 1117.06 128,54 
292 17065 2642 4,880 9665 1033. 77 119. 02 
293 13004 ..!013 4. 803 9700 802,88 92,28 
294 13004 2013 4, 803 9700 804.81 92,51 
295 8782 1360 4,643 9792 544.67 62,38 
296 8788 1361 4,640 9793 545.97 62.53 
297 42972 6654 4,828 19590 2326,21 267,53 




THE~MOCOUPLE STATIJN .3 
FLU l D : wATER 
COIL DIAMETER z 9.99 INC HES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIJ = 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC IENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Qi A H NU 
10! 5275 1174 6.264 3062 441. 71 52.19 
102 5270 1173 6.270 3058 420.20 49.65 
103 4666 1038 6.224 3072 393.48 46.46 
104 4666 1038 6.224 3066 392.92 46.39 
105 4121 91 7 6.163 3086 342.89 40.44 
106 4121 917 6.163 3081 338.63 39.94 
107 4662 1037 6.230 3079 386.13 45.60 
108 4662 1037 6.230 3076 383.66 45.30 
109 4121 9i7 6. i63 3(,83 345.69 40.78 
110 4116 916 6 .111 3080 336.20 39. 66 
111 3641 810 6.105 3092 285.99 33.70 
112 3641 810 6.105 3093 283. 31 · 33 .39 
113 3160 703 6.044 3118 .246.06 28.97 
114 3164 10 .. 6. 036. 3119 246.19 28 .98 
115 266 ... 593 5.933 3130 22·8. 70 26.87 
116 2661 592 5.941 3131 225.45 26.49 
117 2210 492 5.772 3145 224.57 26.31 
ll8 2210 492 5. 772 3149 224.18 26.26 
119 1696 377 5.564 3193 206.37 24.09 
120 1697 377 5. 562 31<;2 209.42 24.44 
121 1173 261 5.673 1787 169.U 19.78 
122 1172 261 5.675 1787 168.70 19. 73 
i23 634 141 4.907 1890 146.37 16.86 
124 635 141 lt.901 1885 146.56 16.88 
125 694 151t 4.432 2732 193.20 22.02 
126 695 154 4.430 2731 196.16 22.36 
127 590 131 5.318 1385 139.57 16.21 
128 591 131 5.308 1384 142 .97 16 .61 
129 9057 2016 6.199 6972 544.04· 64.21 
130 9061 2016 6.196 6970 551.23 65.06 
131 8069 1796 6.102 6994 510.08 60.10 
132 8079 1798 6.093 6991 513.53 60.50 
133 7051 1569 6. 044 7006 466.13 54.87 
134 7057 1570 6.038 7006 465.58 54.80 
135 6122 1362 5.949 7026 439.72 51.68 
136 6124 1363 5. 947 7019 441.13 51.84 
137 5169 1150 5.844 7075 403.30 47.31 
138 5171 1151 5.842 7074 404.53 47.45 
139 4269 950 5.681 7106 347.95 40.70 
140 4269 950 5 .681 7107 343., 40.16 
141 3225 717 5.758 4946 258.23 30.25 __, 
142 3228 718 5.753 4948 256.55 30.05 '-' O'l 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 3 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 9 .99 INCHES TUBE~TD-COIL DIAMETER RATIO z 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE RULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFF IC !ENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
143 2364 526 5.435 4989 251.94 29.33 
144 2364 526 5.435 4989 252.38 29.38 
145 1512 336 4.787 5108 211.02 24.25 
146 1512 336 4.785 5105 213.33 24.5 l 
l4T 1276 284 5. 785 nn 164•42 19.27 
148, 1277 284 5,780 1771 16.3. 78 19.19 
149 1380 307 5.299 3212 206.64 24.23 
150 l.379 307 5.303 3210 210.52 24.45 
.1.51 10095 2247 6.174 6953 629.88 74.31 
152 10099 2248 60171 6952 629.20 74 .23 
153 10549 2348 6.072 9530 694.49 81.79 
15"> 10571 2353 6. 057 9533 689.49 81.18 
155 13857 3084 6.162 9465 905.38 106.79 
156 13852 3C83 6.165 9465 894.64 105.53 
157 17050 3795 6.236 9434 107-4.76 126.93 
158 17050 3795 6.236 9431 1082.69 127. 86 
159 20888 4649 6.230 12339 1273.45 150.38 
160 20888 4649 6.230 12338 1276.03 150.68 
161 24337 5417 6.273 12303 1457.28 172. 21 
162 24390 5429 6. 258 12299 1.509.41 178.32 
163 28058 6245 6.162 19369 1688.00 199.11 
164 28080 6250 6.157 19369 1687.39 199.02 
165 31369 6982 6.208 19328 1801.59 212.67 
166 31421 6994 ~,.197 19327 1850. 25 218.37 
167 34187 7609 6.239 19307 2034.48 240.28 
168 34200 761,2 6.236. 19301 2026.82 239-.36 
169 7135 1588 5.559 9604 509,21 59.75 
170 7135 1588 5. 859 9605 499.26 58.58 
171 42533 9467 4,884 19617 2358,62 271.58 
172 42519 9464 4.886 19615 2339.00 269. 33 
173 38986 8678 4. j!66 19637 2174.16 250.24 
174 38986 8678 4.866 19631 2186. 02 251.61 
175 34776 7741 4.845 19656 1996.76 229. 72 




THERMtJCGJPLE ST AT IP, ?! 
FLUID : DOwTHERM G 
COIL OIAMi:TER = 20.o4 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THtRMOCOUPLE STATICN HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFJC.IENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER !\UMoER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 208 32 220.233 2163 49.55 21. ll 
434 209 32 219.658 2165 49.42 27.05 
<>35 186 28 212. 843 2189 47.07 25.77 
436 185 28 213.574 2187 47.10 25.78 
437 i64 25 208.858 2188 46.49 25.45 
438 164 25 208. 900 2188 46,75 25.59 
439 145 22 203.226 2228 44.72 24.49 
440 145 22 203. 596 2230 44.39 24.31 
441 134 20 198.974 2255 43.81 23.99 
442 134 20 199.215 2253 43.71 23.94 
443 114 17 189.138 2212 43. 73 23.96 
444 114 17 189 .138 2276 43.40 23. 78 
445 95 14 175.419 2320 43.16 23.66 
446 95 14 175.267 2323 42.90 Z3.52 
447 61 9 202.351 1091 38.88 21.29 
448 61 9 202. 718 1089 39.00 21.36 
449 .41 6 176.319 112ij 42.16 23.11 
450 41 6 176.533 1124 42.64 23.38 
451 8 1 204.0&5 385 36.35 19 .90 
452 8 l 203.876 385 35.88 19.65 
453 22 3 234. 381 342 35.56 19.45 
454 22 3 233.583 339 37.19 20.34 
455 33 5 163.489 1160 43.96 24.11 
456 33 5 163. 093 1163 43.40 ·23 .so 
457 82 12 214.170 1060 40.01 21.90 
458 83 12 214.207 1060 39.98 21. 88 
459 141 21 198. 772 2248 44.16 24.19 
460 141 21 198.53' 2247 44.20 24.21 
461 160 24 206.024 2229 44.48 24.36 
462 160 24 205.899 2230 44.65 24.44 
463 188 29 213.174 2186 47.53 26. 02 
464 188 29 213.'i-31 2185 47.43 25.96 
465 217 33 219. 734 2145 50.21 27.47 
466 217 33 219.734 2147 49.86 21. 28 
467 287 44 206. 219 3737 58.24 31.89 
468 287 44 20b.636 3737 58. 20 31.86 
469 315 48 211.219 3701 60.48 33.11 
470 314 48 211. 773 3697 60.63 33 .19 
471 342 52 215.420 3667 62. 72 34.33 
472 342 53 215.290 3666 62.65 34.29 
473 371 57 218. 24 7 3638 65.22 35.69 ---' 
474 372 57 2H .939 3636 65.51 35.85 -...J 
ex, 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 3 
FLUID ~ OOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER• 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT TH!: AVE RAGE BULK FLUl D TEMPERAlURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR T~E THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT ThE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
302 354 78 218. 745 3610 67.45 36.9-1 
303 35!> 79 218.348 3610 67.28 36.82 
304 435 96 17 5.668 8305 76.17 41. 76 
305 435 96 175. 561 8305 76.13 41.74 
306 539 120 180.362 8045 93. 88 51.46 
307 540 120 180.035 8044 93.80 51.42 
308 407 90 221.390 3538 75.32 41.22 
309 407 90 221.657 3537 75.20 41.15 
310 358 79 219.185 3582 68.12 37.28 
311 . 359 79 219.009 3583 68.12 37 .28 
312 313 69 214.740 3638 62.07 33.97 
313 312 69 214.869 3637 62.03 · 33.95 
314 289 64 210.975 3681 59.77 32.72 
315 289 64 210.734 3681- 59.70 32.68 
316 246 54 2.03. 568 3727 55.82 30'.57 
317 246 54 203.609 372!5 55. 87 30.59 
318 185 41 215.347 2136 •4-7.58 26.04 
319 185 41 214.969 213S 47.77 26.14 
320 150 33 204. 721 2181, 44.55 24.39 
321 150 33 204.846 2185 44.50 24.37 
322 133 29 198.236 2216 43.39 23.76 
323 133 29 198.236 2216 43.24 23. 68 
324 78 17 217.264 1029 36.90 20.19 
325 78 17 216.827 1026 37.34 20.43 
326 34 7 l67.i03 1127 .38.54- 21.14 
327 34 7 166.800 1128 38.34 21.03 
328 24 5 231.050 306 29.85 16.33 
329 24 5 231.329 307- 29.64_ 16.21 
330 196 43 217.133 2134 48.70 26.65 
331 196 43 211.002 2134 48.50 26.54 
332 168 37 213.630 2151 45.91 25.13 
333 169 37 213.199 2148 46.12 25.24 
334 151 33 205.892 2172 44.43 24.32 
335 151 33 205. 882 2170 44.41 24.31 
336 132 29 199. 481 2193 43.28 23.70 
337 132 29 199.71"2 2194 43.16 23. 64 
338 115 25 190. 687 2213 43.!15 23.86 
339 115 25 190.725 2210 43.77 23.98 
340 86 19 221.671 1024 38.24 20.93 
341 86 19 221.804 1024 37.91 20.74 
342 67 14 213.557 1030 38.26 20.94 __, 
343 67 14 213.42 8 1030 38.24 20.93 · 
" I.O 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 3 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
CO! L DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO z 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLU><, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER liUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT• BTU/HR- SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 53 11 202.2&8 1056 31.,0 20.53 
345 53 11 202. lt33 1057 37 .24 20.39 
34& 39 8 180.028 1105 37.99 20 .s2 
347 38 8 180.502 1107 37.60 20~ 61 
348 29 6 23 7. 538 298 31,25 17.09 
349 29 b 237.&81 298 31.43 17.19 
350 9 2 199.&38 366 32.69 17.90 
351 9 2 199.409 368 32.0b 17 .56 
352 541 120 180.837 3572 92.42 50.66 
353 542 120 180. 72 8 3571 92.09 50.48 
354 841 187 1&8. 321 5474 112.83 61.88 
355 841 187 · 168.321 5474 112.53 · 61. 71 
35& 1070 238 171.214 5423 122.57 &7.21 
357 1068 237 171.457 5421 122.89 67.39 
358 774 172 127. 361 3730 89.23 49.05 
359 776 172 127. 035 3726 90.13 49.54 
360 1052 234 129.880 3676 101.00 55.51 
361 1049 233 130.213 3675 101.29 55.67 
362 831 185 120. 872 3698 98.96 54.42 
363 831 185 120.943 3697 98.97 54.43 
364 1106 246 123.579 3655 108 .54 59.68 
365 1110 247 123.168 3653 109.19 60.04 
366 1522 338 121.551 5577 123 .• 97 68.12 
367 J.532 341 120. 771 5576 124.30 68.36 
3b8 18&6 415 121. 235 5492 150. 29 82.65 
369 1865 415 121.307 5494 149.14 82. 02 
370 2302 512 118. 130 7840 16·4.96 90.75 




THERMOCOUPLE STAT !ON 4 
FLU ID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER •· 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPF.RATURE AVl:RAGE VALUES FOR TIIE iHERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOL OS DEAN PR AND TL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC I ENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTUIHR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBEK RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
217 9097 1408 6.020 1035 505.:11 59.51 
218 9097 1408 6.020 7029 528.59 62.20 
219 8105 1255 5. 943 7063 431t.42 51.05 
220 8078 1251 5.966 7052 4:16.82 53.70 
221 7121 1102 5.920 7069 416.58 48.93 
222 7139 1105 5. 904 7069 421.83 49.54 
223 6208 961 5,784 7111 370.31 43.39 
224 6214 <;62 5,778 7099 31'9.63 44.48 
225 5277 817 5, 668 7127 349.50 40.87 
226 5301 821 5,639 7140 335,58 39.22 
227 5301 821 5. 639 7155 353,16 41,28 
228 5301 821 5. 639 7153 336.24 39.30 
229 4414 683 5.418 7199 305.56 35. 56 
230 4414 683 5. 418 7199 305.56 35.56 
231 3279 507 5.496 4997 250. 91 29.25 
232 3290 509 5.475 4996 256.16 29.85 
233 2428 376 5.146 5064 260.59 30 .11 
234 2426 375 5.151 5057 259. 03 29.99 
235 1632 252 4.262 5245 212.95 24.17 
236 1603 248 4,348 5245 196. 74 22.38 
237 5215 807 6, 140 3100 314,45 37,08 
238 5200 805 6.160 3099 309.69 36.53 
239 4774 7.39 6,095 3106 288-60 34.00 
240 4769 738 6.102 3105 287.27 33,85 
241 4211 652 6. 060 3134 278 .22 32.76 
242 4217 653 6.050 3127 283.04 33.32 
243 3720 576 5.%0 3133 275.93 32.43 
244 3709 574 5. 980 3135 264.31 3l.08 
245 3225 499 5,847 3152 235. 94 27.68 
246 3225 499 5.84 7 3146 235.42 27.62 
247 3317 513 4. 630 3302 252.03 28 .86 
248 3317 513 4.630 3304 248.13 28.41 
249 2693 417 4.510 3332 216.77 24. 75 
250 2693 417 4,510 3333 214.00 24,44 
251 2166 335 4,306 3371 234.76 26. 68 
252 2166 335 4.306 3366 233.49 26.53 
253 1467 227 4.467 1935 178. 92 20.41 
254 1467 227 4.41>7 1935 178.92 20.41 
255 849 131 3. 958 2036 159.67 17.99 
256 859 133 3,908 2038 175,32 19.72 
257 1162 180 5,429 1858 161.32 18.78 
258 1194 184 5.470 1859 151,92 11.7c, 00 
....... 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 4 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT. NU SSE LT 
RUN NUMBER NU"IBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
2-59 720 111 4.636 1956 151.60 17.36 
.260 715 110 4.647 1956 149.14 11.00 
261 5268 815 6.071 3118 352.61 41.53 
262 5268 815 6. 071 3110 359.35 42.32 
263 9145 1416 4.438 9960 576.36 65.70 
264 9133 1414 4.444 9845 561.60 64. 03 
265 13368 2070 4. 657 9739 871.59 99.86 
261:> 13368 2070 4. 657 9735 658. 38 98.35 
267 17662 2735 4.696 9679 1086.95 124.64 
268 17689 2739 4.688 9678 1073.95 i23 .13 
269 21721 3363 4. 754 9643 1285.04 147.55 
270 21721 3363 4. 754 9645 1277.05 146.63 
271 26223 4061 4.829 12588 1524.28 175.30 
272 26240 4063 4.825 12583 1552.88 178.58 
273 30t43 4745 4. 845 12540 1734.54 199 .55 
274 30664 4748 4. 842 12537 1779.16 204.67 
275 35794 5543 4.69 l 19665 2005.91 230.00 
276 35757 5537 4. 697 19659 1984.65 227.59 
271 39785 6161 4.757 19638 2349.40 269.77 
278 39698 6147 4.768 19638 2206.90 253.47 
279 43180 6687 4. 802 19585 2370 .65 272.49 
280 43228 6694 4. 796 19585 2401.72 276.02 
281 39638 1:138 4. 776 19615 2236.27 256.89 
282 39612 6134 4.780 19611 2194.88 252.16 
283 35485 5495 4. 737 19669 2021.60 232. 03 
284 35547 5504 4. 728 19673 1940.42 222.67 
285 30583 4736 4.856 12546 1749.04 201.21 
286 30577 4735 4.857 12540 1778.09_ 204.62 
287 26275 4069 4. 818 12563 1469.65 168.98 
288 26316 4075 4. 810 12560 1541. 01 177.15 
289 21332 3303 4.85.l 9615 1316. 89 151.52 
290 21295 3297 4. 861 9615 1286.95 148. u 
291 17391 2693 4.778 9675 1160.57 133.33 
292 17310 2M10 4.803 9676 1085.29 124.74 
293 13255 2052 4. 701 9718 826.67 94.81 
294 13255 2052 4. 70 l 9717 828.65 95. 03 
295 9031 1398 4. 500 9818 561.8.! 64.14 
296 9039 1399 4.496 9818 566.15 64.63 
297 43467 6731 4. 767 19605 2438.25 280.04 




THERMOCOUPLE ST AT !ON 4 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE~ro-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= o.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMP~RATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR ANO TL HEAl FLUX, CCEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/t-R•SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER "RE CE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5350 1190 6.166 3074 415.99 49.07 
102 5346 1190 6ol 71 3068 411.06 48.49 
103 4741 1055 6.114 3088 357.08 42.08 
104 4741 1055 6.114 3081 358.95 42.30 
105 4197 <;34 6. 03 7 3107 303.49 35.72 
106 4197 934 6. 037 3101 303.60 J5.73 
107 4737 1054 6.119 3096 346.20 41. 04 
108 4737 1054 6.119 3091 350.71 41.34 
109 4197 934 6. 037 3103 307.09 3h.15 
110 4192 933 6.046 3099 305.70 35. 99 
111 3718 E27 5. 964 3106 285 .30 33.54 
112 3718 827 5.964 3108 281.00 33.03 
113 3236 720 5.885 3126 266.47 31.28 
114 3240 721 5. 877 3126 269.82 31.67 
115 2741 610 5.746 3142 244.36 28.62 
.i.16 2738 609 5. 754 3142 242.68 28.45 
117 2289 509 5. 51t8 3171 222.61 25.97 
118 2289 509 5.548 3173 222.83 26. 00 
119 1776 395 5. 285 3222 213.30 24.76 
120 1777 395 . 5. 282 3221 214. 72 24.93 
121 1220 271 5.426 1811 171.69 19. 99 
122 1220 271 5.429 1811 171.68 19.99 
123 683 152 4.511 1941 144.82 16.54 
124 684 152 4.506 1936 146.08 16.68 
125 766 170 3.972 2805 194.07 21.&7 
126 71>7 170 3.970 2804 195.48 22.03 
127 622 138 5. 009 1417 142.31 16.43 
128 624 138 4.997 1417 145. 36 16. 78. 
129 9232 2055 6.067 6984 557.75 65.68 
130 9237 2056 6. 064 6982 565 .15 66.55 
131 8248 1836 5.954 7CC7 523.82 61.57 
132 8258 1838 5.945 7005 525.44 61.75 
133 7230 1609 5. 877 7024 4f9. 78 s~.14 
134 7235 1610 5.872 7024 4 72. 35 55.44 
135 6300 1402 5.761 7047 444.65 52.08 
136 6303 1403 5. 758 7040 44(,.62 52.31 
137 5345 1189 5.629 7106 395.30 46.19 
138 5348 1190 5.626 7106 393.09 45.93 
139 4449 990 5.425 7152 331.41 38.58 
140 4449 990 5.425 7152 328.23 38.21 
141 · 3348 745 5. 521 4956 289.47 33.76 




THERMOCQUPLE STATION 4 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAM ET ER = 9 .99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE V(ILUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMGCOUPLE STATION HE.AT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN MJMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NU'1BER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
143 2490 554 5.127 5029 252.74 29.25 
144 2490 554 5.127 5030 251. 64 29.14 
145 1642 365 4.365 5188 200.90 22.86 
l4b 1642 365 4.363 5188 200 •. 89 22.86 
147 1321 294 5.567 1790 111.10 19. 98 
148 1322 294 5.561 1789 111.00 19.96 
149 1462 325 4.969 3254 206.75 23.85 
150 1461 325 4.974 3253 206.48 23. 82 
151 10268 2285 6. 057 6965 638.25 75.15 
152 10273 2280 6.054 6963 638.28 75.15 
153 10789 2401 5.920 9549 698.64 82.07 
154 10811 2406 5.907 9551 694.45 81.56 
155 14096 3137 6.045 9480 907.10 106. 78 
156 14089 3136 6.049 9480 897.17 105.62 
157 17285 3847 6.141 9446 1078 .ll 121.12 
158 17285 3847 6.lH 9443 1085.35 127. 98 
159 21199 4719 6.128 12354 1273.00 150.07 
160 21199 4719 6.128 12353 1277.36 150.58 
161 24651 5487 6.184_ 12316 1454.58 171. 63 
162 24701 5498 6.169 12314 1487.73 175.50 
163 28542 6353 6.045 19394 1667.98 196.36 
164 28571 6359 6.039 19395 1666.36 196.14 
165 31855 7090 6.102 19349 1789.41 210.85 
166 31911 7103 6.090 19348 1828.29 215.39 
167 34653 7713 6.H5 19325 2013.39 237.42 
168 34670 7717 6.141 19321 2011.54 237.18 
169 7374 1641 5.647 9633 5ll.9l 59. 84 
J.70 7374 1641 5. 647 9634 501.00 58.56 
171 43054 9583 4.818 19637 2301.27 264.60 
172 43035 9579 4.821 19637 2280.70 262. 25 
173 39505 8793 4. 794 19658 2142.19 246.18 
l 7"t 39505 8793 4.794 19653 2146.73 246.70 
175 35296 7856 4. 765 19680 1957.65 224.63 




THERMOCOUPLE STATIJN 4 
FLUID : DC!.THERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHF.S TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERl40COUPLE STATION HEAT TRA~lSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER f\UMi3ER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HP-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
t.UMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 218 33 2i0.928 2208 46.34 25.36 
434 218 33 210.33-4 2207 4-6.56 25.49 
435 196 30 202.200 2231 4't.92 24.60 
436 196 30 202.862 2227 45.08 24.69 
437 175 27 19-6. 902 2219 45.79 25 .08 
438 175 27 196.822 2223 45.81 25. 09 
439 156 24 189. 590 2265 4't.08 24.15 
440 155 24 190.051 2261 44.31 24.28 
',41 145 22 184.314 2268 45.87 25. 14 
442 145 22 184. 612 2267 45.65 25 .02 
443 125 19 172 •. 270 2294 45. 52 24.96 
444 125 19 172.270 2293 45.65 25.03 
445 108 16 l55. 750 2354 44.93 24.66 
446 108 16 155.674 2355 44. 76 24.56 
447 66 10 187.753 1110 40.90 22.41 
448 66 10 188. 207 1111 40.48 22.10 
449 47 7 155.669 1162 45.34 24. BB 
450 46 7 155. 919 1159 45.42 24.92 
451 9 1 183. 860 ltl5 40.88 22.40 
452 9 1 183.868 413 40.95 22.44 
453 23 3 226.180 350 38.82 21~24 
454 23 3 225.lt54 350 36. 64 21.25 
455 39 6 140.396 1205 'i-7.17 25.91 
456 39 6 139. 949 1206 47.00 25.81 
457 87 13 204.242 1085 39.15 21.44 
458 87 13 203.666 1082 39.69 21.73 
459 153 23 184. 314 2271 45.25 24.80 
460 153 23 184.016 2270 45.37 24. 86 
461 171 26 193. 603 2264 43.69 23.94 
462 171 26 193.447 2266 43. 73 23.95 
463 198 30 202. 764 2230 44.93 24.61 
464 198 30 203.092 2231 44.75 24.50 
465 226 35 210.997 2191 46.68 25 .55 
466 226 35 210.997 2189 46.71 25 .57 
467 306 47 194 • .372 3791 55.87 30.60 
468 305 47 194.764 3792 55.77 30. 55 
46'i 3.33 51 200. 418 3770 56.22 30.79 
470 332 51 200.986 3765 !'6.43 30.90 
411 359 55 205.484 3731 58.29 31.91 
472 359 55 205. 31 B 3728 58.57 32.07 
473 388 60 209.234 3706 59. 65 32.65 --' 
474 388 60 208.981 3706 59.66 32.66 00 (J1 
THERMOCOJPLE STATION 4 
FLUID : OOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE ~ULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE TH[RMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT iHE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 'HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDT l HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
kUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.F1. f NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
302 371 82 209. 165 3612 70.05 38.35 
303 372 82 206.660 3612 69.99 38 • .a2 
304 489 108 15 7. 19 8 8165 90.38 49. 5c; 
305 489 lOB 157. 072 8167 90.13 49.46 
306 590 131 165.219 8163 88. 86 48.74 
307 592 131 H,4.819 8161 88.96 48.80 
308 424 94 212.980 3555 75.46 41.31 
309 423 94 213.325 3554 75.37 41.25 
310 376 83 2G9.588 3585 70.62 38.66 
3H 376 83 209.504 3586 70.56 :;,a .63 
312 330 73 203.929 3679 60.18 32.95 
313 330 73 204.095 3678 60 .16 32.94 
314 306 68 199. 303 3745 56.07 30.71 
315 307 68 198.998 3745 ~6.07 30. 71 
316 265 59 189.759 3798 52.64 28.8lt 
317 265 59 189.683 3797 52. 71 28.88 
3ld 195 43 204.424 2176 45.39 24.ee' 
319 196 43 203. 9't6 2175 45.63 24.99 
320 162 36 191.068 2230 43.16 23.64 
321 161 36 191.222 2227 43.27 23.70 
322 144 32 182.785 2258 42.74 23.43 
323 144 32 182.785 2257 42.65 23.38 
324 82 18 206.581 1055 35.99 19.70 
325 82 18 206.165 1053 36.27 19.86 
326 39 8 145.075 1171 40.50 22.24 
327 39 8 144. 727 1170 40.89 22.45 
328 25 5 223.224 316 31. 32 17.13 
329 25 5 223.584 317 30.85 16.88 
330 207 46 206.833 2175 46.27 25.33 
331 207 46 206.665 2176 46. 01 25.19 
332 178 39 201.979 2192 44.03 24.ll 
333 179 39 201. 572 2189 44.29 24.25 
334 162 36 19 2.38 5 2215 43.08 23.60 
335 162 36 192. 385 2213 42.99 23.55 
336 143 32 184. 568 2234 42.66 23.38 
337 143 31 184.852 2235 42.43 23.25 
:HS 127 28 173. 681 2221 46.9? 25.75 
339 127 28 173.611 2221 47. 02 25.78 
340 90 20 211.628 1049 37-16 20.34 
341 90 20 211. 798 1049 36.82 20 .15 
342 71 15 201.344 1049 38. 91 21.31 
343 71 15 201.102 1048 39.06 21.39 co 
en 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 4 
FLUID: DOwTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER " 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATICN HEAT TRAI-I SFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE'FFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. STU/HR-SQ .FT .-F NUMBER 
NllMl:IER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 57 12 187 .259 1084 38.08 20.86 
345 57 12 187.335 1085 37 .97 20.80 
34<:> 44 9 159. 924 1140 39.91 21.90 
347 44 9 160.376 1142 39.32 21. 57 
348 30 6 231. 031 308 31. 79 17 .39 
349 30 6 231.217 307 32.24 17.63 
350 10 2 180.954 398 34.54 18.93 
351 10 2 180.676 401 33.86 18.56 
352 562 125 174.581 3600 89.14 48.87 
353 562 125 174.440 3599 88.77 48.67 
354 876 195 161. 889 5525 105.82 58.05 
355 876 195 161.889 5524 105.92 58. l O 
356 1104 245 166.162 5453 118 .47 64.98 
3"57 1103 245 166.363 5453 118.39 64.93 
358 803 178 122.934 3759 86.89 47.78 
359 806 179 122. 600 3757 87 .19 47.95 
360 1081 240 126. 584 3697 98.26 54.02 
361 l.078 239 126.933 3696 98.23 54.00 
362 862 191 116. 803 3733 93.45 51.41 
363 861 191 116.893 3732 93.52 51.44 
364 1136 252 120.517 3685 102.26 56.24 
365 1140 253 120.142 3681 103.61 56.98 
366 1570 349 117 .976 5581 127.20 69.97 
367 1581 352 111.201 5580 127 .97 70.40 
368 1914 426 118.333 5526 140.98 7"J.54 
369 1913 425 118.426 5526 140.73 77.41 
370 2374 528 114._701 7868 H:1.71 88.97 




THERMOCOUPLE STATIJN 5 
FLUID : WATER 
C'JIL DIAMETER : 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR- SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMEIER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
217 9263 1434 5. 899 7050 507 .17 59 .55 
218 9263 1434 5.899 7043 53.lt.32 62. 74 
219 e216 1281 5. 806 7078 441.59 51.77 
220 8246 1277 5. 830 7068 459. 78 53 .92 
221 7286 1128 5. 770 7085 422.53 49.50 
222 7308 1131 5. 751 7086 426.22 49.92 
223 6378 987 5.612 7131 374. 05 43.70 
224 6385 988 5.604 7124 377.10 44.05 
225 5449 843 5.468 7150 358.12 41.72 
226 5475 847 5.439 7165 340.44 39.64 
227 5475 E47 5.439 7187. 347.36 40.45 
228 5475 847 5.439 7182 334.95 39.00 
229 4592 711 5.183 7229 312.44 36.20 
230 4592 711 5.183 7232 308.29 35.72 
231 3402 526 5.274 5032 240. 28 27.89 
232 3416 529 5.250 5033 244.26 28.34 
233 2551 395 4. 869 5118 234.96 27.05 
231t 2548 394 4.875 5111 234.29 26.97 
235 1770 274 3.894 5303 225.24 25.33 
236 1733 268 3.987 5312 197.79 22.30 
237 5288 819 6.045 3109 314.83 37.06 
238 5272 816 6. 065 3106 317.13 37.35 
239 4849 750 5.990 3117 283.02 33.29 
2't0 4843 750 5.998 3116 286.58 33.71 
241 4284 66.3 5. 944 3144 280.84 33.00 
242 4289 664 5. 936 3137 285. 74 33.57 
243 3796 587 5.826 315J 260.02 30.49 
244 3782 585 5. 850 .3154 244.99 28.74 
245 3301 511 5.696 3181 209.68 24.53 
246 3301 511 5.696 3173 2ll.98 24.80 
247 3399 526 4.505 .3325 241.96 27.63 
2413 3399 526 4.505 3326 238.39 27.22 
249 2774 429 4. 362 3347 231.20 26.31 
250 2774 429 4. 362 3349. 227. 70 25.91 
251 2253 348 4.122 .3401 238.07 26.93 
252 2253 348 4.122 3396 234.95 26.56 
253 1515 234 4.312 1955 185..17 21.05 
254 1515 234 4.312 1954 186.33 21.18 
255 898 139 3. 719 2076 161.30 18 .05 
256 911 141 3.663 2078 179.16 20.02 
257 1208 187 5.197 1879 168 .15 19.49 
--' 
258 1240 192 5. 244 1878 159.69 18.52 CXl 
CXl 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 5 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 20. 64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC IENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUKBER NUMBER NUKBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
259 768 118 4.319 1996 15,.21 17.87 
260 762 118 40332 1996 153.97 17.51 
261 5338 826 5.981 3126 349.38 41. oe 
262 5338 826 5. 981 3119 358.65 42.17 
263 9404 1456 4.302 9988 586.96 66.70 
264 9390 1454 4.309 9872 571.66 64.97 
265 13617 2108 4.562 9759 877.10 100.28 
266 13617 2108 4.562 9754 865.77 98.98 
2tJ7 17913 2774 4.622 9694 1084 .19 12.-..12 
268 17942 2778 4.614 9694 1065.49 121.96 
269 21964 3401 4.696 9654 1291.22 148.07 
270 21964 3401 4.696 9657 1266.84 145.27 
271 26551 4111 4.762 12604 1520.64 174.63 
272 26565 4114 4.759 12598 1534. 74 176.24 
273 .30969 4796 4.788 12552 1727.43 198.49 
274 30986 4798 4.785 12551 1769.11 203.27 
275 36309 5622 4.617 19690 1976.07 226.20 
276 36272 5617 It. 622 19683 1967.61 225.26 
277 40291 6239 4.690 19662 2303.25 264.08 
278 40203 6226 4.701 19660 2192.16 25.l..41 
279 43675 6763 4.742 19604 2353.52 270.16 
280 43723 6771 4.736 19604 23"80.50 273.22 
281 40140 6216 4. 710 19636 2207.52 253.22 
282 40118 6212 4. 713 19631 2198. 69 252.22 
283 35997 5574 4.661 19693 2009.44 230.25 
284 36056 5583 4.653 19695 1927.43 220.81 
285 30903 4785 4.800 12558 1739.95 199.98 
286 30903 4785 4.000 12553 1775.08 204.02 
287 26595 4118 4. 753 12578 1459.88 167.62 
288 26639 4125 4.744 12575 1539. 76 176.76 
289 21571 3340 4.791 9627 1308.18 150.33 
290 21536 3335 4. BOO 9627 1282.52 147 .41 
291 17634 2730 4. 704 9692 1129.67 129. !?7 
292 17557 2718 4. 727 9692 1080.74 124.02 
293 13509 2092 40603 n38 835.63 95.63 
294 13509 2092 4.603 9738 835.63 95.63 
295 ;1282 1437 4. 365 9845 573.94 65.31 
296 9292 1439 4.3b0 9845 576. 68 65.62 
297 43963 6808 4.707 19623 2405.37 275.90 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 5 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE 4V~RAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VAlUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR AND TL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER !\UMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5425 1207 6.070 3066 387.59 45.65 
102 5421 1206 6. 074 3079 389 .91 45.92 
103 4616 1072 6.007 3100 344.12 40.48 
1'04 4816 1072 6.007 3094 341.96 40.23 
105 4274 ':i51 5. 916 3120 295 .05 34.66 
106 4274 951 5.916 3115 292.65 34.37 
107 4813 1071 6.011 3108 335.02 39.42 
108 4813 1071 6. 011 3105 333.14 39 .19 
109 4274 951 5.916 3118 291. 72 34.26 
llO 4269 ':i50 5.924 3114 293.44 34.47 
lJ.l 3795 844 5. 82_7 3128 259.35 30 .41 
ll2 3795 841t 5.627 3127 262.41 30. 77 
-113 3313 737 5.732 3156 230.17 26.95 
lllt 3311 7311 5.724 3156 2,33.13 27.29 
115 2819 627 5.566 3174 217.14 25.34 
116 2616 626 5. 575 3174 216.39 25.26 
117 2370 527 5.337 3198 215. 02 24.99 
118 2370 527 5.337 3201 215.34 25.02 
119 1857 ltl3 5. 027 3261 202.93 23.44 
120 1858 ltl3 5.024 3258 206.45 23.84 
121 1268 282 5.197 1631 183.76 21.30 
122 1267 282 5.200 1831 182.96 21.20 
123 734 163 4.164 1991 155.05 17. 56 
124 735 163 4.160 1986 156.16 17.68 
125 . 840 187 3.584 2885 196.76 22.16 
126 841 187 3.582 2885 199.85 22.28 
127 655 146 4.n.1 1450 147.04 16.87 
128 657 146 4. 713 1450 151. 08 .17 .33 
129 9408 2C94 5.940 7002 542057 63. 76 
130 9414 2095 5.936 7000 546. 73 64.24 
131 !l428 1876 5.811 7028 511.64 59. 98 
132 8439 1878 5.803 7025 512.41 60.07 
l:!3 7410 1649 5. 716 7048 457.47 53.54 
134 7415 1650 5. 712 7048 458.61 53. 67 
135 6479 1442 5. 583 7075 430.90 50.31 
136 6483 -1443 5. 579 7067 433. 93 50.66 
137 5524 1229 5.425 7140 380.96 44. 35 
138 5527 1230 5.422 7137 384.22 44.72 
139 4631 1030 5.187 7187 330.77 38.32 
140 4631 1C30 5.187 7185 329.94 38.23 
141 3473 773 5.299 5005 254.95 29.60 
142 3475 773 5.295 5006 255.84 29. 7 l I.O 0 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 5 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INC~ES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
,U THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION ·HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUN BER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
143 2619 583 4.1145 5C83 235.52 21.10 
144 2619 583 4.1145 5083 236,13 27, 17 
145 1776 395 4,000 5274 196 ,23 22,13 
146 1777 395 3,998 . 5275 195,43 22.04 
147 1366 304 5.361 1811 170,15 1q, 78 
148 1368 304 5, ::154 1811 169, 19 19,67 
149 1545 344 4.670 3300 201,38 23.08 
150 1544 343 4.676 3299 201,26 23,07 
151 10442 2324 5, 944 -6-980 626.07 73.57 
152 10449 2325 5,940 6980 622,93 73,20 
153 11031 2455 5,775 9573 680.51 79,73 
154 11052 2460 5.763 9574 678.86 79.52 
155 14337 3191 5,932 9498 882,27 103,66 
156 14328 3189 5,936 9497 875,53 102,87 
1.57 17521 3900 6,049 9460 1055,98 124,32 
158 17521 3900 6,049 9457 1057,02 124,44 
159 21512 4788 6, 028 12372 1243,36 146,33 
160 21512 4788 6,028 12370 1251, 93 147,33 
161 2't966 5557 6.096 12333 1404,11 165.43 
162 25014 5568 6. 083 12332 .142.2 .39 167 ,55 
163 29029 6461 5.932 19418 · 1644,86 193.26 
164 29065 6469 5.9z4 19420 1639,56 192.60 
165 32345 7199 5. 998 19375 1732,35 203, 77 
166 32405 7213 5,986 19372 1785,83 2-10, 01 
167 35121 7818 6.053 19345 1963.79 231,21 
168 35143 7822 6,049 19342 1957. 71 230 .48 
169 7615 1695 5.447 9674 489,23 56, 97 
170 7615 1695 5.447 9670 488.39 56.88 
171 43577 9700 't,753 19659 2262.97 259,83 
172 43553 9694 4.756 19660 2215.lllt 254,44 
173 40028 8910 4. 724 19685 2060~63 236,45 
174 40028 8910 4,724 _19679 2071.78 237,73 
175 35820 7973 4.687 19708 1904.85 218.39 
176 35859 7982 4,682 l97C8 1885.38 216,13 
<..O 
---' 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 5 
FLUID : DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER "' 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE SULK FLUID TEMPEkATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMSl:R NUMB ER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUJ4BER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 228 35 202.004 2236 45.29 24.80 
434 228 35 201.393 2240 45.00 24.64 
435 207 32 192.090 2259 44.37 24.30 
436 206 32 192.674 2259 44.15 24.19 
437 186 28 185. 620 2251 45.36 . 24.86 
438 186 28 185.431 2254 45.31 24. 83 
439 168 26 176. 864 2267 46.98 25.75 
440 167 25 177.401 2267 46.81 25.66 
441 158 24 170. 738 2315 44.20 24.24 
442 157 24 171. 084 2311 44.29 24.29 
443 138 21 156.940 2322 46 • .f38 25.73 
444 138 ·21 156. 940 2323 46.86 25.72 
445 122 19 138.4°11 2382 47.32 25.99 
446 122 19 138.396 2383 47.16 25.90 
447 72 J.l 174. 205 1122 44.51 2~.40 
448 71 11 174. 732 1120 44.59 24.45 
449 53 8 137.574 1189 50.44 27.71 
450 53 8 137. 84 7 1188 49.77 27.34 
451 10 1 165.662 453 41.40 22.11 
452 10 1 165.830 451 41.33 22.67 
453 24 3 218.251 362 39.39 21.55 
45'> 24 3 217.592 359 41. 71 22.83 
455 45 7 12 o. 870 1248 51.03 28.07 
456 45 1 120.400 1250 50.83 27 .95 
457 92 14 194.218 1105 39.32 21.54 
458 92 14 193. 630 1105 39.15 21.45 
459 165 25 170.910 2274 48.65 26.68 
460 166 25 170.566 2271 49.00 26. 87 
461 183 28 181. 922 2282 44.70 24.50 
462 183 28 181. 739 2282 44.95 24.64 
463 209 32 192.849 2258 44.35 24.29 
464 208 32 193.240 2259 44.13 24 .11 
465 236 36 202.596 2220 45.37 24.84 
466 236 36 202.596 2222 45.fl8 24.68 
467 325 50 183. 197 3838 54.30 29.76 
468 325 50 183.566 3841 53.99 29.59 
469 352 54 190.158 3812 54.85 30.05 
470 351 54 190. 736 3807 54.96 30.ll 
471 377 58 195.993 3769 56.85 31. 14 
472 378 58 195. 795 3765 57.18 31.32 
473 405 62 200.580 3737 58. 66 32.13 
474 406 62 200.377 3738 58.56 32.07 I.D N 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 5 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE, STATION HEAT TRANS FER 
REY NOL OS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 62 13 173.361 1113 38.43 21.07 
345 6i 13 173. 361 1113 38.46 21.09 
346 50 11 142.172 1176 41. 94 23.03 
347 49 11 142.598 1174 41.94 23.03 
348 31 6 224.692 319 31.97 17.49 
349 31 6 224.919 318 32.66 17.87 
350 11 2 164. 034 430 36.68 20.12 
351 11 2 163. 719 433 35.88 19.68 
352 583 129 168.546 3624 86.96 47. 69 
353 583 129 168. 376 3621 86.86 47.64 
354 91.2 203 155. 712 5567 101.05 55.45 
355 912 203 155. 712 5572 99.94 54. 84 
356 1139 253 161. 263 5485 113.82 62.44 
357 1138 253 161. 426 5484 113. 77 62.41 
358 834 185 .118.691 3834 7'4.92 41.21 
359 836 186 118.345 3835 74.70 41.09 
360 1110 247 123.386 3726 93.21 51. 25 
361 1107 246 1.23. 749 3724 93.66 51.50 
362 893 198 112. 897 3771 87,62 48.21 
3E:3 892 198 113.005 3771 87.29 48.03 
364 1166 259 117. 545 3707 98.57 54.22 
365 1170 .260 117. 203 3708 98.40 54.13 
366 1620 360 114.528 5662 109.97 60,50 
367 1632 363 113. 75 8 5660 110. 74 60.93 
368 1964 437 115.515 5563 132. 69 73.00 
369 1962 436 115.62 7 5563 132.03 72.63 
370 2448 545 111.393 7971 138.38 76 .16 
37l 2446 544 111.499 7969 138.00 75. 95 
<.O 
-+:> 
THERMOCOUPLE STAT!JN 5 
FLUID : DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.q9 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO~ 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR TlfE THERMOCOU?LE STATION 
AT THE THER'40COUPLE.STATION HEAT TRAr~SFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDT L HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC lENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMEIER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
302 389 86 199.994 3599 75.31 4J..24 
303 390 Bo 199. 388 3596 75. 86 41.54 
304 548 122 140.774 8135 100.13 54.99 
305 549 122 140. 634 8133 100.32 55 .10 
306 647 144 151.394 8262 83. 97 4o.09 
307 649 144 150. 939 8258 84.l't 4o.19 
308 442 98 204.879 3524 86.03 47.10 
309 441 98 205.293 3523 85. 86 t.7. 01 
310 394 87 200.399 3576 75.38 41.28 
3J.l 394 87 200. 399 3576 75.36 41.27 
312 348 77 193.050 3651 06.40 36. 38 
313 348 77 193. 846 3650 66.33 3o.33 
314 325 72 188.265 3131 59.49 32.60 
315 326 72 187.904 3737 59.43 32.56 
310 285 63 ,176. 883 3780 57.05 31.28 
317 285 63 176. 703 3783 56 .• 80 31. lit 
3111 206 45 194.041 2201t 44.87 24.58 
319 207 46 193.474 2203 45.03 24.67 
320 174 38 178 .318 2250 44.09 24.17 
321 174 38 178. 498 2246 44.25 24.26 
322 157 35 168. 546 2273 44.79 24.56 
323 157 35 168.546 2272 44.79 24. 57 
324 87 19 196.409 1067 37.38 20.48 
325 81 19 196.013 1065 37. 75 ·20.67 
326 45 10 126.186 1218 42.15 23.17 
327 46 10 125. 816 1216 42.5~ 23.37 
328 26 5 215.650 320 32.47 17.77 
329 26 5 216.085 328 32.04 17.54 
330 217 48 197.006 2203 45.46 24.90 
331 218 48 196 .807 2203 · 45.35 24. 84 
332 189 42 190. 948 2220 43.66 23.92 
333 190 42 190. 5o3 2216 43. 96 24.08 
334 174 38 179. 765 2236 43.92 24. 0'1 
::135 i.74 38 179. 7o5 2234 43.83 24.03 
336 156 34 170. 772 2248 44.61 24.46 
337 155 34 111.100 2250 44.35 24.32 
338 140 31 158.224 2258 47.32 25.97 
339 140 31 158.063 2256 47.67 26.16 
340 95 21 202. 024 1069 36.95 20.23 
341 95 21 202. 228 1069 36.72 20.11 
342 75 10 189.813 1039 46.37 25.41 ___. 
343 7o 16 189. 621 1037 46.84 25.66 ~ 
w 
THERMOCOUPLE ST AT ION 6 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 20.64 INCl-lES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE· STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
217 9430 1460 5.782 7059 531. 93 62.33 
218 9430 1460 5.782 7056 541.60 63.46 
219 8447 1308 5.674 7086 4 7'1.30 55.12 
220 8415 1303 5.698 7073 500. 50 58. 56 
221 7452 1154 . 5.627 7104 424.13 49.56 
222 7479 1158 5.604 7101 439.19 51.30 
223 6549 1014 5.448 7152 378.68 44.10 
224 6558 1015 5.439 7144 383.46 44.65 
225 5622 870 5. 279 7179 357.62 41.51 
226 5650 875 5.250 7188 347.87. 40.36 
227 5650 875 5.250 7211 353.41 41.00 
228 5650 875 5.250 7203 346.51 40.20 
229 4773 739 4.964 7266 309,28 35.67 
230 4773 739 4.964 7263 311.09 35.88 
231 3527 546 5.067 5060 240.69 27,82 
232 3543 548 5. 040 5061 244.83 28.28 
233 2677 414 4.615 5160 232.88 26.66 
234 2673 414 4.621 5152 232.24 26. 59 
235 1911 2% 3.575 5371 228.42 25.46 
236 1866 289 3.672 5370 205.12 22.93 
"i37 5362 830 5.952 3117 31'1.85 37.36 
238 5345 827 5. 973 3113 329.15 38.70 
239 4924 762 5, 887 3124 295. 53 34.69 
21t0 4917 761 5.897 3125 288.70 33.90 
241 4358 674 5.831 3153 290.93 34.12 
242 4362 675 5.825 3146 29·2.45 · 34.29 
243 3872 599 5.697 3161t 261.16 30.56 
244 3855 597 5.725 3162 259.41 30.37 
245 33'77 523 5.552 3196 210.28 24. 54 
246 3311 523 5. 552 3189 211.48 24.68 
247 3482 539 4.385 3348 232,. 97 26 .S.3 
248 3482 539 4.385 3349 22.S.96 26.07 
249 2857 442 4. 221 3372 228.75 25.94 
250 2857 442 4.221 3372 228. 75 25.9"t 
251 2341 362 3.950 3436 227.93 .25.67 
252 2341 362 3.950 3428 231.57 26.08 
253 1562 242 4.164 1980 179.98 20.38 
254 1562 242 4.164 1979 182.25 20.64 
255 948 146 3. 502 2117 167.05 18.58 
256 964 149 3.441'' 2117 195.29 21.68 
257 1255 194 4, 979 1905 168 .35 19.42 
258 1286 199 5.032 1901 162. 47 18.76 \.0 (.Tl 
THERMOCOUPLE STATIJN b 
Fl UICI : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO = 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE Bl.LK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR T~E THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAi'; PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC IENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT• BTU/HR~SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
259 816 126 4. 036 2035 166.48 18.79 
260 809 125 4.049 2035 162. 30 18.33 
261 5409 83 7 ~.894 3134 356.38 41.84 
26~ 5409 837 5. 894 3127 356.79 41.89 
263 9666 1497 4.172 10017 600,01 67.96 
264 9648 1494 4.180 9898 588.95 66.72 
265 13869 2147 4.470 9778 889.56 101.48 
266 13869 214 7 4.470 9774 871.92 99.47 
267 18164 2813 4. 551 9711 1075 .96 122.98 
268 1819b 2817 4.542 9710 l.:>69.22 122.19 
269 22209 3439 4.638 9666 1305.96 149.56 
270 22209 3439 4. 638 9667 1298.99 148. 77 
271 26880 4162 4.697 12617 1544.15 l 77 .07 
272 26892 4164 4.694 12612 1559.01 l 78.J7 
273 31297 4846 4. 732 12565 174·1.57 199-.87 
274 31310 4848 4. 730 12563 1778.37 204.08 
275 36827 5703 4,544 19713 2004.54 229.08 
276 36789 5697 4.550 19705 1999.86 228.57 
277 40800 6318 4,625 19682 231-5.13 265.06 
278 40711 6304 4. 636 19682 2153.47 246.61 
279 44173 6840 4.682 19620 2390.46 274.03 
280 44221 6848 4.676 .. 19623 2402.87 275.42 
281 40644 t294 4.644 19656 2228.18 255~22 
282 40626 6291 4,64 7 19650 2215. 72 253.80 
283 36513 5654 4.588 19713 2045.15 233.95 
284 36568 5663 4. 580 19716 1961.35 224.33 
285 31223 4835 4.7't5 12572 1737,67 199.48 
286 31230 4836 4. 744 12567 1766.19 202.75 
287 2&916 4168 4.690 12592 1477.77 169.44 
288 26963 4175 4.681 12591 1542.86 176. 86 
289 21811 3377 4, 732 9639 1322.78 151 .81 
290 21778 3372 4, 741 9639 1294. 30 148.57 
291 17878 2768 4.632 9711 1088.90 124.69 
292 17804 2757 4. 654 9707 1074. 70 123,12 
293 13764 2131 4,508 9757 1146.13 .96,62 
294 13764 2131 4,508 9758 833.42 95.16 
295 9536 1476 4. 235 9874 582.!)6 66.03 
296 9548 1478 4.229 9873 588. 78 66. 78 
297 44462 6885 4.648 19642 2410.57 276.13 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 6 
FLUID : WATi:R 
CilIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TD-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THi: THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANOTL HEAT Fl.UX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER l',lJHBER MJHBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5501 1224 5.977 3094 3'19.92 47.02 
102 5498 1223 5. 980 3087 40.2.26 47.30 
103 4892 1088 5. 903 3107 361.13 42.41 
104 4892 1088 5.903 3100 364.28 42.78 
105 4351 968 5. 7913 3139 272.83 31.98 
106 4351 968 5. 798 3132 276.48 32.41 
107 4889 10€8 5.906 3114 356.56 41.87 
108 4889 1088 5. 906 3111 356 .28 41.84 
109 4351 968 5 .798 3134 211. 57 32.53 
110 4346 967 5-806 3131 276 .40 32.40 
111 3874 862 5. 695 3148 244.16 28.56 
112 3874 862 5.695 3148 244.16 28.56 
113 3390 754 5. 585 3169 237.81 21.11 
114 3395 755 5. 578 3170 237. 75 27.76 
115 2898 645 5.398 3189 2.25.58 26.24 
116 2895 644 5.405 3188 225.01 26.18 
117 2452 545 5.138 3205 251. 84 29.15 
ll8 2452 545 5.138 3208 253.26 29.32 
119 1939 431 4. 789 3274. 236.16 27.14 
120 1941 432 4.785 3274 238.14 27.36 
121 1317 293 4.982 1854 185.95 21.45 
122 1316 293 4. 985 1856 182.34 2lo04 
123 786 175 3.858 2033 166.19 18. 67 
124 787 175 3.854 2025 lH.86 19.53 
125 917 204 3.255 ·2949 214.72 23.71 
126 918 204 3.253 2948 215.04 23. 7it 
127 689 153 4.470 1480 lS't.94 17.68 
128 691 153 4.454 1481 157.70 17.98 
129 9586 2133 5.81 7 7015 557.41 65.36 
130 9593 2135 5. 812 7012 569.25 66.74 
131 8611 1916 5.673 7042 528. 61 61. 82 
132 8621 1919 5.665 7039 528.97 61.85 
!.33 7592 1690 5. 563 7066 468.67 54.70 
134 7596 1690 5.560 7066 468.79 54. 71 
135 6661 1482 5.412 7096 440.88 .51.31 
136 6666 1483 5.40.8 7089 444.06 51.68 
137 5704 1269 5.233 7162 397.96 46.15 
138 5708 1270 5. 229 7160 400.91 46.49 
139 '"816 1072 4.964 7243 302.07 34.d4 
140 4816 1C72 4.964' 7243 300.69 34.68 
141 3600 801 5.090 5030 260.56 30 .13 
--' 
142 3602 801 5.087 5030 261.68 30.26 I.D 
........ 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 6 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATI3 = 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT· TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE ·PR Q/A H NU 
14.3 2750 612 4.567 50<;5 281.47 32.20 
144 2750 612 4.587 5096 280.99 32. 14 
145 1913 425 3.682 5322 213.59 23.88 
146 1914 426 3.680 5325 210.99 23.59 
147 1412 314 5.16:7 1833 168.84 19.55 
148 1414 314 5.160 1833 169 .35 19.61 
149 16.:H 363 4.399 3333 212.62 24.22 
150 1628 362 4.405 3333 212.20 24.18 
151 10617 2363 5. 834 6993 634.21 74.39 
152 10625 2365 5.829 6991 637.88 74. 81 
153 11276 2510 5.635 9591 700.36 81.85 
154 11295 2514 5.624 959.3 692.30 80.89 
155 14579 3245 5.821 9511 907.05 106.36 
156 14568 3242 5.826 9512 89',,.78 104.93 
157 17758 3952 5. 958 9470 1Q1'5.79 126.45 
158 17758 3952 5.958 9468 1070.19 125. 79 
159 21827 4858 . 5. 931 12382 1290.94 151.67 
160 21827 4858 5.931 12384 1265.63 148.70 
161 25284 5628 6.010 12345 1410.47 165.94 
162 25328 5638 5. 998 12345 1420.61 167.10 
163 29519 6570 5.821 19441 1654.51 194. 01 
164 29562 6580 5.812 19443 1655.97 194.15 
165 "32837 7309 5.898 19393 1770.51 207 .. 89 
166 32902 7323 5.88 5 19391 1830.10 214. 84 
167 35593 7922 5. 963 19364 1979.92 232.75 
168 35619 7928 5. 958 19358 1983. 73 233 .1 a 
169 7859 1749 5.258 9699 506.41 58. 76 
l70 7859 1749 5. 258 9696 503.03 58.37 
171 44103 9817 4.690 19678 2276.45 261.01 
172 44074 9810 4.694 19676 2256.20 258. 71 
173 40553 9027 4.656 19703 2100.68 240.68 
174 40553 9027 4.656 19697 2107.88 241. 50 
175 36346 8090 4.612 19729 1949.69 223.15 
176 36385 8099 4.606 19_730 1915.94 219 .26 
t.O 
co 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION: 6 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER = 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK Ft.UID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRAN.SFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANOT L HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC IENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/ HR-SQ..FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 238 36 193.447 2268 44.09 24.15 
434 239 37 192. 822 2268 44.24 24.23 
435 219 33 182.475 2277 44.86 24. 59 
436 218 33 182.993 2274 44.96 24.h4 
437 198 30 174.984 2259 47.19 25.87 
438 198 30 l74.70i 2261 47.36 25.96 
439 180 27 165. 006 2265 51.00 27 .98 
440 180 27 165.606 2264 50.74 27.83 
441 171 26 158.188 2322 46.93 25.75 
442 110 26 158. 570 2318 47.00 25.79 
443 152 23 143.048 2371 45.84 25.17 
444 152 23 143. 048 2373 45.78 25.14 
445 138 21 123.200 2425 48.39 26.61 
446 138 21 123.234 2423 48.55 26. 70 
.. 47 77 12 161.654 1150 4'4.95 24.61, 
448 71 12 162.241 1149 44.79 24.57 
449 60 9 121. 802 1231 52.29 28.75 
450 60 9 122.089 1228 52.13 28.67 
451 11 1 149.331 490 42.57 23.37 
452 11 1 149.624 490 41.55 22.81 
453 25 3 210. 589 375 39.74 21.75 
454 25 3 209.995 370 43.21 23.65 
455 53 8 104. 496 1301 53.08 29~23 
456 53 8 104.024 1301 . 53. 28 29.34 
457 96 15 184.679 1121 39.92 21. 88 
458 97 15 184.083 1121 39.83 21•83 
459 179 27 158.506 2282 51. 78 28.41 
460 179 27 158.125 2278 52.43 28. 77 
461 195 30 170.951 2283 47.35 25.96 
462 195 ::SO 110. 745 2282 47.77 26.20 
463 220 34 183.415 2279 4.lt.49 24.38 
464 219 34 183. 860 2279 44.33 24.29 
465 246 38 194.521 2249 44.29 24.26 
466 246 38 194. 521 2248 44-27 2't.25 
467 346 53 172.666 383 .. .57. 27 .31.40 
468 345 53 173. 016 3831 57.44 31.49 
469 372 57 180. 421 3820 56.37 30 .89 
470 371 57 181.006 3817 56. 34 30. 88 
471 396 61 186.934 3793 56.66 31.05 
472 397 61 186. 708' 3794 56.54 30 .98 
473 42.lt 65 192.271 3766 57.76 31.64 ---' 
474 424 65 192.122 3768 57.53 31.52 ~ ~ 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 6 
FLUID : UOhTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TJ-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCDU?LE STATION 
AT THE THERHCCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDT L HEAT FLUX, COEFF IC !ENT• NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-.f NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
302 408 90 191. 215 3606 77.88 42.66 
303 409 91 190.521 3606 77.84 42.64 
304 615 136 126.232 8650 69.62 38.27 
305 616 137 126. 083 8649 69.63 38.28 
306 709 157 138.80!"> 8092 105.48 57.94 
307 711 158 138. 310 8091 105 .57 57.99 
308 460 102 197.077 3652 66.80 36.59 
309 459 102 197.555 3650 66.63 36. 50 
310 413 91 191.601 3587 77.37 42.39 
311 412 91 191.679 3588 77.21 42.30 
312 368 81 183.882 3616 75.13 41.17 
313 367 81 184.106 3614 75.20 41.21 
314 345 76 177. 836 3622 79.28 43.46 
315 346 77 177 .lt26 3622 79.21t 43.41t 
3'16' 307 68 164.892 3707 61!.90 37.79 
317 307 68 164.627 3707 68. 88 37.78 
318 218 48 184.180 2212 46.37 25.41 
319 219 48 183.533 2211 46.57 25.52 
320 187 41 166.430 2203 53.96 29.60 
321 187 41 166. 631 2202 53.79 29.50 
322 171 38 155. 449 2215 5T.27 31.43 
323 171 38 155.449 2215 57.08 31.32 
324 91 20 186. 730 1073 39.76 21;19 
325 91 20 186.352 1070 40.41 22.14 
326 52 11 uo.101 1264 44.06 24.25 
327 53 11 109. 729 126.3 44.45 24•47 
328 27 6 208 .323 338 33 • .35 18.26 
329 27 6 208. 82 8 338 32.94 18.03 
330 229 51 187. 638 2217 46.U 25.27 
331 229 51 187 .411 2216 46.18 25.30 
332 201 44 180.515 2211 47.32 25.94 
333 201 44 180.152 2209 47.48 26.03 
334 187 41 167.982 2191 53.24 29.20 
335 187 41 167.982 2189 53.31 29.24 
336 169 37 158.035 2189 .57. 21 .31.39 
337 168 37 158.39'8 2189 57.08 31.32 
3J8 154 34 144.214 2257 52.48 28.82 
339 154 34 143 .98 2 2257 52.57 28.87 
340 100 22 192. 845 1086 37.14 20.34 
341 99 22 193. 079' 1085 ·37.10 20.32 
342 BO 17 178. 939 1078 42.36 23.22 N 
343 80 18 178.723 1078 42.38 23.23 0 0 
fHERMOLUUPLE STATION 6 
FLUID : DOWTHf'\M G 
COIL DIAMETcR ~ 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THf AVER,\GE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE 'I ALU ES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STA TYON 
AT T,iE THERMOCJUPLE s·TA TION HEAT TRANS FER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE1'FICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 68 15 160.51 7 1129 40.52 22.23 
345 68 15 160. 45 2 1130 40.27 22.09 
346 56 12 126.570 1212 43.91 2't.14 
347 56 12 126.969 1214 43.32 23.81 
348 31 7 218.520 329 32.15 17.59 
349 31 7 218. 784 328 32.55 17. 81 
350 12 2 148. 757 464 38 .20 20.97 
351 12 2 148. 418 466 37.65 20.67 
352 605 134 162.726 3638 87.31 47. 90 
353 605 134 162. 529 3633 87.64 48.08 
354 950 211 149. 787 5592 99.94 54.86 
355 950 211 149. 787 5593 99.58 54.66 
356 1175 261 156. 516 5535 105.83 58.08 
357 1174 261 156.643 5535 105. 63 57.97 
358 865 192 114.620 3854 74.36 40.91 
359 867 193 114. 267 3853 74.37 40.92 
360 1140 253 120.261 3783 82.60 45. 43 
361 1136 253 120. 657 3782 82.63 45.44 
362 925 206 109.153 3782 88.60 48.77 
363 924 205 109.278 3783 88.05 48.47 
364 1197 266 114.659 3745 91.36 50.26 
365 1200 267 U4.352 3743 91. 75 50.48 
366 1671 372 111.202 5686 108.26 59~58 
367 1683 374 110.439 5686 108.78 59.87 
368 2014 448 112.777 5635 114.94 63.25 
369 2011 447 112.909 5638 114.13 62.80 
370 2524 561 108. 202 8049 126.84 69.82 
371 2522 561 108.284 8047 126.53 69.65 
N 
0 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 7 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT rHE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC I ENT, NVSSELT 
RUN NUMBER t-;UMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
217 9599 1486 5.668 7066 561.97 65.72 
.218 9599 1486 5o{,68 7066 563.59 65.90 
219 8621 1335 5. 546 7097 487.88 56.92 
220 8586 1329 5.57 2 7088 505.26 58. 98 
221 7619 1179 5.488 7116 438.90 51.15 
222 7o51 1184 5.463 7116 449.05 52 .31 
223 6722 1041 5.290 7170 384.66 44.66 
224 6733 1042 5. 281 7165 385.80 44.78 
225 5798 898 5 .100 7202 364.54 4>2 ol 6 
226 5827 902 5.071 7210 356.33 41.19 
221 5827 902 5. 071 7237 356.40 41.20 
228 5827 902 5.071 1221 351.12 40. 59 
229 4956 767 4.759 7294 314.99 36.17 
230 4956 767 4. 759 7295 313.40 35.99 
231 3653 565 4.871 5089 240.67 27. 70 
232 3673 568 4. 842 5089 246.30 28.33 
233 2804 434 4.381 5195 239. 78 27 .30 
234 2800 433 4.388 5187 240.88 27.43 
235 2057 318 3.296 5445 235.15 26.00 
236 2002 310 3.395 5446 206.29 22.88 
237 5436 841 5. 861 3127 312.05 36.62 
238 5418 839 5. 883 3125 315.52 37.04 
239 4999 774 5. 788 3133 297. 10 34.82 
240 4991 172 5. 799 3135 286.64 33.60 
241 4432 686 5. 721 3166 284.99 33.36 
242 4435 080 5. 717 3160 283.13 33.14 
243 3949 611 5. 573 3185 237.38 27. 71 
244 3930 608 5.604 3187 228.89 26. 73 
245 3455 535 5.413 3216 201.39 23.44 
246 3455 535 5.413 3210 200.94 23.39 
247 3566 552 4.271 3368 23.1.08 26.24 
248 3566 552 4.271 3370 225.72 25.63 
249 2940 455 4.088 3388 243.92 27.57 
250 2940 455 4.088 3387 245.91 21. 79 
251 2429 376 3. 790 3470 223.10 .25.02 
252 2429 376 3.790 3465 221.-82 24.88 
253 16U 249 4.025 2004 1713.05 20.09 
254 1611 249 4.025 2002 182.89 20 .64 
255 999 154 3.306 2161 H,8. 47 Hl.63 
256 1017 157 3. 241' 2162 198.74 21.93 
251 1303 201 4.776 1935 160.24 ,·10 .41 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 7 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER ~ 20.t>4 INCHES TUSE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= o.o2a983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK F.LUIO TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE ST.~TICN 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFF IC 1ENT, NLISSELT 
RUN NUMBER IIUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. 8 TIJ/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR QI A H NU 
259 865 134 3. 781 2077 l 75. 40 19.67 
260 858 132 3.796 2078 168.67 18. 92 
261 5479 848 5. 808 3143 353.54 41.45 
262 5479 848 5. 808 3136 354. 98 41.62 
Zl:3 9931 1537 4.048 10038 627.93 70.90 
264 9910 1534 4.058 9922 608.27 68.70 
265 14121 2186 4.380 9790 939.30 l 06. 93 
266 14121 2186 4. 380 9789 900.97 102.57 
267 18417 2852 4.481 9722 1112.63 126 .97 
268 18451 2857 4.472 9720 1106.88 126.28 
269 22454 3477 4. 581 9674 1356.82 155.19 
270 22454 3477 4. 581 9676 1346. 88 154.05 
271 27211 4214 4.633 J.2629 1588.71 181.93 
272 27220 4215 4. 631 12622 16~3.74 165.93 
273 31625 4897 4.678 12571 187·7• 55 215.2.2 
274 31635 4899 4.676 12569 1907.99 218.70 
275 37347 5783 4.474 19725 2113.71 241.16 
276 37309 5777 4.479 19719 2087.16 238.!6 
277 41311 097 4.561 19695 2410.40 275.57 
278 41222 6383 4. 572 19694 2254.96 257.86 
279 44672 6918 4.623 19629 2534. 76 290.20 
280 44721 6925 4. 618 19630 2544.76 291.3P 
281 41150 6372 4. 581 19667 2349.49 268•73 
282 41137 6370 4:. 582 19661 2316.74 264. 99 
283 37032 5734 4. 516 19729 2146 .63 245.16 
284 37083 5742 4.509 19731 2054.49 234.60 
285 31545 4885 4.691 12580 1814.02 207.99 
286 31559 4887 4.689 12575 1868.78 214.26 
287 27238 4218 4.628 12600 1565.54 179.25 
288 27288 4225 4.618 12600 1607.50 184.02 
289 22052 3415 4.675 9646 1379. 78 158.15 
290 22021 3410 4.682 9646 1353.22 155. 13 
29,1 J.8123 2806 4. 562 9720 1145.36 130.9.5 
292 18053 2795 4.582 9718 1117.28 127. 79 
293 14020 2171 4.416 9771 880.42 l00.31 
294 14020 2171 4.416 9772 876.48 99.87 
295 9793 1516 4.112 9895 606.71 68.62 
296 9806 1518 4.105 9895 610 .12 69.06 
297 44963 6963 4.590 19656 2468.61 282.41 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 7 
F-LU!D : WATER 
COIL D!AMETFR = 9.Q9 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE B~LK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUS SE LT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5577 12'tl 5.885 3101 413.26 48.51 
102 5575 1240 5. 888 3094 415 .13 48.74 
103 4968 1105 5.801 3113 384.97 45.13 
104 4968 1105 5. 801 3106 391.36 45.88 
105 4429 986 .5.684 3149 279.81 32.73 
106 4429 986 5.684 3142 281.,23 32.90 
107 4966 1105 5. 803 3120 381.33 44.70 
108 4966 1105 5.803 3117 382. 29 44.81 
109 4429 986 5.684 3144 284.13 33.24 
110 4424 984 5.691 3142 278.61 32.59 
111 3953 880 5.567 3155 261.17- 30.48 
112 3953 880 5.567 3156 259 .92 30.34 
113 3469 772 5.444 3182 244.72 28.50 
114 3473 773 5.437 3183 244.06 28.42 
11.5 2978 662 5 •. 236 3211 220.32 25.55 
116 2974 662 5. 2't3 3210 220. 3 7 25.56 
117 2534 564 4.951 3_237 232.77 26.84 
118 2534 564 4. 951 3241 232.42 26.80 
119 2023 450 4.568 3307 233.15 26.66 
120 2025 450 4.5o4 3307 234.49 26.81 
121 1366 304 4. 780 1875 J.98.69 22.83 
122 1365 304 4. 784 1876 194. 47 22.34 
123 840 187 3.587 2088 164.63 18.36 
124 841 187 3.583 208l 165.35 18.44 
125 996 221 2.973 3022 233.57 25. 56 
126 996 221 2.971 3024 l27 .16 24.86 
127 723 161 4. 234 1513 158.04 J.7.93 
128 726 161 4.21 7 1515 160.28 18.17 
129 9765 2173 5.697 7027 ':,70. 57 66.70 
130 9773 217 5 5.o92 7024 579.65 67.81 
Bl 8794 1957 5.540 7056 539.35 62.92 
132 8805 1960 5. 533 7055 537.S.O 62.73 
133 7776 l 731 5.415 7083 480.72 55. 95 
134 7779 1731 5.413 7082 481.58 56.05 
135 6845 1523 5. 250 7117 447.19 .51.88 
136 6850 1524 5.245 7110 453. ll 52. 56 
137 5887 J.310 5. 051 7186 406.66 46.99 
138 5892 1311 5.047 7184 'tll. 28 47.52 
139 5003 1113 4. 75 7, 7283 29"8.18 34.24 
140 5003 1113 4. 757 7282 297 .18 3't.13 
141 3729 830 4.894 5061 258. 76 29.80 N 
142 3730 830 4.892 5061 Z-59.56 29.89 0 
..i:,. 
THERMOC()JPLE STATION 7 
FLU ID : WAT ER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO " Q.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER ii.UMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A h NU 
143 2884 642 4.351 5137 ,<61. 89 32.07 
144 2884 642 4.351 5138 280 .29 31.89 
145 2054 457 3.403 5373 236.69 26.Z5 
146 2056 457 3.40 l 5373 2:n.08 26. 29 
147 1458 324 4.984 1851 176.69 20.39 
· 148 1460 325 4.976 1849 179. 97 20.76 
149 1717 382 4. lS.2 3375 214.56 24.29 
150 1715 381 4.159 3373 · 215.87 24.44 
151 10794 2402 5.728 7002 657.66 76,99 
!52 10803 2404 5. 722 7001 656.87 76.89 
153 11522 2564 s. 500 9606 720.48 83,99 
154 11540 2568 5 .490 9607 719, 71 EJ. se 
155 14822 3299 5. 714 9525 922.75 108.00 
156 14809 3296 5. 720 9524 909.12 106.41 
157 17996 4006 5.870 9480 l.09'3.56 128.34 
158 17996 4006 5. 87 0 9480 1084 .9.1,1 127.34 
159 22144 4929 5.835 12397 1294. 01 151. 78 
160 22144 4929 5.835 12397 1293.90 151.76 
161 25603 5699 5.926 12357 1444.55 169.70 
162 25644 5708 5.916 12355 1465.35 112.12 
163 30(112 6680 5. 714 19462 16 73 ,50 195.86 
164 30063 6692 5,703 19463 1682.lt5 196.87 
165 33332 7419 5.799 19408 1~17~91 213. 09 
166 33402 7435 5. 786 19409 1837.73 215 ,36 
167 36066 8028 5.875 19379 2001. 55 234.93 
168 36097 8035 5.870 19375 2009,01 235.78 
169 8106 1804 5. 079 9724 520.35 60 .16 
170 8106 1804 5.079 9721 517, ll 59.78 
171 44630 9934 4,628 19692 233&,36 267,74 
172 44597 9927 4,632 19692 .2301, 73 263.57 
173 41080 9144 4.589 19720 2135.81 244, 33 
174 41080 <;144 4, 589 19715 2137,58 244.54 
115 368?5 8208 4, 538 19747 1993,28 227.76 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 7 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFIC !ENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 249 38 185. 248 2278 44.94 24.63 
434 250 38 184.612 2281 44.85 24.58 
435 231 35 l 73. 345 2274 47.58 26.09 
436 230 35 173.800 2274 47.44 26.01 
437 210 32 164.969 2259 50.28 27.58 
438 211 32 164.603 2260 50.62 27.76 
439 194 30 153.973 2278 53.23 29.21 
440 193 29 154.624 2279 52.75 28.95 
441 185 28 146.610 2335 49.13 26.97 
442 184 28 147.021 2332 49.02 26.91 
443 168 26 130.499 2400 46.85 25.75 
444 168 26 130.499 2401 46.89 25.77 
445 156 24 109.924 2463 49.87 27.45 
446 156 24 109. 993 2462 49.96 21.50 
447 84 13 150.048 1166 48.31 26.52 
448 83 12 150.682 1169 46.77 25.67 
449 68 10 108. 132 1263 57.28 31.53 
450 68 10 108.420 1260 57. 35 31.57 
451 12 l 134.727 518 48.12 26.44 
452 12 l 135. 117 518 46.44 25.52 
453 26 4 203 .18 5 384 42.14 23.07 
454 26 4 202. 653 380 45.13 24. 7_1 
455 61 9 90.883 1343 58.10 32.03 
456 62 9 90.428 1341 59.25 32.67 
457 102 15 175. 610 1111 46.21 25.33 
458 102 15 175.008 1110 46.25 25.36 
459 193 30 147.050 2294 54.39 29.86 
460 194 30 146. 639 2293 54.68 30 .02 
461 208 32 16 0.659 2296 48. 96 26.86 
462 209 32 160.434 2295 49.35 27.08 
463 232 35 174.443 2275 47.23 25.90 
464 231 35 174.938 2274 47.10 25. 82 
465 257 39 186.764 2265 44.47 24.37 
466 257 39 186.764 2265 44.29 24.27 
467 368 57 162. 756 3797 63.57 .34. 87 
468 368 56 163.084 3796 63.--47 34.82 
469 393 60 171-187 36S5 74.48 40.84 
470 391 60 111. 776 3693 74.51 40.86 
471 417 64 178. 293 3643 80.43 44.09 
472 417 64 118. 040 3643 80. 50 44.13 
473 443 68 184.314 3673 72.33 39.64 N 
474 443 68 184. 202 3670 72. 70 39.84 0 
0) 
TliERMOCOUPLE ST AT !ON 7 
FLU ID : OOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMcTER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRAN SF ER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
302 427 95 182. Bl 8 3610 00. 94 44.36 
303 429 95 182.044 3609 81.28 4't.55 
304 688 153 U3.4ll 8383 89.16 49.06 
305 689 153 113.25 8 8382 89.24 49.11 
300 776 172 127.373 8460 78.58 43.19 
307 779 173 126.848 8459 78.61 43. 21 
308 479 106 189. 568 3585 00.15 43.91 
309 478 106 190.105 3582 80.06 43.86 
310 433 96 183.189 3581 62.43 45.18 
311 432 96 183. 336 3580 82.45 45 .18 
312 388 86 174.610 3592 84.60 46.38 
313 388 86 174. 856 3593 84. 06 46.09 
314 366 81 167.993 3589 93.32 51.18 
315 367 81 167.542 3590 93.03 51.02 
316 330 73 153. 747 3651 8'4.70 46.49 
317 331 73 153.407 3649 85.48 46.92 
31:8 230 51 174. 821 2144 60.42 33.13 
319 231 51 174.105 2143 60.98 33. 43 
320 201 4.lt 155.362 2246 51.56 28.30 
321 200 44 155.581 2247 51.ll 28.05 
322 i86 41 143.431 2295 50.00 27.50 
323 186 41 143.431 2295 49.93 27.42 
324 96 21 177.527 1066 , 45. 20 24.78 
325 96 21 177.168 1066 45.37 24.87 
326 60 13 96. 514 1309 45 ~95 25.32 
327 61 13 96 .143 1309 46.44 25. 59 
328 28 6 201. 23 7 349 34.29 18.78 
329 28 6 201. 807 350 33.78 18.50 
330 241 53 178.715 2157 56.05 31. 82 
331 241 53 178. 462 2154 58.49 32.06 
332 213 47 170.658 2160 58.49 32.07 
333 213 47 l 70.315 2159 58.56 32. ll 
334 201 44 156.995 2233 51.00 27.99 
335 201 44 156.995 2229 51.32 28.16 
336 183 40 146.299 2270 't9 .56 .27.21 
337 183 40 146. 68°9 2270 49.42 27.13 
338 170 37 131.553 2298 52.44 28. 82 
339 170 37 131. 266 2297 52.63 28.92 
340 104 23 184.080 1078 41. 88 22.95 
341 104 <!3 184.340 1075 42.14 23.0'9 
342 85 19 168. 695 1100 42.69 23.41 N 
343 86 19 168 .458 1101 42. 59 23.36 0 
'-I 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 7 
FLUID ; DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO• 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REY."IOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFf'lC.IENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER Re· DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 73 16 148. 671 1155 41. 77 22.93 
345 73 16 148.552 1156 41. 71 22.90 
346 63 14 112. 926 1249 45.87 25 .• 24 
347 63 14 113. 29 5 1251 45.41 24.9!! 
348 32 7 212.509 338 32 .• 97 18.05 
349 32 7 212.809 337 33.42 18.29 
350 14 3 135.0-11 494 41.16 22.61 
351 14 3 134, 654 495 41.01 22.53 
352 627 139 157.115 3645 89.33 49.02 
353 628 139 156 .89 5 3643 89.19 48.94 
354 989 220 144.104 5630 96 .Sit 53.18 
355 989 220 144.104 5630 .96.84 53.l 7 
356 1213 270 151.918 5534 109.21 59,94 
357 1212 269 152. 009 5533 109 .. 35 60.02 
358 897 199 110. 720 3807 87.31 48.05 
359 900 200 110.360 3803 87,88 48.37 
360 1171 260 117.271 3784 84.64 4o.56 
361 1167 259 117 .659 3783 84,63 46.55 
362 958 213 105.562 3797 88 .96 48.98 
363 957 213 105.703 3797 88. 77 48 ,87 
364 1228 273 111.862 3755 91.38 50, 29 
365 1231 27't 111. 584 3755 9lo26 50.22 
366 1723 383 107.996 5722 104. 09 57 ,30 
367 1736 386 107.240 5720 104.85 ',7, 72 
368 2065 .lt59 u'b. 121 5622 121.32 66,77 
369 2062 459 110.269 5622 121. 05 66.62 
370 2602 579 105.127 7996 141.48 77.90 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 8 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT , RANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDT L HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC !ENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q /A H 'NU 
217 9769 1512 s. 557 7082 559.46 65.29 
218 9769 1512 5.557 7082 5-56.20 64.91 
21 '.; 8795 1362 5.423 7109 502.92 58.54 
220 8758 1356 5. 449 7105 507.95 59 .16 
221 7767 1206 5.355 7136 436.43 50. 74 
222 7824 1211 5 • .327 7136 450.08 52.29 
223 6897 1068 5. 140 7194 385.69 44 .65 
224 6910 1070 5.130 7188 388.19 44.93 
225 5S76 925 4. 930 7226 367 .58 42.37 
226 6007 930 4.902 7240 353.17 40.68 
227 6007 930 4.902 7265 354.60 40.84 
228 6007 930 4.902 7253 352.53 40 .61 
229 514;2 796' 4.567 7331 313.19 35 .01 
230 5142 796 4.56 7 7329 3H,.OO 36.13 
231 3780 585 4.688 5102 270.77 .H.04 
232 3803 589 4.656 5105 273.98 .31. 39 
233 2934 454 4.166 5238 241.Q4 27.30 
234 2929 453 4.173 5230 241.03 27.30 
235 2206 341 3.051 5527 241.32 26.47 
236 2142 331 3. 152 5529 206.61 22. 7:4 
237 5510 853 5.772 3135 31&.20 37.28 
238 5491 850 5.794 3132 320. 78 37.60 
239 5075 786 5.691 3142 301. 71 35.30 
240 5065 784 5.703 3143 293.86 34.39 
241 4507 698 5~615 3175 288.05 33.65 
242 4509 698 5.612 3169 288.44 33.69 
243 4027 623 5.452 3203 230.19 26. 81 
244 4004 620 5.487 3202 223.35 26.03 
245 3533 547 5.279 3224 216.02 25 .08 
246 3533 547 5.279 3217 216.60 25.14 
247 3650 565 4.161 3373 269.74 30.54 
248 3650 565 4.161 3375 266. 26 30.15 
249 3025 468 3.%2 3411 248.40 27.98 
250 3025 468 3. 962 3412 245.99 27 .71 
251 2519 390 3.640 3501 233· 27 ;!6.05 
252 2519 390 3.640 3493 235 .81 26.34 
253 1660 257 3.893 2024 188.26 21.17 
254 1660 257 3.893 2024 191.36 21. 52 
Z55 1051 162 3. U7 2204 175 .62 19.31 
256 1072 166 3.060 2207 213.64 23.44 
257 1351 209 4.585 1954 176.43 20.18 N 
258 1381 213 4.647 1947 172.51 19 .76 0 
I..O 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 8 
FLUID : WA iER 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TU8E-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS OEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSE LT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.fl .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
259 915 141 3.552 2119 190.43 21.21 
260 907 140 3.567 2120 180.93 20 .16 
261 5551 859 5.725 31'19 367.02 42.96 
262 5551 S59 5. 725 3143 363.57 42.56 
263 10198 1579 3. 931. 10070 629.12 10 .e2 
264 10174 1575 3.941 9955 602.52 67.84 
265 14376 2226 4.294 9813 924.61 105.04 
266 14376 2226 4.294 9811 892. 86 101.44 
267 18672 2891 4.413 9737 1111.00 126.68 
L68 18707 2897 4.404 9737 1102.24 125.55 
269 22700 3515 4.526 9688 1318.20 150. 5 8 
270 22700 3515 4.526 9688 1332.97 152.27 
271 27544 4265 4.570 12644 1585.65 181.32 
272 27550 4266 4.569 12638 1609.37 184.03 
273 31955 4948 4.624 12587 1798.77 205.94 
274 31962 4949 4.623 12584 1848.35 ;211.61 
275 37870 5864 4.405 19754 2030.09 231.25 
276 37831 5858 4. 410 19745 2045 .16 2.32 .• 99 
277 41824 6477 4.498 19718 2350. 73 268.36 
278 41735 6463 4.509 19717 2219.88 253.48 
279 45174 6995 4, 566 19652 2467.ll 282.08 
280 45222 7003 4.561 19653 2459.52 2 81. 18 
281 41658 6451 4,518 19694 2244.92 .!56.40 
282 4f649 6450 4. 519 l'i685 2258.31 257,93 
283 37553 5815 4.446 19752 2104, 10 239,91 
284 37600 5822 4.440 19754 2044.79 233.12 
285 31868 4935 4-638 125<;4 1785.89 204.53 
286 31888 4938 4.634 12590 1807.63 207.00 
287 27562 4268 4, 567 12617 1525.19 174.39 
288 27615 4276 4.557 12616 1592.24 182.02 
289 22294 3452 4,618 9661 1345.29 154.00 
290 22265 3448 4.625 9661 1319.83 151.11 
291 18370 2844 4.494 9736 uoo. 74 125. 65 
292 18304 2834 4. 512 9736 1087.25 124,16 
293 14279 2211 4.3·27 9793 870,74 .99.00 
294 14279 2211 4.327 9794 66 7. 95 98. 68 
295 10051 1556 3.994 9927 602~86 67.98 
296 10067 1559 3.987 9928 608.08 68.55 
297 4S't65 7040 4.533 19676 2403.82 274,64 




THERMGCOUPL~ STATION 8 
FLUID: WATER 
COIL DIAMETE~ = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMDCOuPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC I E'NT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ .FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMB!: R 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5653 1258 5. 796 3110 412.20 46. 31 
102 5652 1258 5. 798 3103 415.94 48. 75 
103 5045 1123 5. 702 3124 386.54 45.23 
104 5045 1123 5. 702 3ll6 391.:B 45. 79 
105 4508 1003 5.573 3156 295.36 34.48 
106 4508 100 3 5.573 3150 294.64 34.39 
107 5043 1122 5.704 3130 38.lt.79 45.03 
108 5043 1122 5. 704 3127 383.39 44~86 
109 4508 1003 5.57 3 3151 300.80 35.11 
uo 4502 1002 5.581 3149 2<J4.66 34.40 
111 4032 897 5.444 316<J 260.03 30.28 
112 4032 8-97 5.444 316<J 259.95 30.27 
113 3548 789 5.309 3196 246.96 28.68 
114 3552 790 5.302 3197 L46.37 28 .61 
115 3058 680 5.082 3218 24'4.80 28.30 
116 3055 680 5. 089 3218 243.55 28.16 
117 2618 582 4. 775 3268 220.04 25.28 
118 2618 582 4. 775 3270 222.79 25.59 
119 2108 469 4.362 3335 242.89 -27.64 
120 2110 469 4.358 3335 244.06 21.11 
121 1417 315 4-592 1905 185.85 21.26 
122 1415 315 4.596 1904 185.11 21.1.0 
123 894 199 3.346 2132 183.40 20.31 
124 895 199 3.343 2128 182.28 20.18 
125 1077 239 2. 730 3087 269.08 29.20 
126 1077 239 2. 728 3084 282.66 30.67 
127 758 168 4. 01 7 1544 164.41 18.55 
128 761 169 4.000 1546 166.36 18.76 
129 9945 2213 5.582 7039 590.40 68.93 
130 9954 2215 5. 576 7037 593.14 69.24 
131 8979 1998 5.412 7072 549. 96 64.00 
132 8990 2001 5. 405 7071 545.53 63.48 
133 7962 1772 5.274 7102 487.03 56.53 
134 7964 1772 5 .27 3 7101 488.67 56. 72 
135 7030 1564 5. 095 7138 456 .2.6 52.77 
136 7037 1566 5.090 7132 457.32 52.88 
137 6C72 1351 4.879 7211 414.79 47.76 
138 6078 1353 4. 875 7210 416.47 47.<J4 
139 5194 1156 4.562 7303 319.43 36.52 
140 5194 1156 4.562 7302 317.40 36.29 
141 3859 859 4. 709 5057 319.81 36.68 N 
142 3860 859 4.708 5058 317.54 36.42 ...... 
...... 
T hERMOC.OUPL E ST AT ION 8 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 9 .99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATICN 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATIGN HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC I ENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/1-R-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
143 3020 .&72 4.133 5176 284.33 32.17 
144 3020 672 ~133 5177 282.33 31.95 
145 2199 489 3.157 5427 264.87 ' 29 .• 16 
14& 2200 489 3.155 5427 263.90 29.05 
147 150!> 335. 4. BU 1868 188.20 21.64 
148 1507 335 4.802 1867 189.98 21.84 
149 1806 402 3.927 3408 230. 01 25.89 
150 1803 401 3. 934 3408 227 .15 45.57 
151 10971 2442 5.624 7015 666.79 77.91 
152 10982 2444 5.618 7014 665.84 77. 79 
153 11771 2620 5. 370 9625 733.04 85.24 
154 11788 2623 5.361 9626 72.9. 87 84.86 
155 15067 3354 5.610 9539 937.15 109.47 
156 15053 3350 5.616 9.538 925.64 108 .14 
157 18236 4059 5.783 ·9493 1103.96 129.37 
158 182.3& 4059 5.783 9491 1104.97 129.48 
159 22462 !iOOO 5.743 12412 1303.14 152.60 
160 22462 5000 5.743 12411 1304.64 152. 77 
161 25923 5770 5. 844 123&6 1491.63 174.98 
i62 25961 5779 5. 834 12367 1481.73 173.79 
163 30508 6791 5.610 19482 1694.36 1«;7.93 
164 30561 6804 5. 598 19486 1690.41 197.42 
165 33830 7530 5. 704 19427 1849.70 216.44 
166 33904 7547 5.690 19430 1851.63 216.61 
167 36542 8134 5. 790 19397 2021.86 236 .95 
168 36578 8142 5. 783 19393 2031.66 238.0B 
169 8356 1860 4.909 9752 529.16 60.96 
170 8356 1860 4. 909 9749 527.52 60.77 
171 45160 10052 4.568 19711 2338.64 267. 40 
172 45122 10044 4. 57 2 19708 2323.17 265.66 
173 41610 9262 4.524 19740 2165.38 247.35 
174 41610 9262 4.524 19735 2159.51 246.68 
175 37407 8326 4.466 19770 2008.44 229.11 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 8 
F LU!D : Doi. THERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT ThE THERMOCOUPLE STAT ION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDT L HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, Nl/SSE .. T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
~UMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 261 40 177.398 2239 51.85 28.42 
434 262 40 176. 753 2241 51. 72 28.35 
435 243 37 164,680 2274 :,0.26 21.57 
436 243 37 165. 079 2273 50,06 27.46 
437 224 34 155,550 2271 51. 92 28.49 
438 224 34 155.112 22.76 51.83 28.45 
439 208 32 143. 72 5 2300 54.17 29. 75 
440 207 32 144.415 2297 54.27 29. 80 
441 200 31 135, 949 2366 49.36 27.12 
442 200 30 136, 382 23bl 49,47 27.18 
443 185 28 119.196 2403 51.49 28.32 
444 185 28 119.196 2402 51.77 28.47 
445 175 27 98. 394 2493 52.(>l 28.98 
446 175 27 98.489 2492 52.86 29.12 
447 90 14 139.338 1187 '5"0.48 27.73 
448 90 14 140.005 1185 50. 20 27.57 
449 77 12 96 .348 1297 62. 63 34.51 
450 77 12 96. 631 1295 61.84 34.07 
451 14- 2 121,716 551 52. 02 -28.60 
452 14 2 122,178 548 51.15 28.13 
453 27 4 196,037 394 44.35 24 .. 29 
454 27 4 195.561 390 47,57 26. 06 
455 70 10 79. 657 1387 63.04 34.80 . 
456 71 11 79, 231 13"89 62.66 34.59 
457 107 16 166,995 1134 45.15 24.76 
458 108 16 166.390 1136 44.13 21ta54 
459 209 32 136.489 2330 53, 52 29.40 
460 210 32 136,056 2326 54,22 29.79 
461 222 34 151. 018 2309 50.63 27,79 
462 223 34 150,776 2308 51.10 28,05 
463 244 37 165,920 2268 50.67 27.79 
464 244 37 166. 45 7 2269 50.24 27,56 
465 268 41 179 .316 2229 50,65 27.76 
466 268 41 l 79 •. 3-16 2228 50.75 27.82 
467 392 60 153. 43 8 3739 75. 85 .41 .63 
468 391 60 153.747 3740 75.57 41.48 
469 415 64 162. 43 7 3720 75.27 41,.29 
470 413 64 163.028 3718 15. 02. 41.15 
471 438 67 170,057 3743 66,90 36.69 
472 438 67 169.782 3742 66,96 36.72 
473 463 71 176,682 3664 75. 73 41.52 N 
474 463 71 176. 611 3665 75,44 41.36 ...... 
w 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 8 
FLUID : OOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INC~ES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVE RAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT.-F NUMBEII. 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
302 448 99 174. 793 3598 88.13 48.32 
303 450 100 173 .9't7 3597 88.61 48. 58 
304 768 171 102. 158 8453 88.95 48.99 
305 769 171 102.006 8452 89.15 49.10 
306 848 188 117.019 8379 87~04 47. BB 
307 852 189 116. 477' 8374 87.35 48.05 
308 499 111 182. 342 3529 98. 88 54.19 
309 497 110 182.934 3525 99.19 54.36 
310 453 101 175."147 3562 91.84 50 .3'5 
311 453 100 175.359 35ol 92.16 50.52 
312 410 91 165. 813 3620 83.64 45.88 
313 409 91 166.081 3622 83.01 45 .53 
314 389 86 158.711 3664 81.34 44.63 
315 390 86 158.227 3663 01.53 44.74 
316 355 79. 143.403 '3717 77.37 42.49 
317 356 79 143.002 3718 77.29 42.45 
318 243 54 165. 948 2158 61.93 33 .97 
319 244 54 165.17 2 2159 61. 97 33.99 
320 216 48 145.075 2254 54.59 ·29.98 
321 215 48 145.307 2254 54.27 29.80 
322 203 45 132.426 2265 59.94 32.94 
323 203 45 132.426 2264 59 .96 32.95 
324 102 22 168.784 1070 49.61 27.21 
325 102 22 168 •. 444 1067 50.50 27. 70 
326 69 15 85.110 1354 48 .43 26.72 
327 69 15 84.755 1354 48.82 26 .93 
328 29 6 194.387 360 35.45, 19.42 
329 29 6 195. 017 360 34.89 19 .11 
330 253 56 110.221 2127 69.46 38.09 
331 254 56 169.947 2126 69.76 38.26 
332 226 50 161.354 2223 51.93 28.49 
333 226 50 161.030 2222 52.04 28. 55 
334 215 48 146. 7c,B 2241 53.92 29.60 
335 215 48 146.768 2.237 54.19 29. 75 
336 198 44 135.506 2235 60.17 33. 06 
337 198 44 13 5. 916 2235 59 .95 32.94 
338 187 41 120.14>7 2329 53.49 29.42 
339 187 41 119.819 .2330 53.51 29.43 
340 . 110 24 175. 713 1062 50.40 27.63 
341 110 24 175.998 1059 50.84 27.87 
342 91 20 159.056 1132 41.12 22,56 N 
343 91 20 ].58. 801 1132 41.15 22.58 -..I 
+>, 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 8 
F LUIO : DOwTHERI', G 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATID = 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSS: LT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 79 17 137. 765 1178 43 .18 23.72 
345 79 l7 137.601 1179 43.10 23.68 
346 71 15 101.055 1284 48.55 26.74 
347 71 J.5 101. 394 1286 47.75 26.30 
348 33 7 206.658 347 33. 71 18.46 
349 33 7 206.991 ' 347 33.91 18.57 
350 15 3 122. 680 525 43.33 23.83 
351 15 3 122.318 527 42.94 23.ol 
352 651 144 151.,710 3654 90.87 49.88 
353 652 145 151.467 3652 90.83 49.86 
354 1030 229 138 .657 5641 98.21 53.95 
355 1030 229 138. 657 5639 98.47 54.09 
356 1251 278 147.463 5568 105.13 57.72 
357 1250 278 147.522 5567 105.18 57.75 
358 930 207 106. 985 3815 88.02 48.46 
359 933 207 106.620 3815 88. 05 48.48 
360 1202 267 114.352 ]831 77.85 42.83 
361 1198 266 114. 749 3834 77.17 42.46 
362 992 220 102.124 381! 89.35 -49.21 
363 991 220 102.276 38!0 89 .01 49.02 
364 1260 280 J.09.149 3785 86.99 47.88 
365 1263 281 108 .899 3784 87.28 48.04 
366 1777 395 104.906 5697 112.57 61.99 
367 1790 398 104. 158 564,;4 113. 68 62.60 
368 2117 471 107.542 5664 114.15 62.84 
369 2113 470 107. 705 5662 114.20 62.87 
370 2681 596 102.162 8014 141.09 11.11 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION g 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER• 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ .FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
217 9940 1539 5.450 7099 556.36 64. 80 
218 9940 1539 5.450 7097 567.60 66.10 
219 8971 1389 5.304 7121 536. 13 62 .26 
220 8931 1383 5.331 7117 533.01 61.93 
221 7957 1232 5.227 7151 454.36 52.69 
222 7999 1238 5.197' 7150 474.70 55. 01 
223 7C74 1095 4.997 7212 4\)0 .15 46.18 
224 7089 1097 4.985 7206 404. 71 46.70 
225 6156 953 4. 770 7244 396.77 45.57 
226 6189 958 4. 741 7260 373.18 42.84 
227 6189 958 4. 741 7286 374.47 42.98 
228 6189 958 4.741 7276 367.98 42.2<t 
229 5330 825 4. 388 7357 333.68 37.99 
230 5330 82 5 4.388 . 7358 331.09 37.70 
231 3910 605 4.515 5114 3 l'7 .65 36.28 
232 3936 609 4. 481 5118 320.05 36.52 
233 3066 474 3.967 5272 257.19 28. 98 
234 3060 473 3. 975 5263 257.08 28.97 
235 2358 365 2.836 5537 307.68 -33.51 
236 2285 35::1 2.936 5541 246.76 26.97 
237 5585 864 5. 686 3140 340.73 39.86 
238 5565 861 5.708 3138 336. 80 39.41 
239 5152 797 5.596 3150 314.16 36.69 
240 5141 796 5.610 3149 312.40 36 .49 
241 4583 709 5 .511 3185 299.27 34. 89 
242 4584 709 5.510 3179 299.29 34.90 
243 4105 05 5.336 3222 222.18 45.82 
244 4080 631 5.374 3219 219. 71 25. 55 
245 3611 559 5. 150 3241 219.68 25.43 
246 3611 559 5.150 3233 221.63 25.66 
247 3735 578 4.055 3389 287.15 32.43 
248 3735 578 4. 055 3390 284.58 32.14 
249 3110 481 3. 841 3434 257.55 28.92 
250 3110 48J. 3.841 3435 255.33 28.67 
251 2611 404 3.500 3527 247.15 27.49 
252 2611 404 3.500 3522 243.78 27.12 
253 1709 264 3. 768 2047 191.87 21 .• 50 
254 1709 264 3. 768 2046 193.62 21.70 
255 1104 170 2.963 2235 211.15 23.10 
256 1128 174 2. 894 2240 251.92 27.49 
257 1400 216 4.406 1978 179.0l 20.39 




·, HERMOCOUPL': ST I\T !ON 9 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER: 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE SULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
flEYNOL OS OEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER IIUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
259 966 149 3.345 2170 179. 86 19.91 
260 958 148 3.360 2162 193.79 21.47 
261 5622 870 5.643 3156 382.23 44.68 
262 5622 870 5.643 3150 379.00 44.30 
263 10467 1621 3.818 10100 650.11 72.96 
264 10440 1616 3. 829' 9984 626.36 70.32 
265 14632 2266 4.210 9834 935.88 106. 10 
266 14632 2266 4. 210 9830 920.84 104.40 
267 18927 2931 4.347 ,;753 1130.28 128.57 
268 18965 2937 4.337 9752 1130.•ltl 128.56 
269 22947 3553 4.472 9702 1320.77 150.68 
270 22947 3553 4.472 9699 1378. 74 J,57 .30 
271 27878 4317 4.509 12660 1620.16 185.00 
272 27881 4317 4. 509 12654 1636.31 186.85 
273 32286 4999 4.571 12599 1829.04 209.15 
274 32289 5000 4.570 12599 18313 .45 210.22 
275 38396 5946 4.338 1<;778 2080.29' 236.59 
276 38356 5940 4.343 19769 2075.51 236.07 
277 42339 6556 4.437 19741 2391.29 272.60 
278 42250 6543 4.448 19735 2314. 73 263.94 
279 45678 7073 4.510 19671 2493.68 284.75 
280 45726 7081 4.505 19672 2517 .96 287.49 
281 42169 6530 4.457 19712 2302. 80 262.64 
282 42165 6529 4.458 19705 2310.02 263.46 
283 38076 5896 4.378 19780 2123.55 241.74 
284 38120 5903 4.373 19775 2130. 73 242.53 
285 32192 4985 4.586 12607 181!;.99 207.7;1 
286 32220 4989 4.581 12604 1836. 71 210 .oa 
287 27887 4318 4.508 12630 1590.70 l81. 63 
288 27943 4327 4.498 12630 1614.16 184.27 
.289 22537 3490 4.562 9673 1361.17 155.62 
290 22511 3486 4.56 9 9673 1338.13 153. 01 
291 18618 2883 4.427 9754 1106 .93 126.16 
292 18555 2873 4.444 9752 1101.41 125 .'5 8 
293 14539 2251 4.240 9815 880.19 99.87 
294 14539 2251 4.240 9815 879.40 99.78 
295 10312 1597 ·3.002 9953 631~98 7!.05 
296 10331 1599 3.874 9955 634.52 7l.j2 
297 45970 7119 4.478 19694 2462.27 280 .96 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION s 
FLUID : IIATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-T~-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTUIHR-S Q. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBE:R 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5730 .1275 5.709 3116 423.70 49.58 
102 5729 1275 5. 710 31.10 428.28 50.12 
103 5122 1140 5.606 3131 398.68 46.57 
104 5122 1140 5.606 3125 401.03 46.84 
105 4586 1021 5.466 3166 302.02 35.18 
106 4586 1021 5.466' 3160 299.52 31t. 89 
107 5121 1140 5. 607 3138 396.53 't6.32 
108 5121 1140 5.607 3134 400. 55 46.79 
109 4586 1021 5.466 3161 306.94 35. 76 
lJ.0 4581 1019 5.473 3158 301.48 35.13 
111 4113 915 5.325 3183 257.74 29.94 
lJ.2 4113 915 5.325 3183 258. 71 30.06 
113 3627 807 5.·.178 3209. 252 .08 29 .20 
114 3631 808 5.172 3210 251.38 29.12 
115 3140 699 4.935 3Z42 235.01 27.09 
116 3136 698 4.941 321t2 232.78 26.84 
117 2702 601 4.608 3280 21t6.86' 28.25 
118 2702 601 4. 60.8 3283 245.99 28.15 
119 2194 lt88 4.172 3363 255.22 -28.91 
120 2196. 489 4-167 3362 259,37 29,38 
121 1467 326 4.414 1928 · 190.21t 21,68 
122 1466 326 It. 41 9 1928 190.48 21,70 
123 950 211 3.130 2187 175.52 19,30 
124 951 211 3.127 2183 175.Jlt 19.28 
125 1159 258 2 •. 518 3159 296.79 31.97 
126 1160 258 2.516 3158 304.10 32.75 
127 794 176 3.818 1578 164.91 18.51 
128 797 177 3.800 1580 167.82 18.82 
129 10126 2254 5.470 7045 638.75 74.42 
130 10137 2256 5.463 7045 635. 53 74.03 
131 9166 2040 5.289 7081t 573.68 66.60 
132 9177 2042 5.282 7082 572.24 66.43 
133 8149 1814 5.138 7115 508. 87 58.90 
131t 8150 1814 5.138 7lllt 510.99 59.15 
135 7217 1606 4.91t 7 7157 lt70.10 54.20 
136 7225 1608 4.94.2 7151 471.54 54.36 
137 6260 1393 4. 717 7231 434087 49·.89 
138 6266 1394 4.711 7231 434. 91 49.89 
139 5387 1199 4.380 7324 341.64 38.89 
140 5387 1199 4.380 7325 337 .62 38.44 
·141 3991 888 4.536 5103 28.2.05 32.23 




THt:RMOCOUPLE ST AT ION 9 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER PATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATIGN 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REVNJLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSS El T 
RUN NUMBER !\UMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ. FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE Pll QI A H NU 
143 3158 703 3.932 5221 281.10 31.64 
144 .3158 703 3.932 5223 278.71 31 • .Q8. 
145 2346 522 2.940 5510 251.49 27.49 
146 2348 522 2.937 5510 251.99 27.54 
147 1552 345 4. 647 1889 1ee .as 21.54 
148 1555 346 4.637' 1888 189. 71 21.73 
149 1895 422 3. 720 3452 226.61 25.36 
150 1892 421 3. 728 3451 226.70 25.38 
151 11149 2481 5.523 7025 690. 8't 80.57 
152 11161 2484 5.516 7023 696.43 81.21 
153 12021 2676 5.244 9640 759.62 88.12 
154 12037 2679 5.237 9642 752.5'i, 87.28 
155 15314 3408 5.509 9551 967.3'i, 112. 79 
15i> 15297 3405 5. 516 9550 960.88 112.05 
157 18477 4112 5.699 9501 1147.92 134. 31 
158 18477 
.e,,- 4112 5.699 9499 1150 .61t 134.63 
159 22782 
~· 
5071 5.652 12421 1374. 64' 160. 70 
160 22782 5C71 5.652 12422 1353.64 158.25 
161 2!>245 5!!42 5.764 12376 1551.35 181.73 
162 26280 5850 5.755 12376 1530.31 179.24 
163 31008 6S02 5.509 l9'i,99 1761.28 205.35 
l6't 31074 6917 5.496 1<3503 1747.21 203.66 
165 34331 7642 5.610 19441 1925.56 224.94 
166 34410 7659 5. 596 l91t43 1930.01 225.39 
167 37021 8240 5. 706 19405 2145.04 251.01 
168 37061 8249 5.699 19401 2136.17 249.94 
169 8609 1916 4. 748 9773 553.70 63.57 
170 8609 1916 4.7't8 9770 551.59 63.32 
171 45693 10171 4.508 19723 2443.19 278.98 
172 45649 10161 4. 513 19721 2430.61 277 .57 
173 42143 9380 4.460 19756 2224.55 253.73 
174 42143 9380 4.460 19750 2246.13 256.19 
175 37941 8445 4. 396 1S786 2091.04 238.14 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 9 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INChES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVE RAGE VALUES FOR ThE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR AND TL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
433 273 42 169.884 2226 57. 53 31.55 
434 274 42 169.234 2228 57.43 31.49 
435 257 39 156. 466 2279 52.42 28.76 
436 256 39 156.812 2277 52.49 28.81 
437 238 36 146.700 2285 5~-46 29.35 
438 239 37 146.202' 2287 53.98 29.64 
439 224 34 134.219 2351 51. 03 28.04 
440 223 34 134.940 2350 50.85 27.94 
441 217 33 126.153 24Cl 49.14 27 .o 1 
442 216 33 126.600 2396 49.27 27. 08 
443 203 31 109. 048 2407 56.44 31.07 
444 203 31 109.048 2406 56.82 31.27 
445 196 30 88.434 2538 53.09 29.26 
446 196 30 88. 544 2536 53,31 29.40 
447 98 15 129.471- 1207 52.64 28.93 
448 97 15 130.162 1207 51.86 28.50 
449 87 13 86.249 1331. 67.35' 37.15 
450 87 13 86.521 1328 67. 29 37.12 
451 15 2 110.172 580 5 7 .81 -31.82 
452 15 2 110. 682 576 57.59 31.70 
453 28 4 189 .134 405 46.23 25.33 
454 28 4 188. 715 405 46.02 25.21 
455 80 12 70.472 1432 67.93 37.55 
456 81 12 70.082 l't33 68.32 37.77 
457 113 17 158. 816 1152 45.50 24.97 
458 114 17 158.210 1153 45.45 24.94 
459 226 35 126. 773 2380 50.98 28.02 
460 227 35 126.326 2375 51.78 28.47 
461 237 36 141.996 2336 50.46 27. 7l 
462 237 36 141. 741 2335 50.98 28.00 
463 258 39 157.829 2269 53~35 29.27 
464 257 39 158 .401 2268 53.18 29.18 
465 280 43 172. 168 2213 56 .92 31.21 
466 280 43 172.168 2211 57.06 31 ~29 
467 417 64 144.68 9 3708 89.18 48.97 
468 416 64 144. 979 3708 88 .91 48.82 
469 438 67 154.155 3759 12.22 39-.64 
470 437 67 154. 744 3757 71. 9.1 39.46 
471 460 71 162. 212 3655 87.90 48 .22 
472 461 7i 161.918 3652 88.48 48.54 
473 484 75 169. 371 3674 78 .21 42.89 N 
474 484 75 169. 336 3673 78.60 43.Il N 
0 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 9 
FLUID: DDWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIA~ETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATICN 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR ANO TL HEAT FLUX, COEFHCIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/~-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
302 469 104 167.127 3683 74.33 40.76 
303 472 105 166.218 3681 74.76 41.0l 
304 854 190 92. !125 8573 85.98 47.39 
305 856 190 92.177 8572 86.20 47. 52 
306 925 206 107. 668 8381 91.25 50.23 
307 930 207 107.119 8377 91.55 50.40 
308 520 115 175.394 3595 84.64 46.40 
309 518 115 176. 033 3593 84.25 46.19 
310 475 10 5 167.464 3653 75.82 41.58 
311 474 10 5 167.735 3651 75.96 41.66 
312 433 96 157. 477 3699 72.56 39 .81 
313 432 96 157.761 3698 72.42 39.74 
314 413 91 149.970 3749 70.33 38.60 
315 414 92 149.45.6 3751 70.13 38.50 
316 382 85 133 .820 3783 71.52 39.30 
317 383 85 133.369 3784 Tl.50 39.29 
318 257 5-7 157.540 2201 57.16 31.36 
319 258 57 156.714 2201 57.50 31.55 
320 232 51 135. 529 2186 77.68 - 42 .68 
321 231 51 135. 770 2184 77.53 42.60 
322 220 49 122.374 2340 52.94 29. ll 
323 220 49 122.374 2339 52.83 29 .os 
324 107 23 160.485 1110 44.04 24.16 
325 107 23 160.162 1108 44.46 24.::$9 
326 78 17 75.608 1398 50.68 27.99 
327 79 17 75 ·276 1400 50.96 28. J5 
328 30 6 187.767 369 37 .05 20.30 
329 30 6 188. 451 370 36. 33 19.91 
330 267 59 162.142 2190 59.01 32.37 
331 267 59 161. 849 2189 59.05 32.39 
332 239 53 152.580 2221 55.56 30.50 
333 240 53 152.275 2221 55.5e, 30.50 
334 231 51 137. 262 2174 75.92 41. 71 
335 231 5l 137.262 2174 75.59 41~53 
336 215 47 125.603 2251 63.34 34.82 
337 214 47 126.026 2253 62.70 34.47 
338 205 45 109.903 2412 47.92 26.36 
339 206 45 109.546 2413 47.90 26.:n 
340 115 25 167.735 1098 45.43 24.92 
341 115 25 168.039 1095 45.60 25. 01 
342 97 21 149.997 1157 40 .56- 22.21 
343 97 21 149. 7 27 1158 40.64 22.31 
N 
N 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 9 
FLUID : DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID T:MPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE ST AT ION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REVNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COE FF IC IENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
344 86 19 127.747 12C9 43.13 23.70 
345 86 19 127.546 1210 43.01 23.64 
346 80 17 90. 779 1318 51.33 28.30 
347 79 17 91. 087 1319 51.03 28.13 
348 34 1 200.961 355 34~92 19.12 
349 34 1 201. 327 355 34.93 19.13 
350 17 3 111.661 555 46.16 25.40 
351 17 3 111.295 557 45.97 25.30 
352 675 150 146. 504 3672 90.04 49 .lt4 
353 67f, 150 146.240 3670 89. 87 49.34 
354 1072 238 133.437 5668 96.70 53.13 
355 1072 238 133.437 5667 96.57 53.06 
356 1291 281 143.151 5578 105.97 58.20 
357 1290 287 143.17'1 5575 106 .36 58.41 
358 963 214 10.3. 407 3864 80.91 44.56 
359 967 215 103.040 3864 80.95 44.58 
360 1234 274 Hl· 520 3768 95.08 5,,,B 
361 1230 213 111.926 3768 94.76 52 .15 
362 1027 228 98. 831 3833 87.56 '48.24 
363 1025 228 98. 995 3833 87.20 48 .04 
364 1293 287 106.519 3785 89.45 49.24 
365 1296 288 106.297 3786 89.14 49.08 
366 1831 407 101.929 5717 l 11 .69 61.52 
367 1845 410 101. uo 5715 112. 53 61.98 
368 2170 483 105. 038 5604 135.36 74.53 
369 2166 482 105. 218 5604 135.05 74.36 
370 2762 614 99.306 8027 142.03 78.24 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 10 
FLUID : WATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 20.64 INCHE 5 TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0,023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR TNE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT ThE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUS·SEI.. T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
217 10069 1559 5.372 7113 540 .62 62.87 
218 10069 1559 5. 372 7110 552.45 64.24 
219 9103 1409 5.218 7137 517.48 60.00 
220 9062 1403 5. 245 7131 523.20 60.69 
221 8086 1252 5.134 7167 448.07 51.86 
222 8131 1259 5.102 7168 455.85 52.73 
223 7208 1116 4. 893 72.H 391.41 45 .08 
224 7223 1118 4.881 7226 394. 71 45.45 
225 6292 974 4.654 7267 384.72 44.-08 
226 6326 979 4.626 7282 365.59 41.86 
227 6326 979 4.626 7308 366.92 42. 01 
228 6326 979 4.626 7299 359.30 41.14 
229 5473 847 4.260 7385 324.72 36.86 
230 5473 847 4.260 7387 321.28 36.47 
231 4008 62.C 4. 392 5134 306.63 34.92 
232 4036 625 4.357 5135 318.41 36.23 
233 3166 49Q 3.827 5301 253.69' 28.48 
234 3160 489 3.835 5292 253 .13 28.42 
235 2475 383 2.690 5641 25,?.75 -27.39 
236 2394 370 2.790 5635 218.77 23.79 
237 5641 873 5.622 3150 .321&61 37.58 
238 5621 870 5.645 3146 329.38 38. 50 
239 5209 806 5. 527 3159 306.12 35. 70 
240 5197 804 5,. 5.U 3159 300.19 35.02 
241 4640 718 5.435 3197 282.50 32.89 
242 4640 718 5.435 3191 279.86 32.58 
243 ftl65 645 5.251 3230 222.80 25.85 
244 4136 640 5.291 3230 215.39 25.01 
245 3671 568 5.057 3257 206.94 23 .91 
246 367i 568 5.057 3251 206.51 23.86 
247 3800 588 3.979 3405 21:0 .62 30.50 
248 3800 588 3.979 3405 268.99 3'0.32 
249 3174 491 3.755 3454 243.48 27.28 
250 3174 491 3. 755 3455 242.42 21.·u. 
251 2680 415 3.400 3553 23 a. 60 26.46 
252 2680 415 3.400 3548 236.00 26.17 
253 1747 270 3. 679 2064 186.13 20·.81 
254 1747 270 3.679 2065 183. 65 20.53 
255 1144 177 2. 850 2268 204.08 22.24 
256 1170 181 2.780 U79 236.21 25.68 
257 1438 222 4.279 2000 173. tc, 19. 67 N 
258 1466 227 4.347 1989 172.86 19.66 N 
w 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 10 
FLUID : WAT ER 
COIL DIAMETER = 20.64 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIA.METER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE V-'LUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT TH~ THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS CEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, CCEFFICIENT, NUSS El T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/ HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
259 1005 155 3.202 2205 176.04 19."tO 
260 996 154 3.217 2199 178.54 19.69 
261 5676 879 5.583 3170 341.U 39.83 
262 5676 879 5.583 3164 331.97 38.76 
263 10671 1652 3. 737 10124 o:S9.32 71.59 
264 10641 1647 3. 749 10009 614.45 68.83 
265 14825 2295 4.H-9 9850 913·35 103.39 
266 14825 2.295 4.149 9845 900.69 101.96 
267 19120 2961 4.298 9763 1123.44 127.64 
268 19159 2967 4.288 976• 1106.90 125.73 
269 23133 3582 4.431 9711 1298.77 148.04 
270 23133 3582 4.431 9708 1354,47 154. 38 
271 28129 4356 4.464 12071 u,01.39 182.67 
272 28130 4356 4.464 12665 loOO. 12 182.59 
273 32535 5038 4.532 12610 1801.35 205.80 
274 32536 5038 4. 531 12609 1807 .• 92 206.55 
275 38792 6007 4.288 19798 2009. 89' . 228.31 
276 38752 6001 4.293 19790 2010.98 228.46 
277 42728 6617 4.392 19757 2307.47 262.77 
278 42638 6603 4.403 19749 2296.'tll 261.58 
279 46057 7132 4.468 19683 2448.28 279.30 
280 46106 7140 4.463 ~'i688 2426.74 276.81 
281 42554 6590 4.412 19732 2218.30 252. 73 
282 42553 6589 4.412 19723 2250.61 256.41 
283 38471 5957 4.328 19797 2075.25 235.96 
281t 3·9512 5964 4.323 19793 2067.71 235.07 
285 3.2436 5023 4. 547 12618 1743.29 199.24 
286 32469 5028 4.542 12613 1793.56 204.96 
287 28132 Jt356 4.464 12641 1560.31 177.98 
288 28191 4365 4.454 12644 1572.45 179.32 
289 22720 3518 4.521 9683 1320.35 150. 81 
290 22695 3514 4.527 9682 1306.19 149.21 
291 18805 2912 4.378 9766 1087. 90 123.84 
292 16745 2902 4.394 9763 1080.79 123.·09 
293 14735 2282 4.177 9832 860.28 97.46 
294 14735 2282 4.177 9832 655.10 96.87 
295 10510 1627 3.801 9977 620.21 69 .• 57 
296 10530 1630 3. 793 9979 622.80 69 .S$ 
297 46350 7177 4.437 19711 2::195.34 273.06 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION 10 
FLU ID : W/l TER 
COIL DIAMETER= 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO = 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRArtSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PR ANO TL HEAT FLIJX, COEFFICIENT, 'NUSS El. T 
RUN · NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT. -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
101 5788 1288 5. 645 3125 415.62 48.58 
102 5788 1288 5.645 3118 418.68 48.94 
103 5180 1153 5. 535 3142 382.82 44.66 
104 5180 1153 5.535 313'> 389.49 45.43 
105 4646 1034 5.387 3175 300.10 34.91 
106 4646 1034 5.387 3169 299. 76 34.87 
107 5180 1153 5. 53 6 3147 387.31 45 .18 
108 5180 1153 5.536 3143 394.77 46.05 
109 4646 1034 5.387 3171 302.36 35 .17 
110 4641 1033 5.394 3168 301.08 35.03 
111 4173 929 5.239 3195 255.67 29.65 
112 4173 929 5.239 3194 255.81 29.67 
113 3687 820 5.084 3223 2lt8.65 28. 75 
114 3692 821 5. 077 3223 250.50 26.96 
115 3201 712 4•829 3255 23.6. 58 27.21 
116 3198 711 4.835 . 3256 234.<TO 26.92 
117 2767 615 4.489 3298 247 .11' 28.20 
118 2767 615 4.489 3301 248.07 28.31 
119 2260 503 4.037 3396 233.56 '26.36 ~·· 
120 2262 503 4.033 3396 234.18 26.43 
121 1506 335 4.289 1947 191 .32 21.73 
122 1504 335 4.293 1946 190.78 21.67 
123 993 221 2.983 2225 181.30 19.85 
124 993 221 2.980 2221 182.04- 19.92 
125 -1223 272 2.377 3229 250.68 26.86 
126 1224 27'/, 2.376 3228 253. 99 21.22 
127 821 182 3.679 1605 163.65 18.30 
128 825 183 3.660 160.8 164.69 18 .40. 
129 10263 2284 5.388 7060 615.94 71. 65 
130 10275 2287 5.381 7062 608 .57 70.78 
131 9307 2071 5.199 7101 557.96 64.67 
132 9318 2074 5.193 7100 556.50 64.49 
133 8291 1845 5.040 7135 495.09 57.19 
134 8291 1845 5.040 7-134 497.09 57.42 
135 73!>9 1638 4.841 7179 457.81 52.66 
136 7367 1640 4. 835 7l74 4_:i9 .53 52.86 
137 6401 1425 4.600 7254 433-. 3'3 49.58 
138 6408 1426 4.595 7254 432.32 49.46 
139 5533 1231 4.251 7385 294.54 33.43 
140 5533 1231 4.251 7384 293. ~3 33.32 
141 4091 910 4.412 5125 2BO .51 31.96 N 
142 4091 910 4.412 5127 279.59 31.85 N (.11 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION 10 
FLUID : lvATER 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO = 0.049550 
AT THE A \/ERA GE BULK FLUID TEMPE RAT URE AIIERAGE II ALU ES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSEL T 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUHBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F NUMBER 
'-UMBER RE OE PR Q/A H NU 
143 3263 726 3. 792 5263 263.92 29.60 
144 3263 726 3. 792 5265 261.12 29.l9 
145 2459 547 2.792 5571 246.63 26.82 
146 2461 547 2. 790 5573 245.lt2 26.69 
147 1588 353 4.530 1904 190.59 21 .. 77 
148 1591 354 4.520 1905 186.02 21.25 
149 1964 437 3.577 3467 222.44 24.80 
150 1960 436 3.584 3485 222.25 24. 7.8 
151 ll. 284 2511 5.449 7038 672.,49 78.32 
152 11297 2514 5.442 7037 &79.06 79.07 
153 12211 2718 5.154 96&2 729.51 84.47 
154 12225 2721 5.147 96&3 730.33 84.55 
155 15500 3450 5.435 9567 940.76 109.53 
156 15482 3446 5.442 9565 931.94 108.52 
157 18658 4153 5. 637 9514 1111.77 129.93 
158 18658 4153 S.637 9512 1111. 55 129.91 
159 23024 5125 5.586 12439 1303.5to 152.20 
160 23024 5125 5.586 12439 1303.42 152.19 
161 26487 5896 5.705 12392 1468.32 171.82 
162 26520 5903 5.697 12390 1468.52 J.71.82 
163 31384 6986 5.435 19523 1101.01 198.05 
164 31457 7002 5.421 19526 1110.10 199.05 
165 34709 7726 5. 542 19463 i.865.90 217.69 
166 34791 7744 5.527 19467 1850. 87 215.88 
167 ,37381. 8321 5.61t4 19429 2034.95 237.86 
168 37425 8330 5.637 19424 2044.0b 238 .89 
169 8800 1958 4.633 9802 538. 99 61.72 
170 8800 1~58 4.633 9798 539.10 61. 73. 
171 46093 10260 4.464 1~744 2355.05 268.64 
172 46046 10249 4.470 19741 2337.63 266.69 
173 42544 9470 4.413 19777 2154.63 245.48 
174 4.Z544 9470 4.413 19772 2164.85 246.65 
175 38344 8535 4.344 19812 1993.67 226. 77 




THERMOCOUPLE STATlCN 10 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER= 20.64 INCi-ES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.023983 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL "HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUS·SElT 
RUN NUMBER !\UMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR- SQ. FT .-F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR QI A H NU 
433 282 43 164.466 2277 51.32 28.15 
434 284 44 163.812 2277 51.55 28.28 
435 267 'tl .1.50. 591 2228 65.39 35 .89 
436 267 41 150.902 2227 65.32 35. 85 
437 249 38 140. 424 2241 65 .. 30 35.87 
438 250 38 139. 885 2243 65. 87 36.18 
439 236 36 127.557 2354 53.52 29.42 
440 235 36 128. 294 2353 53.22 29 .25 
441 230 35 119.342 2422 49.36 27.15 
442 229 35 119. 794 2419 49.15 27.03 
443 217 33 102.142 2453 54.14 29.82 
444 217 33 10 2.142 2453 54.41 29.97 
445 213 32 81.889 2577 52~42 28.93 
446 212 32 82.009 2579 52.08 28.74 
447 104 16 122.595 1224 54.08 29. 74 
448 103 16. 123. 298 · 1225 52.86 29.07 
449 95 14 79.661 1361 69.14 38.17 
450 94 14 79.924 1357 69.87 38.57 
451 17 2 102. 398 592 73. 73 -40 .61 
452 17 2 102.933 589 72. 62 39.99 
453 29 4 184.11 7 407 54.41 28.72 
454 29 4 183.737 405 54.21 29.71 
455 88 13 64.730 1464 72.48 40. 10 
456 88 13 64. 366 1466 72.61 40.18 
457 118 18 152.961 · 1163 46.30 25.41 
458 118 18 152.356 1161 46.78 25,68 
459 240 37 120. 0.1.0 2388 52.91 29.10 
460 240 37 119.557 2390 52. 87 29.08 
461 249 38 135 .619 2305 58.03 31.86 
462 249 38 135. 356 2308 58.04 31.89 
463 268 41 152.034 2230 64. 47 35.39 
464 267 4·1 152. 631 2229 64.06 35.16 
465 289 44 166.999 2278 48.22 26.45 
466 289 44 166 .999 2278 48.24 26;46 
467. 436 67 138. 486 3804 72.61 39.89 
468 435 67 138. 763 3803 72. 73 39.95 
469 457 70 148.240 3781 71.0-7 39. 01 
470 455 70 148. 827 3778 70.97 38.96 
471 477 73 156.577 3719 75.75 41.57 
472 478 74 156.270 3716 76.26 41.85 
473 500 77 164.093 35,;;7 100.24 54.98 




THERMOCOUPl.E STA nor. 10 
FLUID : DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER~ 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER BTU/HR-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ.FT .-F. NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE PR Q/A H NU 
302 486 108 161.605 3728 69.91 38.35 
303 489 109 160.655 3728- 10.01 38.41 
304 923 205 85.799 8657 83.82 46.24 
305 921t 205 85. 65't. 8660 83.64 46.l4 
306 987 219 101. 269 8522 84.37 46.47 
307 992 221 100.719 8518 84.54 46. 56 
308 536 119 170.361 3619 82.46 45.22 
309 534 118 171.033 3616 8Z.39 45.18 
310 492 109' 161. 932 3701 70.52 38.68 
311 491 109 162.242 3701 70~43 38 .64 
312 451 100 151.516 3743 68.90 37.82 
313 450 100 151.812 3742 68.91 37.82 
314 431 96 143. 754 3798 66.60 36 .57 
315 433 96 143.224 3797 66.81 36.69 
316 403 89 127.105 3842 67.02 36.84 
317 405 90 126.625 3842 67.11 36.89 
318 267 59 151.531 2238 53.85 29.56 
319 269 59 150. 674 2238 54.19 29.74 
320 244 54 128.8:31 2205 77. 85 -42. 79 
321 244 54 129.079 2202 78.16 42.96 
322 234 52 115.423 2399 48.96 26.;93 
323 234 52 115.423 2400 48.65 26.76 
324 111 2't 154.5"'3 1135 42 .13 23.12 
325 112 24 .154.232 1131 42.90 z3.54 
326 85 19 69.566 1435 51 .. 72 2a.59 
327 86 19 69. 255 1435 52.05 28.78 
328 31 7 182. 949 377 37.80 20.12 
329 31 7 183.67 2 379 36.91 20.23 
.330 277 61 156. 348 2217 56.95 31.25 
331 278 61 156.041 2216 57. 02 31.29 
332 250 .55 146.337 2246 54.49 29.92 
333 251 55 146.044 2245 54.64 30.00 
334 244 54 130.584 - 2191 76. 86 42.24 
335 244 54 130.584 2188 77.30 42,;48 
336 228 50 us. 727 2344 51.69 28.43 
337 227 50 119.155 2344 51.40 28.27 
338 220 4~ 102.929 2455 46.68 2s.. 71 
339 221 49 102. 557 21t57 46.67 25.70 
340 120 26 161.997 1113 45.22 24. 81 
341 119 26 162. 315 1112 44.95 24.66 
342 101 22 143.567 1178 40.10 22.02 
343 101 22 143.288 1177 40.40 22·.19 N N 
co 
THERMOCOUPLE ST AT !ON , 10. 
FLUID: DOWTHERM G 
COIL DIAMETER = 9.99 INCHES TUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO= 0.049550 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE AVERAGE VALUES FOR !HE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION HEAT TRANSFER 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL HEAT FLUX, COEFFICIENT, NUSSELT 
RUN NUMBER !\UMBER NUMBER BTU/ 1-11.-SQ.FT. BTU/HR-SQ. FT~ -F NUMBER 
NUMBER RE DE Pf. Q/A H NU 
344 91 20 120. 784 1217 45.26 24.89 
345 91 20 120.561 l2l7 45.39 24.96 
346 86 19 84.016 1346 52.75 29.10 
347 86 19 84 .30 l 1348 52.06 28. 72 
348 35 7 196. 791 363 35.12 19.23 
349 35 7 197.179 362 35.45 19.41 
350 18 4 104.193 576 49.26 21.1,, 
351 18 4 103. 83 0 578 49.16 27.07 
352 694 154 142.728 3687 69.26 49.o'.z 
353 695 154 142.449 3683 89.55 49.18 
354 1105 246 129. 670 5669 99.14 54.49 
355 1105 246 129.670 5669 99.02 54.42 
356 1321 294 140. 007 5575 109 .04 59.89 
357 1321 294 140.014 5574 109.10 59.93 
358 989 220 100.827 3857 85.06 46. 86 
359 993 221 100.457 3854 85.50 47.09 
360 1259 280 109.453 3824 82.97 45.b7 
361 1254 2.,79 109.806 3824 82~fl8 45.61 
3b2 1053 234 96.453 3842 88.33 -48 .b8 
363 1052 234 96.625 3841 8e.11 48.55 
3b4 1318 293 104.597 3811 85.59 47.13 
365 1321 294 104. 394 3811 85.45 47.05 
366 1873 416 99.769 5693 120.65 66.46 
367 1887 420 99. 038 5691 121.t,6 67.02 
368 2210 492 103. 210 5623 132.52 12.98 
369 2206 491 103.399 5622 132.43 72.93 
310 2824 628 97. 235 8067 135.89 74.87 




Figure 22. Flowchart for Computer Program SPNSOO 
APPENDIX F 






NOOllUN( I) ,CURENT( I), VOLTS(!) ,FL.'lT(I), 
FLRTMA (I), TFI.I'I( I), TFLOU'l'( I) 
Co11pute 
CTFIN(J) ,CTFOUT(J) 


















Move to top ot new page 
ifri te out page titles 
and colunn heading& 
Write 








~~veto top ot new page 
Write out page titles 
and coluim headings 
Wrfte 
NOORUN(L) ,CURENT(L), VOLTS(L), WATTS(L), 
P'LRT(L) ,FLRTMA(L), ~F:LT(L) ,QIN(L), 



















C COMPUTER PROGRAM: SPNSOO. 
c 
C PROGRAM TO PERFORM HEAT BALANCE CALCULATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA RJ~S. BY 




DI MENS ION CU RENT 130 I, VOL TS C 301, FLRT( 301, TFL IN( 301, TFLDUTI 3 01 ,WATTS 
11 301 ,QI NI 301, QDUTl30 I ,CTF! Nl30 I, CT FOUT 130 I, PDELQ 130 I, DELQI 30 1, DEL T 
2( 301 
COMMON/FLDPRP/TFAVGl30 l,TCAVGC 301, FLRTMA( 301,NREC 301,FLVIS( 301,NOO 
lR~( 301 
REA0(5, 1001 NRUNS,TCORIN,TCOROU 
100 FORMAT(12,2Fl0.51 
READ( 5, 1011 I NOOR UN II I ,CURENT( 11 ,VOLTS I I I ,FLRTI I l ,FLRTMAI 11, T FL !NI I 
1 1, T FLOJT I 11, I= 1, NRUN SI 
101 FORMAT(J3,F7,1,5F10,2l 
APDELQ=O,O 
ABS DQ=O ,0 
ABSPDQ=O.O 
DO 1 J=l,NRUNS 
WATTS IJ l=CURENT IJ l*VOL TS( JI 
QINIJl=WATTS(Jl*3,4128 
IF(NDDRUN(Jl,GT.4001 GO TO 5 
IF(NOORUNIJ I ,GT ,300 I GD TO 4 
IFINOORUN(Jl,GT,2001 GO TO 5 
4 CTFJNIJ l=TFLINIJl+II TCORJN/1210, 583-75, 581 l*ITFLINIJl-75,5811 
CTFOUTIJl=TFLOUT(Jl+(ITCOROU/1210,385-75.581l*ITFLOUTIJl-75,58ll 
GO TO 6 
5 CTF IN( J l=TFL IN I J 1+11 TCOR l"l/1 210, 357- 76, 3511 *I TF UNI JI -76, 3 511 
CTFOUTI Jl=TFLOUTIJl+I ITCDROLI/ 1210 ,128-76,351 l*I TFLOUT(J 1-76.3511 
6 DEL T(J l=CTFOUT(Jl-CTFJ"l( JI 
TFAVGIJ l=ICTFDUT(J l+CTF!N(J 1112,0 
TCAVG (JI =I ITFAVG I Jl-32 ,0 1*5,0119 .O 
JF(NOORUNIJl,GT,3001 GO TO 7 
CPAVG=l ,018 81-0 ,4802 E-..03 *TF AVG I JI +O. 3274E-05*TF A VG I JI *TFA VG( J 1-0, 6 
l 04E- 08* TFA VG I JI* TF AVG I JI *TF AVG (JI 
GO TO 8 
7 C PAVG=O ,3693 56+0, 20216 E-0 3*T FAV GI JI +O, 82 85E-06*TFA VG I JI *TFA VG( Jl-0 
l, l9987E-08* TFAVG I JI* TFA VG( JI* TF AVG I J l 
8 QOUT(Jl=FLRTMAIJl*CPAVG*DEL T(Jl 
DELQIJI =QJN(Jl-QDUTIJI 
PDELQIJ l=IDELQIJl /QINIJI 1*100,00 
APDELQ= APOELQ+PDELQ! JI 
ABSDQ=ABSDQ+ABSIDELQ(JII 
ABSPDQ=ABS~DQ+ABSIPDELQ(Jll 
CONT !NU E 
RUNNO=NRUNS 
APDELQ=APDELQ/RUNNO 
ABS DQ= ABS DQ/RUNNO 
ABSPDQ=ABSPDQ/RUNNO 
CALL REYNO(NRUNSI 
WR ITEi 6, 200 I 
200 FORMATUHl,///,5X,48HHEAT BALANCE CALCULATIONS FOR EXPERJMENTU RU 
lNS. ,15X,l7HSUMAN P,N. SJNGH.,/11 
WRITE( 6, 2011 · 
201 FORMATl5X,49HCOIL USED :SMALL. OIAMETER OF COIL: 9,99 IN:HES.,/1 
WR! TEI 6,2021 
202 FORMAT(5X,23HFLUID USED :QOWTHERM G. ,II 
WR! TEl6 ,2031 
203 FORMAT(5X,20HROTAMETER USED : 2 .,Ill 
WRJTEl6,2041 
204 FORMATl5X,6H RUN ,5X,27H!NLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F , 5X, 27HEXIT FL 
lUJD TEMPERATURE, F ,5X,23H AVG. FLUID TEMPERATURE,5X,15HFLUID VIS 
2COS !TY I 
WR! TEl6,2051 
20 5 FOR MA Tl 5X, 6HNUMBER, 5X, l2HE XPERJ MENTAL, SX ,l OH CORR EC TED ,5X ,12 HEX PER 
l lMENTAL, SX, l OHCORR ECT ED ,9X, lHF, l3X, lHC, l6X, 2HCP, I /I 
DO 2 K=l,NRUNS 
WRITE16,2061 NDORUN( Kl ,TFL!NIKI ,CTFIN(Kl ,TFLOUTIKI ,CTFOUTIKJ ,TFAVG 
l (Kl ,TCAVG(KI ,FLVIS (KI 
206 FOR MA Tl 7X, I 3 ,41 9X ,F7. 21 ,6X, F7 ,2, 7X ,F7 ,2 ,llX, F7 ,41 
2 CONTINUE 
WR! TEl6 ,200 I 
WRITE( 6, 2021 
WRITEl6,203l 
WRITE(6,2151 
215 FORMAT( 5X, 58HNOTE: GPMWS= GALLONS/Ml NUTE ON WATER SCALE ON ROTAMET 
lER 2,,/11 
WR! TEl6,2071 
207 FORMAT(59X,l0H DELTA T ,27X,8HDELTA Q=,12X,6HRE AT I 
WRJTEl6,208 I 
208 FORMAT(59X,10H TOUT-TIN ,3X,8H QIN ,3X,l0H QOUT ,3X,8HQIN-Q 
lOUT, l2X, 6H AVG. I , 
WRITEl6 ,209 l 
209 FORMAT(3X,3HRUN,3X,5H I ,3X,5H V ,3X,7H W ,3X,21H FLOW RA 
lTE OF FLUID ,3X,l0H CONAX TCS,3X,8HW*3.4128,3X,l0Hl'CPDELTA T,3X,8H 
2 DQ ,3X,6HDQ/QJN,3X,6HFLUID I 
WR! TEI 6,2101 
210 FORMAT(3X,3HND,,3X,5H AMPS,3X,5HVDLTS,3X,7H WATTS ,3X,10H GPMWS 
l ,3X,8H LB/HR ,3X,l OH F ,3X,8H BTU/HR , 3X, 10H BTU/HP. ,3X 
2, 8H BTU/HR ,3X,6H % ,3X,6HTEMP. ,II 
DO 3 L=l,NRUNS 
WR! TEI o ,2111 NOOR UNI LI ,CURE NT C LI ,VOLTS IL l,WATTS IL I, FLRT( L l, FLRTMA( 
lL l,DELT(L 1,QJNILI ,QOUTI LI ,DEUHLl ,PDELQ(Ll ,NRE(LI 
21 l FORMAT (3X, 13 ,3X, FS .1, 3X, FS,2, 3X, F7 .1, 3X, F6, l, 6X,F8.2,6X,F6. 2,4X,F 8 
l. 2,4X,F a. 2, 4X,F 8. 2 ,3X ,F6. 2, 3X, !61 
3 CONT !NU E 
WR! TE(6 ,2121 APDELQ 
212 FORMATl//,5X,29HAVERAGE PERCENT DIFFERENCE= ,Fo,2,3H %,I 
WRJTEl6,2131 ABSDQ 
213 FORMATl/,5X,28HAVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION =,Fl0,3, 8H BTU/HR,l 
WRITEl6,214l ABSPDQ 








CDMMDN/FLDPRP /TFA VG( 301 , TCA VG ( 30 I ,F LRTMA I 301 , NRE 13 01, FLV IS 130 1, NOD 
1RUNl301 
DO l J=l,NRUNS 
IFINODRUN(JI.GT.3001 G_Q TO 2 
RHS V R= I 11 .3272* I 20 .O-TCAVGIJ I 11- IO. 001053*1 TCA VG( JI- 20. 01 *I TCA VG( J 
11-20.0111/1 TCAVGI Jl+l05. 01 
RHSLN= 2 .303*RHSVR 
FLVIS(Jl=l.002*EXP(RHSLNI 
GO TD 3 
2 FLV IS IJ l=O. l 057 86 E+03-0 .16867E+O l*TFAVGI JI +O. 1058E -01* TF AVG( JI* TFA 
l VG( JI -0. 29936 E-04*TFAVGI JI *TFAV G( JI *T FAV GIJ I +O. 31814E-07*TFAVGI JI* 
2TFAVGIJ l*TFAVG( Jl*TFAVGI JI 
3 FVFPS=2.42*FLVISIJI 














NRUN, NMl,NDAY ,NYEAR,NSLI,TAK'S, VOLTS, 
TRQQ_M 
Punch 




















Dowtherm G run11:NRUN >400? 
Co•pute 




T( IPOS ,J) =TERMl +TERM2+TERM3 +TERM4-TERM5 
NO TCKl:TCK2 
(l,J)•(2.0/3.0)•(TOS(J).0.5•T(2,J~ 
Move to top ot new page .. 




Headings for peripheral poaitions at cross 
section at ther1tOcou~le station 
ll'rite 

















(UNCORT(I ,J) ,J=l, 7,2) 
'rite 

















C2,PRIL,CSIN1,CSIN2,DEPTH(I 0 J) ,CPDIS(I ,J) 1 

















































Select DEL depending 
on value of DIFF 
c 
Write 
NRUN ,NMJ,NDAY ,'IYEAfl,NSTA 
Write 
ORD(I), (GRAPH(J, I) ,J=l ,8), 














C COMPUTER PROGRAM: SPNSOl. 
c 
C PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE INSIDE wALL TEMPERATURE FRO~ THE EXPERIMENTALLY 
C MEASURED OUTSIDE WALL TEMPERATURES FOR LIQUID PHASE HEAT TRANSFER STJDIES IN 




DI ME ~SI ON T I l O, 8 I , TOS I 8 I, T IS I 8 1, CON I 10, 8 1, REST 11 10, 81 , RE STA I 1 O, 81 , 
lA MP SI 10, 81 ,DEPTH ( l O, 81 ,CPD! S (l O ,8 I , CR DIS 110 , B I , PAR EA ( 10, 81 , RARE Al 1 
20 ,8 1, Al 81,XAREAI 10, 8 1, QFLUX( 81, TCA SP C 10, 81, UNG Tl 1, 81 , TEMPER 11 O, 81, 
3UNCORT110,81 
COMMON /CORDA T /UNG T, TCA SP, T 
100 FORMAT 1515,3Fl~ ,21 
101 FORMAT(4Fl0,51 
102 FORMAT(BFl0.51 
103 FORMATC4Fl0,l I 
104 FOR MA Tl 8Fl 0.11 
200 FORMAT(1Hl,49HCALCULATION OF !~SIDE TEMPERATURES SUMAN SINGHI 
201 FORMAT11X,12HRUN NUMBER =, 14, !10, lHI, 13, lH/, 131 
202 FORMAT! 1X,16HSTATION NUMBER =,131 
203 FORMATl1X,17HCURRENT IN COIL =,F6,l,5H AMPSI 
204 FORMATl1X,39HTOTAL POWER GENERATED IN THIS SEGMENT =,FB,2, 6H WATTS 
1/1 
205 FORM AT ( 3X, lHI, 5X, lHO, ax, 2H 45, 7X, 2H 90, 7X, 3H 135 ,6X, 3Hl 80 ,6X ,3H225 ,6X 
l , 3rl 2 7 0, 6 X, 3 H3 l 5 II 
206 FORM A Tl lX, I 3, BF 9, 21 
207 FORMATllH I 
208 FORMAT(lX,6HQFLUXl,Il,3Hl =,El4,7,27H BTU PER SQUARE FOOT PER HRI 
209 FORMATl1Hl,35HCALCULATED POWER ~ENERATION FOR RUN,I4,2H =,F9,2,6H 
l WATTS/ I 
210 FORMAT(1X,31HACTUAL POWER GENERATION FOR RJN,14,2H =,F9.2,6H WATTS 
11 
300 FORMAT(515,2E20.71 
3 01 FOR MA Tl 4E 20, 71 
302 FORMAT (2E20,71 
002!=1,10 
IF( l,EQ,2,0R,l,EQ,91 GD TO l 
REA015, 10! IITCASP( 1,J 1,J=l,7,21 
GO TO 2 
1 READ( 5, 10211 TCASP( I ,JI ,J=l,81 
2 CONTINUE . 
10 READ I 5, l 001 NRUN, NMO, NDAY, NYE AR, NS LI, TAMPS ,VOL TS, TROOM 
WR !TE( 7, 300 I NRUN, NMO ,NOA Y, NYE AR, NSLI , TAMPS, VOL TS 
.CPOWER=O.O 
,7 DO 27 K=l ,10 
NSTA=K 
TCKl=O ,0 
. CALL GE OM( DEPTH ,CPD! S ,CRDIS, PARE A, RARE A, A,X AREA, NRUN, NST A, NSL 11 
IFINSTA,EQ,2,DR.NSTA,EQ,91GO TCl 12 
READ I 5 , l 03 I (U NCT 11, JI, J= 1, 7, 21 
CALL TEMCOR(K,NRUNI 
DO 3 J=l,7,2 
UNCORTIK,Jl=UNCT( l,J I 
3 CONTINUE 
Tl 1,21=1 T( l,ll+Tll,31112,0 
Tll,4l=IT( l,31+TI 1, 511/2,0 
Tll ,61 =1Tll ,51+Tll ,7 I l/2 ,0 
T( 1, 81=1 T( 1,7l+T( 1,111 /2,0 
GO TO 13 
12 READ15,104IIUNCT11,Jl,J=l,81 
CALL TEMCORIK,NRUNI 
DO 4 J=l,8 
UNCORTIK,Jl=UNCTll ,JI 
4 CONT !NU E 
13 CONTINUE 
DO 15 J=l,8 
DO 14 I=l,NSLI 
T(I ,JI =Tll ,JI 
14 CONTINUE 
TOS IJ l=T 11, JI 
TEMPERIK,Jl=TOS(JI 
15 CONTINUE 
16 CALL K CON IT, CON ,NSL 11 
CALL ERESTIIT,RESTI,NSLII 
SRINV=O,O 
DO l 7 1=1, NS LI 
00 17 J=l ,8 
;,·RES TAI 1, J l=RE STI I I, JI *OE PTH ( I ,JI /XAREA( I ,JI 
- SRINV=SR INV+l ,01 REST~ I I, JI 
17 CONTINU!: 
TOTR= 1, 01 SR INV 
DO 18 l=l ,NSLI 
DO 18 J=l,8 
AMPSll,Jl=TAMPS*TOTR/RESTAII,Jl 
18 CONTINUE 
N SLI L=NSLI -1 
DO 21 1=1,NSLIL 
DO 21 J=l,8 
INEG=l-1 





TERM!= ( PAR EA( I, J 1/RAREA( I PJS,J 11 *I CRDI SI IPOS,JI ICPDI S ( I ,JI I* I (CON( 
l I ,JI+ CON( I , JNEG I II I CON 11, JI +CON ( IPOS, J I I I *I Tl I, J 1-T ( I , JNEG l l 
TERM2=1 PARE A I I, JPOSI /RARE Al I POS ,JI l*I CR DIS ( IPOS, JI/CPO IS I 1, JPOS 11* 
1 ( ICON( I ,JI +CON( I, JPO S 11/(CJNI I ,J l+CONI !POS,JI I I *I Tl! ,JI -Tl I ,JPOSI I 
TERM4=T 11, JI 
TERM5=2,0*CRDIS( IPOS,Jl*(DEPTH(I ,Jl/(XAREAII ,Jl*RAREAI IPOS ,JI 11*3• 
14128*REST1( 1,J l*AMPSI l,J l*AMPS( I,Jl.,.(CON( 1,Jl+CON( IPDS,Jll 
IFIINEG,GT,OIGO TO 19 
IFINRUN.GT,4001 GO TO 9 
IFINRUN,GT,3001 GO TO 28 
N 
~ 
IF(NRUN.GT.2001 GO TO 9 
28 TERM3=-1321. 87* RARE A I I, JI *CRDIS II PDS, JI* ITOS ( J 1-TRCOM II ( 134 .9*R ARE 
lA ( I PDS, J I *I CON( I , JI +CON( I PO S ,JI 11 
GO TO 20 
9 TERM3=-l!34,42*RAREAII,Jl*CRDIS(IPOS,Jl*ITOS(JI-TROOMl/(l33.89*RAR 
lEA( IPDS ,JI*( CD!>I ( I ,JI +CON I IPOS ,J 11 I 
GO TO 20 
19 TERM 3= ( RARE A ( I , JI /RA REA( I POS, JI I* ( C RD! S ( I POS, JI / CR DIS ( I, JI I* I I CON I 
ll ,JI +CON ( I"I EG, J I II I COIII I I, JI +COt-1 I !POS, J 111 *I Tl I, JI -Tl I NEG, JI I 
2 0 HI POS, JI =TERMl + TERM2 +TE RM3 +T ER"44-T ERM5 
21 CO~TINUE 
TCK2=T 110,31 
IF(ABS( TCK1-TCK21.LT.O.OUGQ TO 23 
TCK 1= TCK 2 
DO 22 J=l ,8 
Tl l ,JI =I 2. 0/3. 01 * ITOSI JI +O. 5*T 12, JI J 
22 CONTINUE 
GO TO 16 
23 DO 24 J=l,8 
TIS (J l=T( 10,J 1-0. 5*1 Tl 9,J J-T( 10,JI J 
24 CONTINUE 
TPOWER=O. 0 
DO 25 1=1,NSL I 
DO 25 J=l ,8 
·¥ TPOWER= TPOWER+R E STAI I, JI *A MPS! I , JJ *AMPS( I, JI 
25 CONTINUE 
C PDWER=C POWER+ TPOWER 
WRITE16,200I . 
WRITEl6,2011NRUN,NMO,NDAY,NYEAR 
WR! TE( 6,2021 NSTA 
WRITEl6,2031TAMPS 




WR! TEI 6, 2071 
DO 26 I=l,NSL I 




WRITE I 6, 2061 I, (TISI JI ,J=l,81 
WRITE(7,30ll(TIS(Jl,J•l,81 
CALL FLUX( T ,CON ,RE STA ,AMPS ,C PDI S, CRDIS, PAREA, RAR EA, A, Q FLUX I 
WR ITEi 6, 2071 
WRITEl6 ,208) I J, QFLUX IJ I, J= 1, 81 
WR! TEI 7, 3011 ( QF LUXI JI ,J=l ,8'1 








211 FORMAT(/////,5X,57HTEMPERATURE RECORDED BY THE THERMOCOUPLES ON TH 
lE :OIL, F.,/11 
DD 6 I= 1, 10 
IF( I .EQ.2 ,DR, I. EQ,91 GO TO 5 
WR! TE( 6,2121 ( UNCORTI I ,JI ,J=l ,7 ,.21 
212 FORM AT 15X, 4( FlO. 2, 14X II 
GO TO 6 
5 WR! TE( 6, 2131 ( UNCORT( I, JI ,J•l ,81 
213 FORMAT ( 5X, 8( Fl O .2, 2X 11 
6 CONTINUE 
WR I TEI 6, 2141 
214 FORMAT(llll,5X,87HCORRECTED OUTS!D'E SURFACE TFMPERATUPFS AS RECORD 
lED BY THE THERMOCOUPLES ON THE COIL, F.,/11 
DO 8 1=1,10 
!Fll,EQ.2.0R.I.EQ,91 GD TO 7 
WR I TE I 6, 212 J (TEMPER I I , JI , J= l, 7, 2 J 
GD TO 8 
7 WR! TE(6 ,2131 ITEMPERII,JJ,Jsl,81 
8 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
END 
SUBROUT !NE GEOM( DEPTH,CPDIS,CRDIS,PAREA,RAREA ,A ,XAREA,NRUN,NSTA,NS 
llll . 
D !MENS ION DEPTH( 10, 8 I ,CPD IS( 10, 81 ,CRDI SI 10, 81 ,PARE Al 10 ,Bl , RARE A 110 
l,BJ ,A(81,XAREAUO,Bl,Sl451 
!F(NSTA.EQ.3.0~.NSTA.EQ.4.0R,NSTA.EQ.5.0R.NSTA,EQ,6.0R,NSTA.EQ.7.0 













!F(NRUN,GT.400IGO TO 12 
IF(NRUN.GT.3001 GO TO 9 
IF(NRUN,GT.2001 GO TO 12 
9 RzQ ,41625 
THETA=2 .4024 
IF( N STA, EQ, 11 THE TAz3, 6036 
IF(NSTA,EQ,lOITHETA= !.2012 
GO TO l 3 






THE TA=l, 1628 




DO 15 1=1,NSL! 
DO 15 J=l,8 
XI= I 
XJ=J 
· ... ,, C2=(SL IN-2,0*Xl+l,Ol /2,0 
""-PHIL= (2 ,O*XJ-3 ,0 I *3, 1416/8 ,0 
C SI Nl= SIN( I XJ-1. 0 I *3. 1416 /'+, 0 I 
CS IN2=S IN I PHIL I 
····Jr DEPTH(! ,JI =(R-RM*CSINl-lDEL~/ 2,01*( !SL IN-2,0*Xl+l.OI/SLINI *IR*CSI N 
11/(R-RM*CS!Nll I l*THETA 
CPDIS < 1,J I=< 3,1416/4,0l*IR~+(DELM/2,0I*< < SLIN-2,0*Xl+l,OI /SLI Nl*IR 
l/(R-RM•CSIN21 I J 
CR DIS( 1,Jl=(DELM/SLINl*(R/( R-RM*CSI Nll I 
·,r PAREAIJ,J I=( DELM*THETA/SLI~ l*('</(R->M*CSl~21 l*l<-<M*CSIN2-I DELM/2, 
101 * ( I SLI N-2, O*X I +l, 0 I /2, 01 * < R*CS I NZ/ I R-RM*CS IN2 I 11 
.;;,. RAR EAi I, JI= I 3, l 4l6*THETA /4, 01 *I R-RM*C SI Nl-1 DELM/2, 0 I* I ( S LI N-Z ,O*X I 
' 1+2.01/SL!Nl*(R*CS!Nl/ IR-RM*CS !Nll I l*(RM+(DELM/2,01*( ( SLIN-Z,u*Xl+2 
2, 01 /SLI NI*( OJ( R-RM*CSJ Nll 11 
. A(J i= ( 3, 1416*THl'TA/4, 01 *( R-R~*C SIN 1-( DELM/2, OJ* I ( SU N-20, 0 I /SL! NI* 




DO 14 K= 1, 45 
XK=K 
PHl=PHIL+(XK-1,0l*DELPHI 
Y=R-RM*SINI PHI I 
AMl= AMl +S (Kl *l ,0/Y 
AM2=AM2+S(Kl*l,O/(Y*YI 
14 CONTINUE 
AMl=IDELPHl/3 ,0 l*AMl 
AM2=1DELPHI /3,0l*AMZ 
XAR EAi I, J l=RM *C l*AM l+C 2*C l*C l*AM 2 




DIMENSION UNCT( 1,81, TCASP( lD,81,T(lO,BI ,TCDR( 1,81 
CCMMCN/CDRDAT/UNCT,TCASP,T 
!Fl NRUN,GT, 4001 GO TC l 
IF(NRUN,GT,3001 GO TO 7 
!F(NRUN.GT,2001 GO TO l 
7 5TEAMT=210,484 
c 
RC'OMT= 75, 58 
GO TO 2 
STEAMT=210,243 
RDDMT= 76, 35 
2 CONT !NU E 
!F(K,EQ,2,0Q,K,EQ,91 GS TO 4 
DO 3 J=l,7,2 
TCO R(l, J l=T CASPI K, JI*< ( UNCf ( 1, J 1-ROOMT I/( STEA~ T-RJOMTJ I 
Tll,Jl=UNCT<! ,JJ+TCCR(! ,JI 
3 CONT l"lUE 
GD TO 6 
4 DD 5 J=l,8 
TCOR( 1, JI= TC ASP ( K ,JI*( ( UNC Tl 1, J 1-ROOMTI /I STEAMT-ROOMTJ I 







DO 10 I=l,NSLI 
DO 10 J=l,8 




Sl.8ROUTINE ERESTI (T,RESTI ,NSLI J 
DIMENSION T(l0,81,RESTI(l0,81 
DD 10 I~l,NSLI 
DD 10 J=l,8 
REST!(! ,Jl=0,21675E-05+0,ll492E-OB*TI 1,J l+D ,70965E-12*T( 1,Jl*T< 1,J 
11-0, 84327E-l 7*T( I ,Jl *T( I ,JI *T< I, Jl 
















SUB ROUT! NE FLUX IT, CON, REST A, AMPS, CPD IS, CR DIS, PH.EA, o AR FA, A, QFL UXJ 
DIMENSION Tll0,81,CONll0,81,RESTA(l0,81,AMPSll0,81,CPD!Sll0,81,CRD 
l!Sll0,61,PAREAll0,81,RAREAI 10,81,AISl ,QFLUXI 81,QTI 81,QLISI ,QRl81,Q 
26181 




I Fl JiliEG, EQ,O I JN EG=8 
QT( JI =I I CONllO ,Jl+CONl9, JI I /2 ,0 I* (RARcAllO, J 1/CRDIS I 10, J 11 *IT I 9,J I 
1-TI 10,J 11 . . 
QLIJl=I ICONllO,Jl+CONllO,JNEGl 1/2,0l'*IPAREAI 10,J 1/CPOISI 10,Jll*ITI 
.110, JNE~ I-Tl Hl ,JI I 
QRIJ I= I I CON I 10,J I +CON( 10,JPOSI I /2, 01 *I PAR EA I l O,JPOS.l /C POIS I l O,JPO.S 






SUBROUTINE PLDTI TOS, TI S,NRUN ,NMO,NOAY ,NY EAR, NSTAI 
DI MENSI ON TOS 181, TIS 181, TPLOT 12 ,8 1, GRAPH 18, 511, SYMBOL I 31,0ROI 511 
FORMATl!Hl,12H~UN NUMBER =,14,llO·,lH/,!3,lH/,I3,5X,16HSTAT!ON NU~B 
lER =,!3//1 
FOR MA Tl 1714X.,1Al 11 
FORMAT( //1X,23HBASE LINE TEMPERATURE =,F7,21 
FORMAT(lX,21HMAXIMUM TEMPERATURE=, F7,21 
FORMAT( 1X,23HTEMPERATURE INCREMENT =,F6,21 
DATA SYMBOL/lHO,lH!,lH I 
DATA ASTEl>/lH*f 




DO 11 I=l,8 
DO ll J=l,51 
GRAPH( I,J l=SYMBOLI 31 
CONT !NU E 
TMA X=TPLOTI 1, 1l 
TM!N=TPLOTC 1, ll 
DO 12 l=l,2. 
DO 12 J=l,8 
IF IT MAX ,LT, TPLOTI I, JI JTMAX= TPLOTI I ,JI 
!Fl TM! N, GT. TPL:JT I I,JI ITMIN=TPLOT I 1,J I 
CONTINUE 
ITEMP=TM!Nf5 ,0 
TM! N=5* I TEMP 












I Fl DI FF,G.T ,40,D I OEL=l ,O 
IFIDIFF,GT,50,0IOEL=2,0 
I Fl OIFF,GT. iOO, 0 IOEL= 3 ,0 
IFIOIFF,GT,150,0IDEL=4,0 
IFIOIFF,GT.200,0IDEL=5,0 





I FIO !FF ,GT. 500, 01 DEL= 20, 0 
IFIO!FF,GT,1000,0IOEL=40,0 
DO 13 I=l,2 
00 13 J=l,8 
L=I TPLOT II, JI-TM! NI/ OEL+O ,5 
L= 51-L 
GRAPHIJ,LJ=SYMBOLIII 
OD 14 I=l,51 
ORO(ll=SYMBOLl31 
CONT !NU E 
OD 15 I=l,51,5 
OROII l=ASTER 
CONT !NU E 
WRITEl6,200JNRUN,NMO,NOAY,NYEAR,NSTA 
DO 16 !=1, 51 





















































(FILM!' ;AVHTC, PNSELT) 
CANUNO=PNSELT 
Write 





(QFLUX(J) ,J=l ,8) 
(TIS(J) ,Jd,8) 
(TFI.OC(J) ,J=l,8) 








(PRFlNU(J) ,J=l ,B) 
Punch 
NRE,NDE,PRANTL,TEFLU, 







































Select DEL dependin~ 



















(r.RAPH(J ,I) ,J=l,B) 
NO 
Write 
















Select DEL depending 
on value of DIFF 
L=(DWTP( I ,J )-DTMIN/DEL+0.5 
L=51-L 
GRAPH (I, L) =SYMBOL( J) 
Write 
NRE,ORD(J), 




















SYNl<JL(9), (ASTER,I=l, 10) 
Write 

























CD~PUTER PROGRAM: SPNS02. 
PROGRAM TO COMPUTE: 
1. HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
2. PERTINENT FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS, 
3. DIMENSIONLESS WALL TEMPERATURES AND AXIAL DISTANCES ALONG THE 
FOR LIQUID PHASE HEAT TRANSFER STUDIES IN HELICALLY COILED TUBES. 
P. N. SINGH. 
·~ HELICAL COIL 
BY SUMAN 
@%*@%*@%*@%•@%*@%*@%•@%•i%•@%•@%*@%*@%•@%•@i•@i•@i•@%•@%*~%•@i•@%•@%•@%*@%*@%* 
*** NOTE: l. FLUID PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE AVERAGE LOCAL FILM 
TE~PERATURE(=TIF,L J J AT EACH THERMO:OUPL': STATION. 
2. T!F,Ll=(T(WALLJ+T(BULK FLUIOJJ/2.0. 
3. LOCAL H(AVG. I=( l/NJE((Q/AJ/(T(WALLJ-T(BULK FLU I DJ I J. 
DI MENSI ON QF LUX ( 8 J , TIS (BI , T F LDC ( 8 I , HTC (8 J, AVT EM P (8 J, DAX DIS ( 10 J, O,H 
lEMP ( 10, 8 J 
COMMON/ DLS NDS/N RE, ABYR ,•WE, PRANTL, PR FLNU ( 8 J, NR UN 





IF( NRUN.GT,4001 GO TO 2 
IFINRUN,GT.3001 GO TO 9 
IF(NRUN.GT.2001 GO TO 2 
CD!LRA=9.99/(2.0*l2.0I 
ABYR= TUBER A/CO I LR A 




TI~Cl= ( TFLOUT-TFLIN J fl O. 00 
T!NC2=TINCl*TUBERA 
WR! TE (7, 300 > NRUN ,N~O, NDAY, NYE A~, ABY R, FL RT MA, T FL IN, TFLOUT, TAMPS, VJL 
lTS 
300 FORMAT (415, Fl0,6, 5Fl0.21 
TCD! S=O. 0 
DD 7 I=l,10 
NST A= I 
IF( I.EQ.101 GO TO 4 
TCDIS=TCDIS+l.O 
GO TO 5 
4 TCD I S=TCDI S+,O. 75 
5 CONT !NU E 
DAXDIS(IJ=TCDIS/TUBERA 
TEF LU=TF LIN+ ( Tl NC l* TCDI SJ 
REA0(5,l02JITIS(Jl,J=l,BI 
102 FO~MAT(4E20.7J 
READ( 5, 1021 (QFLUX( JJ ,J=l ,81 
A VHTC =O. 0 
CAwT=O .O 




AVTEMP(J J=(T!SI JJ+TFLOC( JJ J /2,0 
AVGTEM=AVTEMPIJ I 
HTCDEF=HTC ( JJ 
CALL N~SELT(AVGTEM,HTCOEF,P~SEL Tl 
PRFLNU( JJ =PNSELT 
AVHTC=A VHTC+HTC ( JI 
CAl'IT=CAWT+T!SIJ J 
6 CONT! NUE 




CALL NUSELT (FILMT,AVHTC,PNSEL TI 
CANUNO=PNSEL T 
W•!TE(6,2001 
20J FORMATl1Hl,2X,80HCALCULATD~ JF HEAT TR.ANSFEP :DEFFcCIEt,TS IN 4 rlE 
ll!CAL :OIL BY SUMAN P,N, SINGH.> 
W~ !TE( 6, 201 JNP UN, NMO ,NOA Y, NYE AO. 
201 FORMATl2X,12HRUN NUMBER =,14,IlO,lH-, lZ,lH-,121 
WRITE( 6,2021 NSTA 
202 FORMATl2X,l6HSTAT!ON NUMBER =,131 
WRITEl6,2031TAMPS,VOLTS 
203 FORMATl2X,17HCURRENT IN COIL =,Fo.l,5H AMPS,lOX,26HVOLTAGE DROP AC 
l ROSS CD IL =, F7 .2, 6H VOL TS I 
WR! TE(6,204J 
204 FORMAT(//,2X,20HPfRIPHERAL LOCATION ,14X,l0H 1 ,2X,l0H 
l ,2X,lOH '! ,2X,l0H 4 ,2X,l0H 5 ,2X,10H 
2 6 ,2X,l0H 7 ,2X,l0H B ,12X,30HDEGREES CLDCKwISE 
3 FROM NORTH ,4X, lOH O ,~X,lOH 45 ,2X,10H 90 ,2 
4X,l0H 135 ,2X,l0H 180 ,2X,lOH 225 ,2X,10H 270 
5,2X,10H 315 ,Ill 
WR!TE(6,205JCQFLUX(J J,J=l,BJ 
205 FORMAT(2X,3uHHEAT FLUX, Q, BTU/HR-SQ.FT. =,2X,8(Fl0.3,2XJ I 
WR! TE( o,2061( Tl S( JJ ,J=l,BJ 
206 FOR"!AT(l,2X,30H!NSIDE WALL TEMPERATURE,TW, F=,2X,8(Fl0.3,2X>J 
WR! TE ( b, 2 071 
207 FORMAT(//,2X,54HFOR FLUID TEMPERATURES MEASURED BY CCNAX THERMOCOU 
l PL ES I 
WF I TE ( 6, 2 081 ( TF LCC ( J l , J •l ,g I 
208 FGRMATl/,2X,30HLDCAL FLulD TE~PERATURE,TF, F=,2X,8(Fl0.3,2Xll 
WP IT EC 6 ,209 JI HTC (JI, J= l, 8 J 
209 FORMATC/,2X,30HH(LOCALI, BTU/H,-SQ.FT.-F =,2X,8 (FlO ,3,2XJJ 
w P IT E ( 6, 21 b I ( AV T ':MP ( J J , J = 1, 8 J 
216 FORMAT(! ,2X,30HAVG. LCCAL T':MP., {TF+TW >12, F=, ?X,8(Fl0.3, 2XI J' 
WR I TE ( 6, 21 71 ( P'< FL NU( JI , J=l , BI 
217 FOR~,AT!/,2X,30HPERIPHERAL ~USScLT NUMBER, ~U=,2X,8(Fl0.3,2XJJ 
wt.:I TC:(6,2181 fILMT 





lPERATUR.E OF,Fl0.3,4H F :I 
WRITEl6,2191 NRE 
219 FOR"IATl/,2X,23HREYNOLDS ~U"IBER =RE= ,171 
WPITElo,2201 PRANTL 
220 FC!RMAT(l,2X,23HPRANOTL NU"IBER = PR= ,F7.21 
WRITE(6,22ll N~E 
221 FORMATl/,2X,23HDEAN NUMBER= DE= ,171 
wRITE(6,2221 CANUNO 
222 FORMAT( /,2X,23HNUSSELT ~UMBER= NU = ,FI0.31 
WRIT!:'( 6, 2231 AV HTC 





WRITEl7 ,30111 PRFLNU ( J 1,J=l, 81 




WP ITEi 6, 213 l 
213 FORMAT Ii Hl ,2X,90HOIMENS IONL ESS AX !AL DISTA'lCE AIIIO WALL TE"IPER~ TUR: 
1 V~LUES FOR VARIOUS PERIPHERAL LOCATIONS.,//(1 
WRITEl6,214l 
214 FORMATl2X,14HOIMENSIONLESS ,24X,58HDl"1ENSIONLESS "ALL TEMPERATURE, 
11 T( WALL I-Tl I NLE Tl I/( OTB/OZ I , /2X, 14HAXI AL DI STANCE, 5X, lOH 1 
2,2X,10H 2 ,2X,10H 3 ,2X,10H 4 ,2X,10H 5 
3 ,2X,10H 6 ,2X,10H 7 ,2X, lOH 8 , /BX, lHZ, !2X, 
410H O ,2X,10H 45 ,2X,10H 90 ,2X,10H 135 ,2 
5X,10H 180 ,2X,10H 225 ,2X,10H 270 ,2X,10H 315 
6, //1 
DO 8 K=l,10 
WRITE I~ ,2!5 I DAX DIS (K 1, ( OWTEMP IK,J 1,J= l, 81 
215 FORMATl2X,Fl0.3 ,7X,81Fl0.3,2Xll 
8 CONTINUE 
T EFLU= I TFL IN+TFLOUT 1/ 2 ,0 
CALL REPROEIFLRTMA,TEFLUI 
CALL SK ETCH( OWTEMP ,NMO, NOA Y, NYE ARI 




TEMPC= ( (TEF LU-32.01*5,01/9 ,0 
IF(NRUN,GT,300' GO TO l 
RHS VR= I (l. 32 72*120 .O-TEMPC I I- ( 0. 00105 3*1 TE MPC-20. OJ* ( TEMPC-20. 011 l 
l/lTEMPC+!05.0I 




CPFLU=l .01861-0 .4802 E-03 *TE FLU +O. 3274E-05*TEFL U*TE FLU- O. 604E-08*TE 
lF LU* TEF LU* TEF LU 
TCFL U=O .30289+0, 7029E-03*TEFL U-0. ll 78E-05*TEFLU* TE FLU-0 .550E-09•TE 
1 FLU*TEFLU*T EFLU 
GO TO 2 
l FLV IS=O .105786E+03-0. l6867E+Ol •TEFL U+ 0.1058E-01* TEF LU*TEFLU-0. 299~ 
lbE-04*TEFLU*T E.FLU*"'."EFLU +O .31814 E-07 *TEFLU*TEFLU *TEFLU*TEFL U 
C PF LU=O, 369356+-0. 20216E-03* TEFLU+0.82 85E-Ob•TEF LU*TeFLU-0, l 9987e-0 
18 *T EFLU*T EFLU*T EFLU 
TCFLU=241.90848*13.149499E-04-(0.93E-07*TEMPCII 
2 FVFPS=2.42*FLVIS 








SUBROuTINE IIIUSELTIAVGTEM,HTC,PNSEL Tl 
COMMON/DL SNOS/i'lRE,AB YR ,NOE, PRANTL ,PRF LNU 181 , NRUN 
CAVGT=( IAVGTEM-32 .O 1*5.01/9.0 
IFINRUN.GT.3001 GO TO 1 
TCFLU=O .30289+0. 7029E-03*AVGTE~-o. u 7BE- 05*A VG TE M* AVGTEM-0. 550E-09 
l*AVGTEM*AVGTEM*AVGTEM 
GO TO 2 




SUBROUTINE PLOTI NMO, NDAY ,NYE.AR, '!STAI 
DI ME 11151 ON HT PLOT (2 ,8 I ,GRAPH (8 ,511, SYMBOL 13 I, ORD I 511 
C O~MO'l/OL SNOS/'lR E ,AB YR ,NOE, PRANTL, PRF LNU( 81 , NRUN 
DATA SYMBOL/ lHC ,1 HA, lH I 
DATA ASTER/lH*/ 
00 1 J=l,8 
HTPLOTll,Jl=PRFLNUIJI 
CONTINUE 
DO 2 I= l, 8 
DO 2 J=l ,51 
GRAPH( I ,JI= SYMBOL( 31 





HTMi N=O. 0 
I=l 
DO 3 J= 1, 8 




IF( DIFF.GT. 50.0IDEL=2.0 
!F(O!FF.GT .100 .O IDEL=5 .o 
!F(DIFF.GT.200.0IDEL=lO.O 
!F(D!FF.GT.500.0JDEL=20.0 




DO 4 J=l, 8 
L = ( HTPL OT (I, J I- HTM IN 1/D!: L +O • 5 
L=51-L 
4 GRAPH(J,Ll=SYMBOL(II 
DO 5 !=1,51 
ORD ( I l =SYMBOL(3 I 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 6 1=1,51,5 
ORD (I I =ASTER 
6 CONT !NU E 
WR!TE(6,2001NRUN,NMO,NOAY,NYEAR,NSTA 
200 FORMAT<1Hl,2X,12HRU"I NUMBER =,!4,llO,lH-,!2,lH-,I2,5X,16HSTATION N 
lUMBER =,13,//l 
DO 11 I=l,51 
!F(I.EQ,201 GO TO 7 
!Fl I.EQ.211 GO TO 8 
IFII.EQ.221 GO TO 9 
IFI I.EQ.231 GO TO 10 
WR!TE(6,20ll ORDIIl,IGRAPH(J,Il,J=l,81 
201 FORMAH50X,914X,1All l 
GO TO 11 
7 WR!TEl6,202 l NRE,ORD(Il,(GRAPH(J, Il,J=l, 81 
202 FORMAT(lOX,23HREYNOLDS NUMBER= RE= ,I7,10X,9(4X,1Alll 
GO TO 11 
8 WRITE(6 ,2031 ABYR,DRD(II, (GRAPHIJ, 11,J=l,81 
203 FORMAT(lOX,23HTUBE/COIL RADIUS= A/R= ,F7.4,10X,9(4X,1Alll 
GO TO 11 
9 WRITE(6,204l PRANTL,ORD(!J, (GRAPHIJ, Il,J=l,81 
204 FORMAT( lOX, 23HPP.ANDTL NUMBER = PR = ,F7.2 ,10X,9(4X,1Al I I 
GO TO 11 
10 WRITEl6,205l NDE,ORD(Il,(GRAPHIJ, Il,J=l,81 
205 FORMAT(l0X,2,3HDEAN NUMBER= DE= ,I7,10X,9(4X,1Alll 
11 CONTINUE 
WR! TE I 6 ,2 01 I SYMBOL( 3 l , I AS TE R, I= 1 , 8 l 
.WRITE( 6, 2061 
206 FORMAT I 59X, lHl ,4X, 1H2, 4X, 1H3, 4X, !H4, 4X, 1H5, 4X, lH6, 4X, 1H7 ,4X, lH 8 ,/5 
16X,40HPER!PHERAL LOCATION,CLKW!Sf. FROM NORTH ,/ l 
WR IT El 6, 2071 HTM IN, HTMAX 
207 FORMAT( 2X, 27HBASE LINE NUSSEL T NUMBER 
lLT NUMBER= ,Fl0.3) 
WR!TE(6,2081 DEL 
208 FORMATl2X,10HDELTA NU =,FlO.ll 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SK ET CH( DWT EMP, NMO ,NDAY, NYE AR I 
,F5.l,10X,25HMAXIMUM NUSSE 
Dl~ENSION DWffMPll0,81,DWTP( 10,81,GRAPH(10,511,SYMBOL(9l,ORD(51 l 
COMMON/ DLSNOS/N RE, ABYR ,NOE, PRANTL, PRFLNU( 81, NRUN 
DATA SYMBOL/lHl ,1H2,lH3,lH4,1H5,1H6,1H7,lH8,lH I 
DATA ASTER/lH*/ 
DO l J=l, 7, 2 
DO l I=l,10 
DWT PI I, J l =DIH EMP I I, J I 
CONTINUE 
DO 2 !=1,10 
DO 2 J=l,51 
GRAPH(! ,Jl=SYMBOL(91 
CONTINUE 
DTMAX=DWTP( 1, 11 
DTMI N=O. 0 
DO 3 J= 1, 7, 2 
DO 3 l=l,10 





I Fl DI FF. GT .25 .o ID EL= 1 .o 
!F(DIFF.GT.SO.OlDEL=2.0 
IF( DI FF.GT .100.0lDEL=S. 0 
!F(DIFF.GT.250.0IDEL=lu.o 
I Fl D IFF .GT. 500. OJ DEL=20. 0 




DO 4 J=l,7,2 
DO 4 1=1,10 
L=( DWTP (I, J )-OT MIN l/ D!:L +O .5 
L=Sl-L 
4 GRAPH( I,Ll=SYMBOU JI 
DO 5 K=l ,51 
ORD(Kl=SYMBOU9l 
CONTINUE 
DO 6 K=l ,51,5 
OR) ( Kl =AST!: R 




WPITE(6 1 200lNRUN,NMO,NDAY,NYEA~ 
200 FORMATl1Hl,2X,12HRUN NUMBER =, 14, IlO, lH-, 12, lH-, 12,//1 
DD 11 J=l, 51 
IF CJ .EQ .20 I GO TO 7 
IF(J.EQ.2!1 GO TO 8 
IF(J .EQ .221 GO TO 9 
IFCJ.EQ.23 l GO TO 10 
WR I TE ( 6, 2011 ORD ( Jl , ( GP.A PH Cl , Jl , l =1 , l O I 
201 FORMATC50X,11(4X,1Alll 
GO TO 11 
7 WR!TE(6 1 2021NRE ,ORD(Jl ,(GRAPH(l,Jl,l=l ,101 
202 FORMATl10X,23HREYNOLDS NUMBER= RE= ,17,10X,l1!4X,1Alll 
GO TO 11 
8 WRJTEC6,2031ABYR,DRD(JI ,CGRAPHC! ,Jl,I=l,101 
203 FORMATl10X,23HTUBE/CO!L RADIUS= A/~= 1 F7.4 1 10X,!1!4X,1Alll 
GO TO 11 
9 WR ITEi 6, 204lPRANTL ,ORD( Jl ,! GRAPH CI ,JI 1 1=1 1 1 01 
204 FORMAT(lOX 1 23HPRANDTL "IUMBER =PR= ,F7.2,lOX,11!4X,lAJII 
GO TO 11 
10 WR!TEC6 1 2051NDf,ORD(Jl 1 (GRAPH(l 1 Jl,l=l,101 
205 FORMAT(lOX,23HDEAN "IUMBER = DE= , !7, JOX,1114X,1Alll 
11 CONTINUE 
WR! TEI 6, 201 ISYMBOLC 91, (ASTER, I= 1, 101 
WR!TE(6 ,206 I 
206 FORMAT( 59X, lHl ,4X, 1H2 ,4X ,1H3 ,4X ,1H4 1 4X ,1 H5 ,4X ,1 H6 ,4X, 1H7 ,4X, lHB ,4X 
l,1H9 1 4X 1 2H10,/59X,44HSTATIJ~ NUMBE~ 1 STARTING FROM INLET ELECTRODE, 
211 
WR I TEI 6, 207 IDTM 11'1,DTMAX 
207 FORMATC2X,42HBASE LINE 01'!':~S!JNLESS WALL TE~PERATU~E=,F5.0,10X 1 39 
lHMAXIMUM DIMENSIONLESS •ALL TEMPERATUPE=,Fl0.31 
WR! TE( 6, 208 IDEL 










NRUN ,N_lll,NDAY ,NYEAR,NSLI, TAMPS, VOLTS 
Read 























































SUBROUTINE PIDT: Same a11 for SPNS02. 
Coapute 
P'LVIS,CPP'W,TCFLU 

























COMPUTER PROGRAM: SPNS04. 
PROGRAM TO COMP UTE: 
1, HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS, AND 
2, PERTINENT FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS 




*** NOTE:l, FLUID PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE LOCAL BULK FLUID TEMPERATU~E 
AT EACH THERMOCOUPLE STATION, 
2, LOCAL H(AVG.1=11/Nl El(Q/AI/IT(WALL 1-TIBULK FLU!Dl 11, 
DIMENSION QFLUXl8J,TIS(8J,TFLOC(Bl 
C OMMON/OLSNOS/ NRE, ABYR, NOE·, PRANTL, CAN UNO, GRAETZ 
COMMON/ l NVALU/H TC I Bl , PRF LNU( Bl, TC FLU, NRUl'I 
l READ15,100l NRUN,NMO,NDAY,NYEAR,NSL! ,TAMPS,VOLTS 
100 FORMATl515,2E20.7l 
REA.DI 5, 1011 FL~ TMA, TFLI N, TF LOUT 
101 FORMAT I 3Fl0 ,2 l 
TUBERA=0.495/(2,0*12,0I 
IF(NRUN,GT.4001 GO TO 2 
IFINRUN.GT,3001 GO TO 8 
IFINRUN,GT.2001 GO TO 2 
8 COILRA=9,99/(2.0*12.0l 
ABYR=TUBERII/COI LRA 




T INC l= ITFLOUT-T FLIN 1/10, 00 
WRITE17,300INRUN,NMO,NDAY,NYEAR,ABYR,FLRTMA,TFLIN,TFLOUT,TAMPS,VJL 
lTS 
300 FORMATll3,2X.,315,Fl0,6, 5Fl0,2l 
TCSDI S=0,0 
DO 1 1=1,10 
NST A= I 
IFll,EQ,101 GO TO 4 
TCSDIS=TCSDIS+l,O 
GO TO 5 
4 TC SD I S=TC SDI S+0, 75 
5 CONT IN~ E 
TEFLU=TFLIN+IT!NCl*TCSDISI 
R EIID I 5, l 021 I.TI S ( JI , J=l, Bl 
102 FORMAT 14E20, 71 
READl5 ,102 l I QFLUX (JI ,J=l ,81 
.CALL DMLSNOIFLRTMA,TEFLU,TCSD!Sl 
AVHT C=O ,0 
DO 6 J=l, 8 
TFLOC(J l=TEFLU 
HTC(Jl=QFLUX(JI II TISI JI-TEFLUJ 
AVHTC=AVHTC+HTCIJ I 
6 CONTINUE 
CALL NUSEL T 
AVHTC=AVHTC/8 ,0 
CANUNO=(AVHTC*I0,495/12,0IJ/TCFLU 
WR !TEI 6, 2001 
200 FORMATC1Hl,2X,BOHCALCULAT!ON DF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFECIENTS IN A HE 
ll!CAL :OIL BY SUMAN P,N, SINGH,l 
WR IT E( 6, 20 l JNRUN, NMO, NDA Y ,N YEAR 
201 FDRMATl2X,12HRJN NUMBER =,14,110,lH-, 12,lH-,121 
. WR!TEl6,2021NSTA 
202 FORMATl2X,16HSTATION NUMBER =,131 
WRITE(6,2031TAMPS,VOLTS 
203 FORMAT(2X,17HCURRENT IN COIL =,F6,l,5H AMPS,10X,26HVOLTAGE DROP AC 
lROSS COIL =,F7,2,6H VOLTS) 
WR! TEl6,204l 
204 FORMAH//,2X,20HPERIPHERAL LOCATION ,14X,10H l ,2X,10H 
l ,2X,10H 3 , 2X,10H 4 , 2X, lOH 5 ,2X,10H 
2 6 ,2X,l0H 7 ,2X,10H 8 ,/2X,30HDEGREES CLOCKWISE 
3 FROM NORTH ,4X, lOH O ,2X,10H 45 ,2X,10H 90 ,2 
4X,10H 135 ,2X,10H 180 ,2X,10H 225 ,2X,10H 270 
5,2X,10H 315 ,//1 
wRITEl6, 205l(QFLUXIJ 1,J=l,81 
205 FORMAT(2X,30HHEAT FLUX, Q , BTU/HR-SQ,FT, =,ZX, 81Fl0,3, 2XI l 
WR !TEI 6, 206 ll Tl SI JI , J=l , 81 
206 FORMATl/,2X,30HINSIDE WALL TEMPERATURE,TW, F=,2X,81Fl0,3,2XII 
WR! TEI 6 ,2071 
207 FORMAT(//,2X,54HFOR FLUID TEMPERATURES MEASURED BY CONAX THfRMOCOU 
l P LES I 
WR! TE I 6 , 2081 I TF LDC I JI , J=l , 81 
208 FORMAT(/,2X,30HLOCAL FLUID TEMPERATURE,TF, F=,2X,81F10,3,2Xll 
WR! TE(b ,2091 IHTCIJJ ,J=l ,8 l 
209 FORMAT( /,2X,30HH(LOCALI, BTU/HR-SQ.FT,-F =,2X,B (FlO ,3,2X 11 
WRIT El 6, 217 l I PR FLNUI J 1,J= 1, 8 I 
217 FORMATl/,2X,30HPERIPHERAL NUSSELT NUMBfR, NJ=,2X,B(Fl0,3, 2XII 
WR! TE( 6, 2181 TE FLU 
218 FGRMAT(//,.ZX,33HAT T~E LOCAL FLUID TEMPERATURE OF,Fl0.,3,4H F :J 
WP! TEI 6,2191 NRE 
219 FORMATl/,2X,23HREYNOLDS NUMBER= RE= ,1101 
WR!TE(6 ,220 I PRANTL 
220 FORMAT( /,2X,23HPRANDTL NUMBER = PR = ,Fl0,31 
WRJTEl6,22ll NOE 
221 FGRMATl/,2X,23HDEAN NU"IBER = DE = , 110 I 
WRITE( 6,2221 GRAETZ 
222 FORMAT(/,2X,23HGRAETZ NUMBER= GZ = ,Fl0,31 
WRITE(6,2231 AVHTC 
223 FORMAT(//,2X,35HAVERAGE H(LOCALI FOR THIS STATION =,Fl0,3,16H BTU/ 
1 HR-SQ, FT ,-Fl 
WR! TEl6,2241 CANUNO 









WR !TE( 7, 3011 ( HTC(J 1,J= 1, Bl 
WR!TE(7 ,301 l ( PRFLNU ( JI ,J=l, Bl 
WRITE(7,302lNRE,NDE,PRANTL,TEFLU,GRAETZ,AVHTC,CANUNO 
30 2 FORM AT ( 2X, 110, lX, !10, 2X, F 10. 3, 1X,F10, 3, 2X, 2( F 10. 3, lXI ,Fl O. 3 I 
CALL PLOT(NMO,NDAY,NYEAR,NSTAI 
7 CONTINUE 
GO TO l 
END 
SUB ROUTINE DMLSNO ( FL RTMA, TEFL U, TC SD I SI 
COMMON/DLSNOS/NRE,ABYR,NDE,PRANTL,CANUNO,GRAETZ 
COMMON/ INVALU/ HTC( B 1, PRFLNU( BI, TCFL U,NR UN 
TEMPC=IITEFLU-32.01*5.0l/9.0 





CPFL U=l. 01881-0. 4802E-03*TEFLU+O. 3274E-05*T EFLU*T E FLU-0 .6J4E-OB*T E 
l FLU *T EFLU*TEFLU 
TCF LU=O. 302 89+0. 7029 E-03 *T EFLU-0 .1178 E-0 S*T EFLU *TE FLU-0. 550E-09*TE 
lFLU*TEF LU*TEFLU 
GO TO 2 
l F LVI S=O. l 05 786E +03-0.16867 E+Ol*T EFLU+O. l 058 E-01 *TE FLU*TE FL U-0 .2993 
16 E-04*TEFL U*TEFLU*TEF LU+O. 318l4E-07* TEFL U* TE FLU* TEFLU*TEF LU 
CPFLU=O .3 69356 +O .20216 E-03*T EFLU +O. B 285E- 06*TEFL U*TEFL U- O. l 99B7E-O 
lB*TEFLU*TEF LU*TEF LU 






DENO=RENO*ISQRT (ABYR 11 
NOE =DENO 




SUBROUT !NE NUSELT 
CDMMDN/INVALU/HTC(81 ,PRFLNU(8l,TCFLU,NRUN 
·oo 1 J=l,8 






DIMENSION HTPLOT12,$1 ,GRAPHIB,51l,SYMBOL(3l,ORD(51 I 
COMMON/DLSNOS/~RE,ABYR,NDE,PRANTL,CANUNO,GRAETZ 
COMMON/ I NVALU/HTC (81, PRFLNJ I 8 l, TCFLU, NRUN 
DATA SYMBOL/lHC ,lHA,11-1 I 
DATA AST ER/lH*/ 
DOlJ=l,8 
HTPLOT(l,Jl=PRFLNU(JI 
CONT !NU E 
DD 2 I =1,8 




HTM IN=O .O 
I =l 
DO 3 J=l,8 











IF( DlFF.GT .10000.0IDEL=SOO.O 
DC 4 J=l,8 
L=(HTPLOTII,JI-HTMIN~/DEL+0.5 
L=Sl-L 
4 GRAPH( J,U=SYMBOLIII 
DD 5 l=l,51 
ORDl!l=SYMBOL13 I 
CONTINUE 
DO 6 l=l,51,5 
ORO( l I =ASTER 
6 CONTINUE 
WR!TEl6,2001NRUN,NMO,NDAY,NYEAR,NSTA 
200 FORMATl1Hl,2X,12HRUN NUMBER =, 14, IlO, lH-, 12, lH-, 12,SX, 16HSTATION N 
1UM3ER =,13,//1 
DO 11 I=l,51 
IF(J.EQ.201 GO TO 7 
IF(l.EQ.211 GD TO 8 




!F(!.EQ.231 GO TO 10 
WR!TE(6,2011 ORD(!J, (GRAPH(J, 11,J=l,8 J 
201 FORMAT( 50X,9(4X,1All J 
GO TO 11 
7 WRITE(6,2021 NRE,ORO(Jl,(GRAPH(J,IJ,J=l,Bl 
202 FORMAT( l0X,23H~EYNOLOS NUMBER= RE = ,17,10X,914X,1All I 
GO TO 11 
8 WRJTEl6,2Col ABYR,ORD(JI ,(GRAPHIJ,11,J=l,BJ 
203 FORMATllOX,23HTUBE/COIL RA~IUS= A/R= ,F7.4,10X,914X,1Alll 
GO TO 11 
9 WR! TEI 6, 2041 PRANTL,CRDll 1, IGRAPHI J, 1 J ,J=l ,BJ 
204 FORMAT(lOX,23HPRANDTL NUMBER= PR= ,F7.2,10X,914X,1Alll 
GD TO 11 
10 WRJTEl6,2051 NDE,ORDlll,IGRAPH(J,11,J=l,81 
205 FORMAT!10X,23HOEAN NUMBER= DE= ,17,10X,914X,1Alll 
11 CONT! NUE 
WR I TE ( 6, 201 IS YMBDLI 31 , IA STER , I = 1 , 8 I 
WRITEl6,206 I 
2 06 FOR MA Tl 59X, 1Hl ,4X ,1H2 ,4X ,1H3 ,4X, l H4,4X, 1H5, 4X,1 H6, 4X, 11-7, 4X, 1H8, / 5 
16X, 40HPERJPHERAL LOCATION,:LKW! SE. FROM NORTH ,/1 
WRIT E16 ,207 I HTM IN, HT MAX 
207 FORMATl2X,27HBASE LINE NUSSELT NUMBER= ,F5,l,10X,25Hl'AXIMUM ~USSE 
lLT NUMBER= ,Fl0,31 
WRITEl6,2061 DEL 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM: SPNS06. 
PROGRAM TO COMPUTE: 
1. HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS, AND 
2. PERTINENT FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS 
FOR LIQUID PHASE HEAT TRANSFER STUDIES IN HELICALLY COILED TU3ES. BV SU'4AN 









*** NOTE:l. FLUID PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE LOCAL BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE 
AT EACH THERMOCOUPLE STAT ION. 
2. LOCAL HIAVG.l=lll/NJEIQ/All/111/NIEITIWALLIJ-T(BULK FLUIOIJ. 
DIMENSION QFLUXl81,TISl81 
COMMO~/INVALU/FLRTMA,TEFLU,TCS)IS,CAWALT,CAHTC,NRUN 
CuMMON/DLS NOS/ NRE, ABV R ,f>IDE, PII.ANTL, GRAETZ, GRA SOF, RA VLA V ,CAN UNO 
l READ( 5,1001 NRUN,NMO,NDAV,NVEAR,NSLI ,TAMPS,VOLTS 
100 FORMAT(515,2E20.71 
READIS,1011 FLRTMA,TFLIN,TFLOUT 
101 FORMAT( 3Fl0. 21 
TUBERA=O .·495/ (2 .0*12 .o I 
IF(NRUN.GT.4001 GO TO 2 
IFINRUN.GT.3001 GO TO 8 
I FINRUN .GT .200 I GO T.O 2 
8 CO!LRA=9.99/(2.0*l2.0I 
ABVR=TUBEP.A/COlLRA 




Tlr>IC l=I TFUlUT-TFLINI /10. 00 
TCS DIS=O .O 
0071=1,10 
NSTA= I 
IF(! .Ec.101 GO Ta 4 
TCSDI S=TCSDI S+l .o 
GO TO 5 
4 TCS DIS=TCSDIS+O .75 
5 CONTINUE 
TEFLU= TFLIN+ (TINC l*TC SDI SI 
READl5,10211TISIJl,J=l,81 
102 FOR MA Tl 4E 20. 71 
R EADI 5, 1021 I QFLUXIJ I, J= l, 81 
CAQF LX=O.O . 
CA WAL T=O. 0 
DO b J= 1, 8 
. CAQFLX=CAQFLX+QFLUX (JI 
CAWA L T=CA WAL T+TI SI JI 
6 CONTINUE 
C ACF LX =CAQF LX/8 .O 
CAWALT=CAWALT/8 .O 
CAH TC=CAQFLX/ICA WALT-TEF LUI 
CALL DMLSNO 
WRITE(!> ,2001 
200 FORMATllHl ,2X,80HCALCULATI ON OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFECI ENTS IN A HE 
lLICAL COIL BV SUMAN P.N. SINGH.I 
WRI TEI 6 ,2011 NRUN, N"10, NCAV ,NY EAR 
201 FORMAT( 2X,12HRUN IIIUMBER =,14,110,lH-,12,lH-,121 
WRITElb,2021NSTA 
202 FORMATl2X,16HSTATION NUMBER =,131 
WR IT~( 6, 203 ITAMP S, VOL TS 
203 FORMAT12X,17HCURRENT IN COIL =,F6.1,5H AMPS,10X,26HVOL TAGE OROP A: 
!ROSS COIL =,F7.2,6H VOLTS) 
WRITEl6,2081 ABVII. 
208 FORMATl2X,29HTUBE-TO-COIL DIAMETER RATIO =,Fl0.61 
WR I TE I 6, 2041 
204 FORMATl//,2X,20HPERIPHERAL· LOCAT!O!lj ,14X,10H 1 ,2X,10H 
l ,2X,10H 3 ,2X,l0H 4 ,2X,10H 5 ,2X,10H 
2 6 ,2X,10H 7 ,2X,10H 8 ,/2X,30HDEGREES CLOCKw!SF 
3 FROM NORTH ,4X, lOH O , 2X, lOH 45 , 2X, l OH 90 ,2 
4X,10H 135 ,2X,10H 180 ,2X,l0H 225 ,2X,10H 270 
5, 2X, lOH 315 , // I 
WRITE(b ,2051 IQFLUX(J 1,J=l,BI 
205 FDRMATl2X,30HHEAT FLUX, Q, BTU/HR-SQ.FT. =,2X,8(Fl0.3,2Xll 
WRITEl6,206IITIS(JJ,J=l,8l 
206 FORMATl/,2X,3.0HINSIDE WALL TEMPERATURE,TW, F=,2X,B(Fl0.3, 2XII 
WRITE I 6, 2071 
207 FORMAT 1// ,2X, 54HFOR FLUID TEMPERATURES MEASURED BV ·cDNAX THERMOCDU 
lPLE SI . 
WRITEl6,2181 TEFLU 
218 FORMATl//,2X,33HAT THE° LOt:U FLUID TEMPERATURE 3F.,F10.3,4H F :J 
WRITEl6,219l NRE 
219 FORMATl/,2X,23HREVNOLDS NUMBER= RE= ,1101 
WRITEl6 ,220 l PRANTL 
220 FDRMATl/,2X,23>iPRANDTL NUMBER= PR= ,Fl0.31 
WRITEl6,2211 NOE 
221 FORMAT II ,2X ,23HDEAN NUMBER = DE = , l!J I 
WR! TE( 6, 2221 GRAETZ 
222 FORMATl/,2X,23HGRAETZ NUMoER = GZ = ,Fl0.31 
WRI TEl6,2231 
223 FORMAT( II I, 2X, 64HTHE FOLLOW! NG ARE PERI PHERALLV AV ER AGED V ALU FS FO 
lR THIS STATION:,//1 
WRITEl6,2241 CAWALT 
224 FORMATl2X,26HAVERAGE WALL TEMPERATURE =,F10.3,2H Fl 
WPIT~l6,225 I CAQFLX 
225 FORMAT(/,2X,19HAVERAGE HEAT FLUX =,Fl0.3,14>1 BTU/H~-SQ.FT.) 
WR ITEi 6, 2261 CA HTC 
226 FORMATl/,2X,35HAVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT =,F!0.3,16H BTU/-! 
lR-SQ.FT.-FI . 
WRITEl6,227l CANUNO 
227 FORMAT(//i2X,23HNUSSELT N~MBER = IIIU = ,Fl0.31 
WRITE( 6,2281 GRASOF 
228 FORMATl/,2X,23HGqASHOF NUMBER = GR = ,E20.91 




229 FORMAT(l,2X,23HRAYLE!GH NUMBER= RA= ,E20.91 
WRITE17,3001NRUN,NSTA,NRE,NDE,CAWALT,CAHTC,CANUNO 
300 FORMAT( 13, lH-, 12, 4X, I 10, 5X, I 10, 31 5X,Fl0. 311 
WR! TE I 7 ,301 I PR ANT L, GRAETZ, GRAS OF, RAYLAY 
301 FORMAT(Fl0.3,6X,Fl0.3,7X,E20.9,7X,E20.91 
7 CONTINUE 
GO TD l 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE DMLSNO 
COMMON/ INV ALU/ FLRTMA, TE FLU, TC SD IS ,CA WALT ,CA HTC, NRUN 
COM MON/ DLS NOS/N RE, ABYR ,NOE, PRANTL, GRAETZ, GR ASOF, RA YLA Y, CA~ UNJ 
TUBEID=0.495/12. 0 
TEMPC= I IT EFLU-32 .o I *5 .o 1/9. 0 
IFINRUN.GT.3001 GO TO 1 
RHSVR= ( I 1. 3272* I 20.0-TE MPC I 1-1 O. 001053* ( TEMPC-20 .o I* IT EMPC-20 .O I I I 
11 IT EMPC+l05 .O I 
RHSLN•2.303*RHSVR 
FLV IS= 1. 002*EXP I RHSLNI 
CPFLU=l .01881-0 .4802E-03*TEFLU+O. 3274E-OS*TEFLU*TEFLU-O. 604E-08*TE 
lF LU*TEFLU*TEF LU 
TCFLU=O .30289+0. 7029E-03*TEFL U- 0.11 78E- 05*TEF LU*TEF LU-o. 55 OE-09*TE 
lf LU*TEFLU*T EFLU 
ROEFB T=O. 999986+0. l 890E-04* TEMPC-0. 5 886 E-05*TEMPC*TFMPC+O. l 548 E-07 
l*T EMP C*T EMP C*T EMPC 
DENFBT=62.43*ROEFBT 
CAW TC= I ( CA WAL T-32. 01 *S• OJ /9. 0 
ROEFWT=O .999986 +O .1890E-04*CAWTC-O. 5886E-05*CAWTC*CAWTC+ O. l 548E-07 
l*CAWTC* CAWTC*CAWTC 
DENFWT= 62.43*ROEFWT 
GO TO 2 
1 FLVI S=O. l 05 786E+ 03-0.16867 E+Ol *T EFLU+O .1058 E-01 *TEFLU*T EFLU-0 .2993 
16 E-04*TEFL U*TEFLU*TE F LU+O. 3l 814E-07* TEFL U* TE FLU* TE FLU*TEFLU 
CPFLU=O .369356 +o .202 l6E-03*T EFLU +O. 8285E-06*TEFL U*TEFL U-0. l 9987E-0 
l8*TEF LU*TEF LU*TEF LU 
TCFLU= 241.90848*1 3.149499E-04-I O. 93E-07* TEMPC 11 
DENFWT=70.70705-0.2533BE-Ol*CAwALT-0.3095E-04*CAWALT*CAWAL T+0.8890 
1E-07*CAWAL T*CAWAL T*CAIIAL T 
DEN FBT=70. 70705-0. 2533 EE-Ol*TEFL U-0. 3095E-04*TEF LU*TEF LU+O. 8890E-0 
l 7*TEFLU*TEFLU*TEFLU 
2 FVFPS=2.42*FLVIS 







CAN UNO= I CAH TC*TUBE ID I /TCF LU 
A VOE Nf =I DE NFBT+OE NF WTI 12. 0 
DEL TAT• CAWALT-T EFLU 
BETA•(DENFBT~DENFWTI/IDELTAT*AVDENFI 
GRAVTY= 4. l 7E+08 








Figure 32. Flowchart for Computer Program SPNSlO 
START 









c .. put• 






TFLAYG(I) ~FLDDl!K(I) ,BLIWIS(I) ,CAWALT(l), 
WAINIS(I),YISFAC(I) 
KO 
c .. pute 
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C CCMPUTER PROGRAM: SPNSlO. 
c 
C PROGRAM TG CJl-1PUTE THE FR!CT[QNAL rlEAO LOSS AND FANNING FRICTION FACTOR FOR 




O!·~Et-.S!ON PIN(201ll ,POUT(2JJI ,STATPR(200l ,Fl OVEL (2JO l,DELP(20J J,DEL 
I H ( 2 00 I, ffC J IL I 2 00 I , NR E ( 2uOI , CA -~LT I 2 Jvl , •AL VI S( 7 00 I , V ! SF AC< zoo I , AL 
2GRE(2001,ALGFC(2001 





CAT UBE= ( 3. l 41 6 f 4 • cl I* ( I Tu ~El ,J*T U B c ! 0 l I ! 44 .~ I 
i.,C= 32. I 74 
OG I !=!,N'.HUNS 
RE AO I,, I 01 J NRUN ( I I, FL H~A ( I I , T FL I~ ( I I, T FL ~J T ( I I, PI~ ( I I, OJ UT( I I 
101 FORMAT(I5,5Fl0.21 
I CCJNT !Nu E 




!Fl !CO!L.EQ,11 GO TO 15 
cm LD=,.9g 
DIB YllC =J. U4955•J 
HST AT=20.0 




16 CDH !NUE 
I~ECR=2000J,J*(O!BYOC**J,3ZI 
CALL h6TFLP(NDRUNS,CATUBEI 
DD 2 I=l,NiJRUNS 
NRE (I )=RENO( I I 
FLDVEL( ll=FL~TMA(l 1 /(FLDUE'l(l l•CATUBE*36JO.JJ 
WALV!S(IJ=V!SCINRUN, 1,CA;>ALTI 
VIS FAC ( I I = ( ~LKV IS ( I II• ALVIS ( I I l **J, 14 
CONTINUE 
•RITE(~,ZU•J I 
20J FC~MAT(l11l,//,2X,77HFLUI~ FLGW P.:\RAMEfl:RS f•JR F-LOfl PJ H!:LIC4LLY :J 
IILED TUBES, SU~AN >.si, SI NGt1, I 
wR!TE(6,201 I TUHEIO,CCJILO,CATUGE,DIRYDC 
201 FORMAT<//,ZX,29HHEL!CAL COIL: TUtl'c r.n .. INS.•,F6.3,}X,15HC:JIL DIA, 
l, INS.=,F7.2,3X,33HTUBE CROSS-SsCTl'JNAL AREA,S~.FT,=,FI0,6,iX,7HOIB 
2YCC=,FJJ.b I 
WR I TE ( 6 , 2 02 I 
202: t-OR."'1AT(//,2X,7HKUN NU.,2X,10H ·~,LH/rl;:?.,2X,l0H TFLIN, F,2:X,lOrl TF 
lLOUT, F,?X, lJH TFLAVG, F, 2X, liJH FL.>. J•N. ,2X,lOHFLO. V!SC, ,2X ,!UH 
2CAWALT, F,2X,1JHWALL V!SC,,?X,!OHVISC. >hCT,/fl 
UO 3 l•l,NORUNS 
w PIT c ( 6, 2 0 3 l N~ UN I I I, FL R TMA I J I, Tf L! N ( I I , TFL OUT( I I , TF LA VG ( l I , ~ L J Of~ 
U 11,BLKVIS( !I ,CAwAL T( II ,•ALVIS( I 1,VISFAC(ll 
iOl FORMAT(4X,13,4X,9(Fl0.l,2XJI 
3 CONTINUE 
5 FACTR=32. l 74«(HSTAT/12,0l 
DO 6 l=l,NORUNS 
S rA TPR ( I I =FLDOE N( I I* ( HS TA Tl 12 .J I* ( l ,0/ 14 4 ,U I 
LJEL P ( I I= (PIN ( I I-POUT( I l I- STA TPR < ! I 
DELH(ll=DELP(ll/0.433 
FA: TA=< IP IN( I 1-POUTI I I J * 144 • o•GCJ /FL ODEN ( II 




wRl Tf(6,201 I TUBEID,CO!LU,CATUBE,Oll>YUC 
wk!TE<o,2041 HSTAT 
204 FORMAT(f/,2X,23HSTAT!C FLUID HFAD, l'iS.=,F5,ll 
.;RI TE ( 6, 205 l 
205 FORMAT( II, 2X, 6H RUN dX, 22H f-LU!D f-LOW RATE ,3X,!3HSTATIC PR 
!ESS. ,3X,24H COIL PRESSJRE D~OP.3X,12HFQ !Cf. f-ACT,,4X, lJ~ >Ee 
2. NO. I 
~R!TE(6,20ol 
200 FURMAT(2X,oHNUMilER,3X,IJH LBIHR ,2X,IOH FT/SEC.,dX,3HPSl,8X,1 
lOH PSI ,2X,12HFT. OF .;ATER,~X,4Hf(CJ ,Ill 
DC 7· l=l,NORUNS 
wR I TE ( 6 ,2 07 l NRUN ( I I , FL RT MA ( 11 , F LDV FI. ( I I , ST AT PR ( I I, DELP ( I I, D "L HI I I, 
l HC Ll IL I I I , 'i RE ( I I 
2 0 7 F LJkM AT { 3X , I 3, 5X, F 10 • 2, 2X, Fl O. 5, 6X, F 5. 2, 8 X, F 10. 2, 2X, F 12. 6, 3 X ,F 1 i: .. 6, 
12 X,I l UI 
7 ~ONT !NUE 
DC 13 l=l ,•WRUNS 
AL~ RE ( I I =AL l'JG l O (RENO (II I 
(F(FFc-1IL( ! 1,LT.0,01 GO TO 12 
ALGF C < I l =AL OG IU ( FFCD IL ( I I J 
GP TC 13 







OU 9 !=l,N'.JRUNS 
Wi<(TE(7,301 I NRU"I( 11,FFC'JIL( 11,NOEI I I 
FCkMAT(l3,f-ll,6,!10l 
CO'i T !NUE 











1001, TFL IN ( 2001, TFLOUT( 2001, TFLA VG ( 2 001 ' . 
DO 3 l=l ,N 
TFLA VG( 11 =I TF Ll Nil l+TFLOUTII 11/2 ,0 
TEFLU=TFLAVG( 11 
lF(NRUNlil,GT,3001 GO TO 1 
TE~PC=I ( TEFLU-32, 01*5,0l /9,0 
RHSVR= I 11,32 72*120 ,O-TE'4PC I I-I0,001053*1 TEMPC-,20, 01* I TEMPC-20, 0111 
1 II TEHPC+l 05, 01 
RHSLN= 2, 303*RHSVR 
FLVlS=l ,002*EXPIRHSLNI 
ROEF BT=O, 999986+0,l B90E-04*TEHPC-0 ,5886E-05*T E"IPC*TEMPC+0, 154BE-07 
l*TE"IPC *TEHPC *TEHPC 
FLDOEN(llz62,43*ROEFBT 
GO TO Z 
1 FLY lS=O, 105786E+03-0, l6867E+Ol*TEFLU+ 0, 105BE-Ol* TE FLU*TEFLU-0, 2993 
16 E-04*T EFLU*T EFLU*T EFLU +O ,31 B 14 E-07 *T EFLU*T EFL U *TE FLU*TEFL U 
FLDDEN( l 1=70, 70705-0, 25338E-Ol* TEFLU-0,3095 E-04*TEFLU*TEFLU +o ,8890 






FUNCTION Vl SCIN,L,TTI 
DIMENSION Nl2001,TTl2001 
TEMP=TTI LI 
TEMPC= ( ( TEMP-32,01 *5, 01/9, 0 
IFINILI ,GT,3001 GO TO 2 
1 RHSVR=I 11,3272* 120,0-TEMPCI 1-10,001053* (TEMPC-20 ,J l*IT EHPC-20,0111 
1/ ITEMPC+l05,0I 
RHS LN=2, 303 *RHSVR 
FLVl S=l, 002*E XP I RHSi.NI 
GO TO 3 
2 FLVI S =0, 105786E+03-0 ,16867 E+Ol*TEMP+O, 10 58E-Ol*TEMP*TEHP-O, 29936E-







NOMENCLATURE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A - Cross-sectional area of the innermost segment of a tube 
slice normal to the r 1 -direction 
ABSDQ = Average absolute deviation in the heat balance 
ABSPDQ = Aver~ge absloute percent deviation in the heat balance 
ABTFLP = Name of the subroutine that computes the bulk fluid 
viscosity, density and the Reynolds number 
ABYR = Tube radius/coil radius 
ALGFC ~ Log10(Fanning friction factor for helical coil flow) 
ALGRE = Log10(Reynolds number) 
AMPS = Fraction of the total current flowing through each segment 
of each slice of the tu,be wa 11, amps· 
AMl = Result of the numerical integration of one.of the terms. 
used to compute XAREA 
AM2 = Result of the numerical integration of the other term 
used to compute XAREA 
APDELQ = Average percent difference in the ~eat balance 
AVDENF = Average fluid density at a thermocouple station, lb/ft3 
AVGTEM = Arithmetic average of the inside wall temperature and 
the bulk fluid temperature at a peripheral location 
on the tube cross-section for a thermocouple station, 
OF 
AVHTC = Average heat transfer coefficient for a thermocouple 
station, BTU/hr-ft2-°F 
AVTEMP = Same as for AVGTEM 
BETA = Coefficient of the volume expansion of the fluid at a 
thermocouple station, l/°F 
























= One of the integration constants used to compute 
XAREA 
= Another integration constant used to compute XAREA 
= Circumferentially-averaged heat transfer coefficient at 
a thermocouple station on the helical coil, BTU/hr-
ft2-0F 
= Circumferentially-averaged Nusselt number at the average 
fluid temperature for a thermocouple station 
= Circumferentially-averaged heat flux at a thermocouple 
station, BTU/ft2-hr 
= Cross-sectional are~ of the tube based on the inside 
tube diameter, ft 
= Average fluid temperature, °C 
= Circumferentially-averaged wall temperature at a thermo-
couple station, °F 
= Same as for CAWALT 
= Circumferentially-averaged wall temperature at a thermo-
couple station, °C 
= Helical coil diameter, inches 
= Helical coil radius, feet 
= Thermal conductivity of one segment of one slice, BTU/ 
hr-ft-°F 
- Specific heat of the fluid at the average temperature 
of the fluid, .BTU/lb-°F 
= Arc length in the e'-direction 
= Specific heat of the fluid, BTU/lb-°F 
= Calculated electric power input to the helical coil, 
watts 
= Length in the r'-direction 
= Corrected inlet temperature of the fluid,°F 
= Corrected exit temperature of the fluid from the helical 
coil, °F 
= Magnitude of the DC current flowing through the helical 
coil for the experimental run, amps 
287 
DAXDIS = Dimensionless axial distance of the thermocouple station 
from the inlet electrode 
DEL = Increment used for the plot in the PLOT and SKETCH 
subroutines 
DELH = Fluid head loss ude to flow in the helical coil, feet 
of water 
DELM = Thickness of the wall at e'=O, feet 
DELP = Fluid pressure drop due to flow in the helical coil, psi 
DELPHI = Integration interval for the numerical integration of 
the integrands used to compute XAREA, degree 
DELQ = The difference between the thermal energy input (by the 
electric heating of the coil) and the increase in the 
therma.1 ener~yof the fluid (in passing through the 
helical coil), BTU/hr · 
DELT = Temperature difference of the bulk fluid between the 
coil inlet and the coil exit, °F 
DELTAT = Difference between the circumferentially-averaged wall 
temperature and the local bulk fluid temperature, °F 
DENFBT = Fluid density at the local bu1k fluid temperature at a 




= Fluid density at the circumferentially-average3 wall 
temperature at a the·rmocoupl e station, 1 b/ft 
= Dean number of the fluid 
= Arc length of an element of a tube slice in thee-
direction, feet 
DIBYDC = Inside tube diameter/coil diameter 
DIFF = Difference between the highest and the lowest value of 
a parameter to be plotted, DIFF is used to select the 
plot increment DEL 
DMLSNO = Name of the subroutine that computes the density, 
specific heat, viscosity and the thermal conductivity. 
and several dimensionless numbers for a thermocouple 
station 
DMLSRE = Calculated value of the Reynolds number at the average 
bulk fluid temperature 
288 
DTMAX = Highest value of the dimens.ionless wall temperature to 
be plotted for a pa~ticular exp~rim~ntal ~ata run 
DTMIN = Lowest dimensionless wall temperature to be plotted for 
a particular experimental data run= 0.0 
DWTEMP = Dimensionless wall temperature at a peripheral location 
on the tube cross-section for a thermocouple station 
DWTP = Dunmy variable. Assigned the value of the dimensionless 
289 
wall temperature at a thermocbuple station for a pariicular 
experimental data run · 
ERESTI = Name of the subroutine that computes:the electrical 
resistivity of each segment of each slice for all the 
segments and slices for a thennocobple station 
FFCOIL = The Fanning friction factor for fluid flow in a helical 
coil 
FILMT =. Average fluid film temperature for a thermocouple station, 
OF 
FLDDEN = Fluid density at the average bulk fluid temperature, 
1 b/ft3 
FLDVEL = Fluid velocity in the helical coil, ft/sec 
FLRT = Fluid flow rate as indicated on the rotameter, % maxi-
mum flow or gpm 
FLRTMA = Mass flow rate of fluid, lb/hr 
FLUX - . Name of the subroutine that computes the heat flux 
entering the fluid across each segment of the tube 
cross-section for a thermocouple station 
FLVIS - Fluid viscosity at the average bulk fluid temperature, 
centipoise 
FVFPS = Fluid viscosity at the average bulk fluid temperature, 
lb/ft-hr 
GC = Conversion factor, lbm-ft/lbf-sec2 
GEOM = Name of the subroutine that computes the geometric 
dimensions of the segments of the coil 
GRAETZ = Graetz number for the fluid computed at the local bulk 
fluid temperature at a thennocouple station 
GRAPH = Variable name used to digitally plot the parameter to 
be plotted in .the PLOT and SXETCH subroutines 
GRASOF = Grashof number of the fluid for a thermocouple 
station 
GRAVTY = Gravitational acceleration, ft/hr2 
HSTAT = Static head of fluid between the inlet and the exit 
pressure taps, inches 
HTC = Heat transfer coefficient for heat transferred radially 
to the fluid across a segment of the ~ube cross-section 
for a thermocouple station, BTU/hr-ft -°F 
HTCOEF = Same as for HTC 
HTMAX = The highest value of the Nusselt number to be plotted 
for a particular thermocouple station 
HTMIN = The lowest value of the Nusselt number to be plotted 
for a particular thermocouple station 
HTPLOT = Dumny variable. Assigned the value-of the Nusselt number 
for each peripheral thermocouple location for a 
particular thermocouple station 
!COIL = Coil identification number: I=l for the large coil; 
I=2 for the small coil 
IRECR = Critical Reynolds number for flow in helically coiled 
tubes 
!TEMP = Truncated value of the lowest temperature to be plotted 
for a thermocouple station, °F · 
KCON = Name of the subroutine that computes the thermal con-
ductivity of each segment of each slice for a thermo-
couple station 
NDAY = The day when the experimental run was performed 
NDE = Dean number 
NMO = The month when the experimental run was performed 
NOORUN = Experimental run identification number 
NORUNS = Number of experimental runs evaluated 
NRE = Reynolds number 
NRUN = Same as for NOORUN 
NRUNS = Total number of the experimental data runs to be·computed 




















= Number of concentric slices into which the tube wall is 
divided for the numerical solution 
= Thermocouple station number 
= Name of the subroutine that computes the Nusselt number 
= The year when the experimental run was performed 
= Variable name used to denote the ordinate in subroutines 
PLOT and SKETCH 
= Cross-sectional area of a segment of a tube slice normal 
to thi e'-direction 
= Percent difference in the heat balance for the experi-
mental data run 
= Fluid pressure at the coil inlet, psig 
= Name of th~ subroutine that digitally plots either the 
wa 11 temperatures or the Nussel t numbers for a 
thermocouple station 
= Nusselt number at the average film temperature at a 
thermocouple location 
= Fluid pressure at the coil exit, psig 
= Total electrical power input to the helical coil, watts 
= Prandtl number 
= Same as for PNSELT 
= Heat flux in the {-r')-direction for one segment of the 
innermost slice of 2the tube wall at a thermocouple 
station, BTU/hr-ft· 
= Heat flux entering the fluid radially across one segment 
of the tube element for a thermocouple station, BTU/ 
hr-ft2 · 
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= Rate of input of thermal energy to the helical coil, BTU/hr 
= Heat flux in the (-e')-direction for one segment of the 
innermost slice of 2 the tube wall at a thennocoupl e 
station, BTU/hr-ft · 
QOUT ·· = Rate of increase of the thermal energy of the fluid in 
passing through the helical coil, BTU/h~ 
QR = Heat flux in the 8 1 -direction for one segment of the 
innermost slice of2the tube wall at a thermocouple 
station, BTU/hr-ft 
QT = Heat flux in the r 1 -dir~ction for one segment of the 
innermost slice of2the tube wall at a thermocouple 
station, BTU/hr-ft 
R = Distance of the tube center from the helical coil axis, 
feet 
RAREA = Cross-sectional area of a segment of a tube slice normal 
to the· r 1 -direction 
RAYLAY = Rayleigh number 
RENO = Reynolds number 
REPRDE = Name of the subro'utine that computes the Reynolds, Prandtl 
ind Dean number for the fluid at the average fluid film 
temperature at a thermocouple station 
RESTA = Electrical resistance of one segment of one slice of the 
helically coiled tube at a thermocouple location, 
ohm~ 
REST! = Electrical resistivity of one segment of one slice of 
the helically coiled tube at a thermocouple location, 
ohms/ft 
REYNO = Name of the subroutine that computes the Reynolds number 
for the fluid at the average bulk fluid temperature 
RHSLN = Loge(RHSVR) 
RHSVR = Calculated value of the right hand side of the viscosity 
relation for water 
RM = Radius of the mid-point of the tube wall from the 
center of the tube cross-section, feet 
ROEFBT - Fluid density at the loc~l bulk fluid temperature at a 
thermocouple station, gm/ml 
ROEFWT = Fluid density at the circumferentially-averaged wall 
temperature at a thermocouple station, gm/ml 
ROOMT = Average room temperature prevalent during the calibration 
of the surface thermocouples, °F 
RUNNO = Floating point value of NRUNS 
S = Coefficient used in the numerical integration formula 
for computing XAREA 
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SKETCH = Name of the subroutine that digitally plots the 
dimensionless wall temperature versus the dimensionless 
axial distance for an experimental data run 
SR INV = Sum of the inverse el ectri ca 1 resistances of a 11 the 
segments of all the slices 9f the tube wall for a 
thermocouple station, ohms-
STATPR = Static head of fluid between the coil inlet and exit 
pressure ta~s, psig 
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STEAMT = Average temperature of 1 ow pressure steam in the he·l i ca 1 
coil during the calibration of the surface thermocouples, OF 
SYMBOL = Variable name used to select symbol to be plotted to 
indicat~ the value of the variable plotted for a 
thermocouple location 
T = Corrected temperature reading of the node in a segment 
of a tube slice, °F 
TAMPS = Same as for CURENT 
TCASP = Average temperature correction for the surface thermo-
couples when low pressure steam is passed through the 
helical coil, °F 
TCAVG = Average bulk temperature of the fluid in the helical 
coil, °C 
TCDIS = Axial distance of the thermocouple station from the 
inlet electrode, feet 
TCFLU = Thermal conductivity of the fluid, BTU/hr-ft-°F 
TCKl = Temperature set-point to check the convergfi;lnce of the 
numerical solution, °F 
TCK2 = Computed temperature of one segment of one slice of the 
tube wall, Used to check the convergence of the 
numerical solution, °F 
TCOR = Temperature correction for the surface thermocouples 
at the experimental conditions, °F 
TCORIN = Temperature correction for the inlet fluid thermocouple 
reading at the steam temperature, °F 
TCOROU = Temperature correction for the exit fluid thermocouple 
reading at the steam temperature, °F 
TCSDIS = Same as for TCDIS 
TEFLU = Local average bulk fluid temperature at a thermocouple 
station, °F 
TEMCOR = Name of the subroutine that corrects the experimental 
temp,erature readings of the surface thermocouples 
based on their calibration at the steam point 
TEMPC = Fluid temperature, 0 c 
TEMPER = Corrected surface thermocouple temperature, °F 
TFAVG = Average temperature of the bulk fluid in the helical 
coil, °F 
TFLAVG = Same as for TFAVG 
TFLIN = Inlet fluid temperature to the helical coil, °F 
TFLOC = Same as for TEFLU 
TFLOUT = Exit fluid temperature from the helical coil, °F 
THETA = The angle at the helical coil axis that describes an 
arc in the 2 1 -direction, radians 
TINCl = Bulk fluid temperature increment per axial foot of the 
helically coiled tube, °F/ft 
TINC2 - . Bulk fluid temperature increment per unit length of the 
dimensionless axial distance along the helical coil, OF 
TIS = Inside wall temperature at a peripheral location on the 
tube cross-section for a thermocouple station, °F 
TMAX = Highest temperature to be plotted for a thermocouple 
station, °F 
TMIN = Lowest temperature to be plotted for a thermocouple 
statipn, °F 
TOS = Same as for TEMPER 
TOTR = Total electrical resistance of the tube wall for a thermo-
couple station, ohms 
TPLOT = Variable name which is assigned the outside and the 
inside tube wa 11 temperatures for each segment of 
the tube wall for a thermocouple station, °F 
TPOWER - . The computed electrical power dissipated at a thermocouple 
station, watts· 
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TROOM = Room temperature dUring the execution of the data run, OF 
TUBEID = Inside tube diameter, feet. 
TUBERA = Inside tube radius, feet 
UNCORT = Uncorrected surface thermocouple temperature reading, °F 
UNCT = Same as for UNCORT 
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VISC = Name of the function subroutine that computes the viscosity 
of the fluid 
VISFAC = Viscosity correction factor 
VOLTS = Voltage drop across the helical coil for an experimental 
data run, volts 
WALVIS = Fluid viscosity at the circumferentially-averaged wall 
temperature, lbm/ft-hr 
WATTS = Electrical power input to the helical coil, watts 
XAREA = Cross-sectional area of a segment of a tube slice 






An analysis was performed to determine the error in the calGulateci 
heat transfer coefficients. The analysis is as follows: 




From Equation (G.l) 
aqi = 1. • !P_ = 
a(Q/A) (tw - tb) 'atw 
Substituting in Equation (G~2) 
dh = ( l · d(Q/A) - (Q/A) · dt + (Q/A) dt 
tw - tb) . ( t - t .. ) 2 w ( t - t ) 2 b 
, w b w ·b 
or 
(G.3) 
To estimate the error in h, the error in the measurements of (Q/A), 
tw and tb wi 11 be estimated. 
The error in the heat flux, Q/A, depends upon the error associ.ated 
. . . . . . 
with the primary measurements ·Use,d to determine the heat flux. These 
measure111entstogether with an estimate of their error,are: 
1. Coil current--1%. 
2. Coil voltage--1%. 
3. Coil dimenstons--0.1%. 
4. Inside wall temperature--1.0%. 
5. Room temperature--0.5%. 
If all of the above mentioned measurements were in error to the 
extent indicated and in the same direction, the maximum error in the 
heat flu~ would be 3.6%. 
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From Appendix B, the calibration data on the bulk fluid and the wall 
thermocouples indic;ate that at an average temperature of 210°F: 
1. The bulk fluid thermocouples had an average correction of 
-0. 5° F. 
2. The surface thermocouples on the 9.99-inch diameter coil had an 
average correction of +0.3°F. 
3. The surface thermocouples on the 20.64-inch diameter coil had 
an average correction of +0.9°F. 
The calibrations were performed using the Numatron to measure the 
thermocouple outputs. The Numatron had a stated accuracy of :!::_0.26°F 
over the Oto 300°F range. Since the calibrations were made in-situ, 
the above mentioned corrections reflect the inaccuracies of the Numatron 
and the associated thermocouple wires. 
Based on the above information, the average error in the bulk fluid 
temperature, the surface temperature on the 9. 99-i nch di. ameter coil and 
the surface temperature on the 20 .64-inch diameter coil was e~timated to 
be 0.3, 0.2 and 0.5 percent, re~pectively. 
Now, since the inside wall temperature was determined by a numerical 
solution, the average error in the wall temperature would be affected by 
the errors in the coil dimensions, the room temperature, the flow rate 
and any computational errors. Taking all the errors .into account, the 
c.ombined total error in the inside wall temperature was e~timated to be 
1 perGent. 
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Rewriting Equation (G.3), 
dh = d(Q/A) (dtw)/tw (dtb)/tb 
h {Q/A) - (i - (tb/tw}) + ((tw/tb} - 1) 
The average bulk fluid and inside wall temperature were estimated 
to be 100°F and 120°F, respectively. 
The maximum error in the heat transfer coefficient would occur when 
the errors in the independent variables are all additive. 
Therefore, 
~h = 0·036 + (1 - (~0~)120)) + ((12~i~~~) - 1) 
= 0.036 + 0.059 + 0.015 
= 0.110 = 11%. 
In addition, a heat balance was made around the coil for each 
experimental data run. For the 158 runs made on the two coils using 
water, the average percent error and the absolute average percent error 
in the heat balance was l.64% and 2.01%, respectively. For the 112 runs 
made using Dowtherm G, the above mentioned errors in the heat balance 
were 2.72% and 3.9%, respectively. The Dowtherm G runs indicated a 
greater error in the heat balance because most of the data were taken in 
the low flow rate regime with lower heat input rates than for the water 
data runs. 
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